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Paul Matthew 

April 11, 2005  

Hi. My name is Paul Mathew. I am a practicing lawyer at the 

High Court of Kerala, in the state of Kerala, which is at the 

southern end of India. Welcome to my personal website.  

I have a matter of concern that might affect you. It concerns the 

whole Nation of India, Sri Lanka and some parts of United Arab 

Emirates. What you read below might help you as a reader to 

prepare yourself; if it affects you in some fashion.  

A couple of weeks prior to 16th of December 2004, I saw a 

'vision' (in my sixth sense). It depicted many of the major events 

of the Tsunami disaster that struck India on 26th Dec 2004. 

When I saw the same 'vision' a second time before it happened, 

it worried me in my 'spirit' (inner sense). 

I have seen many such visions in the past, and have seen all of 

them come true in the lives of people around me. When the Dec 

26 events unfolded, just as I had seen in the vision before it 

happened, it struck me hard that something of this magnitude 

could be so accurate. And in the subsequent days, I came to 

know of many things that I saw in the visions that were 

implemented at the government and administrative level.  

I had the vision concerning the Tsunami written down at the 

time that I had seen it and I shared them with my friends and 

family. After the disaster occurred, I also shared them with 

many prominent people in the city of Ernakulam 

(Cochin/Kochi), where I live and work. They were all taken 

aback by the accuracy of the vision. 

Visions are not a new phenomenon for me. 

About me 

I think it is important to introduce myself to you as well because 

you may not know me personally. My name is Paul Mathew, 

and I  am a  practicing  lawyer  at the  High Court  of  Kerala,  at  

 

Ernakulam, in the state of Kerala, which is a southern state in 

India. 

I am not ascetic or a saint, I am not an astrologer or palmist or 

soothsayer. I don't practice yoga, meditation or any such art. I 

am a normal logical, reasoning rational and practical God 

fearing person leading a simple and quiet family and social life 

with my wife and two school going children.  

I have no vested interests or any personal agenda in publishing 

this information. Also, I have no previous knowledge or 

experience in the various geographical and scientific subjects 

described in the visions. But I believe in and experience the 

presence and providence of a Living God Almighty, who cares 

for me and counsels me to lead a moral life, as a faithful 

Christian and a patriotic Indian citizen.  

My contact  information  is  available  towards  the  end  of  this 

article/message.  

Why I am publishing this information 

I originally wrote this information for private circulation, which 

are people who know me personally -- my friends, loved ones, 

people of my church and those of the community.  

I have now ventured to get this message online because the 

disaster is so devastating and its magnitude is beyond human 

comprehension. In my knowledge, something like this has not 

happened anywhere. It is by far, the most disturbing of all 

visions I have seen.  

I saw the vision repeatedly more than ten times by now over 

several days, which is the time that I am writing this. I am 

burdened in my spirit because I can perceive this event as 

inevitable and imminent. This has been my experience from the 

past concerning visions that I saw repeatedly, some of them 

twice, others many times over.  

Areas affected 
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I saw that this directly affects the Arabian Sea, India, Sri Lanka 

and parts of United Arab Emirates (UAE).  

The vision(s) 

I  saw  the  subcontinent tectonic  plate of  peninsular India  drift 

southward (see map). 

 

Two deep crevices formed in the land mass, extending in the 

west from Gujarat to Rajastan, from Lat/Long 22.2 degree North 

and 64.4 Deg East up to Lat/Long position, 26 Deg North and 

75 to 76 Deg East and in the east from Bengal to almost the 

middle of Uttar Pradesh.  

I saw waters of Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal gushing to the 

interiors of the Indian subcontinent through these crevices. The 

land of the Rajputs and the desert shall see water!  

In the Arabian Sea, I saw carbon dioxide bubbles rising from the 

sea bed to the surface. The sighting will also be reported to the 

Heads of State of United Arab Emirates by their 

scientist/seafarers.  

Scientists' will trace 5 active volcanoes located in a line in the 

Arabian Sea.  

I saw that one ship almost lost buoyancy but had a close escape.  

Seawater level will at first go down and later rise at UAE and 

flood the Land. The colour of seawater was brown. As the water 

receded, desert sand was seen on all the buildings.  

I saw an underwater volcano erupt in the West Coast of the 

southern Indian peninsula. Huge tidal waves were seen to rise 

from the Arabian Sea due to the volcanic eruption. Tidal waves 

higher than those ever seen before, rose over high-rise buildings 

in the city of Ernakulam (Cochin/Kochi) deep into the land, like 

a thick sheet of water. The waters slammed down crushing all 

that was under it and washed away everything as it receded back 

into the sea. Only those areas that were within the gaps in the 

tidal water escaped the onslaught. I saw it strike from west to 

east!  

I saw an independent earth quake at Kochi causing floods in the 

city. The city was submerged in about 5 feet of water for few 

days in some places. As the water receded into the Arabian Sea, 

the Vembanad Lake dried out and its bed was visible like 

marshy land. Water was seen only in the deep channel through 

which ships navigate into the harbour.  

New varieties of fish were sighted and caught from the sea.  

Seawater temperature rose in many places.  

A whistling or humming noise was being heard by the seafarers.  

You shall not see wind or rain when the next disaster strikes!  

I saw that the disaster was so devastating in the West Coast of 

Kerala that relief efforts could not be coordinated locally and 

central /federal/ external coordination was required.  

I saw that Sri Lanka was one of the most affected while 

Lakshadweep islands were miraculously safe except for some 

minor coral bleach    

How is Kochi affected 

Kochi is the city where I live. I work here and have many 

friends and loved ones here. My church and community are 

here. This page is for all of us -- the people who live and work 

in Kochi. This page lists out how the incident affected 

Ernakulam/Kochi as seen in my vision. 

 The main (arterial) roads tore open and vehicular traffic 

became virtually impossible  

 Many oil pipelines and petrol bunks exploded - there was 

fire in many places  

 Factories exploded and the city shook. Many died just by 

the intense sound of explosions  

       The air was polluted heavily - many choked in some places 

as if oxygen itself was not present in those areas  

 The roads and land shook for a long time. So long that 

people drove vehicles even as the land continued to shake  

 Water flooded the land - took days to drain out  

 New water ways and canals were found in some places  

 Trees fell on the roads - dead bodies hung on tree branches  

 Power supply was cut off - there was shortage of man 

power and equipment to restore power  

 Shortage of fuel - standby power supply systems did not 

work for long  

 Human bodies, dead and alive were seen floating along 

with debris  

 Security of all and everything was at stake - men behaved 

like brutal creatures  

 There was acute shortage of drinking water and food supply  

 Markets were stinking - no supply of vegetables and 

provisions  

 Waste management and debris removal was difficult and 

there was no place for disposal of waste  
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 Many records at government department were lost/damaged  

 Hospitals could not contain the flow of injured persons - 

mobile hospital units had to be deployed - medical supplies 

were not sufficient - life saving drugs were in short supply - 

there was shortage of doctors and para- medics  

 Many children were separated from family - many were not 

able to tell the names of parents or reveal identities about 

them  

 Communication systems failed - took time to restore  

 Sufficient relief centres to accommodate people were not 

found  

When will these things happen? 

I have received quite a few emails (since I put these up on the 

website) from people asking me when all these events are 

destined to happen; and if they will all happen at the same time.  

The events shown in my visions are separate incidents. They do 

not occur in any particular order and I have no indication that 

they will happen together or in groups. Each could be a separate 

incident. Also, I do not know the time or dates (or the year(s)) 

that these events will happen.  

Update: 

 

Before a major calamity hits any place, a miniature form of the 

same would flash through that place to warn the people. Maybe 

it is nature's way of warning or God inviting people's attention 

to Him.....let the one who has ears, listen. 

 

You may have noticed many things as mentioned in the visions 

especially those concerning Cochin has happened in a very mild 

way, as independent events, for different reasons altogether 

across the state.  

I have a strong feeling in my mind that these things could 

happen in the near future (starting from this year (2007) up to 

next year end). 

The thoughts that press my mind so hard these days..... "Out of 

the north an evil shall break forth upon all the inhabitants of the 

land" 

 

"You shall see changes in the Arabian sea" "Mountains shall 

shake." 

 

Note: I have received many responses from lot of readers that 

they are praying on this matter....that the Lord God may not pass 

a judgment against the land and should show mercy on the 

people....that it may pass or the intensity be reduced.....that the 

people may turn to God.... maybe because of this, the 

events/incidents are delayed. Thank you to all of you and please 

continue praying. 

My contact information 

If this event affects the area that you live, pray that God helps 

you prepare and gives you His wisdom and counsel to keep you 

and your loved ones safe. If you have any questions, or need to 

talk to me personally, write me over email and I shall send you 

my phone number. 

My email address is "pmatpaulmathewdotcom" (to avoid my 

email address being scanned by a computer for spam, I have 

mentioned it in human-readable form. You will need to change 

it to the correct syntax.) 

August 1, 2005 

 In my earlier writings (of April 2005), I mentioned that visions 

are not a new phenomenon for me. I am about to list out three 

more visions that I am compelled to share with you today.  

Aircraft crash on runway 

The first vision: I saw a huge aircraft approaching a runway to 

land. But it topples due to bad weather. The right wing slams on 

the ground, and then the left wing slams violently turning it into 

a fireball. The clearance given to land may be justified based on 

the weather forecast. But a sudden storm takes things from the 

hands of everyone. When the aircraft loses control, it is about 5 

meters above the ground. 

[update on Aug 3, 2005] I'd like to bring to attention the 

"miraculous" Toronto air crash that occurred on Tue Aug 2, 

2005, merely 1 day after I saw this vision.  

"TORONTO, Canada (CNN) -- An Air France jetliner 

attempting to land at Toronto's Pearson International Airport 

overran a runway, smashed into a gully and burst into flames 

Tuesday afternoon." 

"Two passengers told CNN the lights went out in the jetliner's 

cabin just before landing." 

"Witnesses said it appeared lightning may have struck the 

plane." 

"Roel Bramer, who was seated in the full aircraft's last row, said 

the plane "went up and down like a roller coaster" after it 

touched the runway and was already burning when it came to a 

stop." 

[Click for online reports at Hindustan Times | CNN | CBC 

Toronto . Saved reports in Acrobat format (pdf) are here: 

Hindustan Times | CNN | CBC Toronto ] 

Whirlwind in Kochi 

The second vision: I saw a strange phenomenon happening in 

the sea, very close to Kochi (Kerala, India). From Marine Drive, 

about 2 to 5 kms in the Arabian Sea, a whirlwind! Water is 

caught up into it -- and seen spinning as it rises up to the sky. 

The diameter of this spinning wall of water is about 10 meters. 

The people of the land have never seen such a sight before. The 

whirlwind (like a water tube) moves into the mainland and 

uproots tall coconut trees, spinning them on their way up. 

Newspaper headline showing "Earthquake in Ernakulam" 

The third vision: I saw that the "Malayala Manorama" daily 

will show a front page headline in red letters with a font size of 

2 inches and located in the middle of the page. The headline will  
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read as follows:   In English, 

this translates to Earthquake in Ernakulam. Ernakulam is a city 

in Kochi (Kerala, India). The "Malayala Manorama" is one of 

the most popular daily newspapers in the state. 

David Terrell  

KJV: Genesis {19:12} And the men said unto Lot, Hast thou 

here any besides? son in law, and thy sons, and thy daughters, 

and whatsoever thou hast in the city, bring them out of this 

place: {19:13} For we will destroy this place, because the cry of 

them is waxen great before the face of the LORD; and the 

LORD hath sent us to destroy it. 

KJV: Genesis{19:15} And when the morning arose, then the 

angels hastened Lot, saying, Arise, take thy wife, and thy two 

daughters, which are here; lest thou be consumed in the iniquity 

of the city. 

{19:16} And while he lingered, the men laid hold upon his hand, 

and upon the hand of his wife, and upon the hand of his two 

daughters; the LORD being merciful unto him: and they brought 

him forth, and set him without the city. 

{19:17} And it came to pass, when they had brought them forth 

abroad, that he said, Escape for thy life; look not behind thee, 

neither stay thou in all the plain; escape to the mountain, lest 

thou be consumed. 

First Vision of America: 

At the house that night, I was awakened: “Get up and pray, I 

want to show you a vision.” And I laid there, and I went back to 

sleep. Suddenly, I woke again and I heard this army march, like 

an army marching. And the angel walked over and took a hold 

of my arm and said: “Get up and put on your clothes.” I got up 

and turned on the light, and there was nobody in the room. I 

heard the footsteps, and I cut the light back off and laid there, 

and was going back to sleep again, and he came back again. 

And so this time I got up, put my clothes on, and went into the 

living room, and I started praying, and the Spirit came over me. 

I used to get scared when I would go into one of these visions; 

the Spirit came on me and I became fearful. Have you ever been 

in prayer when you just feel the Spirit of God, like angels are in 

the room and you feel chills go all over you? 

How many of you have ever felt the presence of God so real that 

you were scared? I was scared, I was praying and travailing. 

Shortly afterward the Spirit just took me, and I fell out on the 

floor in the living room, and the Lord carried me out in an open 

vision.  

This was my first major vision concerning our country. I saw 

the United Stated of America like a big orchard; a big peach 

orchard, big orchard, it was beautiful, perfect. And I looked and 

saw this black cloud, a big black cloud rolled in, and it came 

through this orchard and it just left it desolate, I looked and 

there was nothing left.  

 

I looked again and I saw New York City and I saw the Statue of 

Liberty going down, like a tree that you would saw down that 

would start slowly falling. How many of you have ever seen a 

tree being cut down? I saw the Statue of Liberty going down 

and it got about half or a little better, and it went fast, and it 

went into the water. I looked again, and I saw the storm cloud 

roll in from the north, it came through New York City and it left 

New Your City just desolate. God spoke to me in an audible 

voice, and these were the words He said: 'This orchard is the 

United States of America, this beautiful orchard is the United 

States of America; the storm is destruction… the Statue of 

Liberty.' 

He said: “The United States of America is held together by 

sewing threads.” He said: “Just like that it will be snapped.” 

He said: “This orchard is the United States of America. 

Judgment is going to come upon America… communism.” He 

told me: 'This cloud was judgment of communism.' 

Second Vision of America: 

And once again, I saw this vision of America, of the United 

States of America, this time it was different from the other 

vision.  

This time I saw South America taken over by communism.  

I saw Mexico taken over by communism.  

And I saw in the vision there was a radio on, and this radio was 

just a regular program and the newsman just busted in on the 

program, like they do in a time of emergency. You know in an 

emergency they just cut right in, “and such and such has just 

happened.” I heard them as they busted in and they said: “The 

United States is being attacked, being bombed by nuclear 

bombs!” And then I went into the vision of the actual happening 

of these cities and the destruction of this nation. 

I was preaching under a large gospel tent a lot bigger than any 

that I ever had before. I was preaching in this tent, and going to 

major cities everywhere, and I saw that my ministry changed, I 

had come to... that... do anything, but warn the people. I was 

stand... crusades and I would cry, and the anointing would take 

over and I would warn them, would warn them of judgment 

and...the major cities.  

I would go and I would warn them and the Lord spoke to me 

and said: “Get out of the major cities, for they are going to be 

destroyed!”  

And then the radio and the news...  

Then I saw the sky full of missiles and rockets.  

I saw: 

§ New York and New York City was then desolate;  

§ Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania was hit,  

§ Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.; and  

§ Baltimore, Maryland;  

§ Detroit, I saw a big old missile it Detroit;  
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§ Chicago,  

§ St. Louis &  

§ Norfolk, Virginia;  

§ I saw Atlanta, Georgia, the missile, the bomb that hit Atlanta 

hit close to the capital, and it set Atlanta on fire, I saw Atlanta, 

Georgia was burning to the ground, I am talking about miles of 

it burning up;  

§ downtown Birmingham with its high skyscrapers I saw a 

bomb fall and a missile hit and I saw flames in Birmingham 

leaping into the air at 150 and 200 feet high at the nuclear 

explosion of Birmingham. 

§ I looked and saw Houston, Texas was hit, was destroyed.  

§ Dallas and Fort Worth were hit and destroyed.  

§ Kansas City was destroyed.  

§ I looked and I saw a city on the West Coast, I did not see the 

city.  

§ And then I was brought back in to New Orleans, Louisiana, it 

was hit  

And in New Orleans, Atlanta and Birmingham, I was in them 

just like I was there. In New Orleans there were a mixed people 

and I saw arms going through the air like you would throw a 

stick: heads, arms, and legs. I stood there and watched in the 

nuclear explosion, I looked into the eyes of the people and I saw 

them melt and run down their faces, I saw their tongues 

consumed away in their mouth and their flesh fall off their 

faces; I saw their flesh just fall off them standing there in these 

nuclear explosions, in these bombs. 

America Invaded: 

America found out about this about 24 hours before it happened. 

In the vision America had unprepared herself for this attack, she 

was not armed, she was not ready, she did not have anything to 

stop this attack. 

I looked around and I saw from Mexico: tanks, guns, & soldiers 

coming in from Mexico.  We were being invaded.  

I  saw  ships   gathered   into  our   coastal  cities,   I  saw   ships 

unloading and I looked and I saw… at that time I had not been 

to China, I did not know what the Chinese looked like, but they 

were not a Russian people, I saw a Chinese looking people. The 

reason I could tell was because of the look of their eyes, how 

their eyes are.  

 

We were invaded! We were taken over! People were running, 

they were screaming.  

I saw when the bomb fell on Atlanta, the nuclear explosion… I 

saw the expressway was crowded, people went hysterical, the 

flames…the city was burning; the people were jammed. I saw 

people that were screaming, jumping off of cars and they were 

running on top of cars. They were running on top of one 

another, they went crazy mad. 

I looked and the vision changed and I had the big tent up, a tent 

so big. It was in a small town just in the country. I had that big 

tent up, the world's biggest tent; you couldn't see to the end of it. 

I looked in this vision and there were 40, 000 people there, in 

and around the tent. They were... I still have it… but I saw 40, 

000 people gathered.  

The nation was hysterical, people were crazy. During that time I 

was warning folks… I was called a mocker… I was called a 

false prophet… I was laughed at… I was criticized… I was lied 

on… I was misused… I was fought, I fought a battle. 

I looked and I walked up to the corner of the tent and walked 

around; until lately my steps to the platform were always on the 

side, but this platform was a big platform and the steps came up 

from the back. And I walked up on the platform and there was a 

mic sitting there on a stand, but it was screwed on; a mic was 

setting there. I walked up on the platform in this big tent in the 

vision and I grabbed the microphone and I started dragging it. A 

special anointing came over me and I started prophesying. I 

heard the Word of the Lord as I began to go speak and it said: 

“Ye mocked!”  

People  started  screaming  and  I  began  to  hear  them  scream, 

brother Terrell help us! Help us! Help us! They were calling my 

name. A lot of people had gathered… folks had come from 

everywhere.  

They were screaming, they had found out, they were hunting 

me.  

I grabbed this microphone and I said: “It is too late! I 

prophesied, I warned you, but you mocked. You have scoffed!” 

I said: “It is too late, destruction, destruction, this is destruction 

to America!”  

And these tanks, guns… our nation was taken over by 

communism and we lost our freedom 

Then Communism: 

Communism is going to take over South America, Central 

America and Mexico. And the United States of America is 

going to be taken over by communism. It is going to be invaded 

and communism is going to take over America.  

He said: “The only thing that will hinder communism is a holy 

Ghost Revival!” 

I had thought we were having that kind of revival, but we were 

not having that kind of revival.  

(Terrell’s personal opinion) I do not believe there has been a 

Holy Ghost Revival in this country; there has been a lot of 

things called a Holy Ghost Revival, but if the apostles and Jesus, 

and the preachers of the Bible had the Holy Ghost, then what 

we've got today is a different Holy Ghost. Is that right? I will 

not say anything more about that, but that is how I feel. 

He said: “That’s the only thing that would hinder communism is 

a Holy Ghost Revival!”  

Immediately after the angel said this I went into a vision, in the 

vision a white cloud—like came into the room, and I looked up 
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with my eyes open. Jesus was standing on this cloud, and His 

arms were outstretched; both of them like this… to America, 

beckoning to America. His face was sad looking, His face was 

broken with tears and He looked at me and He said: “David...” 

He always calls me by my first name when He calls me in these 

visions: “David, the sins of America have come up before Me, 

there will be a day that I will turn My back upon America, and 

when I do this is what will happen, this is what will take place!” 

Since I saw this vision, the Lord showed me we could have 

revival in America under new leadership, someone that wasn't 

communistic minded, If God's people would cry out in travail 

and cry together we could one more time have this visitation. 

But that doesn't mean we sit with our hands folded and it will 

come, a way revival comes… when men and women won't let 

go, but continually crying in pain to be delivered. 

The Word of the Lord Speaks Judgment is Coming 

Tues. PM-May 22/2007-Birmingham 

Even My Word would come to My people. And come to the 

nations of the earth. For the hour, of a reformation. A time. That 

if My people which are called by My name. Ministers, that call 

themselves, ministers of the Most High. That if they will 

humble themselves and pray. And seek My face. Search out 

their hearts. Forsake their own ways. And search out the Word 

of God. And hide themselves. As I sent Elijah into the 

wilderness. And as Jesus, was drove into the wilderness by the 

Spirit. You would come aside, as Handmaids and Servants. And 

Sons and Daughters. Seek My face. For men always should pray 

and not faint. This is an hour, if you would search for Me with 

all your heart. I would be found of you. In the day you seek Me 

now. And lay aside every weight, sin and every hindrance that 

doth so easily beset you. I will come to you in the Revelation. In 

the Spirit and power of Jesus Christ and of the Holy Ghost. For 

men stand in the pulpits. They preach their own theology. They 

preach their own beliefs. But as the Apostle, spoke to the 

Corinthians. That I come not with enticing words, or man’s 

wisdom. But in the Spirit and in the demonstration of the Gospel 

of Jesus Christ. That your faith should not stand in the wisdom 

of men. But in the power of God. 

For this is the Day, of the ends. For it was spoken by Enoch. 

And as it was I the days of Noah. As it was spoken by the 

prophets of the latter times, and the days of the ends of the earth. 

For I, God, will cause the mountains to melt as wax. And the 

hills will move. And the sun will intensify. And great heat will 

be upon the earth! Hear you the Voice of the Lord. For as the 

sun, soon shall intensify with such heat. That men will be 

scorched. Even the earth under their feet will burn their feet! 

The earth will become so hot. And the mountains and the hills. 

And the rivers and the streams. And the great coastal cities. For 

out of the great coasts and out of the great seas. Arises. Roaring 

waves and tsunamis. For the ocean itself, will move out of its 

place. And the mountains will move out of their place. Great 

rocks, and the planets above ya. The stars and the constellations, 

will begin to break up. As the fearful sights and signs of the 

second coming of Jesus, is at the door! 

Oh rich men will cry out to the rocks and to the mountains. Poor 

man. Bond man. Free man. And those that have worshipped 

their idols. Those that have worshipped their cathedrals and 

their temples. Those who have had will worship and man 

worship. And those who have followed men. Will weep and 

they will howl for the misery. Even the Shepherds of the flocks. 

And the teachers and pastors and bishops. All will weep and 

howl. Because they have not prepared My people for the ends. 

They have not turned the hearts of My people back to Me. They 

have not caused My people to seek My face. For their have been 

a party spirit. For the Church has eating and drinking. They have 

a form of Godliness, but they have denied the power thereof. 

For this is the hour, of lustful women. Silly women. Men’s 

hearts has gone after the lust. And the youth have become 

corrupted. And perversion, has taken over as it was in the days 

of Sodom and Gomorrah. So is it in these days. When a pervert 

spirit. When man is burning in his lust one toward another man. 

And a woman is burning in her lust one toward another woman. 

When no longer is marriage honourable among this generation. 

For this is the generation, of evil! When they have a form of 

Godliness. Silly women. Ministers, telling their congregations 

it’s alright with relationships. No longer, is marriage honourable 

amongst this generation. 

But I say unto My people. The hour of judgments has come! An 

hour that the great Pacific. The coastal cities. Even the Atlantic. 

Roaring waves. Storms. Hailstones falling out of heaven the 

weight of a talent. Hear you the Voice of the Lord. For this is an 

hour. That I’m seeking out My Handmaids, and My Servants. 

That they may be prepared, to run into the highways and hedges. 

For a great conviction. Men will enter into great travail. Sinners 

will cry out, for mercy. Backsliders, will weep, and repent and 

howl! Ministers and Shepherds will howl and weep. There shall 

be wailing in all streets. In all coastal cities. The Indian Ocean. 

The Arabian Sea. The Gulf. The Atlantic. Behold! Off of the 

coasts of Africa. And off of the coast of Europe. Behold, hear 

the Voice of the Lord! For there shall be great trouble in the 

ozone’s. There shall be great trouble in the heavens and in the 

sun and the moon. Various, fearful sights. Telling ya, that the 

time is near. The second coming of the Lord Jesus, is at the 

door! 

Oh, the Lord God would say unto you young men that feel My 

call on your life. You Handmaids. Go into your closets. Come 

aside and seek My face. Lay aside of your activity. Deny 

yourself. Take up My Cross. Prepare your hearts. Search the 

scriptures. For even some of you in this ministry. You thing that 

you have eternal life. But they are they that testify of Me. 

Search. Search. Search your own hearts! Search Me out! For the 

day of the ends of the earth. Oh you My Servants and you 

Handmaids. You must hurry. The night is upon you. The day is 

at hand. If the Goodman of the house, would have watched. He 

would not have suffered his house to be broken up. Oh you 

husbands. If you mothers. And you grand dads. And you wives. 

And of you Shepherds. And you Pastors. Would have watched. 

You would not have suffered your house to be broken up. But 

now it is too late. The hour is upon you! For as a destruction 

from the Almighty. For Alabama will weep and howl for her 

dead. Birmingham will weep and howl for their dead. Great 

explosions! And rated winds. Winds, and tsunamis. Waves of 

the sea. Faster than a supersonic jet! Hear you the Voice of the 

Lord. 

For I, God hast spoken! I will in no way at all acquit the wicked. 

And the only acquittal is repent! If you want Me to acquit your 

sins, repent! Forsake your evil ways. Repent! Awaken 
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yourselves out of your slumber. For the Day of the Lord is upon 

the four corners of the earth! And the judgments of the 

Almighty. For behold, China and the border of India. And the 

Himalayans, and Pakistan. Bangladesh. And Delhi, Cashmere. 

Fuji rah. Bombay. The Arabian Sea. Malaysia. Japan. The 

Philippines. The Hawaiian Islands. Trouble! The Gulf. Great 

earthquakes, in the Pacific. And on the West Coast. Off of the 

coast of Africa. Hear you the Voice of the Lord! Copenhagen. 

South Africa troubled. For the whole African continent, and 

Europe will shake. The earth will shake out of it’s place. The 

earth will move. As Isaiah has spoken. In 2, 13, 29, 34. As I 

Jesus has warned you, even hours before I went to Calvary. That 

not one of these signs will fail. For these shall be the signs of 

My coming and of the end of the world. The earth has been 

filled with false teachers and false prophets and false religions. 

My people would have it to be so. 

But I the God of Israel. Know you oh Israel that the Lord your 

God is one God. Oh you seed of Abraham. Return unto the Lord 

Jesus Christ. Re-establish your faith in Jesus Christ. Oh you 

children of Abraham. Return to the Rock from where you was 

hewed! Hear you Me you sons of the Prophets. Hear you Me, 

you sons of God! Awaken yourselves. For the daughters of men 

have corrupted themselves. The days of evil, has taken over the 

whole earth. No place of the planet where evil don’t rule. No 

place on the planet, where no false prophets a word has been 

sounded to all the earth. It’s time for the Servants of God to 

enter their closet. And the Handmaids of God to take My Word 

and lift up a standard or My people. My people are perishing, 

because, there’s no knowledge of the Lord being taught My 

people. All men have heaped themselves teachers. Having 

itching ears. Silly women have filled the television. Jezebel. 

You have suffered that woman Jezebel, to suffer authority over 

the man. Woe be unto you Laodicean Church world. You’ve 

eaten and drinking. You’re wretched. You’ve heaped unto 

yourselves treasures. You’re wretched. You have everything 

you want and need. But I council you, and to come and buy me 

gold tried in the fire. Anoint your eyes with eye saves. Council 

Me. Weep. Weep and howl. For you’re naked. You’re wretched. 

And you’re poor. You’re in poverty, spiritually. Oh you 

generation of the rich. Oh you have laid up treasures for the last 

days. You’re poor and you’re naked. You’re gold and your 

silver will be thrown into the  streets. Your riches will not 

deliver you. 

Come to Me and drink! Come to Me and seek ye the Lord while 

He may be found! Call upon Him while He is near. Oh, for the 

Almighty, shall fulfill, all the words of Enoch. Even Jude. Even 

the Apostle Peter. The elements melting with fervent heat. Even 

the great fearful sights and signs that I’ve revealed and unveiled 

to John on the Isle of Patmos. At the end of the 1st century. All 

of these things. Seven trouble years, shall pass over the earth. 

Great food shortages. Crop failures. Plagues. Black plagues. 

Bubonic plagues. Plagues upon the animals. Plagues upon the 

poultry. Plagues. Plagues upon the crops. Great locusts! Even as 

I call forth boulders of fire out of heaven upon the wicked in 

days gone by. And as I rained fire out of heaven upon Sodom 

and Gomorrah. I warned you as it was in all of these times. That 

the ends of the world, would come. And I’d fill the earth with 

these signs and sights. 

Come to Me My people. Turn your lives around. For you know 

not that you have been blinded by your modern religions. Your 

theologians have spoken that which is not true. For My Words 

will not pass away. Heaven and earth, and all of these 

theologian doctrines of men will fail. But the authorized version 

of the King James Bible will come to pass. I have preserved My 

Word, thousands of years. I have preserved the transcripts of the 

Prophets. Of Enoch. Moses. I’ve preserved Isaiah the great 

scribe. Jeremiah. Ezekiel’s. I’ve preserved My Words. Even in 

the Dark Ages, I’ve kept My Word. If you add one word, I’ll 

add the plagues. If you take out one word, I’ll take your part out 

of the Heavenly Book of Life! Hear you the Voice of God! Read 

My Word and believe it Act upon it and pray that your faith will 

not fail you. For many of your faith will fail you. For the wicked 

one. The man of sin. The son of perdition, shall be revealed in 

his time. And the days are near. 

Oh, let revival fires enter into your hearts you young men. You 

vinedressers. You evangelists. Awaken! Go you forth you 

evangelists. Go you reap. Take your sickles. Lunge into the 

deep. Cast your net. Hurry you Servants of God. Take to the 

streets, and the highways and the hedges. For if you will 

hearken unto My Voice, and enter into you closets and pray. I 

will open up storefronts. I will open up dwelling houses. I will 

open street corners. I will move in the hospitals and in the 

nursing homes. The sick, the haut, the blind will come. And they 

will be healed. As you enter into that chain with Me. Make that 

covenant of prayer daily. And deny yourself daily. Take up the 

Cross. While the Word of God has come to stir you Servants. 

Return unto Me!. Return unto Me! And I will return unto you. 

Buffet your hearts. Rend your hearts and not your garments.  

Oh you children of God. You young you old. You that suck the 

breasts. You young Christians. Rend your hearts. Cry unto Me 

for this is the time. The Joel Revival that’s promised. When all 

these fearful sights and signs. Oh hear the Voice of God. Oh 

I’ve been hearing for three days. Three days I’ve been hearing 

the Word of the Lord. Calling. Calling for the winds, and the 

roaring waves. I’ve been hearing God’s Spirit calling for the 

oceans to rise up and roar. I’ve been hearing from God, calling 

for the heart of the earth to be shook with a great earthquake. 

That’s been spoken by men of God’s old ancient prophets, Even 

in the 20th century. In the early 20th century. As I’ve raised up 

men of God, Even in the late 19th century, Women, that I moved 

in and showed. All of this time of the end, Even as I showed My 

Servant Branham. Early, in the 20th century. All of these fearful 

things. As I showed my Servant Valdez. As I’ve showed many 

others. Awaken yourself! Fact that it was spoken by the old 

Apostles and the Prophets. And Jesus Christ Himself is now 

calling you. 

Oh you nations, you will faint. America, I will humble you! The 

Lord God shall destroy millions. And hundreds of millions. 

Millions on the West Coast. Millions in the coastal cities. For I 

hear the roaring. I hear the Voice, calling for the great seas to 

mount up. Like wings of eagles. Roaring waves. The bottom of 

the ocean being lifted up. The earth rocking and reeling and 

staggering like a drunk. Rocking and staggering as Isaiah 24 has 

spoken. Oh, I can hear Him say to My people. Enter into your 

chambers. Enter into your places of prayer. Enter into your 

place with My Word. Read My Word. And believe My Word. 

Quit listening to all of these voices. For every kind of sound 

going out from this television. Going out through these radios. 

All of these voices confusing My people. My people, if you 

want to be spared. And your sons and your daughters, to be 
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saved. Enter into that place of the Almighty God. Will not fail. 

Not one verse. He will not alter not one word. He will not cut 

short or cut out, or withhold. Not one Prophet’s vision or word. 

Not one dot or one tittle. Not one scripture from the Old of the 

New. For He has blended them both together and they shall all 

come to pass. Hear you. 

Oh you, all of you drugs and lying. Come. Come. Come and 

weep. Even now, enter into these alters, and weep. Weep. Oh 

lest you name be blotted out of the Book of life. Overcome. 

Examine your hearts. He that overcome I will not blot His name 

out from the Book of Life. But if you do not overcome all of this 

that’s happening. If you do not turn to Me with all of your 

hearts. All of you that are lukewarm, I’ll spew you out of My 

mouth. Return unto Me! Return to your first love. For He that 

overcomes. He that seeks Me, and overcomes. And lays aside 

every weight. And offers himself as a living sacrifice, holy and 

acceptable unto Me. He that searches his heart and returns unto 

Me, I will not blot his name out of the Book of Life. For hear 

Me. I’ve moved the candlesticks from out of its place. Oh you 

Churches. The light has been removed out of most of the 

cathedrals. Most of organized religions. The light has been 

removed. The candlesticks. I say unto you, I council you. Come. 

Come. Come. Come! Enter into the altars. I challenge you. 

Judge. Judge yourselves by the Words of God. For the Lord has 

spoken it.  

Vision #01-Oh, The Lord is showing me a great, intensified 

explosion, of heat. Great, one of the highest and blackest. I see a 

black day. I see ah, ah black day. I see a black Monday. I see a 

black Friday. I see a day of dread. I see a troubled day. The 

scientist is troubled. I see a day, day the nations mourn. The 

nations mourn! 

And the name of Jesus. The Lord Jesus Christ shall be 

exonerated on the earth. The Hindu’s. The Moslems. And the 

Buddhists. And the warlocks will throw their gods. Cast them 

into the streets. They will weep and howl. Their gods will not 

hear them! They cry out to the mountains, but the mountains do 

not hear them. But instead the mountains fall on them. They cry, 

to their images. They don’t hear the Voice of God. Call on the 

Living God. Call on the living God. Call on the God that has 

made the heavens and the earth. Call on the name of Jesus. Call 

on the name of Jesus. 

Oh God. Oh God. Mighty God. Have mercy on me Lord. Have 

mercy on me Lord. Search my heart. 

SIGN #01-I see Alabama having a moderate earthquake as a 

sign. That the mountains of Tennessee. I see the New Madrid 

fault shaking. I see in South Carolina, East Coast and New York 

shaking. I see the Santa Anna fault shaking. I see Latin America 

shaking. And Venezuela shaking. I see China and India shaking. 

Turkey, Iraq, shaking. Cry out unto the Lord your God. Save 

yourselves from this wicked and adulterous generation, sayeth 

the Lord. Spare your children. Weep and howl for your children. 

Please somebody pray. .  

Prophecy 

Sat. PM, Sept. 24/2005-Bangs, TX. 

…Spoke of the end of the world, and the signs of My coming. 

Behold, the Day of the Lord is at hand! Even at the door! For as 

I look down upon the earth. And I look down upon, the people 

of America. I see, the evil of the land. And the evil of My 

people. I see the strife, and the envy, and the divisions among 

My people. I see the wickedness of America, and I see the 

wickedness of My people. 

For behold, as I spoke, to Noah. That My Spirit shall not always 

strive, with man. For he is flesh. Nothing but flesh. And I God 

shall destroy both man and beast. Behold, it is time for My 

people to awaken themselves. To find grace. For even as I spoke 

to Noah. To prepare himself, for the great floods. I say to My 

people in this day. As it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be. 

In the days of the coming of the Son of Man. As it was in the 

times of the cities of Sodom. They knew not, and fire fell from 

heaven and the floods came and took them away. Even so shall 

it be in these days. For I’m the Lord God. And I speak by My 

Messenger. And I’ve spoken through him to the nations of the 

world. And sent him to the far most parts of the world. To utter 

My Voice like a trump. And to sound an alarm and a awakening 

to My people. I’ve sent him to this place for these three days to 

awaken My people. Even though many did not gather. And 

many pastors did not take the time, to gather their people in. 

But the Lord God, has spoken His Word. Soon, many will weep 

and howl. As you seen in New Orleans. And as the people of 

New Orleans was scattered, over the nation. Even again, as the 

peoples from Texas and Louisiana are scattered. But this is but a 

light thing that I have done in the City of New Orleans. This is 

but a light thing. This is a small storm. For I the Lord God 

would move, the earth, out of its orbit. I will twist the earth on 

its axis. I will cause fear to come upon man and beast. For I the 

Lord God will not tolerate the evil of this day. And the evil of 

the nations of the earth. And the evil of this nation. I will honour 

My Name. I will be glorified in My commandments. I will be 

honoured in My Word. And I the Lord God, that spoke to Noah. 

To Abraham. I God that spoke to Moses. And the Prophets. 

Isaiah. Samuel's. Jeremiah.  And Ezekiel’s.  And others.  I speak 

to this Servant this day. 

For America, America! You’re in the balances. I’m bringing 

you to your knees! Oh, you wicked, Church world. And you 

wicked, leaders of the nation. You’ve elected officials that are 

afraid, to put a just man on the Supreme Court. Hear you Me. 

For your court judges, have lorded your integrity, broken My 

commandments. I say to this nation. I have begun to humble you 

to your knees. Oh, you abortionists. And you gay. And you that 

want to take My commandments out of the schools. And take 

God out  of the  pledge of allegiance to the flag.  And in God we 

trust on the money. 

For I God send a great storm of disaster. Hear the Lord God the 

Almighty. For the Most High sends an earthquake to 

Washington, Seattle, Tacoma, Portland, San Francisco. And all 

of the cities on the coast. Even into the very depths of Mexico. I 

God, will trouble, the great Pacific. The ocean floor will be 

troubled. Earthquakes beneath the ocean floor. From the Pacific. 

Even again in Indonesia. And Asia. Hear you the Lord’s Voice! 

The great Pacific shall roar with giant tsunamis. Europe. All 

Europe. For I God will send, an earthquake in Europe. That will 

bring disaster, to the nations. And the coastal cities. I will cause 

an earthquake that will shake the whole continent of Africa. 

Even shaking Europe. North Africa, and even into the depths of 

South Africa. I will shake the Balkans and the former 
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Communists nations, and Russia. For I am the Almighty, and I 

will roar from the Gulf. I will roar from the Atlantic. I will 

shake, the equator. I will shake the North Pole. And the South 

Pole. 

For you cannot, even imagine in your heart, that your winter 

house will be smitten with your summer house. And your 

summer house with your winter house. I will shock, the nations 

of the earth. For great catastrophic death. In the magnitude of 

death, that will shock the world. For I will bring such death and 

destruction. For I look upon the earth. I look upon North 

America. South America and the Islands. Europe, And Eastern 

Europe. And Asia. And Indonesia. I look upon the peoples of 

the earth. They have transgressed My laws. They have 

worshipped, the creatures, rather than the Creator. Oh you 

Christian nations. You’ve built your houses. Spent millions, to 

build your houses, your Churches. But you have worshipped in 

a form of godliness. You’ve denied the power of the blood. The 

power that is in the preaching of the Cross. You people are not 

transformed and translated from darkness to light. And 

translated into the Beloved Son. You’re a wicked. You Christian 

nations, you’re wicked! You nations that worship idols. And 

you Arab Nations, that hate Jesus. And take idols over Jesus. 

 

I God, would speak My Word that the ends has come. Upon the 

four corners of the earth. Wrath and destruction. And I say to 

My people all over the earth. Especially on the West Coast. The 

East Coast. The Florida Coast. The Mexico Coast. The Gulf 

Coast. Great death! Roaring waves! From the four corners of the 

earth and the coastal cities. Inner cities will burn with fire. I will 

send asteroids and mountains. I will cast mountains upon the 

earth. I will cast, great wrath into the rivers and the fountains of 

waters. I will cast great asteroids into the oceans. I will turn the 

earth and shake it and turn it upside down. And the earth will 

reel and rock like a drunk. Like a cottage that’s been moved. Oh 

hear the Voice of the \Lord. Oh you people in California. And 

Oregon. For even for 15 to 75 miles of that coast I will bring 

death and hell and destruction. Oh you people, of the 

Mississippi Valley. From on into Canada and to Alberta. I send 

judgment. I’ll shock. Rock Mount Eagle. I’ll shock the 

Mississippi floor. Hear you the Lord! For the nations of the 

earth and America, has fallen into the hands of an angry God! 

Two thousand years I’ve stretched out My hands to you. Two 

thousand years. My Son Jesus have been lifted up to draw all 

men unto Me. But they have not come. 

I have said come. But they have made excuse. I have my houses. 

I have my farms. I have my business. I cannot come. Now your 

houses. And your cities. And your nations. Your houses are left 

unto you desolate. Oh the Lord God would speak, that the cities, 

will lay waste. And without habitation. New Orleans is a little 

sign. But cities of the nations shall fall! Mountains shall move 

out of their place. Islands will disappear into the sea. Roaring 

waves at the speed of thousands, and hundreds and hundreds, 

and thousands of miles an hour. Roaring waves so high. Oh I 

say unto My people as I said unto Noah. After a hundred years, 

of Noah. Warning the old world, and building the ark. A 

preacher of righteousness. I said to that righteous man. Come 

Noah, into the ark. For thee, for you I have found righteous 

before Me. Bring your wife, and your sons and their wives. 

Bring seed. Keep seed alive. Oh, I sent out a call to My people. 

Come into the ark. Come into the Holy Ghost. For you’re kept 

by the power of the Holy Ghost. Come into the Holy Ghost. 

Come, My people, into your sacred chambers. And shut your 

door about you. Come into this place of the whole armor of 

God. That you may stand, and withstand, in the day of this evil. 

Having done all, to stand. You shall still stand. Oh, for this is a 

day. Enter into this place. Shut your door about you. Can’t you 

see that the handwriting is on the wall? 

You clergymen. I say to the clergymen across America and the 

face of the earth. You make excuse. You say to your people, this 

is not the anger and the judgments of God! But as I spoke, to 

Isaiah. That when My blessings. When My favours in the earth, 

they will not pray to God. But when your judgment and your 

wrath is in the earth, they will pray to God. They did not pray in 

New Orleans. Only a handful. They did not pray, over this last 

roaring, of the winds of the sea. They did not pray, when I 

visited San Francisco. But this time. They did not pray, 911 and 

stay faithful to Me. But this time, America. Your dead will be 

such a calamity. Europe, your dead will be such a magnitude of 

death. India. Australia. Asia. Indonesia. Malaysia. Your death, 

will be such a magnitude of dead and the Hawaiians. Japan. For 

an angry God! 

Oh My people. My people. My people! Hear you Me! You 

United States of America and Canada! You sitting on the bar. 

The judgment bar. The judgments of the Almighty. The Spirit of 

judgment, even now enters into the houses of God. And if My 

judgment begin at the house of God, what shall happen to the 

ungodly? And to the sinner? If the righteous scarcely. Those that 

are praying therefore always. If they scarcely escape. Where 

will the ungodly and the sinner be? Oh you backsliders. Oh you 

Church members. And even you among this people. You got sin 

in your hearts. You won't humble yourselves. You let all of 

these spirits live in your tabernacle. You hold grudges in your 

heart. Waken yourself. Even in this place, this night. Some of 

you, you will howl and you will weep for the misery. And the 

people in this area. For there is hundreds and even thousands of 

backsliders, in these areas. Hundreds and hundreds in this areas. 

Even preachers that have turned away from this Word of God. 

But a great howling! For they will howl like coyotes. Howl like 

wolves. 

Oh you wicked Shepherds, and you false prophets. You 

televangelists. You will howl and you will weep, for your 

misery. But the Lord God had said your stink, shall come up of 

your decayed bodies. For dead bodies will be everywhere. The 

earth will not cover her dead. America will not be able to cover 

here dead. Soon there shall be such magnitude of death across 

the face of the earth. You will see mass graves and bulldozers. 

Covering up thousands and multitudes of thousands. Like dead 

animals. For the Day of the Lord. And I say again. I cut off the 

bread staff. I'll destroy both man and beast. For behold, sayeth 

the Lord. Come! For the Spirit of judgment. The Spirit of 

judgment, shall enter into every house of God. It is time, and 

high time, to awaken out of darkness. Rise and shine. Put off the 

works of the flesh. Put off your carnal man. Deny yourselves. 

Take up, your cross, and walk after Me daily. For a Remnant, I 

will spare. 

Fire and destructions in the heavens. Fire in the heart of the 

earth. And all of My Prophets. From Enoch, unto these days that 

I speak. All of My ancient Prophets, their word. If you will read, 

as I have spoken to you. From Isaiah. From Jesus from the 
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Mount of Olives. Paul, warning against, all of this 

homosexuality. Man lying with man. And woman with woman. 

All of this doctrine of fornication. All of this spiritual 

fornication. All this fleshly, evil. I have warned. If you would 

read My warnings. I have spoken to you. Given you warning, 

that the man of sin. The Antichrist! And I say to My true 

Church. My true people all over the earth. Great afflictions, and 

hardships and persecutions. Waits My people. As the early 

Church, was persecuted. As nations after nations, has 

persecuted. Soon a great persecution, on the face of earth. And 

Christians will not be recognized as human rights. They'll have 

no rights! 

I say to My people, your kingdom is in Heaven. Your reward is 

beyond this life. You seek to lay up treasures in this world. But 

this world is not your kingdom. This world in not your home. 

Lay up your treasures in Heaven. Seek you the kingdom of 

Heaven and His righteousness. And the thing that you have 

need, to survive, will be added. But you have forsaken the 

fountains of Living Waters. You've done as the world has done. 

But return unto Me. And I will return unto you. 

For behold! From the four corners of the earth. From the north. 

From the west. From the south. From the east. And the nations 

of the world. My judgments shall come. For behold, you're 

going into an age of fearful signs. The whole heavens above 

you, will be in a xxx behaviour. As it is written. In Rev. 6. 

Rev.'s 16. As it's spoken, in Matthews 24. Luke 21 and 25. 

Isaiah 2. Isaiah 13. And Isaiah 26. Isaiah 24, 29. Isaiah 34. 

Hosea 10. Joel 2. And Zechariah. As the horsemen’s and the 

chariots went forth, to quieten the wicked of the earth. For when 

I God get through, the wicked will be ashes. As I spoke by 

Malachi. And I the Lord spoke by Jeremiah and Ezekiel’s both. 

The sun and the moon will be confounded. The earth beneath 

you, will move out of its place. Hear ye the Voice of the Lord. 

For the Day, of the soon coming of the Son of Man is even at 

the door. 

But before the Lord Jesus comes. All of these things that My 

Servant has spoken. Prepare to meet your God. Oh, My people. 

My people. You’re weighted in the balances. You preachers are 

weighted in the balance. Oh My people. This modern day, 

woman’s world, your out of order with your evil of your 

abomination, clothing! The evil of your spirits. You men that\s 

took on that evil spirit, of gay. Oh you better wake up 

yourselves! For Sodom and Gomorrah will be a light thing. And 

the days of Noah, will be a light thing. For this time, a fourth of 

the world. The death angel. The death rattles, shall now, rattle, 

the land of civilization. And a fourth of the world’s population. 

Hear you Me sayeth God! For you My people. Hear you Me. 

For I am about to release. To release the Angels of the wind. 

The Angels of the earth. For I am God! I will rock, and turn the 

world, the earth, upside down! Many will blaspheme, Jesus. But 

I am God. And I will not repent, of this judgment that I am 

about to do! For this nation has gone to the point of no return. 

America, I told you before this last election. That the next five 

years. That the next President that will be elected. Will go 

through. Right here. America will go through such troubles. 

Already My judgments have begun. And this is just a drop in the 

bucket. For the Lord has spoken. For the Lord has spoken. Not 

many days from now, You will know that I the Lord have 

gathered you here, for these three days to awaken you. 

I say again, flee the cities. Flee the coastal cities. Get off the 

West Coast. Call, write, your relatives. Get off the West Coast. 

Get off the East coast. Get out of the lower lands of Florida. Get 

off the Gulf coast. Get out of the major cities. For I God, will 

destroy the cities. And My judgment will not be released till the 

cities will be empty. And that without man. For God has spoken 

it. 

David’s Terrell’s Prayer for the Remnant 

Oh God. Oh God. Oh God. Mighty God. Mighty God! I ask you 

right now. I want everybody that believes this, that receives this, 

just to hold your hand up. Mighty God! Right now, show them 

that this is My Spirit Lord. My heart is. I just couldn’t. I was so 

afraid! God, it is hard for me to speak. Lord, they have rejected 

this word for the last forty years. It used to be easier in 66. 

When this word came. In the 60’s and the 70’s, 80’s. But now 

Lord, Even in the 90’s. You helped us. But God, there is a spirit 

of opposing your Word. There is a spirit of opposing the Holy 

Bible. Father, in the Name of Jesus. Right now Lord. Those that 

do believe, and fear and tremble. Help them God, to get. To 

come thrown of grace. That they may obtain mercy. To help. 

Lord even tonight when I called them to the thrown of grace. 

Give them mercy, and grace. To help them, in time of need! 

God, we’re going to need You. Lord you said My arm is 

outstretched still. My hand is outstretched still. Even after you 

brought destruction, destruction, destruction. Upon Israel. Upon 

Egypt, and others. You said My hand is still outstretched still. 

God, you still will receive us if we’ll come unto you! But God, 

there is no alternative, if we don’t. In the name of Jesus. Oh 

God. Thank you Father. Oh Lord. Father, in Jesus’ Name. 

I spoke all of this as God’s will. It seems like it is becoming 

harder. Every time I have to speak like this it is becoming 

harder. There’s been many times, to speak this word. It’s been 

harder for me tonight. But I feel clean before the Lord. I feel I’ll 

be justified when He judges me. Oh God! Don’t let a one, perish 

in destruction. Father, in Jesus’ Name. 

I feel led of the Lord to include the following portion of 

David Terrell talking 

God bless this House. A refuge, in a time of trouble. God, you 

showed me many years ago, that one day there would be 

thousands that will try to come. But Lord, Mighty God! Mighty 

God! You know the Lord has showed me, that the enemies of 

America. Is planning, a nuclear attack upon this country. A 

secret. It is so secret, our intelligence don’t know it. There’s 

going to be a nuclear war! And you think these storms are 

something. There is going to be nowhere to run. People are 

going to be in fields. I saw people, going out where people had 

cows and just killing them. And building a fire and roasting, just 

skinning them. And taking there, roasting the beef. Right out in 

fields. Hungry. America’s going to be hungry. The world is 

going to be hungry. God is going…God is going to smite the 

food bank of the world. 

I don’t blame it all on you pastors. I know you can’t get your 

people to work together. Even three or four families be living on 

one place. At the good will of somebody else. They will just not 

work together. They always griping. Can’t, can’t put their 

efforts together. You know, sometimes I had pastors that that 

tell me. They just. That the reason they quit urging the people. 

They just. They just couldn’t get nothing. There’s nothing but a 
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confusion. But you talk about confusion. You heard the chaos 

after New Orleans. Blaming everybody but themselves. And 

they the only bunch, they them own selves, could have left. 

They tried to get them to leave. The Mayor offered them. Had 

500 buses to get them to leave. They didn’t want to leave. God 

did have no pity. God is going to have no pity on you if you 

don’t wake up. God said that He would not have no pity. And 

that’s why I have no pity on you. God said that He’s laugh at 

their calamities. He rejoice when their fear comes. Laugh at 

their calamities. He said that they would call on Him but He 

would not answer them. They would seek Him and they would 

not find Him, because He reached out and they wouldn’t come! 

All day long He reached out. It’s winding up. It’s winding 

down. The door, the Gentile age coming in, and all things that’s 

written then will be fulfilled. The Gentile age is almost closed. 

And God told me. And I saw Him gathering all prophecies, and 

all of His ancient men. I saw Jesus standing in a cloud, 

gathering all of the fragments. And all of the spoken word. Even 

some probably don’t have. All the fragments and the prophecies, 

and the scrolls of the prophets. And He looked at Me and said, 

‘They all have been gathered in.’ All that’s been spoken. Then 

He looked at me, then He said. ‘All that you have spoken.’ And 

He revealed to me that there was a Valdez nearly a hundred 

years ago. He spoke. There was a woman in the 19th century. 

There was another one in the 18th century. All of these that 

spoke, in My Name. He said, all their words will be honoured, 

and I will gather in My Word. God is gathering in His Word. 

Thank you Lord! God, I can leave with clean hands. And you 

confirmed your self this morning. Oh God, Lord, You’re going 

to honour the Name of Jesus. You’re going to honour Your 

Word. You’re going to honour all of your Prophets that have 

spoken in your name. And spoken Your Word. And I heard a 

Voice. And I heard a Voice this evening. That said, as even 

Isaiah, spoke the Word. That Isaiah said in the Day of the Lord. 

They would say, “Speak not the Word of the Lord. Speak peace. 

Speak smooth things. We do not want to hear, a word of 

judgment.” 

***’When I was typing this out, I did not know that the Lord 

was going to speak again. But the Lord led me to write out the 

man of God talking and that is when I discovered that God had 

some more things to speak, that He was not finished.’*** 

They’ll be no more smooth prophecies sayeth the Lord. They’re 

be no more, peace prophets. For I God shall cut them down! For 

My judgment will be so many! My catastrophic, catastrophic 

destruction. And the magnitude of My death and destruction. To 

the peace prophets and the smooth prophets. Will have to hide. 

For I God will bring a destruction upon Houston. I bring a 

destruction upon San Francisco. I bring a destruction upon New 

York, and Boston. St. Louis and Memphis. I bring destruction 

upon Tokyo. Upon the mainland China. Upon Taiwan. Upon 

India. Upon Europe. Of calamity and catastrophic destruction 

that will bog men’s minds! Trouble men’s souls. You will hear 

many say. This is Biblical! For I will cause the news people that 

this is biblical prophecy. This is Biblical Word! 

For I God will bring Biblical destruction, that I have spoken, by 

My ancient Prophets! And if Job, and Daniel, or Samuels, or 

even Elijah, or Moses, was in the land and in the earth. I would 

not hear their prayer to spare and to hold back this judgment! I 

will only deliver them for their righteousness. I will not deliver 

this nation, and the nations of the earth from this destruction. 

Only the righteous that pray for his soul and his sons and 

daughters and his children. And his children’s children. I’ll 

only, reach out to his seed. For the Day of Judgment has come! 

Who may abide the Day of My Coming?! For the Lord has 

spoken! Thank you Lord. Thank you great Master. 

The Dispensation of the Gentiles: Soon to be closed  

The Dispensation of the Gentiles is soon to be closed. As I write 

this letter to the churches and to the people, I want to share a 

vision with you that has stirred me greatly in recent days. Also, I 

want to share some scriptures with you that are relevant to that 

vision. I will begin with Genesis, chapters six and seven. “And 

it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the 

earth, and daughters were born unto them, That the sons of God 

saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took 

them wives of all which they chose. And the LORD said, My 

spirit shall not always strive with man, for that he also is flesh: 

yet his days shall be an hundred and twenty years. There were 

giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the 

sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare 

children to them, the same became mighty men which were of 

old, men of renown. And GOD saw that the wickedness of man 

was great in the earth, and that every imagination of the 

thoughts of his heart was only evil continually. And it repented 

the LORD that he had made man on the earth, and it grieved 

him at his heart. And the LORD said, I will destroy man whom I 

have created from the face of the earth; both man, and beast, and 

the creeping thing, and the fowls of the air; for it repenteth me 

that I have made them. But Noah found grace in the eyes of the 

LORD.” And now, chapter seven: “And the LORD said unto 

Noah, Come thou and all thy house into the ark; for thee have I 

seen righteous before me in this generation. Of every clean beast 

thou shalt take to thee by sevens, the male and his female: and 

of beasts that are not clean by two, the male and his female. Of 

fowls also of the air by sevens, the male and the female; to keep 

seed alive upon the face of all the earth. For yet seven days, and 

I will cause it to rain upon the earth forty days and forty nights; 

and every living substance that I have made will I destroy from 

off the face of the earth. And Noah did according unto all that 

the LORD commanded him. And Noah was six hundred years 

old when the flood of waters was upon the earth. And Noah 

went in, and his sons, and his wife, and his sons' wives with 

him, into the ark, because of the waters of the flood.” 

Prayer 

Holy and righteous God, as I sit down to write this letter, speak 

to my Spirit, sprinkle me with the blood and give me your 

wisdom. Fill me with your light and your Word, the Word that 

spoke all things into existence and proclaimed the miraculous. I 

plead the blood on all who read this letter. In Jesus' name, Amen  

The Dispensation of the Gospel, the Dispensation of the 

Gentiles, the dispensation of grace, is about to be closed! God 

revealed this to me in a recent vision. Jesus tells us in Matthew 

24:37 that it will be as it was in the days of Noah: But as the 

days of Noah were, so shall also the coming of the Son of man 

be. For as in the days that were before the flood they were 

eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the 

day that Noah entered into the ark and knew not until the flood 

came, and took them all away; so shall also the coming of the 
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Son of man be. As we read in the sixth chapter of Genesis 

above, God looked down on the earth in Noah's day and found it 

wicked and evil. Only Noah, in all the earth was found to be 

righteous. Noah was a direct descendent of Enoch who, as we 

know, walked with God. We also learn from the scriptures that 

Noah himself walked with God. These men were unique in that 

they had a direct relationship with the Lord. Enoch was a 

prophet and he prophesied that God would one day destroy the 

earth by flood, thus ending the first dispensation. I was in prayer 

at the altar of one of our churches recently on my return from 

India when the Lord spoke to me and revealed a vision to me 

which has greatly stirred my soul ever since. He put an urgency 

in my heart to bring this message of the closing of the 

dispensation of the gospel age to this generation. "'Soon My 

Spirit will no longer strive with man," He said. "When I call and 

they do not answer, I will not call again." The dispensation of 

time from Adam to Noah was two thousand years and that 

dispensation ended when God shut the door of the ark and 

destroyed the rest of the world with the great flood. The second 

dispensation of time (two thousand years) began with Noah and 

ended with the first coming of our Lord and Savior, Jesus 

Christ. The dispensation of the gospel began with Jesus Christ 

on the cross two thousand years ago and it is that dispensation 

which God has revealed to me is about to be closed. I believe 

the generation we are living in today is as it was in the days of 

Noah: “And the Lord said, My Spirit shall not always strive 

with man, for that he also is flesh; yet his days shall be an 

hundred and twenty years... And God saw that the wickedness 

of man was great in the earth, and that every imagination of the 

thoughts of his heart was only evil continually. (Gen. 6:3 and 5) 

You know, it has always been interesting to me that many bible 

scholars and religious historians interpret God's statement about 

the hundred and twenty years to mean that is man's projected 

life span, that God had cut man's life span short. I do not believe 

that is true. I believe God was saying that in one hundred and 

twenty years He would destroy the earth. In other words, He 

was giving man one hundred and twenty years while Noah built 

the ark. "Noah", God may have said; "I will bring this 

dispensation to an end when you have finished the ark." Thus 

did Noah; according to all that God commanded him, so did he. 

And the Lord said unto Noah, Come you and all your house into 

the ark; for you have I seen righteous before Me in this 

generation. (Gen. 7:1) And they went in unto Noah into the ark, 

two and two of all flesh, wherein is the breath of life. And they 

that went in, went male and female, as God had commanded 

him: and the Lord Shut him in. (Gen 7:15-16) God has told me 

that the time has come when He is commanding us to get saved 

because He is about to shut the door! He has told me to tell our 

young people that they can no longer continue to reject Him. 

"Soon, I will not deal with them anymore," He said; "Instead I 

will bring destruction upon them!"  

In this vision, God revealed to me that He would have destroyed 

the world two thousand years ago if Jesus had not come to the 

earth. You may not agree with that but that is what God told me. 

If Jesus Christ had not come to the earth, if He had not said "Not 

My will but yours be done," God would have destroyed the 

earth at that time. The dispensation of the gospel saved the 

world from mass destruction. Jesus ended the dispensation of 

the law and the prophets and there was now the dispensation of 

the gospel. There would be no more sacrificing in the temple. 

No more burnt offerings. The veil was rent in two. Now, it was 

repent and believe the gospel. He gave the dispensation of the 

gospel to be preached to all the world and we call this the 

dispensation of grace. God virtually destroyed the twelve tribes 

of Israel, saving only the tribe of Judah. He destroyed Sodom 

and Gomorrah. In those days, He spoke by the prophets and at 

their word He destroyed whole nations. But Jesus was a man of 

mercy. He was moved with compassion and mercy. And when 

He ascended to heaven, He took His seat at the right hand of the 

Father. He became our mediator, holding back judgment against 

us. We can never know how many times God would have 

destroyed nations if it had not been for the intercession of Jesus 

Himself. "I have given them two thousand years," God spoke to 

me and said; "Two thousand years to preach the gospel to all the 

world."  

You see, God did not tell us to build multimillion dollar 

churches. If we had taken the money that has been spent on 

church buildings and cathedrals over the centuries, especially in 

the times we are living in, we could have evangelized the entire 

world. There were many who wanted to go as missionaries but 

there were no funds in many instances. One preacher spent three 

hundred and fifty million dollars on a hospital and then closed 

it. Another preacher in one of America's largest cities tells us he 

is building a fifty million dollar church! Another preacher just 

closed his church down and sold sixty three million dollars’ 

worth of church property. The gospel did not benefit in any of 

these instances.  

You see, it is not God's fault that every human being has not 

heard the gospel. I believe God has blessed America to 

evangelize the world. Instead, America is spending a hundred 

billion dollars annually on church buildings and church 

payments while the world is lying in darkness, and is lost. And, 

the Pentecostal world is just as guilty of this misdirected effort 

as the rest of the denominational world. A well-known 

missionary did a statistical study of the income of the 

Pentecostal churches and found that only four percent of the 

gross income has gone to evangelize the world. The rest has 

stayed in America. I believe the denominational wall will soon 

crumble! When the star appeared in the East that led the wise 

men, it did not lead them ultimately to a king's palace. Instead it 

led them to a stable. "My people need to get back to the 

manger," God said to me recently while we were in Australia: 

"They need to go from the manger to the gospel. These modern 

preachers should be preaching a 'cow stall' religion instead of a 

movie star religion." God has given us the greatest dispensation 

of all, not of law but of grace, of love, of the gospel, of the 'good 

news' that man could come to God and repent but God has told 

me in this vision that I am writing about that He will soon shut 

the door just as He did in Noah's time.  

The dispensation we are in today was prophesied by the ancient 

prophets including Daniel. The angel Gabriel appeared to Daniel 

as Daniel prayed, and told him to consider the vision he would 

show him. The vision is described in Daniel 9:24-26: Seventy 

weeks are determined upon your people and upon your holy 

city, to finish the transgression, and to make an end of sins, and 

to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in everlasting 

righteousness, and to seal up the vision and prophecy, and to 

anoint the most Holy. Know therefore and understand, that from 

the going forth of the commandment to restore and to build 

Jerusalem unto the Messiah the Prince shall be seven weeks, and 
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threescore and two weeks: the street shall be built again, and the 

wall, even in troublous times. And after threescore and two 

weeks shall Messiah be cut off, but not for Himself... Each week 

of the seventy weeks was seven years (seventy hebdomads or 

weeks of years).  

So Gabriel was showing Daniel that the conclusion of four 

hundred and ninety years would see the coming of the end. And, 

in the seventieth week the Messiah would come. Then he said 

that Jesus Christ, the Messiah, would be cut off in the middle of 

the week. Jesus' ministry was designated for seven years. That 

was the seventieth week of Daniel. That ended time. When 

Jesus was crucified after only three and a half years of ministry, 

God called Time out and began the dispensation of the gospel, 

the dispensation of grace. But God only gave two thousand 

years for the gospel to be preached. The other three and half 

years of Jesus' ministry will not be fulfilled until the gospel age 

is closed. Then time will go back to the seventieth week (or the 

four hundred and ninetieth year) of Daniel. At that point I 

believe we will see a Jesus ministry that will raise the dead, 

cleanse the leprosy right before our eyes, just as Jesus Himself 

did. We will see a 'Jesus' ministry before the world comes to an 

end. We will think Jesus has come back in the flesh but the 

ministry will be in the sons of God. This is where the greater 

works of Christ will be manifested. Beloved in Christ, the clock 

is about to start running again and time shall be no longer. God's 

two thousand years of 'Time Out' is coming to an end. He is 

about to close the door on the age of the dispensation of the 

gospel, the dispensation of grace, the dispensation of the 

gentiles. Therefore, we must work while it is day for the night is 

fast coming upon us. But you, O Daniel, the angel Gabriel 

continues speaking to Daniel in Chapter twelve, verse four, shut 

up the words, and seal the book, even to the time of the end: 

many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased. 

Then I Daniel looked, and behold, there stood other two, the one 

on this side of the bank of the river, and the other on that side of 

the bank of the river. And one said to the man clothed in linen, 

which was upon the waters of the river, “How long shall it be to 

the end of these wonders?” And I heard the man clothed in 

linen, which was upon the waters of the river, when he held up 

his right hand and his left hand unto heaven, and swear by Him 

that lives forever that it shall be for a time (one year), times, (2 

years), and an half (one half of year or three and a half years); 

and when He shall have accomplished to scatter the power of 

the holy people, all these things shall be finished. And I heard, 

but I understood not: then said I, O my lord, what shall be the 

end of these things? And he said, go your way, Daniel: for the 

words are closed up and sealed till the time of the end.  

Even as I write these words, the Lord has spoken to me from 

Isaiah 26:20-21: Come my people, enter you into your 

chambers, and shut your doors about you: hide yourself as it 

were for a little moment, until the indignation be overpast. For, 

behold, the Lord comes out of His place to punish the 

inhabitants of the earth for their iniquity: the earth also shall 

disclose her blood, and shall no more cover her slain. I believe 

we are about to see millions slain, I believe great cities will soon 

be destroyed with not a habitation left, yet people will still 

refuse to believe that the dispensation of the gospel, the 

dispensation of the gentiles is coming to a close. You would do 

well to heed my prophecy: God is beginning to bring in the 

fullness of time. Time shall be no longer. Even Satan knows that 

his time is short. ... Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the 

sea! For the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath, 

because he knows that he has but a short time. (Rev. 12:12) The 

devil knows that the dispensation of the gospel is closing and he 

has but a short time to bring about great tribulation, Jesus speaks 

of this tribulation in Matthew twenty-four, verse twenty one: 

For then shall be great tribulation, such as was not since the 

beginning of the world to this time, no, nor ever shall be. And 

except those days should be shortened, there would no flesh be 

saved: but for the elect's sake (that's the elect of grace, not the 

Jews) those days shall be shortened. Then if any man shall say 

unto you, Lo, here is Christ, or there, believe it not. For there 

shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall show great 

signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were possible, they shall 

deceive the very elect. That is what is happening in the world 

today. Behold, I have told you before. Wherefore if they shall 

say unto you, Behold, He is in the desert; go not forth: behold, 

He is in the secret chambers; believe it not. For as the lightning 

comes out of the east, and shines even unto the west; so shall 

also the coming of the Son of man be. For where ever the 

carcass is, there will the eagle be gathered together. Immediately 

after the tribulation of those days shall the sun be darkened, and 

the moon shall not Rive her light, and the stars shall fall from 

heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken; Many 

bible scholars today claim that Jesus was speaking of the fall of 

Jerusalem in 70 A.D. I believe that is an absolute abomination - 

a lie. Why? Because the sun did not turn dark nor did the moon 

turn to blood at that time. The stars and the galaxies did not 

shake. Only Jerusalem was destroyed, and, a few Jews escaped. 

Moreover, God did not shorten the days for them. The Jews 

have been more than two thousand years in tribulation and the 

days still have not been shortened. Neither was Jesus speaking 

of a time of rapture when the church would be called out. You 

will find nothing to support the rapture theory in Matthew 

twenty-four verse three through verse twenty-nine. Then, in 

verse thirty, Jesus says: And then shall appear the sign of the 

Son of man in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of the earth 

mourn, and they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds 

of heaven with power and great glory. And He shall send His 

angels with a great sound of a trumpet, and they shall gather 

together His elect from the four winds, from one end of heaven 

to the other.  

When did He say this would happen? Immediately after the 

tribulation of those days (verse twenty-nine). It becomes clear 

then that the rapture theory is an abomination - a lie. And, it is 

clear that the dispensation of the gospel is closing.  

And I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven, (John 

writes in Rev. 10:1-7), Clothed with a cloud: and a rainbow was 

upon his head, and his face was as it were the sun, and his feet 

as pillars of fire: - And he had in his hand a little book open: and 

he set his right foot upon the sea, and his left foot on the earth, 

And cried with a loud voice, as when a lion roars: and when he 

had cried, seven thunders uttered their voices. And when the 

seven thunders had uttered their voices, I was about to write: 

and I heard a voice from heaven saying unto me, Seal up those 

things which the seven thunders uttered, and write them not. 

Notice the similarity in Daniel twelve. He speaks almost the 

same thing. And the angel which I saw stand upon the sea and 

upon the earth lifted up his hand to heaven, And swear by Him 

that lives for ever and ever, who created heaven, and the things 
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that therein are, and the earth, and the things that therein are, 

and the sea, and the things which are therein, that there should 

be time no longer: What time is it ? The time of the dispensation 

of the gospel. Not the end of the world. But in the days (which 

is the long trump) of the seventh angel (which is the seventh 

trump), When he shall begin to sound, the mystery (The word 

'mystery' in the original Greek means the complete fulfillment, 

the complete plan of God) of God should be finished, as He has 

declared to His servants the prophets. God is speaking through 

John of the complete fulfillment of His word. He is bringing us 

very near to the coming of the end. ... For all these things must 

come to pass, but the end is not yet," Jesus says in Matthew 

24:6. The anti-christ is still to be revealed. The destruction of 

Babylon (which, I believe, is America) must still take place. The 

pagan gods must still be destroyed. These things cannot happen 

so long as we are under the dispensation of grace, the 

dispensation of the gospel. God cannot destroy and fulfill the 

prophets as long as we are under the dispensation of grace. He 

will close out the gospel age before He brings destruction upon 

the wicked and their ashes. But, as the age of grace comes to a 

close, we will most certainly begin to see mass destruction. As 

John writes in Revelation, chapter six, when the sixth seal was 

opened there was catastrophic destruction. Men hid themselves 

in the mountains and prayed for rocks to fall upon them for the 

wrath of the Lord was come. I believe the world is about to be 

shocked. We will see a cataclysmic change. The dispensation of 

the Gentiles was to last two thousand years. In the beginning of 

that dispensation, Jesus told His disciples to go into all the 

world and preach the gospel. He told them to go and make 

disciples of all nations. He told them that they would receive the 

baptism of the Holy Ghost and, that they should be witnesses of 

Him to all the world, to the farthest parts of earth, beginning at 

Jerusalem. Jesus never meant for His disciples to go out and 

build hospitals, nursing homes and day care centers. Those are, 

of course, all good things but they are not the commission God 

gave to the Apostles and disciples. "Go and preach the gospel," 

He commanded. "Work while it is day. As long as I am in the 

world," He had said to them before the crucifixion, "I am the 

light of the world..." You see, when the gospel is taken from 

people, there is no light. In the vision I am writing about in this 

letter, I saw the age of grace, the age of the dispensation of the 

Gentiles come to its close. I have never been more shocked in 

the entire course of my ministry. The everlasting gospel was still 

being preached to every nation even during the time of the anti-

christ but the sixth seal had been opened: And I beheld when He 

had opened the sixth seal, John writes in Revelations 6:12, And, 

lo, there was a great earthquake; and the sun became black as 

sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood; And the stars 

of heaven fell unto the earth, even as a fig tree casts her 

untimely figs, when she is shaken of a mighty wind. And the 

heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together: and every 

mountain and island were moved out of their places. And the 

kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men, and the 

chief captains, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and 

every free man, hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks of 

the mountains; And said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us, 

and hide us from the face of Him that sits on the throne, and 

from the wrath of the Lamb: For the great day of His wrath is 

come; and who shall be able to stand? I saw it happen! I saw the 

Age of Grace come to its close. It was shocking. Time is 

running out! Beloved reader, if you intend to get saved and live 

for God, you had better do it now! Time is at the door. The 

gospel age shall soon be no longer. You must tell your children 

they do not have ten years to sow their wild oats. "My Spirit will 

not always strive with man," God has said to us. The time is 

near when the gospel will no longer be preached to those who 

rebel against it. God has waited. He has been long suffering till 

the day which He has appointed. Because He has appointed a 

day in which He will judge the world in righteousness by that 

Man whom He has ordained... (Acts 17:31) Take heed, beware 

lest that which has been spoken by the prophets shall come upon 

you - instant destruction!! But in the days of the voice of the 

seventh angel, John writes in Revelation 10:7, when he shall 

begin to sound, the MYSTERY of God should be finished, as 

He has declared to His servants the prophets. Then Paul writes 

in Romans 11:25: For I would not, brethren, that you should be 

ignorant of this MYSTERY, lest you should be wise in your 

own conceits, that blindness in part is happened to Israel, until 

the fulfilling of Gentiles be come in. And so all Israel shall be 

saved: as it is written. There shall come out of Zion the 

Deliverer, and shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob; For this 

is My covenant unto them, when I shall take away their sins. 

'All Israel' means ALL of God's people, not just the Jews. These 

are the elect of grace, ALL that God has ordained to be saved. 

And, as I have written earlier in this letter, the word 'Mystery' 

means the whole word of God is fulfilled!. Every prophecy is 

fulfilled. I want to share something with you - not a prophecy 

but something I feel in my heart. I believe God will close the 

door to the two thousand year dispensation of the gospel before 

we end the year 2000....  

For then shall be great tribulation, (Jesus says in Matthew 

24:21), such as was not since the beginning of the world to this 

time, no, nor ever shall be. And except those days should be 

shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for the elect's sake 

(the elect of grace, see Romans 11:25 above) those days shall be 

shortened. Then in Luke 21:18, Jesus says: But there shall not a 

hair of your head perish. In your patience possess you your 

souls. And when you shall see Jerusalem compassed with 

armies; then know that the desolation thereof is near. This 

prophecy has already come to pass. Jerusalem, in fact all of 

Israel, is surrounded by enemies, Arabs who want to totally 

destroy Israel. Jesus said that when this happened, the end 

would be near. Zechariah prophesied that Jerusalem would be 

divided and a wall would be put up. That never happened in 

Jesus' time nor in the time of the Apostles. It happened in 1948 

when half of Jerusalem was given to the Arabs and the other 

half given to the Jews. So likewise you, when you shall see all 

these things, Jesus says in Matthew 24:33, know that it is near, 

even at the doors. Truly I say to you, This generation shall not 

pass, till all these things be fulfilled. Heaven and earth shall pass 

away, but My words shall not pass away. Then in Luke 21:21 

Jesus says: Then let them which are in Judea flee to the 

mountains; and let them which are in the midst of it depart out; 

and let not them that are in the countries enter therein. For these 

be the days of vengeance, that all things which are written may 

be fulfilled. You see, God is bringing us right down to the close 

of the age. He couldn't do this as long as Jesus was here. He 

couldn't do this as long as the gospel age was in effect, the age 

of the dispensation of the Gentiles. But God will have His 

vengeance. It will be as Isaiah prophesied in 24:1: Behold, the 

Lord makes the earth empty, and makes it waste, and turns it 

upside down, and scatters abroad the inhabitants thereof. And in 

Isaiah 13:13, the Lord said: Therefore I will shake the heavens, 
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and the earth shall remove out of her place, in the Wrath of the 

Lord of hosts, and in the day of His fierce anger.  

Zechariah said that in those days, people's eyeballs would melt 

in their heads because of the heat. Malachi said the earth will be 

like an oven. Those early prophets prophesied that there would 

be earth-quakes of terrible magnitude along with storms and 

calamities as God closes the gospel age. Billions will die. But 

observe what Paul writes in Second Thessalonians 2:3-4: Let no 

man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, 

except there come a falling away first, and that man of sin be 

revealed, the son of perdition... You see, the anti-christ cannot 

reveal himself until the gospel age, the age of the Gentiles, is 

closed. It has been the gospel that has held back the anti-christ. 

Now that the gospel age is coming to a close, the man of sin will 

reveal himself. That, of course, does not mean that no one will 

be saved during this time. Even after the sun has turned to 

darkness and the moon has turned to blood, people will be 

getting saved. Many ministries today are attempting to have the 

Last Day, Holy Ghost Revival. That cannot be until God has 

totally closed the gospel dispensation. People are already 

beginning to reject the gospel as God begins to close the door to 

the dispensation of the gospel, and as they walk out, God will 

soon begin to destroy them - instant judgement. It will be even 

more terrible for people who reject Jesus in this time than it was 

for Sodom's and Gomorrah's judgement. I believe we will see 

catastrophic destruction right here in America. lt will not be 

down in Nicaragua or Honduras where the hurricane hit that I 

had prophesied last year and ten thousand people were killed. It 

will be God's days of vengeance right here in America. But woe 

unto them that are with child, and to them that give suck, in 

those days! For there shall be great distress in the land, and 

wrath upon this people. And they shall fall by the edge of the 

sword, and shall be led away captive into all nations; and 

Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles, until the times 

of the Gentiles be fulfilled. (Luke 21:24-28) The 'times of the 

Gentiles' is the gospel age. And there shall be signs in the sun, 

(after the gospel age is closed), and in the moon, end in the 

stars, and upon the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the 

sea and the waves roaring; Men's hearts failing them for fear, 

and for looking after those things which are coming on the 

earth: for the powers of heaven shall be shaken. And then shall 

they see the Son of man coming in a cloud with power and great 

glory. And when these things begin to come to pass, then look 

up, and lift up your heads; for your redemption draws near. 

Then in verse thirty-five, Jesus says: Watch you therefore, and 

pray always, that you may be accounted worthy to escape all 

these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son 

of man.  

 

As we read in Acts 17:31, God has appointed a day to judge the 

world by the same man that has been preached for two thousand 

years as the Savior and healer of the world. "I have called to 

them in the morning," God said to me in June of 1997; "They 

did not come; I have called them in the noon time and they did 

not come. Now it is evening time and I am giving them their last 

warning before the great and terrible day of the Lord." That day 

will begin when God shuts the door to the dispensation of the 

gospel. For the great day of His wrath is come; and who shall be 

able to stand? (Rev. 6:17) Then Peter, speaking to the multitude 

in Acts 2:16, said: But this is that which was spoken by the 

prophet Joel; And it shall come to pass in the last days, says 

God, I will pour out My Spirit upon all flesh and your sons and 

your daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see 

visions, and your old men shall dream dreams: And on My 

servants and on My handmaidens I will pour out in those days 

of My Spirit; and they shall prophesy: ,'. And I will show 

wonders in heaven above, and signs in the earth beneath; blood, 

and fire, and vapor of smoke: The sun shall be turned into 

darkness, and the moon into blood, before that great and notable 

day of the Lord come: And it shall come to pass, that whosoever 

shall call on the name of the Lord shall be saved. But notice that 

Joel says 'afterward', after the moon turns to blood and the sun 

becomes dark. And it shall come to pass AFTERWARD, that I 

will pour out My Spirit upon all flesh; etc. (Joel 2:28) There has 

never been an outpouring of the Holy Spirit such as will be at 

this time. As I wrote earlier in this letter, I saw the 

denominational walls crumble as the dispensation of the 

Gentiles comes to close. "The two thousand years that I 

designated for the gospel is now coming to a close," God said to 

me in the vision I am writing about in this letter. As we 

approach the end of the year 1999, as we get into the year 2000, 

I believe we will begin to see fearful things. Then, I believe, we 

will see the door shut on the gospel age! "At that time," the Lord 

said to me in this vision, "All prophecies that have been spoken 

by My ancient prophets, all that I spoke by John in Revelation 

will begin to come upon the people." In 1961 I had a vision in 

which I saw Jesus looking down on America and the world and 

He was weeping. "There will be a day," He said, "When I will 

turn My back and all prophecies shall be fulfilled." Beloved in 

Christ, it will not just be destruction but it will be destruction 

upon destruction! That is what the Lord said in Jeremiah 4:20 - 

Destruction upon destruction is cried; for the whole land is 

spoiled: suddenly  are  my tents  spoiled,  and  my  curtains  in  a 

moment.  

Do you know what has restrained the anti-christ for these two 

thousand years? The Gospel! But, when the door to the gospel 

age is closed, you will pick up your paper one morning and read 

where an entire island with two or three million people went 

down into the ocean. You will read where mountains have 

moved. You will read about calamities in the heavens. You will 

read where the entire West Coast has fallen into the ocean. 

People will be walking the streets trying to escape a judgement 

without mercy. You will read about tidal waves that have killed 

millions. I often wonder, beloved in Christ, that if you knew for 

absolute certainty that we only had a matter of a year or two, 

what would you do? It is a question we all should ponder with 

great seriousness. That is one of the great reasons you should 

support this ministry financially in these closing days of the 

dispensation of the gospel, the dispensation of the gentiles. We 

must not sin away our days of grace as they did in the days of 

Noah. This ministry is one of a very few in the world today that 

is teaching the truth and the prophecies as they are revealed in 

the bible and that message must still be taken to the world, 

especially in these closing days of the dispensation.  

We are still to see an outpouring of the Holy Ghost such as has 

never before been witnessed. People who call upon His name 

will be saved. Therefore, it is imperative that the gospel be taken 

to the nations, particularly to the nations that have not yet heard 

the 'Good News'. I was preaching this message in India during 

the closing days of our crusades there in January, February and 

March of 1999 when God confirmed my message on the closing 
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of the dispensation of the gospel in a very unusual way. A 

member of the crusade team was looking after the emergency 

invalids that night and a little old Indian man, a Hindu, came 

into the line carrying his wife in his arms. I learned later that she 

had not eaten in six months. She was a bedridden, dying 

woman. I do not suppose she weighed more than fifty pounds. 

Her husband sat down in front of the platform and cradled her 

head in his lap. She looked as if she were already dead as she 

lay there in her husband's lap. Her arms and legs were nothing 

more than skin stretched over bones; tiny, fragile limbs that 

could no longer support nor serve her body needs. "What is 

wrong with her?" I asked the team member in charge of the 

emergency invalid line. "She is dying," He said. I didn't pay 

much attention to situation at the moment. Instead, I began to 

preach this message to the tens of thousands of native Indians 

who were gathered there in that great space. It was a massive 

crowd. But my eyes kept going back to that little old woman 

lying here with her head in her husband's lap. (I weep as I write 

this account of the events of that night.) Then, the Lord spoke to 

me: "I will raise that little woman up tonight," He said. "I will 

make her whole and that shall be a sign to you that the 

dispensation of the gospel is coming to a close. She will walk 

out of here tonight." I preached for about sixty minutes I 

suppose, I don't know for sure and then, at the conclusion of the 

sermon, I went down into the audience to stir and pray for the 

people. People were crying. Everybody could feel the powerful 

presence of the Holy Ghost. I have never seen or felt the 

overpowering presence of the Holy Ghost as I did that night. I 

had been preaching this message of the end for three days and 

the people were responding to the Holy Ghost in a powerful 

way. "I will raise this woman up," The Lord said to me again. I 

stopped and I prayed for that little old woman who lay there 

dying. "In the name of Jesus of Nazareth," I prayed and then I 

added silently; "God, you said this would be a sign to me" and I 

knew it was as I continued to pray for that little old woman. As I 

prayed, the Spirit of God in me went out of me into her. 

"Woman," I cried, "In the name of Jesus Christ, you are made 

whole. Rise up!" She wiggled around for a moment, opening her 

eyes slowly. Then, very slowly, she got out of her husband's lap 

and got into a squat position, her legs so thin they looked like 

match sticks - certainly not strong enough to support her meager 

weight. Her little body was so frail but she stood up, fully erect! 

She raised her hands and began to walk for the first time in 

many months. She became strong, as she lifted her hands to the 

Lord!! "Go home and eat!" I cried. "You're healed!" Brother 

Borday told me the following day that the woman had indeed 

eaten and was strong and fully healed. This was God's sign to 

me that this was His appointed time for this message of the 

closing of the age of the dispensation of the gospel to be 

preached to all the world.  

I will be going to every church with this message and to as 

many nations as I can reach in the days to come. If you are to 

evangelize your own community, you must begin to get the 

people saved. You had better discontinue any discord among 

yourselves. The night is far spent and the day of judgement is at 

hand. Beloved reader, if you are a backslider, pray through 

today! If you are Called to preach, you had better preach, even if 

it is on the streets on Saturday after you have worked five days a 

week elsewhere. You can no longer straddle the fence. As I 

wrote above, this is the hour God has appointed for this message 

to be preached. God has waited until this time, 1999. He could 

have revealed this to me many years ago but He has waited until 

now. "Why you?" Some may ask. "Why do others not know 

about all these things?" "Because," I would reply; "God knows 

I'll prophesy this all over the world. He knows I am not afraid. 

He knows that I do not care whether the critics agree with me or 

not." Reader, the Christian world is about to be shocked. It has 

been easy to get saved as long as we have had love and grace, as 

long as we had Jesus. But it will not be so easy in the days that 

lay ahead. If you have taken on the ways of the world, the ways 

of the heathen, you had better get right because the handwriting 

is on the wall. Do not put this letter aside with sin in your life. 

Christian preacher, do not rebel. Cry out and repent. In my 

vision, I saw doors opened for preachers if they would get their 

bibles down and start preaching the life of Jesus. I believe we 

have less than two years before God begins to close the door on 

the dispensation of the gospel.  

"Come into the ark," God said to Noah. He is saying to us today 

to come into the Ark.  

JESUS IS THE ARK! 

 Come in before God closes the door. 

 May Jesus Christ keep and protect you. 

In Jesus name we pray.  

Your brother in Christ, Brother David Terrell 

Randy Hecker                                                   

Aug 13, 2012 

I want to share with the two of you, and whomever else you 

wish, the sequence of upcoming events as I have received them 

from the Lord. I also have some of this posted on my YouTube 

which I invite you to watch at www.youtube.com/user/ 

spiritfire100. I haven’t recorded anything there recently (I need 

to) because the afternoon light around here (which is the only 

time I have enough light to record) has been really dark because 

of all the rain storms going through. We definitely need more 

rain. 

 

Anyway here goes. The sequence I am watching (as a 

Watchman of the Lord) begins with Mt. Popocatepetl in 

Mexico. There will be a sudden very powerful eruption that will 

blow its lid off. Within hours an 8+ magnitude earthquake will 

strike Mexico City and virtually level it. Thousands will be 

killed. Hundreds of thousands will be injured. And millions will 

be displaced from their homes. The economy of Mexico, bad as 

its, will collapse except for precious metal values. There will be 

anarchy throughout the land. 

This event will radically increase pressure on the San Andreas 

Fault to the north. The fault is locked up in an area from Palm 

Springs in the south to Palm Dale to the north. HAARP will be 

used to create a super earthquake in this area. The magnified 

and duration n of the quake will both be magnified. The 

earthquake will strike (I believe) in the afternoon either this 

coming October or the following May. It will occur just after a 

complete economic meltdown of the American dollar. The 

magnitude of this quake will reach somewhere between 9.5 and 

http://www.youtube.com/user/%20spiritfire100
http://www.youtube.com/user/%20spiritfire100
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10.5 and it will last for nearly three minutes. Two to three 

million people will be killed outright. Millions more will be 

injured. 

The worst part of this is not the earthquake itself but the events 

that will be associated with it. The ground shock from this 

quake will cause every other stressed fault within 1,500 to 2,000 

miles to release all pent-up stresses. As the ground shockwave 

moves to the north the Sierra Nevada volcanoes will be 

triggered, the Cascadia volcanoes, and also the Yellowstone 

super volcano will also be triggered. This is both a blessing and 

a curse. 

The nation will be so disorganized after this event that martial 

law will be declared, but it will be completely unenforceable. 

 

Two to four days after this earthquake America will be further 

devastated by a nuclear sneak attack on American cities that will 

be coordinated and started by our own Shadow Government. 

There will also be some Russian and Chinese nukes as well. The 

world will very quickly descend into global thermonuclear war 

(Gog Magog war). 

All of this must happen before The Destroyer passes through the 

inner Solar System. 

To step back a little bit, I have said that this begins in Mexico. 

For North, Central, and South America this begins in Mexico. 

But there is one extremely critical event that most happen first. 

This involves a 7 to 8 magnitude earthquake north of Mosul, 

Iraq. The mountains there are riddled with vast cavern systems. 

In one of those caverns there are three immense locked gates. 

The links in the chains that keep these gates secured are three to 

four feet wide. The locks are bigger than a man. These are the 

gates to the three hells. 

The earthquake there will cause the overlying rock structures to 

collapse. One of our current world leaders will go there on a 

“humanitarian mission.” He will secretly go to the gates and 

there he will meet the angel with the key to The Bottomless Pit. 

The spirit Abaddon will be released and it will possess the man. 

At that moment he will become the Anti-Christ. To facilitate 

world power, he will unleash global thermonuclear war upon the 

planet. 

Again I am expecting this no later than May 2013. 

The war will suddenly end as The Great Deception unfolds upon 

the planet. He will appear in Jerusalem, fill the world will lying 

signs and wonders, and declare that he is the messiah. E will 

declare that he has stopped the war in the interest of world 

peace. 

 

Because of the war few will notice the approach of The 

Destroyer. When the Lord showed me the effects of The 

Destroyer, I did not believe that the world of man could survive. 

It is important to understand d that The Destroyer is the sign of 

the return of the Lord in great glory. 

I do not know how close The Destroyer will come to the Earth. 

It will pass to the south of the Earth. Then on its return to deep 

space it will pass over the Northern Hemisphere. Already it has 

started crustal deformation in the Southern Hemisphere. There 

will be a steady increase in volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, and 

severe weather. Continent will eventually be torn apart. Winds 

will rage at 300 to 400 miles per hour. Mega tsunamis will go 

back and forth across the ocean basins and will reach thousands 

of feet high. The poles of the Earth will flip over many times 

before settling down to a new orientation where south becomes 

north. 

 

And then the same events will be experienced in the Northern 

hemisphere. 

 

As I stood next to the Lord watching all of this play out on a 

miniature version of the Earth. As I stood there I was taken by 

the incredible devastation I was watching. It will be beyond d 

imagination. I said to the Lord, “How can I survive; how can my 

family survive; how can anyone survive?” I expected Him to 

say, “Least these days no flesh shall survive, but for my elect I 

will shorten them.” But He didn’t say that. What He told me 

absolutely floored me. Even now it fills me with such a sense of 

awe for the power of our God. 

What He said was this, “For a time my Father will take death 

from the world.” During the very worst effects of the passage of 

The Destroyer no one will die. And during that time God will 

show every person their record in His book of Judgment. Those 

who have set our Messiah as the center of their life will have the 

great joy of hearing Him say, “This one is min e, Father”, when 

their record in the Book of Judgment and they get to see their 

names removed from it and they will see it placed in the Lamb’s 

Book Of Life. The seal of the Lord will appear upon their 

foreheads. And they shall be forever sealed up in the Lord. 

 

This is getting a little long and there are things I need to do. I 

hope the two of you will check out my YouTube channel. I also 

hope that you will be receiving some of the rai n we are getting 

here. Have a wonderful afternoon and evening. 

Your brother in Jesus Christ, 

Randy Hecker 

HOLLY NOTE: After receiving the above email from Randy, I 

asked a few questions and the following is his response. They 

clarify the above vision. 

In answer to your questions, I know a lady in Orem, UT, who 

also has the spirit of prophecy. After her mother died she started 

receiving visitations from mom. Her mother told her that there 

would a coming October, year not given, in which America 

would suffer a complete collapse of its economy. This would be 

followed by what she called “the earthquake of our 

imprisonment.” This would be followed by three other 

earthquake, each one a magnitude greater than the one before. 

She said that we would curse the first three quakes because of 

the terrible devastation they would cause. But she called the 

fourth one “The earthquake of our liberation.” It would range in 

the magnitude of 14 to 16 (planetary effects produced by the 

passage of the Destroyer. She said that it brings about the 

collapse of the New World Order. 

The HAARP weaponry that will increase the magnitude and 

duration of the West Coast mega quake will be caused by a 

coordinate attacked by U.S. HAARP, Russian HAARP, and 
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Chinese HAARP. This has already been set up diplomatically. 

 

When I was first shown the coming effects of this mega quake, I 

was shown that it would be preceded by two other earthquakes, 

the first one measuring 5 to 6 on the Richter scale, and the 

second one 6 to 7 on the Richter scale. Both of these have 

already occurred. The main effects of the destructive power of 

the West Coast Mega Quake will be caused by a very large 

amount of the ground shock wave being absorbed by the 

Garlock Fault. The Garlock Fault feeds its energy into the 

Intermountain Seismic Thrust Belt. This belt starts southwest of 

Las Vegas, NV. It forms an immense letter “J” that travels south 

of Las Vegas, NV, south of Boulder Damn, and then turns 

northward, dumping its energy into the Wasatch Fault. The end 

of that line is the Yellowstone caldera. 

Boulder Dam will crumble, but the released water will drain into 

a series of caverns that underlie the area (the same cavern 

system that the Hopis will seek for shelter). Las Vegas will be 

virtually flattened. This will also be the fate of St. George, UT, 

Cedar City, UT, Prove, Salt Lake City, and Ogden, UT. I use to 

live about ½ of a mile below the Wasatch Fault. One day I was 

walking out of the Smith’s Market located on 13th East and 94th 

South when what I was seeing ahead of me suddenly changed. 

The whole area around me suddenly became a scene of terrible 

devastation. Everything around me was on fire. Everything had 

been twisted and contorted out of shape. The air was filled with 

smoke and I could hear screams and crying coming from every 

direction. Then I heard the Lord say “During the coming earth 

changes great cities will be abandoned forever. But there will 

always be a Salt Lake City.” I almost dropped the eggs I was 

carrying. 

 

The eruption of the Yellowstone Super Volcano will be a 

critically important event. First it will shower most of America 

with mineral rich ash. Second and the most important point is 

that it will shield us from incoming Russian tactical nuclear 

missile. There simply isn’t any way they can travel through 

mountains being thrown in to the stratosphere. 

Addendum: 
 

In November of 2009, a small plane crisscrossed the City of 

Houston, Texas. It was ejecting a black oil substance that settled 

on everything. When it came down on buildings, cars, and other 

inanimate objects, it left a black oily film that disappeared 

within a few hours. When it landed on people it was rapidly 

absorbed into the skin and left no visible residue. 

I believe this was the first part of a binary chemical weapons 

delivery system, a weapon of mass false flag destruction. When 

and if the second part of the system is delivered people will drop 

dead in minutes. If a radioactive substance was added to the 

secondary compound it would be like a radiologically dirty 

bomb was released on Houston. This would be the perfect set up 

for martial law and (blaming it on Iran) global thermonuclear 

war. 

David Minor  
 

1987 

 

The FIRST WIND 

 

The Spirit of God would say to you that the wind of the Holy 

Spirit is blowing through the land. The Church, however, is 

incapable of fully recognizing this Wind. Just as the people in 

your nation give names to hurricanes, so I have put My name on  

this Wind. This Wind shall be named Holiness Unto the Lord. 

Because of a lack of understanding some of My people will try 

to find shelter from the Wind, but in so doing, they shall miss 

My work. For this wind has been sent to blow through every 

institution that has been raised in My Name. 

 

In those institutions that have substituted their name for Mine, 

they shall fall by the impact of My Wind. Those institutions 

shall fall like cardboard shacks in a gale. Ministries that have 

not walked in uprightness before Me shall be broken and fall. 

 

This is My Wind. For this reason, man will be tempted to brand 

this as a work of Satan, but do not be misled. This is My Wind. I  

cannot tolerate My Church in its present form, nor will I tolerate 

it. Ministries and organizations will shake and fall in the face of 

this Wind, and even though some will seek to hide from the 

Wind, they shall not escape. 

 

It shall blow against your lives, and all around you will appear 

to be crumbling and so it shall. But never forget this is My 

Wind, saith the Lord. With tornado force it will come and 

appear to leave devastation, but the word of the Lord comes and 

says, “Turn your face into the wind and let it blow”. For only 

that which is not of Me shall be devastated. You must see this as 

necessary. 

 

A SECOND WIND 

 

Be not dismayed. For after this My Wind shall blow afresh. 

Have you not read how My breath blew on the valley of dry 

bones? So it shall breathe on you. This Wind will come in equal 

force to the first Wind. This Wind too will have a name. It shall 

be called “The Kingdom of God”. It shall bring My government 

and order. 

 

Along with that it shall bring My power. The supernatural shall 

come in that Wind.  The world will laugh at you because of the 

devastation of that first Wind, but they will laugh no more. For 

this Wind will come with force and power that will produce the 

miraculous among My people and the fear of God shall fall on 

the nation. 

 

My people will be willing in the day of My power, saith the 

Lord. In My first Wind that is upon you now, I will blow out 

pride, lust, greed, competition, and jealousy, and you will feel 

devastated, but haven’t you read, “Blessed are the poor in spirit, 

for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven? So out of your poverty of 

spirit I will establish My Kingdom.  Have you not read, “The 

Kingdom of God is in the Holy Spirit”? So by My Spirit, My 

Kingdom will be established and made manifest. 

 

Know this also, there will be those who shall seek to hide from 

this present Wind and they will try to flow with the second 

wind. But again, they will be blown away by it. Only those who 

have turned their faces into the present wind shall be allowed to 

be propelled by the second wind. 
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You have longed for revival and a return of the miraculous and  

the supernatural. You and your generation shall see it, but it 

shall only come by My process, saith the Lord. The Church of 

this nation cannot contain My power in its present form. But as 

it turns to the Wind Of Holiness of God, it shall be purged and 

changed to contain My glory. This is judgement that has begun 

at the House of God but it is not the end. When the second Wind 

has come and brought in My harvest, then shall the end come. 

 

Randy Hecker 
 

February 4, 2006 

Thirty years ago I began having dreams of the coming pole 

shift. Now that shift is imminent. I thought I would take the 

opportunity to share my first dream of this pole shift, or polar 

realignment, that I had. The dream began outside of the house I 

grew up in, in Buena Park, CA. I was sitting on the edge of the 

street listening to a transistor radio. It was just after 5 p.m. and I 

could hear the “go home” traffic hitting the freeway system. I 

believe the time of the year, based upon the position of the Sun 

in the sky, was either spring or fall (May or October, but who 

knows?) I don't remember what music I listening to, but an 

announcer broke into the music and started yelling “Emergency, 

emergency, get to shelter.” 

I stood up thinking of the old Civil Defense Shelter beneath the 

Shopping Center across the street and started to run for it. The 

announcer was saying that something had hit in the ocean and a 

terrible storm was coming. He kept saying get to shelter and 

then went silent. As I ran for the Civil Defense Shelter, 

everything changed around me. The bright sunlit afternoon went 

dark and then black, and the winds went from 10-12mph to 200-

300mph in minutes. I never made it across the road and in my 

dream I died, and became an observer. 

A wall of profound blackness poured in from the Pacific Ocean 

and the sounds were terrible. You could hear bodies hitting the 

ground, cars, trees, buildings ripping to pieces and being swept 

away. The destruction was unbelievable, but not everything was 

destroyed initially. I remember seeing the members of the 

church where I grew up flooding into the building and praying 

for deliverance. Others were trying to get in because of the 

perception of safety. Some of these were prostitutes, pimps, 

criminals of all types, and many of them were just good people 

who had no religious orientation. Rain began to pour - a horrid 

black rain that came down at 400mph and upon hitting a person 

would make blood splatter like machine gun fire. The ground 

began to shake and spasm, going up and down in great jerks. 

The sounds of destruction were terrible. 

I heard those in my church say to those on the outside “You 

can't come in here. You're not God's people. You're not one of 

us.” In the blackness I could hear the screams of those within 

the church as it was swept away by the winds and everyone was 

killed. Yet the others were untouched and in that horrid darkness 

the light of the Lord came upon them and they one in all 

realized they had been sealed for a great work. God showed me 

that He alone knows what is in the heart of man and that He 

judges us. Then they began to walk out of the Southern 

California area, heading by foot for the Rocky Mountains where 

the Spirit of the Lord had shown them was peace and safety. I 

call them the Witnesses and I have given my oath to the Lord 

that when the time comes I will give my life if necessary to 

defend them, because they cannot take up weapons against their 

fellow man. 

As they walked away from the destruction the ground beneath 

Southern California began to break up, tearing itself to pieces in 

massive chunks. In the blackness came the sounds of waters 

heaving beyond their bounds and tsunamis thousands of feet 

high raced inland, but only after the Witnesses had left the area. 

I watched them walk out by the thousands, walking untouched 

through this madness. I knew that behind them nothing was left 

of the West Coast of America. I knew that the underlying 

ground structure had collapsed and everything west of the San 

Andreas Fault had disappeared into the sea. As the Witnesses 

headed east-northeast, the earth tore itself apart behind them, as 

more and more collapsed into the raging tsunamis. Eventually a 

new West Coastal area was formed near present day St. George, 

Utah. The high mountains of Zion National Park formed the first 

line of refuge. 

This ended the first dream. 

The next night I had another dream - like the first except the 

geographic location was changed from where I grew up to 

where I was then living (Albuquerque, NM). In this dream I 

could see the great wall of blackness coming from the west that 

was on us within moments. The 300-400 mph winds hit 

Albuquerque like an Atomic Bomb and nothing remained. 

Again a few here and there found themselves untouched and 

were sealed up in the light of the Lord and walked out to the 

North. When they had left, Albuquerque was swept away from 

the earth so much so that not one stone placed there by the hand 

of man stood upon another. 

Then I was standing upon a mountain looking down at the black 

winds sweep up canyons and destroy everything in its path - but 

only to an altitude of 6,000 feet. I was shown that the black 

winds were being driven by the hand of God for judgment upon 

the world, but those areas above 6,000 feet had been set aside as 

places of refuge for His remnant. 

This ended the second dream. 

That same night there was a third dream. In it I was called 

before the council of twelve men and called  to be a Watchman 

over the House of Israel. 

I cannot tell you how many times I have dreamed of this black 

wind and the terrible destruction that it brings, but in 30 years it 

had been at least 100 times. Each time the location is changed 

but the circumstances remain the same. Winds will reach 400 

mph worldwide, the earth will stagger in its orbit like a 

drunkard, blackness will cover the planet, and the 

accompanying earth changes will be unimaginable. 

My mother came to me about three months after she died to tell 

me the  coming earth  changes would  be  beyond  the  ability  of 
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man to imagine. 

Based upon all of these dreams I believe there is a pattern to 

this. First something will hit the Earth in the Pacific Ocean off 

the coast of California, pushing the atmosphere aside at 

incredible speed, pushing the waters up to thousands of feet 

high, and tearing the earth apart by the force of its impact. But I 

must point this out - what begins as a natural event is in fact 

driven by God. The terrible winds are first, then the waters, then 

the heaving of the earth. In consequence the winds die down 

first, the waters stop their heaving, but the earth will continue to 

reel like a drunkard as it realigns itself. When the earth finally 

calms down the Sun will arise at new position in the sky and 

North and South will have completely different reference points. 

I believe it will be a 180 degree shift. 

I wish to give this final testimony: The Lord can call His people 

out of the midst of unimaginable destruction and He will. He 

will shield them and make them new even as the blackness rages 

around them. 

I hope this gives a perspective of what I believe is coming. 

Your brother in Jesus Christ, 

Randy in Gunnison 

01-23-2009 

The Lord has given me a number of visions, as well as dreams, 

concerning the fall of America. ... 

RE; KANSAS CITY 

Several years ago, I was working security at a bank in 

downtown Kansas City Missouri. I was making a foot patrol 

around the outside perimeter of the bank. I noticed some 

construction workers were standing around a manhole in the 

street, that was taped off with barricades and flashing lights. I 

thought that this was strange since it was after ten p.m. I then 

heard a loud explosion and witnessed a large mushroom cloud 

ascend hundreds of feet into the air. I was terrified and was 

running for cover. I then looked into the street and noticed that 

there were not any construction workers, nor had any explosion 

occurred. I then walked over to the area of the street where I 

saw the manhole and barricades with flashing lights. To my 

amazement there was not a manhole nor barricades. I then 

realized that I had seen a vision. 

Several months later I had a second vision. I was looking out the 

window from the Twelfth floor upon Kansas City. I was 

thinking of how beautiful the city looked at night. I then saw the 

city in rubble. Flames were ascending from the remains of 

destroyed buildings, and ash was falling from the sky. This ash 

was nuclear fallout. The Lord had given me two visions 

concerning the nuclear destruction of Kansas City. 

In this thread I will share dreams and visions that the Lord has 

given me, as well as my wife, concerning the rise of China and 

Russia. 

A few years ago I had a dream concerning the invasion and 

occupation of America. In the dream I was driving down a 

remote country road. I noticed a group of Martial artists 

practicing on the side of the road, I decided to pull over and 

watch them. I noticed that they were Chinese and were dressed 

in black. There were a large number of them and they were 

throwing punches. 

I then continued to drive until I entered a small town. On the 

outskirts of the town I could see into the homes as the Lord 

spoke to me. The Lord asked me, what do you see? I replied, I 

see violence, Lord. I witnessed husbands beating their wives, 

parents beating their children, as well as children beating their 

parents. I heard loud cursing going on within these homes. One 

man chased his son out into the front yard pulling on his arm 

until it was pulled out of the socket. The Lord then spoke to me 

and said that the violence within the land has come before him 

and he must put an end to it. 

I then drove into a larger town and noticed a military convoy 

driving down the main street of the town. The soldiers were 

Chinese and there were tanks and other military vehicles in the 

convoy. 

I then entered a small grocery store. The owner of the store held 

his head down and looked very depressed. I asked him what was 

going on. He replied, don’t you know? The Chinese are our new 

taskmasters. 

Then I found myself standing in a line in a government office.  

Food vouchers were being passed out by Chinese officials. 

When I came before the desk, I noticed that I was standing 

before the ruler of China. He asked me, do you know why we 

invaded your country? I replied, because America has 

committed brutal wars against innocent nations. He replied, you 

have answered correctly. You and your family shall have twice 

the food vouchers as the others. I understood that I was like 

Jeremiah standing before Nebuchadnezzar. 

Jeremiah warned Judah that God had given them over to 

Babylon for captivity. Jeremiah told them to resist not the 

Babylonians. The same is true today. In the near future 

Russia/China as well as several Latin American nations will 

defeat America in WW3.  The Lord Jesus Christ will return 

within a few years after that. He who endures until the end shall 

be saved. 

My wife had a vision of the leaders of Russia, China and three 

other nations hugging and kissing one another. The Lord told 

her that they were forming an alliance. Two months later it 

happened. China, Russia and three former Soviet republics 

formed an anti-American alliance. On CNN it showed them 

hugging and kissing one another. 

My wife also had a vision of Russian aircraft buzzing our 

aircraft. This was reported shortly later. 

My wife has also seen our country being devoured by large 

canker worms. One came from the direction of Russia, one from 
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China and three from south of our border..... 

Bob Neumann 

March 25, 2010,  

The Prophet Joel wrote for us.... And it shall come to pass 

afterward, [that] I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh; and 

your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men 

shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions.  

Proverbs 29:18 says Where [there is] no vision, the people 

perish: but he that keepeth the law, happy [is] he. 

That term "vision" is interesting. Dr Strong gives his 3rd 

"definition" as; c) vision, oracle, prophecy (divine 

communication) 

Too bad the compilers of the KJV and Dr Strong himself did not 

believe that there was much possibility for "modern" believers 

to actually have DIVINE COMMUNICATION. Personally I 

really never noticed when the VISIONS I used to have switched 

to DREAMS. So that makes me one of the "old men". Not sure 

how to think about it. What I do know is when THE MOST 

HOLY SPIRIT chooses to make "A FLOW"....whether it is 

DREAMS, VISIONS, or even a COMBINATION of both 

means THAT THE COMFORTER USES to get HIS 

MESSAGE ACROSS. 

All you have to remember is that THE GOD of ABRAHAM, 

ISAAC, and JACOB changes not.  So go back to our old friend 

JOB.... For God speaketh once, yea twice, [yet man] perceiveth 

it not. In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep sleep 

falleth upon men, in slumberings upon the bed; Then he openeth 

the ears of men, and sealeth their instruction, That he may 

withdraw man [from his] purpose, and hide pride from man. He 

keepeth back his soul from the pit, and his life from perishing by 

the sword. 

So in obedience I write this. In totality, there were 5 

dreams.....but fit together. 

The Dreams #1 

In each of them I was with my wife, which was something that 

has not happened before. Also I was not an "outside observer". I 

was in my body with all my usual aches and pains. We were 

standing in a line, a few feet from a door that was wedged open. 

We were standing in one line with several other lines to either 

side of "our line". Our line had all the gray haired, those with 

walkers and wheel chairs. I noticed that there was a lack of 

"powered" mobility. One line had mothers and small children, 

all under 9-10 years I would guess. There was a separate line for 

older children....the cut off age I thought of as 16. Then there 

were separate lines for males and females, from late teens to 

early, healthy looking 50's. 

So there were five lines. Some moved faster than others. Ours 

was slow, but eventually we came to one of two desks where my 

wife and I handed over "our cards". They were laminated with 

our pictures and a small "GOLD COLORED" square. We both 

pressed our thumbs to special pads wired to the computer. The 

person behind "our" computer looked up at us briefly and 

pushed at some buttons. I heard a strange sound and the person 

reached under the counter and brought out a small bundle and 

pushed it into a small machine I had not noticed. It did not 

staple, but it did make a "small book". The person handed the 

bundled book to my wife and returned her card. Obviously this 

was something we had done before. Before I got my book and 

card back my wife began to complain that we were "being 

cheated". She said our "usual" allotment/ration/whatever was 

always (here she said a number of some sorts, but I "missed it". 

The person behind the computer said that there had been an 

across-the-board decrease for all "carders". That jumped out at 

me. Then the person said that we shouldn't complain because we 

had "over 23 million units on our cards". THEN MY WIFE 

GOT MAD AND RAISED HER VOICE. She said, "we had 

earned OUR money" and I began pulling her away. 

 My dear gentle wife did not notice the individuals in BLACK 

UNIFORMS moving towards us. That was when it got real 

FREAKY. The person behind the computer cursed at us and 

said "all you carders say that" and laughed. At that point the two 

BLACK UNIFORMS stopped and joked with each other and I 

heard them chuckling. What I did not hear was good old 

"American English" when they spoke. 

As I pulled "mommy dearest" out of the building I noticed that 

all "the carders" behind us looked away from us or just looked 

down. I realized that very few people had complained as my 

wife had. But our line was the slowest. Only the (line with) 

mothers with small children was almost as slow as ours. It was 

then I noticed no one else used "cards". All the other lines 

moved quickly because they scanned hands, and handed each 

person their own "book". Mothers had to line up their children 

to be scanned, which took time. Small babies were not scanned. 

Not sure how they worked that out. 

Did the "chips" cost more than "cards"? If so, then the why was 

obvious. Why waste chips on people who they did not expect to 

be around "TOO LONG"? Why waste chips on young babies if 

infant mortality was high? Health care may not have improved 

as promised.... 

Dreams #2 & #3 

Then my wife and I were in a line in a different building. All 

were waiting, but the movement was pretty good. When we got 

into the building there were two computers, one with a woman 

rushing through people as quickly as possible. AS before my 

dear wife went first and did the thing with her card. She was 

given a light blue plastic card. The woman said "eight gallons" 

and my wife took it and gave me "that look". I had missed 

something. This time she pulled me towards the other computer 

where no one was sitting. So I stood and waited. Then a middle-

aged man in a uniform a lot like our county sheriff's department 

wears (appeared). He walked to the counter with a cup of coffee 

in hand. "Sorry", he said as I handed him my card. "Mr. 

Neumann?", he asked in a normal voice.  
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I replied, "yes, sir".....  

"No need for you to call me sir", he laughed. 

 "I only make those young guns bow and scrape." 

He laughed again and was looking at the computer screen. 

"What do you go by, Robert or Bob?" 

Momma was standing quietly behind me and had a worried look 

in her eyes. This obviously was a different experience than "we" 

have had earlier....the man laughed, so keep it light and 

friendly.... 

"My Mom called me Bob because she knew I wouldn't be too 

bright, so she gave me the only name she knew that was simple 

and the same spelled forwards or backwards."  

With that he gave me a big belly laugh and slammed his fist on 

the counter. Everyone in the office behind the counter suddenly 

got "silent" and stared with frightened looks at this man in this 

"different" uniform with strange gold insignias on his shoulder 

boards. 

Again  he  looked  at  the  computer  screen  and  was  obviously 

reading everything that there was about me. So I kept silent not 

sure what to expect.  

"As you know", he started and realized that there was something 

he expected   me   to   have   knowledge   about.  So I   let him 

continue...."I am the new commander of this district...."  

COMMANDER? DISTRICT? 

"...and my predecessor left me with a few nasty messes to clean 

up."  

Then he looked up at me. "In his brief he mentioned you as an 

asset. Usually I would strongly question such an opinion of 

someone who had messed up as bad as he did. But the records 

speak for themselves..."  

Once again I had no clue what kind of "asset" he was talking 

about. Frankly I was afraid of what I had done.  

"The record has it", he began quietly, "that you were placed as 

"permanently disabled" back in 1998."  

I simply nodded. 

 "Compressed and degenerative lower vertebral column. Severe 

peripheral vascular disease," he stated in a flat voice. "It states 

'very limited mobility and endurance' with moderate to severe 

chronic pain in back and legs." So far he was right on, but it 

made no sense. 

"In the last month four times the previous commander placed his 

district on F.A.S." 

 I have no idea what those initials meant. But it had meaning to 

the office staff..... "And all four times you were available in ten 

minutes". 

Again I was baffled. 

"Now on the third F.A.S, we both know was for real. And four 

different memos were sent to command. It seems no one really 

knew how to treat chest and belly wounds. All four memos 

credit you for saving the lives of two of my troopers. Obviously 

that was not a coincidence." 

"Twenty-five years of ER and Surgical ICU in Miami", I replied 

quietly. 

 "That also explains your Spanish." Again he chuckled. "I knew 

you must have been somewhere before M******* Hospital. 

Miami explains why there are no records..." Here he trailed off 

into silence looking again at the computer screen.... 

"Well, Bob..." he began slowly..."I run things differently than 

you are used to(??)...and you are an asset I want to keep 

functioning as long as I can."  

With that he started tapping keys and nodding his head. 

"Tomorrow Bob, you can get gas. When you do, ask for 

SARGENT SMITH." With that he handed me a stack of "light 

blue" cards. 

My wife came forward with a gasp. "I think your grandbabies in 

Durham will be happy to see  you Mrs. Neumann.  Have a nice 

trip". 

 On that note he stood up and extended his hand. I gave him a 

firm manly handshake and Grandma pulled me out of the office. 

(Usually I would wake up at that point, but did not.) Instead we 

"went" home and their granny made a phone call. Then she 

started packing. While doing so she took one of our "ration 

books"... funny money....different colors and different bar 

codes....no numbers or denominations. And packed it with the 

stuff she had for our two granddaughters.  

The next thing I know we are in our car and waiting to get into 

the "gas station" 

. Now this gas station was surrounded by a high double chain 

link fence. It had concertina wire along both bases and both 

tops. We were behind what looked like a county truck. When we 

pulled up to the open gate a khaki uniformed officer stood and 

ran a scanner over the right lower corner of our windshield. 

There was a decal with a bar code. He repeated on the back 

window and tapped the rear window and stepped aside as he 

looked at the car behind me. I pulled up to an open lane at one 

of the pumps. There were several males, all older teens, wearing 

orange coveralls. County Jail. Immediately they started working 

on my car like a team from NASCAR. I handed two "blue 

plastic cards" to the guy with the gas hose. While I was facing 
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away one guy popped the hood. It was then that I notice another 

khaki uniform carrying a pump shotgun. 

The guy I had handed the gas card (to) placed it into a slot 

where you would put your credit card. Only the pump pulled the 

card in and the gas began to flow. Officer 

Shotgun snapped his fingers and held out his hand. Aviator 

sunglasses and toothpick - I guess some things have not 

changed. 

 "Jimmy knows that this is DISTRICT ONLY today...." he 

drawled with a smile. 

Jimmy handed over the second blue card and Officer Shotgun 

returned it to me. The guy who had popped the hood came up to 

Officer Shotgun. "Oil and air pressure good, boss. Could use a 

little brake fluid, coolant and washer fluid." 

 "Then get it done, son"....drawled Officer Shotgun. "Remember 

this car boys. It always gets the best stuff." 

"Officer," I asked. "The Commander told me to ask for Sergeant 

Smith." 

 The officer's smile changed. "You are SMITH," his voice lost 

most of its frostiness. "It is an honor to meet you." He extended 

his hand and I shook it very firmly. "Just go around the office to 

the right and stop at the open door someone came in to meet 

you." 

I did as directed and stopped at the door. Another orange 

jumpsuit was standing in the door. I got out of the car and 

simply said "Sergeant Smith" and watched him run inside. In 

moments a tall man in BLACK UNIFORM came out holding 

his helmet. He had command presence and looked Hispanic. So 

I took a leap of faith and greeted him with a cheerful "Buenos 

Diaz, Jeffe." Again I had one of "the enemy" smile and 

extending his hand. This was weird...so it had to BE GOD... 

"They told me your Spanish was horrible," he spoke quietly 

with a strong accent. Not Cuban, Mexican, or Puerto Rican I 

thought.... 

"I came to thank you for my men you saved and those you tried 

to. I owe you a debt "Mr. Smith". 

 With that statement he called out and men came forward with 

boxes. Orange Jumpsuits first and followed by BLACK 

UNIFORMS. They filled the trunk and one of the Black 

Uniforms stopped the flow and reloaded the trunk. He opened 

the rear door and I heard him speak to Grandma Neumann and 

she responded in Spanish much better than mine. He put boxes 

on the floor and on the rear seat. He closed the door and as he 

passed the officer he whispered. I caught a few words, the most 

interesting was a word I had not heard in many 

years..."Chinita"....a word that basically means " Chinese 

girl/woman'. 

So I stated, "Sargente, me esposa no Chinita, me esposa  

Filipino". ---Sergeant, my wife is not Chinese, my wife is a 

Filipino. Which got smiles from both men. Something about 

"Chinese" made these HARD SOLDIERS a little uptight. 

With another round of thank you's and handshakes we were 

off... 

And I woke up.... 

Seeing how long this has become I will stop for now... I will tell 

you about "grocery shopping" from the last two of my dreams... 

LORD HAVE MERCY 

Bob 

 

Clint Young 

March 29, 2012 

I was given July 8, 2013 as the day when the USA would be 

nuked. I was given this vision in January of 2009. I do not doubt 

the events of this vision.  

I was given this vision as I was going to bed one evening in 

January 2009. I did not keep a record of the exact day when I 

received it but in was definitely in January 2009. Just before 

being given this vision I asked the Heavenly Father when the 

USA would go down. Immediately, I found myself in a vision 

state. I was approaching a white wall. I immediately knew that 

this wall was a time barrier wall in late 2012. I don't know how I 

knew; but I knew. I also knew that I could not penetrate this 

continuous wall. But, nonetheless, I continued to approach it. 

Just before I reached this wall I was taken up above the wall and 

saw a lake of fire on top of the wall. This was not hell, just what 

seemed to be an endless lake of fire. I was afraid of the fire. 

Immediately flames came towards me and engulfed me. I was 

not harmed. At the same time I noticed that another identity was 

with me. I presumed it was an angel but I do not know for sure. 

I was not given any knowing of what or who this being was. I 

wanted to know the identity of the being with me. I was tempted 

to ask the name. But I knew not to ask the name and identity. As 

we moved together across the lake of fire, it was like I was 

gliding. What would have been a step was a glide across the 

lake. In the middle of the lake of fire was an upside down 

periscope. I immediately knew that if I looked into this 

periscope that I would see all major events from the end of 2012 

on and their associated times. I wanted to look into this 

periscope so I started to glide towards it. 

I was immediately told not to go there and I saw the flames. I 

was afraid and immediately obeyed. Even though it was a long 

way  across  the  lake  of  fire  it  did  not  seem  long  before we 

crossed the lake. At the end of the lake I went into a tunnel. The  

other being was no longer with me. Soon I was traveling very 

fast through this tunnel. There was light in the tunnel but not 

bright light. All the walls were blurry because I was moving so 

fast. Soon I came out in the air above the USA about Midway. I 

was facing the East. Immediately I saw nukes going off in the 

South and the East Coast. Then all the Midwest, South, and East 
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was filled with nukes going off. I could not see what was behind 

me which would have been the West Coast. So I had no idea 

what was going on there. Immediately, a large banner went 

across the sky. It had "July 8, 2013" written on it. 

After the banner passed above, I heard the date, "July 8, 2013." 

Then I was back in my bed. I thought that I had just had a 

dream. But I was in an entirely different state than waking up 

from a dream. I had never experienced this state before. I knew 

that I had seen a vision. Everything was so clear and distinct. It 

actually was more real than anything that happens in normal 

life. I figure that is because there is no interference from the 

mind, will, and emotions which can get messed up at times. It 

was like input going directly to my spirit which then went to the 

mind, will, and emotions.  I will never forget one detail of this 

vision unlike dreams I have had. 

I do believe this vision was a direct and immediate answer to 

my request to the Heavenly Father. I do believe this vision was 

accurate. I do believe that this vision was given out of the love 

of a most gracious and loving Heavenly Father.  

Sincerely, 

Clint Young 

Clint Young's bio: I am 60 years old. I received this vision after 

my wife of 28 years and 10 days had passed away. This brought 

me to a state of more humility than I had ever been at when I 

had the vision. I have a Master’s degree in Biochemistry. From  

2007 to 2011 I was certified as a Project Manager Professional. 

I have worked as an engineer for over 30 years for large 

companies such as Texas Instruments and Boeing. Most 

important is that Jesus Christ is my Lord. 

Terry Bennett  

8/30/10  

Terry Bennett with Mike Bickle  

Received a word document from a very good friend of mine 

who is very involved with IHOP in Kansas City. I am going to 

copy and paste what she sent me into this window so every one 

of you can read it. I have no clue if this is posted on a website 

where you can click and read or if it is something she received 

because she is involved with IHOP... it appears to be a 

transcription of a Board Meeting but many of my friends have 

received this same posting ... so, I just feel that sometimes the 

whole body is overlooked when things like this is known. You 

either have to buy some book or give a donation to some 

ministry to obtain the 'whole' story... that to me is a TRAGEDY 

plain and simple. 

This document is sobering reading for certain: 

MB-the thing that struck me is how you mentioned the South 

Korea thing this morning. Mention that again. Start with that 

and then go to your visitation from last week and your dream 

from this morning. I want to start with the South Korea thing 

because I want it recorded for my purposes for the future. 

TB- This was a couple weeks ago  when the Lord was talking to 

me about this. I saw you in South Korea and you were being 

given a megaphone. I actually saw you in Seoul, the capital and 

I understood the Lord was dealing with the heart and soul of that 

nation. You were being given a megaphone to where you could 

be heard throughout the nation, Mike.  

The interesting thing was, one of the passages you were 

speaking out of was Isa. 40. I saw that real clearly. You were 

particularly speaking out of that passage to the nation.  

Then I saw that it went beyond the border, the 38th parallel 

there and penetrated even into the North, somehow. I saw 

pockets of people in North Korea who the Lord was kind of 

mobilizing into prayer pockets in their homes and those types of 

things. God was crossing the border and doing a work in the 

Korean people.  

That was more of the details of what the Lord showed me about 

that and I felt the Lord would use you to speak into that nation 

and that people group, Mike, not limited to South Korea, though 

there will be great favor there with you and you going there. 

They will also come to you, here to this nation.  

MB-When did you get this?  Did you get it this morning or a 

month ago?  

 

TB-It was about two weeks ago.  

MB-In a dream or how did it come, for my purposes?  

TB- In an experience, a visitation from the Lord. He was 

showing it to me in a visionary experience.  

MB- I mentioned, this morning, I got the email to meet the 

president of South Korea, just this morning. I answered it and 

actually said no. Then I got the phone call from you so I have to 

undo that. You said you did not want to be directive. I went 

“ouch”. I was thinking it was meet the president, have a photo 

op, have a cookie with him. He would say, “I pray for Korea, we 

thank you”, 9 minutes, next guy. I thought “no thank you”. I 

will take it more seriously now.  

TB- Good, my heart is not to be directive but the Lord shows 

me things. Sometimes I think there is some sort of confirmation 

involved, generally speaking,  that is what the Lord does. That is 

not always what He does but most of the time.  

The Isa. 40 passage came into play and I could see you speaking 

to the nation from the first 5 or 6 verses. I didn’t even get to 

share that with you earlier today.  

MB- Thank you; that alerted me in terms of the exclamation 

point to the rest of the things you were saying. So often you get 

something in our 6 or 7 major exchanges and something 

happens definitively within that day. Almost every time that 

happens. Even last year, December, whenever it was we talked, 

I left you and went right to my laptop and Julie Meyer sent me a 

dream saying the same thing that you had and the dream got 

there while we were talking so I know she didn’t get it from 

you.  

You said I was the only guy you had told it to. Every single 

time, within 12 hours, there has been confirmation of the exact 

detail.   It  is  a  nice  little  an  exclamation  point  from  Heaven 
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because it is hard to set that stuff up like that.  

TB- Yea, God is in control of timing, isn’t He? It is wonderful 

when He demonstrates that.  

MB- Let’s go to the heavy one from two weeks ago and those 

three words that you heard from the Lord. Take your time and 

really develop it. Don’t get in a hurry and I am going to invite 

Allen to jump in at any time to clarify or to ask questions. We 

have too many in the room for everybody to do that.  

TB- About two weeks ago, again, I had the angel Gabriel come 

back to me with a message. The message really being that what 

he had been sent to tell me back in 2001, and some other times 

that happened, he started with that first encounter and what he 

had been sent to tell me back at that time was that the 

“appointed time has now arrived”.  

MB- I want to clarify this.  

TB- We have entered  this  season  of time,  now,  that God  had 

been pointing to but He is no longer simply pointing to this time 

and season but He is declaring that we are in this season. I 

believe it has begun this year, from what I was getting from this.  

When he said that to me, he began to quote a passage of 

Scripture, I was aware that he was quoting this passage. He said 

to me, “Now the Father will arise” and as he is talking about 

that briefly, I am aware that he is quoting a Scripture and I 

basically  communicate  to him  my awareness  of the  Scripture 

which he acknowledges. The Scripture is Isa. 33:10-13.  

As he started saying that, “Now the Father will arise”, I look 

beyond him and see the Father stand up. I see the throne of God 

and He stands up and when He does it becomes perfectly silent, 

a foreboding silence all around Him in the heavens. It was one 

of those things where His face, it was as though the universe 

itself fled from before His face.  

MB- you said that it felt like that  

TB-Yes, it was incredible to me. As I watched this in the 

foreboding sense in my own heart as I heard perfect silence as 

He stood up.  

The first thing that He said when He stood up was, “Gather my 

godly ones to Me”. That is a quote of Ps. 50:5. I was aware of 

that because I had gotten that passage in the June 7 encounter 

that I talked to Mike a little bit about.  

So, He says, “Gather my godly ones, to Me”. This is a call to 

intimacy, to draw near to the Lord, to the body of Christ. Those 

who did, it was as though took a garment off of Himself, the 

Father did and when He took it off, He cast it among His own 

people and it became fire instantly. Which is what Isa. 33:10 

goes on to say as it talks about in verse 10, “Now I will arise…”  

 

Then he talks about, “Now I will arise. Now I will be exalted. 

Now I will be lifted up. You have conceived chaff, you will give 

birth to stubble. My breath will consume you like a fire and the 

peoples will be burned to lime”. Now, this was not talking about 

His own people but there will be this consuming fire among His 

own people, first and I could hear us, as He did that, I could hear 

us  wailing,  moaning  and  lamenting because  it  burned  up our 

 

stuff.  

I heard this cry come up, “No!” from the people of God because 

our distractions, our stuff was being burned up. It really was the 

Lord. I heard the Mal. 3:2 passage quoted while I was seeing 

this saying that when He comes among us He will come as a 

refiners fire and launders soap. The people of God, particularly 

our culture, the western culture, were greatly disturbed and 

distressed at the loss of so much of our things.  

He did that and then He spoke 3 words. First word He spoke 

was to the world, He said, “Fall”. When He said this I saw the 

infrastructures of nations, some nations themselves, structures 

within cities of nations began to crumble and they began to 

collapse.  

Secondly He said the word, “Stop”. When He said this, I heard 

this grinding sound like machinery coming to a halt. I 

understood that throughout the world He was going somehow, 

which the last thing gave me an idea as to how, He was going to 

bring some of the machinery of the world to a halt.  

This is over 3 days that these encounters were happening.  

The last thing He spoke was, “Confusion”. When He said that I 

heard the passage of Scripture in Genesis concerning the tower 

of Babel when He confused their languages.  

MB- Let’s go to the heavy one from two weeks ago and those 

three words that you heard from the Lord. Take your time and 

really develop it. Don’t get in a hurry and I am going to invite 

Allen to jump in at any time to clarify or to ask questions. We 

have too many in the room for everybody to do that.  

TB- About two weeks ago, again, I had the angel Gabriel come 

back to me with a message. The message really being that what 

he had been sent to tell me back in 2001, and some other times 

that happened, he started with that first encounter and what he 

had been sent to tell me back at that time was that the 

“appointed time has now arrived”.  

MB- I want to clarify this.  

TB-We have entered this season of time, now, that God had 

been pointing to but He is no longer simply pointing to this time 

and season but He is declaring that we are in this season. I 

believe it has begun this year, from what I was getting from this.  

When he said that to me, he began to quote a passage of 

Scripture, I was aware that he was quoting this passage. He said 

to me, “Now the Father will arise” and as he is talking about 

that briefly, I am aware that he is quoting a Scripture and I 

basically communicate to him my awareness of the Scripture 

which he acknowledges. The Scripture is Isa. 33:10-13.  

As he started saying that, “Now the Father will arise”, I look 

beyond him and see the Father stand up. I see the throne of God 

and He stands up and when He does it becomes perfectly silent, 

a foreboding silence all around Him in the heavens. It was one 

of those things where His face, it was as though the universe 

itself fled from before His face.  
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MB- you said that it felt like that  

TB-Yes, it was incredible to me. As I watched this in the 

foreboding sense in my own heart as I heard perfect silence as 

He stood up.  

The first thing that He said when He stood up was, “Gather my 

godly ones to Me”. That is a quote of Ps. 50:5. I was aware of 

that because I had gotten that passage in the June 7 encounter 

that I talked to Mike a little bit about.  

So, He says, “Gather my godly ones, to Me”. This is a call to 

intimacy, to draw near to the Lord, to the body of Christ. Those 

who did, it was as though took a garment off of Himself, the 

Father did and when He took it off, He cast it among His own 

people and it became fire instantly. Which is what Isa. 33:10 

goes on to say as it talks about in verse 10, “Now I will arise…”  

Then he talks about, “Now I will arise. Now I will be exalted. 

Now I will be lifted up. You have conceived chaff, you will give 

birth to stubble. My breath will consume you like a fire and the 

peoples will be burned to lime”. Now, this was not talking about 

His own people but there will be this consuming fire among His 

own people, first and I could hear us, as He did that, I could hear 

us wailing, moaning and lamenting because it burned up our 

stuff.  

I heard this cry come up, “No!” from the people of God because 

our distractions, our stuff was being burned up. It really was the 

Lord. I heard the Mal. 3:2 passage quoted while I was seeing 

this saying that when He comes among us He will come as a 

refiner’s fire and launder’s soap. The people of God, particularly 

our culture, the western culture, were greatly disturbed and 

distressed at the loss of so much of our things.  

He did that and then He spoke 3 words. First word He spoke 

was to the world, He said, “Fall”. When He said this I saw the 

infrastructures of nations, some nations themselves, structures 

within cities of nations began to crumble and they began to 

collapse.  

Secondly He said the word, “Stop”. When He said this, I heard 

this grinding sound like machinery coming to a halt. I 

understood that throughout the world He was going somehow, 

which the last thing gave me an idea as to how, He was going to 

bring some of the machinery of the world to a halt.  

This is over 3 days that these encounters were happening.  

The last thing He spoke was, “Confusion”. When He said that I 

heard the passage of Scripture in Genesis concerning the tower 

of Babel when He confused their languages.  

At that moment, I saw then, the sun did this weird, funny thing, 

I do not even know how to describe it but its effect on the earth 

was incredible. It was like a storm with flares and all of that and 

the gravitational pull of the earth increased. The magnetism of 

the earth increased. The tilt of the earth was altered so that time 

itself changed all over the earth.  

I continued to see the effects of that was the satellites were both 

blinded and some of them were yanked out right out of the sky. 

He blinded the communications of the earth. Cell phones, all 

types of things, military hardware, commercial hardware; people 

were blinded, GPS was useless, the magnetic north itself altered 

which affected all forms of travel especially by sea and by land. 

They used to be guided by the North Star but the North Star will 

not be in the same position so it altered… It was dramatic.  

I told Mike, I watched enough of it to where I didn’t want to see 

anymore. Everything that deals with waves, sound waves and 

that type of thing was dramatically affected. The equipment of 

that, such as pace makers in people’s bodies to help their hearts, 

those things were disrupted. I could see in hospitals, a lot of 

their machinery was not reliable or it was useless to them. I 

could see that in airports, in military installations.  

I didn’t get to tell Mike  a lot of this but the rhythm of the ocean 

waves changed and the tectonic plates dramatically moved and 

when they did it unleashed what the Lord told me in 1999, it 

unleashed the ring of fire in the earth and earthquakes and 

volcanic eruptions were incredible to watch.  

 

? time this is over?” and it did but it was dramatic in how it 

altered our civilization entirely.  

I know that is a dramatic statement and I hate to even say it but I 

am telling you it was that major. I have never seen anything so 

apocalyptic in all of my experiences. I shared quite a few of 

them with Mike, I have never seen anything this apocalyptic and 

honestly, this is dramatic and just frightening to my own heart 

as what I saw in this as it affected life on earth in a dramatic 

way.  

The sun’s rising and setting was altered throughout the earth as 

the earth tilted and time zones changed. Weather patterns meant 

nothing. I am talking about hurricane seasons were so altered 

that hurricanes were coming at times totally out of seasons in 

keeping with the seasons  

It was dramatic. I do not know what to say other than these were 

things I was seeing happen. The pressure on the floor of the 

ocean, I saw that. Things that right now can be on the floor of 

the ocean and survive could not survive, manmade things, 

particularly talking about like oil rigs, submarines, the pressure 

increased dramatically from the gravitational pull. The 

gravitational pull surrounding the earth increased so that it was 

enlarged that is why some of the satellites were yanked right out 

of the sky.  

It was those 3 things, really 4 when you throw time in there, but 

those 3 things were all affected by the sun itself.  

Actually, the sun caused other planets within our solar system to 

act up. They aligned, I don’t know how to explain this, I am not 

a scientist, but they aligned in a funny pattern. It was not a 

straight line. They aligned themselves in a funny pattern and 

when they did that, they also affected the earth. But in 

comparison it was 95% solar as the sun did what it did and 

brought rolling blackouts, electrical disruption, water 

distribution disruption because it is run by machinery. It was 

major throughout the earth.  

That was the worst of the 3 things. I didn’t say this to Mike, 

when He said, “Fall” to the world, He said “Bow” to the church. 

When He said, “Stop” to the world, He said, “Go” to the church. 

I knew that this was successive. Then when He said, 
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“Confusion” to the world, He said, “Know” to the church with 

this scripture, “people will know their God and do exploits”. It 

was wonderful for the body of Christ but it was also full of 

calamity to the entire world.  

I knew this, when he said, “Gather My godly ones to Me”, there 

are no safe places, honestly, there were no safe places in the 

earth. I believe refuge cities will be much safer than other areas 

but there was no safe place. The only safe place is near to the 

Lord and that is the safety of the heart not immunity to some of 

the events and happenings that are coming.  

MB- Let’s talk on this and then we will go back to June 7 in a 

minute. To sum this up; what happens is, Gabriel appears to you 

two weeks ago. It was a Monday to Wednesday a 3 day 

visitation, two weeks ago today. It lasted for three days. Gabriel 

appears to you and says, “Terry, the things I told you about in 

2001 that would bring judgment, they are now beginning, 

now.”?  

 

TB- That is right  

MB- So, the 2001 described 3 series of 7 years with judgments 

and they are beginning now at a new level. That is point number 

one that we are walking away with.  

TB- Yes  

MB- Point number two, then you then see the throne, the Father, 

or Gabriel or is Gabriel out of the picture at this point? 

TB-Gabriel is out of the picture. He delivers that first part of the 

message and then the Father becomes everything I see from that 

point on  

MB- and He says, “Fall, stop and confusion”?  

TB- exactly  

MB- Then, do you have a sense of timing as to when these 

things happen or are these just a description of things coming in 

the decades ahead?  

TB- Here is what I personally believe, there is beginning that is 

now. I believe within the next 5 years, I know this is getting 

…but I believe within the next 5 years we will see these things. 

In fact, I mentioned this a little to you, I’m jumping around a 

little but it ties in, I told you of an experience I had not long ago 

where I could see headline news that coming to our nation and 

to the world.  

In that experience I was shown 2 dates where we could expect 

this headline news. The first date was June 2011 and the last 

date was June 2015. So, it tied it down. It has been over a month 

now, experiential wise where a lot of stuff has been going on but 

these are the most important things that we are talking about.  

I have been convinced from other things that the Lord has been 

sharing with me, that we have entered the season and I am 

convinced that within the next 5 years we are going to see major 

impact worldwide of the Lord unleashing the June 7 things He 

showed me of the angels who were commissioned and given 

authority and power to carry out their mission. I am convinced 

that we are going to see, I dare say that we may see in 2012 a 

display of this from the sun that won’t be the total fulfillment 

but will be part to where we will say “this is it”.  

MB- So, you said that you saw 2 dates in the headlines.  What 

were the headlines? Then tell us the June 7, 2010 encounter as 

well.  

TB- There were a number of headlines. I wrote down 20 of 

them. I could have written more but I thought this was sufficient 

in what I was seeing.  

This, by the way, is interesting how the Lord does these things, I 

was seeing these through the eyes of John Paul Jackson. I do not 

know John Paul very well, but I knew he was having an 

experience, the Lord told me that he was having an experience 

or had had an experience where he was seeing headline news.  

I have his experience, I see the headlines through his eyes and 

hear them through his ears. I know, you know what I am 

saying? It sounds weird.  

MB- No, I don’t understand. Give me one more sentence on 

that.  

TB- This has happened a number of times in my life when the 

Lord shows me things that other people are experiencing. What 

He is showing them, He lets me see it as though I am seeing it 

through their eyes and as though I am hearing it through their 

own ears.  

MB- have you had a chance to talk to John Paul? Does he know 

about this?  

 

TB-Yeah, what happened was, some friends here who know him 

because I don’t know him very much, I ministered prophetically 

one time to him over 10 years ago, probably 12 years ago. That 

is the basic contact that we have ever had was that one brief 

thing. My friends knew his number and they called him and had 

him call me so when I told him, there are a number of other 

secret things that the Lord showed me about John Paul as well.  

I will not go into all of that but I told him about the experience 

of the headline news and he had just had the dream. In fact, that 

day he had just told his staff about the dream and some of the 

headlines and so it was a very dramatic thing that was very 

conformational to him about the headlines and a number other 

secret things that the Lord showed me that I wouldn’t have had 

any way of knowing about his life. It was just a confirming 

thing to him about the headline news.  

I saw some of what he saw in the headlines plus I saw headlines 

for myself.  

 

MB- Give us a few of the headlines, as many as you can 

remember that you are free to share.  

TB- I actually wrote about 20 of them down. I will see if I have 

that before me and share a little of them. If I can find them.  

MB- John Paul had not publicly announced these headlines but 

had just told his staff that morning and had not said anything so 

when you told him the headlines it was confirming to him? Is 

that right? Develop that a little bit.  
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TB- that is exactly right. He had not gone public at all about the 

dreams that he told me he had concerning it. He had just told his 

staff. You know how the Lord does this. There were other 

secrets that God would give me certain words that he had been 

talking to his staff about as well. Like the word authority, for 

example. I brought that up to him, very specifically, concerning 

him and that day he had been talking to his staff about the need 

for power and authority.  

There were some other things, secret things about his life that I 

wouldn’t have any way of knowing that the Lord showed me. 

Those kinds of things, especially with the headline news, they 

were not public at all. He had just had the experience and I told 

him the experience he had and told him what I was about and 

because of a number of things he was weeping over the phone 

and it was a good connect. That is really the best connect we 

have ever had.  

Anyway, it was one of those things. For him it was both 

confirming which was key, what he told me; he didn’t go into 

details, he just said he needed to hear it really badly with what is 

going on in his life right now.  

MB- so tell us the headlines  

TB-Some of the headlines, I can’t find all of them right now but 

I can remember quite a number of them actually. I was seeing 

them on national and international level. One of them dealt with 

martial law declared in the nation’s capital. This is over, go back 

to this June 2011 because I saw that date as I saw the headlines. 

June 2011-2015.  

I saw “Martial Law Declared in Nation’s Capital”. Also martial 

law was declared in New York City, in Philadelphia, Las 

Angles, and a number of other cities around the nation. 

Underneath that, “Martial Law Declared in DC”, I saw “Rioting 

and Looting continues in Nation’s Capital”. I have seen that 

there was a shaking coming to Washington DC.  

I know some of that is a play on words in terms of there will be 

a shakeup in the political climate but there was a physical 

shaking. I am talking about an earthquake that came to the 

nation’s capital. The Lord told me, “I aim to shake them”. That 

is just the way He said it so I knew He was being physical when 

He said that to me. I wondered if some of this martial law stuff 

was twofold, some of it being physical things going  

Another important headline news was, “Resignation Fever Hits 

DC”. That was in our political, governmental.  

MB- Did you say “Resignation fever”?  

TB-   Yes,   it   hits   DC.   People   were    resigning   from   the 

Government.  

MB- We are talking 1 year from today. I mean 10 months from 

now?  

TB- Yes, that is when it begins. Also, underneath that headlines, 

it was thematic, the way these things came to me. There were 

different themes to me and I am giving the political ones right 

now. Another headline was, “Who will pick up the Pieces?” that 

was the unwillingness of people to step into those offices.  

MB- You mentioned earlier that in June 2011 is when the 

economic crisis hits so undoubtedly that plays into the 

resignation fever that hits.  

TB- I agree Mike. I was convinced, you know how the Lord 

does in these things, He builds one thing upon another, a lot of 

these things didn’t make sense to me before but they are making 

a lot of sense to me now as I am watching Him build upon what 

He has been saying and now I am looking at it and thinking, 

“Lord, You are making the puzzle very clear, more and more, to 

my heart and mind as I am watching these things”.  

There were headlines also dealing with the economics of our 

nation. For instance, one headline was, “Unemployment 

Surpasses 32%. More Layoffs are Eminent”. I felt like, as I saw 

that, that it was a hallmark. If I am not mistaken the Depression 

figure was somewhere in that mid 30s was the amount of 

unemployment during the Depression so it was dealing with a 

hallmark issue as it passed the 32% in our nation. I saw that one 

specifically.  

There were several dealing with the economic situation. For 

instance, “The Eastern Nations of The World Continue To Pull 

Away From the United States”. I actually saw in these headlines 

that they were unwilling to work with us anymore.  

MB- Eastern states or nations?  

TB- Nations, I am talking about China, particularly, they were 

pulling away from us economically; they did not want to work 

with us.  

MB-When? Is that the 2011 time frame as well? You are 

guessing?  

TB- Yeah, 2011-2015.  

In fact there was another headline and Europe was doing much 

of the same type of thing. Same type of headline, Europe was 

backing away from the United States, economically because of 

what is going on in our nation economically.  

MB- So, that is what creates part of the economic crisis, the 

resignation and riots in Washington DC, on and on.  

TB- Yeah, exactly, and in New York, in Philadelphia and Las 

Angeles, I saw a number of cites that had to declare martial law 

in order to try to deal with the violence and chaos that was in the 

cities in the nation.  

I had that type of thing then it would switch to a different theme 

here. This was another headline, “Plume Cloud Covers 50% of 

Nation”. I am convinced this is volcanic eruption. A plume 

cloud covered over half of the nation. I was convinced it was the 

western half, of course. Half of the nation was completely under 

cover of a plume cloud from volcanic eruptions. I don’t think it 

is just one I think that there are several.  

As a matter of fact, I think that there are two. One in the 

northwest of our nation and one further up into Canada that is 

going to go off. That was another headline. It switched. It was 

thematic. So it switched to the theme of that kind of disruption 

going on in our nation, volcanic eruptions and those types of 

things. I can’t find all of these  
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MB- do you want to take a minute and look for them? We have 

time. I would rather you find them.  

TB- Yeah, I will read them.  

MB- Take a minute and don’t worry about us.  

TB-…critical time for our nation. God’s intense purpose for our 

nation during this time and the criticalness of the time we are in. 

I think that I mentioned it to you Mike about what the Lord told 

me about the next 4 or 5 years determining the destiny of our 

nation. That is an alerting statement to me that we have come 

into that kind of season. There is the need to really be before the 

Lord.  

I am not wanting to just focus on our own nation but our nation, 

I am convinced is in a desperate hour and to really stand before 

the Lord and cry out for His direction and His purpose for our 

nation. I am still looking for the list.  

MB-I am going to get these headlines then I want to go to the 

June 7 experience.  

TB- I found them. I can go down the line. I will just read them. 

This may not be in a sequence it is just how I was seeing them 

and hearing them.  

Washington DC Shaken. Rioting and Looting Continue  

1. Emergency Meetings Being held by U.S. Senate and U.S 

Congress  

2. Governors Call for Constitutional Convention  

3. Worldwide Confidence Toward U.S.A. Remains Dim  

4. Dow Slops and Drops to All Time Lows. Other Markets 

Tumble as Well  

5. Emergency Meetings of Economic Advisors Called for in 

Europe  

6. Asian Markets Seek Stability Within Asian Region. Pull 

Away from U.S. Begins  

7. Martial Law Declared In Nation’s Capital  

8. Resignation Fever Hits D.C.  

9. Finger Pointing Continues to Fuel Resignation  

10. Who Will Pick up the Slack?  

11. New People’s Party Gaining Ground With Hearts  

12. Jobless Rate Surpasses 32%. More Layoffs Immanent  

13. The Big Freeze. Government Spending Is Halted Up To 

50%. That is an interesting one isn’t it?  

MB-yeah because that will create riots like crazy.  

TB-And there are multiple directions but it was directed towards 

the educational system, particularly.  

14. Martial Law Declared in New York, Las Angeles and 

Philadelphia  

15. Lights Out. Rolling Electric Outages Expected to Continue  

16. Here Comes The Sun. TB- I had this stuff before I saw the 

other with the Father standing up, so it is interesting how these 

tie in.  

17. Oh That I had Wings That I would Fly Away. TB-That was 

one of the headlines. I had to laugh about. Yeah, wouldn’t that 

be easy to get out of it but it is not going to be easy.  

18. The Night the Lights Went out in Georgia. TB- This is 

specific to the state of Georgia. That is around the Atlanta area, 

I am convinced, not only power outages and other things. MB-

Like What? TB- I believe there will be some major problems of 

like rioting, looting and those types of things in Atlanta itself. 

Disruption in that area of our nation of Atlanta Georgia.  

19. The Dark Night of the Soul. Plume Cloud Covers Half The 

Nation  

That was the last one  

MB- Give us the June 7 and then anything you have, just keep 

going.  

TB- On June 7, 2010 I had what I called the council of the Lord 

meeting where I went up. Location wise, there is a going up to 

this meeting. I went there and the Lord was standing there and 

He began to talk to me about the 2002 encounter that I had 

where I saw the nations being assembled, including our nation. I 

heard the sound wave type thing from the throne of God, there 

was communicated His original intension for our nation.  

I mentioned it to you back then Mike. I could see George 

Washington, I could see different ones standing down front and 

to intercede for that purpose, the original intention. 

I was standing at the back and the Lord was standing by me. I 

asked Him, “What would it take for our nation to be turned back 

to this original intention?” That is when He said, “Sound 

discipline has been appointed unto your nation”. Well, I went to 

this meeting on June 7, 2010 with the Lord and He brought that 

up  

MB- June 7, 2010? 

TB- That’s right. He said, “The time of sound discipline is upon 

us.” That is what He said. Our nation has now entered into the 

time of sound discipline.  

When He said that then 5 angels, one at a time, came into the 

meeting and each one was commissioned of the Lord for the 

now and were being given a mission to carry out and they were 

given authority and power to carry out the mission.  

The first one was given authority and power over the winds of 

our nation.  

The second one was given authority and power over the waters, 

which was the sea, the rivers and the ocean.  

The  third  one  was given  authority  and  power  over  the lands 
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which included the seismic activity in our nation.  

The fourth one was given the same thing over the heavens both 

to shut up the heavens or to unleash deluge as well as the stellar 

part of the heavens.  

Then, the fifth angel authority and power over to raise up the 

nation or to tear it down, whether it would be a nation or not  

MB- America? So, the fifth angel’s message was, America is in 

the balance, in essence?  

TB- Absolutely. The Lord had already told me that, “The next 4 

or 5 years will determine the destiny of your nation.” So I am 

looking at this, thinking “O no”. That was the most frightening 

of the angels, his countenance, the air about him. None of these 

angels would look at me. They were focused and intent upon the 

Lord and on what they were being released to do in this nation.  

I watched that and then I saw three human beings, who are with 

the Lord, despite what I believe, appeared. The first one was 

George Washington. This one is going to get you, the second 

one was Thomas Jefferson. It got me because I sure didn’t think 

he as with the Lord. Somewhere later in his life he got with the 

Lord. Thirdly was Robert E Lee, all from Virginia, all playing 

key roles in our nation’s history in this sense, all of them 

resisting tyranny and oppression, those types of things.  

George Washington actually spoke to me about the 

righteousness that exalts a nation and he began to talk to me 

about the fathers of our nation. During that time the Lord 

actually said something to me about the fathers. He said, this is 

a unique quote of the Mal. 4 passage, He said, “Unless the 

hearts of the fathers of our nation turn to the children, now, we 

will not have a nation”.  

What He meant by that as He went on to talk about it; I had 

never heard Him use it in this context but what He meant was, 

we are spending money that we don’t have and we are laying 

that debt upon our children. I was told that our children will 

never be able to bear up under the debt and the pressure that is 

going to bring.  

That was an interesting thing. Thomas Jefferson spoke to me 

more than any of the rest of them. His was entirely around the 

area of true liberty and true freedom. He said, “It is the Son, or 

the Truth that makes men free”.  

MB- SUN or SON?  

TB- SON. He talked to me about that, about the reality of that 

with our nation. Of course we have gotten away from that. We 

have gotten away from truth. Number one, we have lost the fact 

of who is the Truth and God being that. He spoke to me…  

Honestly guys, it is that realm to where you are busted and you 

don’t have to say anything. Your thoughts are read. It is 

communication outside of human language or any language. My 

first thought was, “I didn’t believe you were with the Lord”, that 

was my first thought out of my mind.  

I have learned to try not to think in these kinds of encounters 

because it gets me in trouble. He addressed that directly. He 

looked at me and said, “Do you think that I got the wisdom that 

I had from my own being?” That is what he said. He attributed it 

entirely to the Lord. Somewhere later on his life he came to the 

Lord. I was convinced of that because I saw him there.  

Robert E Lee, the same thing, he talked about this; I mentioned 

it to Mike, all three of them did, to where they were forced to 

take a stand. George Washington did not want to, neither did 

Robert E. Lee, they didn’t want to have to take a stand but they 

took a stand for freedom, for liberty. I know this from the 

encounter, we will be too, we will be forced, in these times, to 

take a stand. It will be inescapable for us.  

That was that part, in a nutshell, that part  of the  encounter of 

them dealing with the tyranny that is coming to our nation and 

the reality that is coming to our nation as well. I was convinced 

because of the men who they are, that we are looking at war. I 

know that we have talked about this before, civil unrest, civil 

war. I am convinced that there is almost a certainty that some 

measure of that is going to happen in our nation and the people 

of God will have to take a stand, they will be forced to take a 

stand. We will not be able to not take a stand.  

 

MB- So, these were all men in political and military conflicts 

taking a stand. So, you are saying that the fact that these were 

military figures, even though Jefferson was not technically but 

he was in the midst of the Revolutionary and all of that stuff, 

you are saying that we have to take a stand and there will be 

military implications in our nation to it?  

TB- Yes, there will be. George Washington didn’t want to fight 

the British and Robert E. Lee didn’t want to take a stand either. 

He didn’t want to be forced into war. He didn’t want it to go that 

way. He was against slavery on a personal basis, himself. They 

were forced into the conflict.  

I say that, only in my own heart, I still wrestle with this issue. I 

am like, “Lord, I don’t want to be forced into the conflict in an 

unrighteous way, a way of the flesh.” But, the message was loud 

and clear to me, these men loved God and were forced to take a 

stand and we will be too. I was convinced of that.  

In many ways in my own heart, it was very challenging and 

continues to be very challenging to me because I would rather 

continue to keep my eyes on the Lord Jesus and there is a reality 

to this, and to continue to proclaim the gospel and continue to 

see what we are seeing but our nation has always had men and 

women who stood up and that is why we have the nation we 

have.  

That was made really clear to me in the encounter that they did 

not have luxury of not getting involved. I am still wrestling with 

that, honestly, in my own heart. How does that look? What are 

the requirements?  What is this  going to look like?  That type of 

thing.  

MB- Intense  

TB- Is that good?  

MB- It is clear  

TB- Not necessarily good, but clear, I agree with you guys.  
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MB- So, what should we be focusing on as ministry?  

TB- My heart has been overwhelmed with this thing that I said a 

little to you mike, of the need, what I saw in 2002, the need for 

intercession concerning the nation and nations specifically in 

these next 4 to 5 years. If that be true, if the destiny of our 

nation will be determined in the next 4 to 5 years, I just thought 

that this is as key of a time in our nation as it was in the other 

two times represented in that encounter, in the Revolution and in 

the Civil War.  

I have been convinced that this moment of time that we are 

living in, as a generation, is key to our nation and many of the 

other nations of the world as to what direction we are going to 

take and whether we will survive as a nation without there being 

a split or multiple splits.  

I have really been seeking the Lord over that, for God’s release 

to His body, number one, that He would shake us awake and get 

the distractions out of our way. We will get our hearts free from 

that which makes it cling to things. Of course there are 

legitimate things but the problem is when they rule us and rule 

our hearts and begin to dominate us. That is more of what I am 

talking about. That is what I believe the Lord is focused on.  

If we get free of those encumbrances and to really seek the 

Lord, to really connect with His heart in this momentum and 

become vessels in His hand during this very, very difficult time 

that we are coming into. This has been my prayer.  

One of the reasons that I wanted to connect with you, Mike, is to 

bear my own heart and the burden that is on me of the “keyness” 

of this time in intercession and standing before the Lord. I know 

that you guys do that and I wanted to pass some of this onto you 

of what is on me and the “keyness” of this time in intercession 

and standing before the Lord.  

MB- So, the key word that you have for us is to keep praying.  

TB- Yeah, it is. We cannot create fervency but God can sure 

release it among us, and you guys well know that. I am 

convinced that God wants to release fervency and that fire 

represents that as well, fervency within His people. Clarity as 

well. The removing of the distractions and the things that bind 

our hearts is to free us so that there can be clarity to know times 

and seasons and what needs to be done.  

MB- So, we need to operate in the anointing of prayer in a 

greater way.  

TB- I agree and expect the fervency of the Lord upon us much 

like I saw with those angels, the Lord released to them the very 

thing to carry out the mission. We need that as the body of 

Christ because  there is  that  mission  in  front  of us  during this 

time.  

If our generation, and I am convinced of this, is going to stand 

in this most critical point of our nation’s history, which is a 

wakeup call. That is the way I see that. It is the most critical 

time. It is more critical than the formation of our nation, more 

critical than the civil war. We are to stand in the moment in 

history where the most critical point in our nation has arrived in 

these next years.  

God wants us to have insight and understanding His heart, His 

vision and His purpose and to stand with Him for His purpose in 

our nation. I feel like in my own heart, I know this is true of you 

guys too, I don’t know what all is true in other parts of our 

nation but what a time for intercession. What a time for our ears 

to open, our eyes to open. Seeing and hearing  

MB- So, we need the water level to increase at the intercession 

and at the revelatory realm?  

TB- Yeah, I believe that Mike. I was going to share a little of 

this with you. I believe that there is a fresh release of the Lord 

coming. It is going to encapsulate some of these things we have 

been talking about, seeing, hearing, healing, the release of the 

Lord in healing in dramatic ways again. I believe that is part of 

God’s heart and what He is ready to release them to the Church.  

But, again, part of that dynamic right now, what I saw is He will 

have to burn up our distractions. You are aware of this totally. 

You are aware of where the body of Christ is and what the Lord 

wants to quickly among His people to get our hearts 

undistracted and back on what is priority and what is most 

important, which is Him.  

MB-We have fire hitting the nation but we have the river of God 

hitting the church or we have the fire hitting the church too?  

TB- It is that opposite where it is, “fall” to the world, it is “bow” 

to the Church, that is the place of worship, that is the place of 

awe and reverence, the place of communication, communion 

and intercession before the Lord.  

When the Father said “bow” to the church it brought us right 

back to, what is in the book of Revelation, chapter 2, for the 

church of Ephesus, first love. It brought us right back to that. 

When He said to the world, “stop”, He said to the church, “go” 

it was a release like the book of Acts. When He said to the 

world, “confusion” to the church He said, “Know. People who 

will know their God”.  

MB- Do you have any specific word about the January word 

you gave us or any specific word for IHOP right now?  

TB- I do believe this, I hinted about it a second ago, Mike, I 

believe you guys can expect a release of the healing power of 

God among you over this next quick season. I believe the Lord 

wants to release this quickly is what I mean by that. The healing 

power of God among you.  

I saw the need for it.  This is what I was seeing.  It could be 

wrong or right, let me know. I saw the need for physical healing 

among you as a people. Not that God hasn’t done any of that, 

He has been but I am saying a greater release among you and 

through you. I could see it among the people of IHOP. They 

themselves were in need of healing in their bodies.  

If that seems right I just want to say that the Lord told me that 

there is a release of healing you can expect over this next time 

frame. The Lord comparing it to me like what we saw some of 

in 40s and 50s, in that time frame, only the Lord wants to go 

way further with that and take the stops out and go further than 

what we saw.  

MB-Like the river to go all the way over our heads  
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TB-Exactly right. What I saw, I shared with you this thing, if 

this is OK, I shared with you, for the meetings you all have been 

having Allen, It was a couple weeks ago the Lord spoke to me 

out of Ezek. 47:4, particularly where the water is flowing to the 

ankles. I felt the Lord tell me, “If you guys will come away with 

Him”, in other words, stop for a few months that the Lord’s 

desire is to take it to the knees.  

That was the next step. This is in no way, I am trying to be as 

clear as I can, this is in no way some kind of a failure or any of 

that but you have attained what was in the release of God. You 

have attained to the ankles so in that sense there was a 

completeness. The Lord’s desire now is to release that which 

comes up to your knees.  

I believe what the Lord told me is if guys will come away for a 

few months, 6 months to a year and wait on the Lord, seek the 

Lord, then you will start again at a time in the future and you 

will see the waters up to the knees. God’s aim, in this, is to go 

that next step to the loins and then the final step is a river that 

people can swim in. God has an objective of the river that 

people can swim in.  

I have been convinced because of what He has shown me about 

this out of Ezekiel 47 that each one of those steps will be 

preceded by a time of God re-energizing recharging and 

preparing us and making us ready for that next release.  

MB-What do you mean each season will be preparing? What 

does that mean?  

TB- In other words, I believe that right now the Lord is saying, 

“Come away. Pull away. Stop your meetings”, not from a sense 

that it is a failure, at all, but the exact opposite is actually the 

truth. You have attained to ankles.  

Now you are in a season where the Lord wants you to come 

away for a few months and then He is going to release a fresh 

part of that river up to your knees. I am convinced that this fresh 

release of the Lord will be contingent upon the knees.  

MB-Then you are saying that stops and there is preparation for 

the next one? Is that what you are saying?  

TB-Exactly - Up to the loins then that will attain its purpose  

MB-Then we stop that at an appointed time and then another 

season begins  

TB-Exactly right  

MB-Then we stop that one and another season begins?  

TB- I don’t know, on that fourth one it is a river that people can 

swim in and I have wondered if at that point, to me that speaks 

of the fullness of the grace package at that point and the fullness 

of release. I wouldn’t say that but that is really what is there in 

Ezek. 47. Once it got to that point, to that fourth stage there was 

just abundance.  

MB- Now, this is for IHOP, specifically, or just the nation or the 

church in the nation then IHOP? It’s all the same.  

TB- Specifically  for  you  guys.  Just  to say,  Allen,  what  I am 

trying to say, I want to express this really clear.  

Allen- I am totally fine with what you are saying  

TB-This in no way reflects like “Oh we missed it”. That is 

absolutely not true. It is that the grace that you had has reached 

that place and been there at the ankles. I believe you know this 

already, there is confidence that there is more, there needs to be 

more, you know that there is more, God is saying to you, “There 

is more. It is going to come up to ankles, but you have to pull 

away.”  The Lord wants to re-energize, prepare for this next 

release. One has to stop for the other to start.  

MB- When did you get this? A day ago or a month ago?  

TB- Just two weeks ago, all of this, I know I keep talking about 

the two weeks. That was intensive time for me. Ezekiel 47 starts 

with the ankles and I felt that was the first release of grace, for a 

time, Allen.  

The Lord is now ready to pull you back, to stop pull you guys 

back away from what you have been doing with the intent of 

releasing the waters up to the knees. I believe that is a 6 month 

to a year period of time where you will come away and be 

before the Lord. Then the Lord will make it very clear, power 

wise, release wise, when it is time to start again and you will see 

it go to the knees at that point.  

God’s heart is all of the way to this river. He has the river in 

sight. I believe the key thing is because of your willing hearts to 

come away with Him and let Him do it; that is a key to attaining 

the fullness of what He has purposed in His heart. It is 

contingent upon your own hearts simply responding and saying, 

“Hey, we will come away, wait on the Lord, let Him do what He 

is going to do and release this next flow and release of the 

Lord”.  

MB-Do you have anything more for Allen, personally like you 

did 9 months ago?  

TB-No, is the British brother there? Wes, I saw, I don’t know 

what I shared last time I was with you, I think I shared some 

things but I saw with you, this release of healing power, through 

you in a very dramatic. I know I have been talking about this,  

very dramatic release of healing power that will flow through 

your life even unto your family, actually and the family of God 

right where you at right now, the people of God around you.  

God is going begin this release of healing to a greater degree in 

your life. I felt like you have already seen some of it but the 

Lord is going to dramatically increase that flow of healing, 

words of knowledge concerning healing as well as the physical 

touch of healing being released to people.  

MB- When did you get that and how did you see that?  

TB- Today, I was just before I talked to you, I wanted to be 

aware. In fact I believe that the Lord’s desire is to heal some of 

the people in the room right now. I am talking with family 

members and those types of things.  

I was just made aware of this, I felt from the Lord earlier that He 

wants to begin, almost immediately with you guys to release 

healing because there is the need for it. Even for the folks in the 
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room, I do not know who all is there but I sense that there is a 

great need for a release of healing upon you, through you guys, 

unto your families, immediate families and the family of God 

that you are in the midst of. God wants to release healing  

MB- Anything, obviously no pressure, you don’t have to have 

an answer for this, anything for our Bible school? It has really 

had a lot of growth the last year and we are about to explode 

again. Some big things have happened. Do you have any 

thought about that?  

TB- Not particularly. I think some of what we are talking about 

applies there as a whole but not particularly.  

MB-I am going to ask anyone in the room if you have any 

comments. Just one by one if there are questions anyone has. 

Allen do you want anything?  

MB- I think we’ve got it. We really appreciate this. We are 

going to get this thing transcribed. Would you like a copy of it?  

TB- I would if you don’t mind sending it to me. I would like a 

copy. Let me make a couple last comments here if that is all 

right. Let me share this about healing, I am focusing in on a few 

things. There are some bleeding, blood disorders. I am talking 

about things like the lady with the issue of blood.  

She touches Him and is instantly healed. I want to mention this 

to you guys, there is going to be God’s power released and His 

authority in these arenas for blood disorders, bleeding disorders, 

sleep disorders, those types of things, digestive track problems. 

The Lord is going to be healing. I just wanted to point out a few 

of these things. There you go. 

MB- Thank you thank you! We are going to hang up and have a 

little prayer meeting now. 

Stan Deyo   

1997                                                                                                                            

My friend, Larry Taylor (a brother in "the Way"), recently 

related a dream to us which he had been given on the 1st of 

August this year. It immediately made me remember the dreams 

I had been given back in January and May of this year. Our 

dreams had something in common: mass deaths.... Larry's dream 

went like this: 

On the first of August 1997, in a dream, I was walking in a 

sandy desert area and walked up to what looked like a giant 

black shroud. The black shroud went on for a long distance. It 

seemed to be covering something. I saw a large hand reach 

down and grab the corner of the shroud and lift it up on one end. 

I looked under the lifted corner of the black shroud and saw line 

after line of caskets as far as I could see under the shroud. The 

caskets were all lined up in multiple rows on the sand or desert. 

Something had happened and there were many dead. I do not 

know the physical location of the place or the event.  

Neither Larry nor I knew where this place might be; but we 

thought his dream may have related to the coming disasters 

there in America. I will relate my second dream which came in 

May this year before I relate the first dream which eventually 

helped us to know where my vision was placed. The second 

dream went like this: 

It began as I was standing at the head of  a line of  people in a 

small anteroom. The room had a door to my left which opened 

to let more people come into the anteroom when others had been 

"processed." The line of people was folded back and forth two 

or three times between me and the door like the lines in the 

passport clearance booths when one enters a foreign country. 

People would file in and move silently (almost zombie-like) to 

the head of the line where I was standing and then to my right as 

they were processed through something like the visa officer's 

booth to enter a country.... 

As I stood there I saw a man standing between my wife, Holly, 

and myself. Suddenly, he just disappeared; and Holly wondered 

that he was no more. I could see his invisible body because it 

was like his body was made of a dense gaseous substance or 

water which bent the light enough that I could see him. I assured 

her that he was not totally gone. I told her to reach out with my 

hand and I would let her touch his invisible body so she could 

understand what was happening. Not everyone in the line 

blinked out to that invisible state. Some remained with us. 

Then when she understood this and felt his presence and was no 

longer dismayed, we moved over to the visa officer's booth. I 

deposited all sorts of equipment and computer gear on the bench 

for him to approve for me to take into the other side with me. I 

felt uneasy that he would discover something about us that 

would either prevent us from entering or would make him detain 

us. 

To our surprise, he simply said that where I was going I would 

not need all this equipment except for one small item. His hand 

extended to me and opened; and there was a small calculator 

with a clock built into it. The clock was running. He said to me 

that I only needed to take the clock with me. It was the single, 

most important tool I would need. I was relieved as we took the 

clock thing and were passed for entry into what appeared like a 

hallway leading to a subway platform outside. 

The whole mood of the dream was one of foreboding and 

darkness for everyone else except Holly and myself. We could 

feel their zombie-like stupor as they plodded along in the line 

oblivious to the unseen dread which was plucking them out of 

this world one by one. Just after we left the officer's booth, I left 

Holly standing there while I walked just about ten feet to peek 

behind a partition which was hidden from view of everyone 

about to be processed for entry into this place where we were 

standing. 

The partition was like the ones at airport luggage collection 

areas. It had an opening coming in from the first room (the 

anteroom). Through this opening was a conveyor belt carrying 

possessions or luggage of those people in that long line. They 

could not see what I saw on my side of the partition. Things 

from their baggage were being used to make something; but I 

could not see who had been making them. My side of the 

partition was a small room and was devoid of people except me. 

I  could  see  all  manner  of body  bags for  the  soon-to-be-dead 
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people (those zombie-like ones in the line). The bags were in 

various stages of being sewn. They were also of many types of 

materials. The one in front of me was from a light, khaki-

colored material like Hessian with camouflage patterns on it and 

with either "US Army" or "Army" and some numbers stenciled 

on it in black. There were others made from civilian materials 

like denim and some were quite elegant materials. 

I turned from this in horror thinking that they did not know what 

was going to happen to them when they come into this place. 

They weren't aware of the deception which had been sold to 

them. They were just moving along in the line like lemmings to 

the slaughter by some devilish power.... 

To my left now as I faced the platform where Holly was still 

waiting for me to finish my assessment of the situation, I saw a 

long, wide street which looked like an ordinary American street 

in a small-town business district. There were small shops on 

both sides of the street and there was sunlight shining over this 

scene as though it were late afternoon and the Sun was setting 

soon. The light had an eerie almost haziness to it. There were a 

few trees lining the street which sloped downhill away from 

where I was standing on what appeared to be subway rail track 

lines. 

What appeared to be a subway or rail went down into the large 

opening which allowed me to see the street and the small 

buildings. It was as though I was looking through a big hole cut 

into a movie set to see the scene. The wall through which the 

hole had been cut was black and threateningly solid. The slope 

of the street was gentle and somewhere down the way it climbed 

back up again as though the street was in a large bowl-shaped 

depression. When I looked as far as I could through the opening, 

I had to bend down to see the horizon. 

Strangely, the hole was not round or square. It was cut in the 

outline of what appeared to be the end of the street. The bottom 

of the hole followed the street contour with the tracks leading 

down into the street scene below. The left and right sides 

followed the edges of the buildings there. The top was a almost 

a straight line between the tops of the street-side edges of the 

facing buildings at the opening but this too deviated over trees 

and signs and the far horizon. There was an oddness about this 

opening as though there was an outline around the opening on 

the dark wall. I was reminded of the holes my Mom used to cut 

in the cookie dough with various patterns. 

A subway car appeared in the whole opening as it prepared to 

take passengers (the sleeping zombies) down into the street 

below. The car passed by me from my right side toward the 

hole. There were a few people inside this car as it began to 

move down in the growing darkness which was engulfing the 

street scene. The internal lights of the subway had been turned 

on. 

I watched the face of a young woman as she sat facing the right 

end of the car toward me. She could not see where she was 

going and was not even looking. She was in a stupor. Her hair 

was long and black and was gathered in a long pony tail. Her 

skin was olive in color. I yelled at her to get out of the subway 

car but she did not hear me. 

As the car passed by me I saw it had no back end to it. That's 

how I could see the other few passengers briefly. One man was 

older and going grey. His skin was fair. The walls of the car 

seemed thin but there were seats in it with hand rails and so 

forth. It was getting late and darker as the car slowly pulled 

away... almost imperceptibly; it was so subtle. I knew the night 

held death for them. I looked back up at Holly on the landing of 

the terminal and the dream stopped. 

I awoke with a start and a heavy heart. I wanted to yell loudly to 

warn those people. I thought about the dream and decided if it 

had been a vision that it must have had something to do with the 

USA where I know that large-scale disasters will occur very 

soon. However, I told the dream to Holly and let it fade from my 

conscious mind as other priorities in life pressed upon us. 

It was not, however, until this month when Holly and I were in 

New Zealand on a business trip that a strange series of events 

revealed the meaning of not only my second dream but also the 

first. 

We always take our laptop Macintosh computer with us when 

we travel to enable us to have web access daily for email and 

Naval data collection. When we arrived in Auckland, we had 

immediately struck trouble with the computer and with the 

differently-shaped phone connectors to access the New Zealand 

web servers. Then the computer began get warm and crash 

doing the most ordinary of tasks... (No, it's not because it's a 

Mac...and not a windows box!) 

With  the  help  of  Peter  and  Margaret  Caffell,  our  friends  in 

Auckland, we were able to get the connector problem fixed but 

then the crashes made our web access very intermittent at best. 

As I pondered our technological troubles, I realized we were 

going to be without naval data for a few days - if not the entire 

trip. 

We left Auckland and decided to see some of the volcanoes in 

the Lake Taupo region because of the first dream I had back in 

January. At this point I suppose it would be fitting that I relate 

that dream. In January as Holly and I were preparing to go to 

America to do a lecture in Nevada, I had a strange dream: 

As it started, I saw myself at home outside looking for 

something which was lost because of my son Joshua. I 

remember being frustrated with him as we searched through the 

trees and the surrounding bush for something. 

I was particularly annoyed because it was delaying Holly and I 

from leaving to go overseas to New Zealand (now at the time, 

we had no intention of going to New Zealand). After a few 

moments in the dream I found whatever it was that was lost; 

then, suddenly, Holly and I were in New Zealand (don't ask me 

how I knew. I just knew we were there somewhere). 

I found us standing on the side of a small, sloping hillside which 

extended up to our right side. There were palm trees around the 

motel and some pine trees scattered around the hillside and we 

were actually standing on a road which separated the higher 

ground on our right from the lower ground on the left. It was in 
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the morning. The Sun was shining and there was a long motel to 

our left and beneath the road height. We had to descend a short 

way to walk into the office of the motel. It was a sort of Spanish 

style decor with orangish roof tiles and a light colored wall. It 

felt Mediterranean because of its porticos and two main levels 

with a sunken area below in the middle of the motel. 

I went ahead of Holly and entered the motel from the street 

level. I could not find any staff there; so I wandered down a 

hallway to an open door where I found the staff all sitting on top 

of the tables and bars to keep their feet from getting wet. They 

told me the water had become warm and had risen during the 

night. It had flooded the sunken bar area and most of the 

restaurant where they were sitting on the bars and the tables. 

They said that it would kill the tourist trade and they were 

saddened. 

Then I realized we were in a motel on the edge of a crater lake 

as I saw the steam venting up from the water outside the 

windows of the restaurant. I could see out into a blue lake 

through the upper half of the windows and through an open 

doorway at the lower end of the restaurant. To the left of this 

view was a small peninsula which jutted into the view. It had 

buildings on it and in the lake between us and it were several 

small boats or yachts. The water level had risen suddenly during 

the night before.... and the people were at a loss to know what to 

do next. I knew that we did not want to stay there after that 

because I knew there was going to be more violent activity from 

the crater soon; so Holly and I left the motel and I awoke. 

A few days after the dream, we were visited unexpectedly by a 

lady we did not know who had come to buy a copy of one our 

books from us at home. In the course of her conversation, we 

discovered she had been born and raised in New Zealand. I then 

asked her if she knew of a place in New Zealand that was like a 

big crater lake where there was steam coming up through the 

water and there was a tourist resort. Without hesitation she said 

there was only one place she could think of and that was Lake 

Taupo in the North Island. 

After she left, I got onto the Internet and downloaded all the info 

I could on Taupo. It wasn't a lot that day and I didn't do much 

more than wonder why I would have had such a dream about a 

country and a place I had never seen or even studied from a 

distance. I discovered it was a resort center and it was a crater 

lake and that it was close to Ruapehu volcano. Other than that, I 

found little else to make me spend much more time in reflection 

about it.....until eight months later when we were in Auckland 

and deciding where we would visit during the few short days we 

had spare on our business trip there. 

As I thought on the Taupo region a sort of 6th sense caused me 

to remember the second dream and to start to relate it, as well, to 

New Zealand instead of America. Holly and I drove down to 

Taupo arriving late that afternoon. We decided to buy some 

food items from the local grocery store to save money while we 

were there (not that it is a terribly expensive place - just that we 

try to be frugal when and where we can). 

While we [were] shopping at the store a young man passed me 

wearing a soldier’s uniform with the camouflage patterns on it. I 

remember thinking he stood out to my mind for some reason; 

but I went on with the shopping. Close to the time we were 

ready to leave the store, the young man again passed me but did 

not look at me again.... and suddenly I remembered the army 

material that one of the body bags had been fashioned from in 

my second dream. 

I asked the checkout girl if she had seen anything unusual with 

the water level in the lake recently. She had not; but she had 

seen little puddles of yellowish liquid near her school. When we 

returned to the motel, we asked the managers if they had noticed 

anything unusual regarding the lake of the volcano or the steam 

vents etc. They had noticed that the smell of sulphur dioxide 

was stronger than normal that very day.... They had lived in the 

region most of their lives.... 

As Holly and I  sat in  our  room  trying to  get the  computer to 

work long enough to get the Naval OTIS data downloaded, we 

discussed the army chap, the bad smells and then later the 

second and first dreams. In a mutual growing awareness, we 

both realized we were sitting at the edge of the world's largest 

active volcano region. 

When the Romans recorded the three days of global darkness 

back in 186 AD, it was because of an eruption of Taupo. The 

eruption threw out more than 100 times the debris than that of 

Mt St Helens and more than 5.5 than that of Krakatau back in 

1883. 

As I looked at a small map of Taupo we had bought earlier that 

day in a petrol station, I saw something that astounded us. As 

you can see, there was an outlined 'doorway' to the Lake as one 

stood at Taupo and looked south. I then remembered the dream 

of the young man in his military uniform at the store and that 

one of the bags in my dream was made from that same kind of 

cloth. 

We knew we had stumbled onto something supernatural there; 

but we still did not have the picture completed. We left early the 

next morning to get back to Auckland for a couple of things we 

needed to attend there including Shabbat. 

While we were there, the computer gave us more trouble by 

crashing and by not behaving normally at all. The second night 

we set the alarm so we could get back to Taupo early the next 

day. While we were setting the alarm, I remembered in the 

second dream where we were told our equipment would not be 

of use to us - BUT that our alarm clock would. Then I 

remembered that just before we had left Australia to go to New 

Zealand I had been looking for a brass water hose nozzle in the 

backyard amongst the trees. Since my son Joshua had been the 

last one to use it, I had become a little annoyed with him as I 

didn't have a lot of time to go looking for a nozzle while we 

were getting ready to leave the country. Just as implied in the 

first dream, I did find the nozzle where Joshua had dutifully 

placed it amongst the coils of the hose on the wall of the house. 

Shortly thereafter Holly and I had left for New Zealand as 

shown in the dream. 

Two days passed peacefully for us in Auckland and then we 

returned to Taupo to complete the investigation. When we got 
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there the second time we had two days to check out the place 

and to see various scientists and locals concerning the behavior 

of their volcanoes of late. The first thing we did was to drive 

around to the airport to book a flight with DeBretts Aviation 

over the volcanoes and the Crater Lake for the next day. While 

we there at the airfield, we talked to the pilot, Simon, about the 

volcanoes and their recent activities. In the course of the 

discussion, he told us that his sister worked at a shore side motel 

on the edge of the crater; and that she had told him a few 

months previously that their floor safe had been so hot a couple 

of times that she couldn't open it without protection. Apparently, 

underground steam vents had shifted under her office and a few 

guest rooms there. 

This caught our attention because of the first dream I had 

experienced in January which showed a crater-side motel with 

hot water and steam vents coming out from underneath it. We 

asked Simon what the motel was called. To our amazement he 

said, "Manuel’s." This sounded sort of Spanish immediately; but 

we thought it was too great a coincidence to be true; so we 

asked what the building looked like. He told us it was unusual 

for these parts as it was somewhat Spanish or Mediterranean in 

style with those orange roof tiles..... 

We raced out of the airfield terminal and down along the crater-

side road until we came to Manuel's. When we stopped on the 

roadside we were in the exact spot I had seen in my first dream. 

Manuel's was on our left and down from the road toward on the 

edge of a huge crater lake. The style was Spanish as you can 

see. 

It had a sunken lounge/bar area named "Pepper's" at the rear of 

the reception area at the shore side. It had the jutting peninsula 

to the left. It had the restaurant next to the sunken lounge/bar 

area; and as I walked down the hallway and turned into that 

restaurant there was the staff sitting around a table for a staff 

meeting (just like I had seen except they were on the chairs not 

the bars because no flooding had yet occurred there). The 

windows behind them showed us the lake and the boats between 

the peninsula and the motel. 

We discovered from the pilot earlier that the last big eruption 

crater was submerged just offshore from the motel - down about 

250 meters. We went outside and we could see the steam 

venting from underneath the motel as it was from several other 

spots along the edge and up along the roadside above us. We 

took a photo of Manuel's front view from the air and facing 

toward Ruapehu as well as one from the opposite side facing 

east. 

Later that  night we  came back  to watch the  steam  rising from  

the lake's edge at the back of the motel. I realized from my 

second dream that something was going to happen here at night 

and it would kill a lot of people - all caught napping. I also knew 

that all our computers would fail to warn them in time. The only 

clue I was shown was a calculator alarm clock. 

We wondered if this meant it would happen in the early hours of 

the morning when alarm clocks are usually set or perhaps that it 

might mean we could calculate the time by saying it would 

occur the morning after the warm water suddenly rises into the 

restaurant area of the motel. I did notice in both my dreams that 

the locals were blissfully unaware of the danger about to befall 

them as Holly and I tried to warn them.... 

We wondered what the gaseous or watery people that were 

disappearing in my second dream represented. Were they the 

souls of the dead on the other side? Holly was worried as she 

saw them disappear until I said to her that they were alive on the 

other side of a sort of dimensional wall - like Heaven I suppose. 

Then she was at peace and reached out to touch their spirit 

forms with me. They were definitely dead to this world, 

however.... but NOT ALL of the people died then. Some were 

saved somehow. Maybe we were being shown that we would 

lose some of those we would try to warn but that some would 

listen; so that we would not feel so bad when the disaster takes 

so many lives. 

The next morning we flew over the Lake and on up over the 

three semi-active volcanoes  south of the Crater Lake. Mt. 

Ruapehu was boiling as we flew over the rim of the crater. The 

greenish color was due to the presence of a sulphur layer under 

the ash and water. We flew over the steam fields known as 

'Craters of the Moon' and then we landed without event. 

I wish that more equipment could be given to the local volcanic 

observatory for sensors down in the crater to tell them when 

heat fluctuations and gas emissions were changing for the 

worse; but that is not within my ability to grant. They do have 

water level detectors around the lake now; but it is not clear to 

us whether a water level change would sound alarms or just 

appear on a log sheet the next morning. If my dream applies to 

their instruments as well as ours, then the only clue we will have 

is the sudden upwelling of water on the lake one day soon. If I 

were there in Lake Taupo on that day, I would leave rubber burn 

streaks on the main road out of there back to Hamilton and 

safety.... but that's just my opinion. 

Do the people live in the 'Valley of the Shadow of Death'? The 

way we see it now, there will come a day soon in Taupo when 

the water will have risen quickly one morning. There will be 

many people sitting around complaining about the economic 

impact on the tourist trade in the area. That very night will be 

their last night alive if we understand the timing correctly. 

Well, folks. That's the weird dreams for today. I have had dream 

visions before over the years. Usually I have seen the events 

happen the next day or the next week or in two cases about 6-9 

months later - but never longer than a year... I have seen two 

airline crashes from inside the aircraft and outside a day before 

they happened but the detail was enough to allow me to warn 

the people. I have seen events with my sons playing a week 

ahead of time and I was able to avoid one of them breaking his 

leg horribly by installing a safety rope system in the trees they 

climbed every day.... The son I had seen fall in my dream did 

fall and was caught by the safety rope. 

Twice, I have seen into my own life some 6-9 months ahead of a 

major event down to the last detail. I dreamed of Holly and I 

warning many people over the web just as the disasters would 

be starting and here we are... doing just that. Soon, volcanoes 

will erupt, meteorites will rain down upon us, violent wind 
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storms will rip through our homes and giant earthquakes will 

shake our lands into confused rubble... I have seen these things 

as well... by the grace of our G*D (Blessed be His Name)... 

Amen! 

-Stan Deyo ....... in Perth, Western Australia, 4 December 1997 

Stan Deyo 

 
 13 August 2007. 

I sat in a small wooden church - like a country church - with a 

group of pastors in several rows facing the pastor chairing the 

meeting. Pastors in the first row were generally taller and 

stronger men, both physically and spiritually, than those in the 

second row where I sat. 

The pastor to my right turned and spoke, "I have a strong feeling 

something is about to happen. Do you?" 

Somewhat uncertain, I answered, "Yes I think so." 

Then the pastor to my left exclaimed, "Yes, I feel it too!" 

Some pastors in the first row turned around to look at us as if to 

express their dismay at our lack of discernment. 

 

The scene then changed to my home, at night, where Holly and I 

stood. Two 'beings' who seemed to be angels from God walked 

up to us. They were female with short glowing wings like angels 

might be expected to possess; however, their bodies did not 

glow - just their wings. 

They said they had come to take us  to a  secret meeting  in the 

Arizona desert. One was blonde with short hair; the other had 

dark brunette-to-black short hair. Both were small in stature… 

possibly 5.5 feet or so. They seemed to be unnaturally playful - 

joking between themselves and smiling at us from time to time. 

We got into our car; they slouched in the back saying they were 

exhausted from telling so many folks to go to the meeting place. 

We drove through the night until we needed gas. We stopped at 

a filling station where a couple of men and a woman were on 

duty. After I filled the car, I stood before one of the men to pay 

the bill. He said it would be $40, so I searched my wallet for the 

money and found only $15. Flustered I reached for a credit card. 

What I had taken from my wallet appeared to be theatre tickets - 

not a credit card. I apologized for the delay and reached again 

for a credit card. Again I found a piece of paper in my hand, not 

a credit card. Finally after three tries to pay the bill, I found a 

credit card and we were ready to continue the journey. 

Suddenly I found myself inside the mind of the blonde-haired 

'being' as she lay against the right rear passenger door - 

somewhat sleepily. Although she could not see through the door 

with normal vision, she was able to 'see' the woman who worked 

at the filling station sneaking up to the car to see who was in the 

back seat. The blonde-haired being wasn't threatened and simply 

went back to sleep. (I felt the woman who sneaked up to the car 

was like a motorcycle moll with evil intent. It made me wonder 

why the blonde-haired 'being' was not threatened… was it 

because she could not be hurt or was it because she was evil 

herself and meaner than the motorcycle moll?) 

We left the filling station and continued into the night getting 

closer and closer to the Arizona meeting place but becoming 

more remote with each mile. We noticed more cars heading the 

same direction ahead of us and behind as well. 

After a time, we stopped at a small convenience store run by a 

local guy. The store had two rooms: an anteroom (like a mud 

room for dirty shoes one would find in a typical farm or ranch 

house) and the main store viewed through a normal doorway. It 

was still pitch black outside. 

We walked inside the store and asked the clerk for a map to the 

meeting place. He gave us an unusual one which allowed us to 

mentally 'see' this area like a 3D version of Google Earth. We 

observed as the map 'flew' us into a deep canyon filled with 

huge pointed rock formations. The map took us over the top of 

the meeting place where a rectangular, barn-like structure sat 

below us, surrounded by natural rock barriers. It was not easily 

accessible nor inviting. 

Once the map had shown us where to go, we were suddenly 

back at the anteroom facing into the main store. A farming 

couple entered the anteroom who looked somewhat like 

members of a Mennonite or Quaker church. They were aloof. 

As I looked at the man standing between me and the door to the 

main store, he glanced down at his feet in a manner as to direct 

my gaze to that area. At our feet was a scale model of the barn-

like structure we had seen in the map. It was about 1.0 x 2.5 feet 

by .75 feet high. It had been cut neatly into two halves of about 

1.25 feet each. 

The man scooted the back half toward a rectangular hole just a 

bit smaller than the barn footprint in the floor between us. I 

looked down through the hole and saw another room with a 

couple of things in it like boxes sitting on a wooden floor. His 

half of the 'mini-barn' moved neatly over the back half of the 

hole. He motioned for me to place the other half of the barn over 

the hole to conceal it. As I did so slowly, I sensed something 

wrong with the whole dream. 

I looked out the anteroom window to where huge numbers of 

cars streamed toward the 'secret' meeting place. Somehow I 

knew there were about 2 million people headed for this place. I 

saw the faces of many of them as their cars passed by. They 

looked like simple farm folk (which somehow conveyed to me 

they were not well-educated in the written Word or the Bible). 

Suddenly, I realized what I was seeing. Humble, uneducated 

Believers thought they were going to be gathered up to meet 

their 'messiah' in something like a 'rapture'. They were falling 

into a trap because of their lack of knowledge about this clever 

deception. I recalled from the Bible: 

Matt. 24:24-27 For there shall arise false Christs, and false 

prophets, and shall show great signs and wonders; insomuch 

that, if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect. 

Behold, I have told you before. 

 

Wherefore if they shall say unto you, Behold, he is in the desert; 

go not forth: behold, he is in the secret chambers; believe it not. 

For as the  lightning comes out of the east,  and shines even unto 
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the west; so shall also the coming of the Son of man be. 

I knew I had to wake up and tell Believers to beware of a very 

clever deception coming soon. As I awoke, I remembered what I 

had written in 1978 in "The Cosmic Conspiracy". I had warned 

that super-beings posing as angels from God would arrive on 

Earth at a time of great global threat from various factors like 

world and local wars, famine, disease, climate change, financial 

chaos and possible asteroid impacts to offer 'peace and safety' to 

the nations under their leadership… Their arrival and their 

UFOs would be a great cosmic deception…. 

Next, I remembered a dream from 1996 which showed me and a 

number of fellow watchpersons in a desert setting where we 

witnessed a rain of burning embers falling to Earth over the 

northern, pre-dawn skies of California in increasing numbers. I 

wondered if the falling, flaming embers represented fallen 

angels cast down to Earth in the last days who they would 

follow Satan in a great global deception (with the exception of 

the Elect Believers). With the current increase in UFO sightings 

across the planet, I wondered if the time of their arrival was 

near. 

In an effort to deceive as many Believers as possible before the 

Day of Judgment, Satan has and does provide fake versions of 

the good things God plans to release on Earth. Before the real 

Messiah came to Israel, several men falsely claimed to be the 

Deliverer of Israel. Now, before the return of the Ruling 

Messiah Y'shua (Jesus), Satan will again produce a false 

messiah along with a false prophet and himself as rulers of 

Earth. 

Furthermore, I believe this dream related to you today tells of a 

fake 'rapture' of Believers who are ignorant of the knowledge of 

the deception and that fake from Satan precedes a true 'rapture' 

of Believers by God to follow soon after. 

So, I share this dream with all Followers of the Way of Y'shua 

Ben Elohim in a last ditch effort to educate them and their 

fellow Believers regarding the great deception which is almost 

certainly upon us in the immediate future. 

IS The United States of America in BIG Trouble? 

Many years ago in 1978 when I was writing my first book, The 

Cosmic Conspiracy, I had a most unique experience. Each day 

as I would sit down to write my book, I would pray to God for 

direction and clarity. One day, I was trying to figure out if there 

was a secret code in the Great Seal of the United States. I was 

getting nowhere very fast when suddenly I became very 

drowsy... So drowsy, that I literally fell from my chair to the 

carpet by the desk and the heater and went to sleep. 

Immediately, I had a very real and graphic dream. On page 79 

of The Cosmic Conspiracy, I explained what I had seen in the 

dream WITHOUT telling the reader that I had "dreamed" the 

secret to the coding on America's Great Seal. It was in 1989 in 

my next book, "The Vindicator Scrolls" that I finally explained 

how I was shown that America is under the control of a modern 

economic and trading system known as "Babylon" in the Book 

of Revelation. My explanation from The Vindicator Scrolls 

follows: 

My Seal Dream of 1978 

In my dream I saw the Great Seal of the United States floating 

over the flattened pyramid in the Great Seal. The Great Seal 

spun around and was transparent so that I could see both sides 

superimposed as it spun. Then, columns of light formed by the 

tail-feathers of the eagle, shone down onto the roman numerals 

at the base of the pyramid and the numerals which were 

illuminated fell to the dirt and ashes in front of the pyramid. The 

"illuminated" numerals were, "DC, LX, VI" or "666" in the 

Arabic numbering system. In my vision I did not realise what 

this meant; but I did see the eagle-like bird rise up out of the 

ashes at the foot of the pyramid to a position over the pyramid 

which had no cornerstone. 

I awoke with a start and rushed to the desk where I immediately 

wrote down these things I had seen in the vision. I did not yet 

understand the full implications of it. However, as the afternoon 

passed, I did come to understand it in much more detail. As I 

explain in The Cosmic Conspiracy, the numbers which were not 

illuminated and which remained on the base of the pyramid 

were, "M, C, X" or "1110" which is "666" in the ancient, 

Babylonian "sexagesimal" numbering system. I had never heard 

of the Babylonian "sexagesimal" numbering system until that 

afternoon when I found a reference to it inside the 

encyclopaedia where I was searching for old world numbering 

systems - after I had had the "dream." 

It has now been 27 years since I was touched with this dream 

which gave at least a million people in some 22 countries the 

seal warning. It was a spark which spread like wildfire 

throughout the world. It warned us of the return of the 

"phoenix" - like "antichrist" of Biblical prophecies; it warned us 

of the approach of his global, monetary system to be based on 

the old Babylonian system; and it warned us that he would try to 

sit upon the apex of the pyramid symbolising the rightful 

position of the "Chief Cornerstone rejected by the builders." It 

warned us that America would be under the seal of a modern 

"Babylon" whether by design or by deception. 

Now, other authors have since picked up on the theme and have 

produced more evidence of this Babylonian conspiracy which 

tightens its grip on mankind by the hour. In light of the World 

Trade Center destruction, I am wondering if the Babylonian 

System has been destroyed and will be replaced by a new world 

economic order with more control over our individual lives than 

any government on Earth has ever had before. 

Sonja Steyn  

26 July 2011 

Natural phenomena.....Temperature....star...  

Time flies and people don't change their mind; untold souls will 

perish, unless the Lord still offers them His love in the last hour, 

when He will bring the horrific destruction of all worldly things 

home to them....  

 

And therefore pay heed to days which will significantly differ 

from the usual time of the year. The lower the sun stands the 

brighter will be its shine and extraordinary heat will astonish 

people.... This will give rise to all kinds of assumptions.... 
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People will look forward to the approaching time partly with 

cheerful confidence and partly with anxious reservations, and 

the human being will be inclined to acknowledge supernatural 

activity.  

 

Yet only few consider their relationship to God.... They don't 

realise that God Himself wants to direct their thoughts to Him, 

they don't even try to look for a connection between Him and 

the extraordinary natural phenomena....  

Indeed, they very quickly get used to it and don't derive the 

slightest benefit for their soul. For if only they would pay 

attention they would understand the call from above. But if they 

do not consider their relationship with the Creator, they remain 

earthly minded and don't accept any spiritual gift.  

And all these extraordinary natural phenomena are expressions 

of spiritual activity by powers which are subject to God and 

willing to serve Him.  

 

More spiritual currents will emerge and make themselves 

known to people in various ways, and yet people will not spend 

much thought on them, for the power of darkness has 

tremendous influence and fights against all spiritual 

recognition.... it tries to weaken the Divine, consequently 

humanity will only ever pay attention to earthly events and 

remain indifferent to God's activity in nature, even though 

people clearly will be beneficially affected by them.  

Just a small number see God's hand reaching out to people and  

try  to  enlighten  their  fellow  human  beings,  but  they only 

acknowledge   physically   perceptible   benefits  and   not  an 

instruction from above that intends to cause a change of human 

thought. And in this time of well-being, caused by the sun's 

extraordinary effect at an unusual time, an event will take place 

which should even make spiritually blind people think....  

A star will separate itself from the firmament and change its 

path.... This  star's  radiance  will  far  exceed  all  others,  it  will 

shine brightly at night and approach earth so that this 

appearance, too, is unusual for people and yet at the same time 

demonstrates that the Creator of heaven and earth is in full 

control and thus also dictates the movement of stars according 

to His will. Once this star becomes visible, humanity will be 

getting ever closer to the spiritual turning point....  

It is offered so much spiritual assistance that it really only needs 

willpower to  accept this help,  yet it grows ever more obstinate, 

its thinking becomes ever more deluded....  

 

And the time is not far away of which the Lord said on earth 

that the world will be turned upside down if the human being 

closes his heart to all spiritual issues.  

The  light  will  also  shine  where  it  is  avoided,  for the light's 

radiance will be so bright that it penetrates everything, and even 

the spiritually deluded person won't be able to avoid seeing, but 

he wants to reject it anyway, and thus in the end he will be 

consumed by the light.... For everything bright, light and clear 

banishes darkness.... And the light will defeat the darkness in so 

far as darkness has to retreat once the light of truth breaks 

through. And lies and illusions will crumble but truth will last  

for all eternity.... Amen 

Brenda Nuland 

November 2, 2012 

A dream I had two weeks ago is one I can't get out of my mind 

so I'm sending it to you guys and to my pastor (in a separate e-

mail). It fits all the other times I have had prophetic dreams and 

the first part did come true with the superstorm. 

In my dream, I saw a huge tornado to my right and then one off 

to the left. I was running to find shelter and finally found it in a 

public building of some kind (perhaps a school?). In my dream I 

then saw a huge map of the United States and the twisters were 

on the upper left of the map and the upper right. 

In it, God was telling me there would be two huge storm-like 

events and while the event on the upper left (near Oregon and 

Canada on the map) would appear to be large, it would do 

nothing to us. However, the event on the right (near New 

England) would be catastrophic and affect even where we live 

in the Midwest (we are a few hours away from Chicago). I 

awakened quite shaken from the dream, it was so very real in 

the fear it brought upon me even in my sleep. 

 

Quite often when I've had a prophetic dream, it will cover more 

than one night. The next night I dreamed again of being in the 

public building, which seemed like a school but as in dreams 

was morphing into many other public buildings. In the dream, I 

heard the tornado warnings go off (which, like in most U.S.  

towns, are the Public Defense sirens) and I looked out the 

windows to see dark clouds in the distance. 

I tried to warn people, asking them if they heard the sirens but 

everyone looked at me like I was crazy or what was even more 

unsettling... they looked as if they didn't see me at all. I heard 

the sirens get louder and louder just as I thought the building 

was being hit, I woke up.  

This time I was even more unsettled by the dream but I knew 

immediately this time that He was telling me He has been giving 

all kinds of warnings to people that something even more than 

the earthquake and superstorm was coming but they were 

ignoring both the people giving warnings and their own 

instincts. 

At first I wasn't sure what to do with the dreams, other than 

continuing to teach people on my own blog about deepening 

their pantries and preparing for emergencies. But this past 

weekend I was watching a news cast and saw a map of the U.S. 

on TV where they showed the earthquake near Canada and the 

hurricane near shore on the East Coast and realized that was 

exactly what I was seeing in my first dream. 

So I'm sharing it with you guys, especially with the message of 

the second dream! 

Praying all is well with you, Brenda 

http://coffeeteabooksandme.blogspot.com/
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John Kilpatrick 

April 27, 2008  

As I was approaching the Daphne Civic Center for Sunday 

morning service at Church of His Presence, I had a vision which 

lasted for about two or three seconds. In this vision, I saw the 

ground buckling before me. It was so real that I actually moved 

aside to avoid what I was seeing. I knew immediately that it was 

an earthquake, and the thought crossed my mind that the 

damages of this earthquake could have the potential to exceed 

those of Hurricane Katrina of 2005. Please understand that I am 

not saying that the Lord told me this. It merely crossed my 

mind. 

Tuesday, May 20, 2008 – Dream 

I awoke trembling and shaking at 5:00 in the morning after 

having a startling dream. This was one of the three most 

profound dreams that I have ever had during the ministry the 

LORD has called me to. I feel that this dream is an addendum to 

the vision I had on April 27, 2008. 

In this dream I saw the words “wind and water.” I only saw the 

words but did not actually see any wind or water damage. I then 

found myself overlooking a river which instantly became so 

wide that I could no longer see either of its banks. 

The dream then shifted, and I was with one of my parishioners 

running through what appeared to be an old abandoned school 

house. This empty building began to shake. The shaking was so 

violent and severe that it was like the bucking of a wild horse 

tossing us around. My teeth were clapping so hard from the 

impact   that   I   tried   to clench   them   to   prevent   this from 

happening. 

In this dream I knew I was experiencing a massive earthquake.  

The sounds were so catastrophic that the thought crossed my  

mind that the devastation could likely exceed Hurricane Katrina 

of 2005. I did not see the devastation behind me; I only heard it. 

In all of my life I have never heard such catastrophic sounds. 

These were the scariest sounds I have ever heard. 

The dream then shifted once more and concluded with two 

names on what appeared to be an old Spanish map. One name 

read Indianola and the other Europa. When I awoke, I was 

shaking as if I had chills and a fever. I could not stop trembling. 

All through the day I felt as if I had just had the dream 10 

minutes ago. 

This dream so shook me that my wife and I immediately went to 

the internet to do some research.  I also contacted some close 

friends in the ministry and reliable intercessors concerning this 

dream. What we found was startling. There are towns called 

Indianola, IL; Europa, MO; and Indianola, MS. These towns run 

in a line from North to South with Europa, MO being near the 

middle of them. The Mississippi River runs between them with 

Europa, MO being by the epicenter of the New Madrid fault. 

After seeing this, I believe the dream could be concerning a 

devastating earthquake on the New Madrid fault. Many 

reputable friends in ministry have felt that this dream was not to 

be interpreted as a spiritual dream because they felt that it has 

literal implications. Even now the intensity of this dream is the 

same. 

I do not want to come across as an alarmist concerning what I 

saw. I also don’t want to put fear in the public or the Body of 

Christ. However, I cannot help but feel that God gave me this as 

warning to prepare us for the days ahead and to pray concerning 

this matter. 

Please know that I  did not  see any  timeframe as  to when  this 

may happen. Please pray with me concerning this vision and 

dream.  If  you   have any   comments,   you  can  send  them  to 

watch@churchofhispresence.org 

 

Rick Joyner 

IS585Transcript_Joyner 

SID: My guest, Rick Joyner, a proven prophet, has just received 

the most serious, the most alarming and the most specific and 

graphic prophetic dream about the future of America. Next on 

this edition of It’s Supernatural. 

Can ancient secrets of the supernatural be rediscovered?  Do 

angels exist? Is there life after death? Are healing miracles real? 

Can you get supernatural help from another dimension? Has the 

future been written in advance? Sid Roth has spent 30 years 

researching the strange world of the supernatural. Join Sid on 

this edition of It’s Supernatural. 

SID: Hello. Sid Roth here. Welcome to my world where it’s 

naturally supernatural. Well I was calling my friend, Rick 

Joyner, on the telephone and he said, “Sid, I just had a dream 

that has shook me. It’s one of the most vivid dreams, significant 

dreams I’ve ever had in my life.” And as I know he’s had a 

number of significant dreams. As a matter of fact, Rick, you’ve 

had a number of significant words that have come to pass, and 

the measurement of whether someone can dream a dream that’s 

from God or have a prophetic word that’s from God doesn’t 

come to pass. 

RICK: Yeah. 

SID: Tell us a few things that you’ve seen in the past that have 

happened. 

RICK: Well in 1987, I saw that the countries under, behind the 

Iron Curtain, the Communist bloc, that liberty was going to 

break out, freedom was going to come. And of course, you 

know, a couple of years later the Wall came down. And a part of 

that same revelation was as they experienced increasing liberty 

we would experience decreasing liberty and the attack on our 

liberties. I think that’s certainly come to pass. And I saw things 

back there and this extensive vision I had, that lasted over two 

and half days, I saw things, it was hard for me to believe would 

ever come to pass. One of the things that’s now unfolding- I saw 

military action along our southern border with Mexico. I saw 

pitched battles. 

SID: And when you saw it you thought, that could never 

happen. 

mailto:watch@churchofhispresence.org
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RICK: You think about 1987. There’s no way this is ever going 

to happen. And we’re there now. But that whole vision, I think, 

was a panorama and has now given me a timeline for some 

things. 

SID: Now the housing crisis that’s going on today, who would 

have thought when, I mean, you couldn’t lose money in real 

estate. Everything was going up, up, up. What did God show 

you about that? 

RICK: Well, we started prophesying two years before that this 

was, there was going to a collapse. There was going to be a 

shaking that, you know, the bubble was going to burst. We lost a 

lot of friends when we started speaking that, as you can imagine. 

But of course, it came true. And the Lord, those who heard who 

got their lives in order profited from that situation. And, you 

know, I was, for a long time, just about the only one, I think, for 

a long time that was out there saying Y2K was not going to be 

anything. 

 

SID: That was not popular message at that time. Everyone 

wanted Y2K to collapse. I mean, they really didn’t want it, but 

they were sure it was going to happen. 

RICK: It’s amazing how many friends we lost over that one. But 

I had been seeking the Lord. I said, “Lord, why are you showing 

everybody else stuff about Y2K and you’re not showing me one 

thing about it?” And he spoke to me one day and He said, “I’m 

not showing you anything because it’s not going to be 

anything.” 

SID: Churches were having all these meetings. Actually, I felt 

the same way as you. And a top pastor from Chicago called and 

said, “I’m having a panel on how to prepare for Y2K. Would 

you want to be on the panel?” I said, “Sure, but you have to 

understand, I don’t think there’s going to be a Y2K,” and he 

didn’t invite me. But you were recently at Moravian Falls. And 

I’ve been there, and I love that place. And I have to believe the 

reason Moravian Falls, North Carolina has such an open heaven 

is because of the Moravians. Tell me just a little bit about them. 

RICK: Well the Moravians were the true father of modern 

missions, you know, Count Zinzendorf, even when William 

Carey was called the father of modern missions, he said, no, 

Zinzendorf was. He was his inspiration. And he was a German 

count who at the time must have been one of the wealthiest 

people in the world. And he had such a vision and a heart for the 

Lord, and he had a revelation of missions. And this is 

extraordinary in the way he received all this. But they were so 

touched by the call of the Gospel, especially to the poor, and 

that they, you know, the very first two missionaries they sent out 

actually sold themselves as slaves to pay their own passage to 

go to the West Indies to reach the slaves in the West Indies. 

SID: Can you imagine selling yourself as a slave for the Gospel? 

It actually sounds more biblical than some of the presentations I 

see today. But they prayed up in the region called Moravian 

Falls. And I have so many friends that live out in that area, and 

they keep telling me they see angels. It’s a total open heaven 

there and that’s where you had your dream. Tell me about that. 

RICK:   Well  it  is  a  place.   It’s   where  we  say  we  come  to 

Charlotte or, you know, Heritage to meet with people, but 

Moravian Falls is where we meet with God. I hardly ever go 

there without some extraordinary revelation or visitation. And I 

had a dream. 

SID: How significant?  I want you to  tell  me  how  significant 

based on  all of  your experience over  the years, how significant 

is this dream? 

RICK: It shook me personally more than any dream, any 

revelation I’ve ever had that I remember. It imparted something 

so deeply to my soul. The reality of this, the absolute emergency 

that we are in as a nation, and it was about our country, I have 

never been shaken this hard before. And you know, in the last 

few years I’ve been trying to sound the alarm because it’s the 

main message the Lord has been giving me. But I’ve never had 

any go this deep or to grip me with just how critical things are 

like this dream did. 

SID: Is it too late for America’s survival? You’re going to get 

some amazing insight from this visitation that Rick had through 

a dream. Don’t go away. We’ll be right back. 

 We’ll be right back to It’s Supernatural. 

*** 

We now return to It’s Supernatural. 

SID: Hello. Sid Roth here with Rick Joyner. And Rick said he 

had a dream from God that he classifies an emergency for the 

United States. Rick was in Moravian Falls where there’s an 

open heaven and he had a visitation. Tell me just briefly about 

the dream and more important what it means. 

RICK: Well it was a brief dream. And in this dream I was in a 

log cabin and every room in this log cabin was a part of 

America. Now all this has prophetic symbolism. But I was taken 

to the different geographical parts, as well as different cultures 

and industries, and places in America. And these little fires kept 

popping up and the people leading me around would just go 

over and stomp them out. And I wasn’t paying attention to them 

and it started really bothering me about these little fires. And 

finally we were going to go outside and outside was a military 

base in this dream, but as we were going out another fire, just a 

little one, shot up over. And I went to stomp it out and when I 

got there and stomped it out I realized that it had burned through 

the floor and the subfloor. So I just looked down under the 

house to see the foundation and, you know, things happen in a 

dream that are not actual, but I could see the whole foundation, 

and the whole thing was on fire. It’s just hot, burning coals. And 

this is where the little fires were popping up from. And I knew-- 

SID: But if you destroy the foundation you destroy the whole 

house. 

RICK: That’s what’s on fire, the foundations. And I 

immediately, you know, a fireman, if he ever saw something 

like that, you would run for your life, and that’s what I felt in 

the dream. In the dream I wanted to go just five steps over to the 

side and grab my computer, which is where everything I own is 

in my computer almost. I was gonna grab that. And I heard the 

voice of the Lord in my dream. He said, “You don’t have time 
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for that. Get your wife and get the fire hose.” And I knew what 

He meant. And I woke up at that time and I was, I mean, I was 

sweating. I knew this house was about to explode that was 

America. 

SID: So it really is an emergency. 

RICK:  It really is an emergency. And usually in dreams and 

visions your wife or bride is the church, the bride. And I know 

she alone has the hose, the fire hose, the water, which represents 

the Word of God and the truth. The only thing we can do is pour 

as much water as we can on the foundations. 

SID: Well while the foundation is being destroyed we don’t 

have anyone speaking a non- compromised message of truth to 

speak of. I mean, there are exceptions. But to speak of, what we 

have gone is to more of a seeker sensitive than a, I hate to say it, 

but it’s true, God sensitive message. 

 RICK: Well we’re in desperate need of leaders in our country 

that are not politicians, but leaders. And there can be a huge 

difference. And we’re in desperate need of those who will speak 

the truth boldly without compromise and they’re going to be far 

more concerned about what God thinks and what men think. 

You know, the fear of man brings us near. We can’t worry about 

what man is going, I tell you, the political correctness is killing 

us. It’s being used against us. 

SID: Well for instance, General Jerry Boykin, I’ve heard him 

speak at your place. Tell me his credentials, briefly. 

RICK: Well he’s probably one of our greatest warriors of the 

last 30 years. He was one of the founding members of Delta 

Force. He commanded Delta Force. He’s the guy Noriega 

surrendered to in Panama. He was over the Delta Force, you 

know, Panama and at Mogadishu, and the battle that was made 

famous in the “Black Hawk Down” movie. General Boykin was 

over that and he’s been— 

SID: He’s a former Green Beret. 

RICK: He was a Green Beret and then Delta Force, which was 

Special Operations. 

SID: How does he know so much about Marxism and 

socialism? 

RICK: Well Jerry went on to oversee covert operations in the 

CIA for three years. He was our Deputy Secretary of Defense 

for Intelligence for after that. And he was trained as a Green 

Beret. And when he was coming up in these things the greatest 

threat to America was socialism. And they were trained to 

identify and recognize the encroachment or the insurgency of 

Marxism at the time, and that’s when we got Jerry. You know, I 

got him to do this little video. 

SID: I tell you what, I want you to see just a small segment of 

this video. It is, he’s not a people pleaser. That you’ll find out. 

[begin video] 

General Boykin: We hear a lot about Marxism and socialism, 

and there are those particularly in the media who would say that 

we should tone down our rhetoric about socialism because we’re 

not moving to socialism. Well the reality is I’m a Special Forces 

officer. I’m a Green Beret and I’ve studied Marxist insurgency. 

It was part of my training. And the things that I know that have 

been done in every Marxist insurgency are being done in 

America today. The first thing that has happened when people 

like Fidel Castro have moved their societies towards Marxism is 

they’ve nationalized major sectors of the economy. Folks, that’s 

what the bail-outs were, nationalizing major sectors of the 

economy. The second thing they’ve done is they’ve 

redistributed wealth. We’ve heard enough about the 

redistribution of wealth. And in fact, the man that was appointed 

to handle Medicaid and Medicare after he was seated in the 

office actually stood up and said publicly that health care was 

nothing but a redistribution of wealth. The third thing that they 

do is they discredit their opposition. Now I’ve never been so 

angry with my government as when a Department of Homeland 

Security memorandum went around to law enforcement all over 

the country saying that the future threats to America were right-

wing Christian groups, pro-life groups, Second Amendment 

groups and returning veterans. I’m still angry about that. But it 

never said Islamic terrorists. That’s discrediting the opposition, 

the very groups that would stand up and protest the things that 

they see happening in our country. And the final thing that is 

done in the Marxist model is societies like Cuba, like Venezuela 

today, like Russia under Stalin or China under Mao Tse Tung. 

Things they have done, the final thing has been actually to 

develop a constabulary force, a force that can control the 

population. You say, well we don’t have that. 

Well, let me remind you that prior to the election the president 

stood up and said that if elected he would have a-- 

President Obama: A civilian national security force that’s just as 

powerful, just as strong, just as well funded-- 

General Boykin: As the United States military. For what? 

Remember, Hitler had the brown shirts. And in the Night of the 

Long Knives even Hitler got scared of the brown shirts and 

killed thousands of them. Well, so you say, are there are any 

signs of that’s actually happened? The truth is yes. If you read 

the health care legislation, which by the way, no one in 

Washington has read, but if you read the health care legislation 

it’s actually in the health care legislation. There are paragraphs 

in the health care legislation that talk about the commissioning 

of officers in time of a national crisis to work directly for the 

president. It’s laying the groundwork for a constabulary force 

that will control the population in America. You need to 

understand this is happening in America and it fits the model 

that societies have been used when societies move to Marxism. 

[end video] 

We’ll be right back to It’s Supernatural. 

*** 

We now return to It’s Supernatural. 

SID: Hi. Sid Roth here with Rick Joyner and a pretty sobering 

program. Rick, there are some serious things going on in the 

United States of America. From your dream you saw the 

foundation all over being attacked. But then you got a call from 

a  friend  of  yours  that’s  an  orthodox  Jewish  rabbi that  had a 
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dream that was confirmation to you. Explain. 

RICK: Yeah. It was quite a startling dream. He had it on the 

evening of October 29th, and he saw this huge bear. And, you 

know, to cut right to the chase, it was a bear market that 

preceded 1929. In his dream it was much larger than the bear 

that was struck in 1929, which he also saw in this dream. 

SID: Well ’29 was a pretty bad bear market. 

RICK: Yes. 

SID: This is going to be worse, is what he saw? 

RICK: That’s what he saw. Now both of these dreams, mine, 

too, with the entire foundation, I don’t think the Lord would 

have said, “Get your wife, get the hose,” if we could not put that 

fire out, if we couldn’t stop this from happening. And I think the 

same with him, he was shown in this dream a gun that was used 

to kill the 1929 bear, which was basically the Lord’s kingdom is 

coming, to have that faith, to have that peace, and seek first the 

Kingdom of God and His righteousness. Those scriptures were, 

you know, they were burned into that gun. They were engraved 

into it and the gun that shot the first bear, well he said, in this 

dream, he was told, “You can kill this bigger bear with the same 

gun.” We have to seek God’s kingdom above everything else. 

That is the only answer. 

SID: So you know the credentials of Rick Joyner. I’m just 

finding out about this orthodox Jewish rabbi that believes in 

Jesus, that I mean, he lives by faith. What did he tell you about 

money materializing? 

RICK: He went through a period of time where he would open 

his Bible. Of course, he reads the Hebrew Bible and he reads the 

Greek one, and every time there’s money it. Now it was not 

possible for anyone to slip in and put money in the situation. He 

kept emailing me and saying, “This is incredible.” Money is 

appearing in my Bibles. And this went on for a long period of 

time, and I think it was a sign. But, you know, the Lord did that. 

He told Peter, “Go get this fish and you’ll find the money in the 

fish.” 

SID: Okay. How have these two dreams changed your life, Rick 

Joyner? 

RICK:  Well they were so, so brief.  I mean, what I saw in my 

own dream is like planted. It was so real. I remember it like a 

real experience, not like a dream. And it’s just branded on me. 

And I feel that God has, you know, shown me that the 

foundation that he put in our country, he’s had me on a search of 

that in the last few years to really see His handy work in His 

hand, and He’s just planted something and we can’t lose this 

country. He really has a destiny that we have not yet fulfilled in 

this country. But we will lose it if the church does not wake up 

and does not speak the truth with clarity, with boldness, without 

compromise. 

 

SID: Okay. Rick, a lot of people are enthusiastic that there’s 

going to be some solutions for this country in the political arena. 

What do you think? 

RICK:  Well  I  thank  God  that  Christians  are  waking  up and 

becoming the salt and light we’re called to be. When he said, 

“Go into all the world,” it wasn’t just geographical. We’re 

supposed to be getting, Christians should be going into 

government, business and, you know, entertainment, the arts, 

everything as missionaries, and I think this is happening. So I 

am very thankful that Christians are awakening and getting 

engaged and involved. But I think many of the ultimate issues 

are already beyond human remedy. We’ve got to have God to 

make it through what’s coming. We’ve got to seek first the 

kingdom. That doesn’t mean we’re not engaged in politics and 

that doesn’t have some of the answers. But we need wisdom 

from above. We need Josephs and Daniels, prophetic voices in 

the ear of our political leaders, government leaders and 

everything else, or we really aren’t going to make it through the 

times. 

SID: Now tell me a bit about Islam and the Islamization of 

Paris,  of  England,  which  to  me is kind  of  like  a  preview  of 

what’s going to happen in the United States. 

 RICK: Well it is remarkable. 

SID: Unless-- 

RICK: Unless we wake up. 

SID: Correct. 

RICK: One thing, you know, we’re supposed to understand the 

times. The Lord called them hypocrites who did not understand 

the signs of the times or who understood the weather better. We 

are supposed to understand. You cannot understand the modern 

world without understanding Islam. And yet we’ve been made 

to think you can’t understand it. Don’t touch it. You know, 

that’s Islamophobia. But the whole country is waking up to 

know we have to understand this issue. It’s not just a religion. It 

is a totalitarian form of government called Sharia Law that 

they’re seeking to impose on every nation on earth. That is what 

jihad is about. It’s not just getting people to convert to Islam. 

They just assume you didn’t convert because, you know, 

according to that doctrine and in their book you either become a 

convert to Islam or you become a slave, or they have the right to 

kill you. So they would just assume have plenty of slaves. But 

we really need to understand what this religion is all about. It’s 

not just a religion. It’s using religion for domineering and also, I 

think, in the same spirit of seeking to wipe out the Jewish 

people. That we have to realize that they are operating in the 

same spirit that rose up in the ‘30s and ‘40s in Europe, and this 

is happening all over the world. 

SID: Okay. We see what’s happening in Islam. We see what’s 

happening in the United States of America. We see the 

foundation of the whole United States is shaking and about 

ready to collapse. Is there real hope, in your opinion, real hope? 

RICK: Absolutely. Absolutely. All these things, God is not 

sitting in Heaven wringing his hand over any of this. Now He 

says the heavens and the heavens of the Lord, the earth he’s 

given into the hands of the sons of men. So, you know, the Holy 

Spirit is the helper, not the doer. He expects us to get engaged, 

but He will help us. He can change all of this, turn all of this 

into a great victory for the truth, a great victory for His people 

and His kingdom, and everything else, but we have to get 
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engaged. He won’t do things on the earth until we pray. He said, 

“The heavens are mine, but I gave you the earth. I’ll help you, 

but you’ve got to ask me.” 

SID: You know what I believe? I believe we’re about ready to 

have, Rick, the greatest revival the world has ever seen, and I 

believe that the United States of America’s days are not 

finished. But the balance, as Rick is saying, is up to the sleeping 

giant. Will the sleeping giant lay down their differences? Will 

the sleeping giant put God’s kingdom first as opposed to their 

kingdom? Do you know something? Jesus didn’t start with a 

whole lot of people.  He started just with a dozen, a dozen men 

and women that no God, Rick, I believe could change this earth.  

I believe we’re about ready have a tsunami, a major tsunami of 

God’s spirit,  and you can be a part of it as  long as Jesus is your 

Lord. If not, do something right now. You know what to do. 

Dee Hoetmer 

5th October 2011 

 

My Mighty Hand is coming to sweep away the refuge of lies; 

the subterfuge of the enemy off of My true children to release 

them into their full destiny. Satan has kept them in bondage to 

sickness, disease, lack and in isolation. My Mighty Right Hand 

is coming to sweep away the taunts and lies of the enemy and to 

set the captives free so that they may soar for now is the hour, 

this is the time to reveal My Hand to the world. Long have I 

kept silent as the nations raged against Me the Holy One. Long 

have I kept My peace and remained in longsuffering patience as 

the vile and the wicked mocked Me to My face but no longer, 

for now is the time I reveal My Mighty Hand. 

 

{I keep seeing a giant hand sweeping the heavens, an orange 

and pink glow and I sense the stars being moved out of their 

place and the earth tilted} 

 

Heaven is My throne and earth is My footstool and I have 

remained patient long enough. I have delayed some judgments 

in response to My children’s cries but the hour is now come 

when I will release My judgments and the wicked will see My 

wrath. I Am is coming to reclaim that which is Mine says the 

Lord Of Hosts through the mighty works of My Son’s Bride. As 

the earth reels to and fro under My judgments, My Son’s Bride 

will rise up in Glory and do great exploits. As they rise up they 

will walk in unprecedented authority and grind serpents and 

scorpions beneath their feet. They will root out and pluck up and 

they will plant and restore at My direction. These are the ones 

who have paid the price to have the pearl of great price and now 

the world will see who are My chosen. Mockers and scoffers 

will be silenced as they witness the mighty works I will do 

through their hands. Many will come to repentance and many 

will flee My Glory emanating from these chosen. 

 

Oh calamitous times are upon the earth but those who have laid 

down their very lives and desires for My life and My desires, 

will now see their exceeding great reward. They will eat the fat 

of the land as others walk in great want. They will walk in great 

peace while millions will walk in fear and dread of all the things 

coming upon the face of the earth and the strange signs in the 

heavens. 

These are the days that were spoken of by My prophet Joel 

when My Spirit will be poured out from on high and the young 

men shall see visions, the old men shall dream dreams and your 

sons and daughters shall prophesy. 

 

Noisome noises will be heard in the heavens and in the earth as 

the earth groans for redemption and the heavens spews 

Out the filth that have invaded the stars. There are things 

beyond your ken [understanding and knowing) now but all will 

soon be revealed. That which has been hidden will be brought to 

the light and the lies of, and the subterfuge of the Governments 

will also be made clear. Some have aligned themselves with My 

enemies of old and these will know My wrath. Their dark plots 

and schemes will be brought to nothing says the Lord Of Hosts. 

Do these mighty men think of coming against Me? With one 

breath of My Son’s mouth they will be OBLITERATED and be 

no more. 

 

This war has raged for eons according to earth’s time but in My 

time it has been a number of days. Satan even now trembles at 

the rising of My righteous ones and he knows HIS TIME IS UP! 

He is the deceiver of men and of the Governments of the earth 

and these deceived men and women think that they are on the 

winning side. Oh there is just a VERY little while for you to 

come to repentance O mighty men, O mighty women of the 

earth for although your sins are a stench to Me there is 

NOTHING that the blood of Jesus, My Son cannot redeem you 

of. You have been deceived by the father of lies but if you will 

come to Me I will still redeem you BUT KNOW THIS, TIME 

IS SHORT AND THE DOOR TO SALVATION IS CLOSING 

SO SEEK ME EARNESTLY TO BE FREE OF THE EVIL 

ONE AND HIS MINIONS AND COHORTS. His cohorts are 

those who have been channeling lies to you, subtle subterfuge 

for they wish to drag you down to the same eternal punishment 

that awaits them. THEY DO NOT CARE FOR MAN, IT IS A 

LIE AND YOU HAVE FALLEN FOR IT! CRY OUT FOR 

REDEMPTION, CRY OUT TO ME FOR MY WORD SAYS 

THAT ALL THAT CALL ON THE NAME OF MY SON 

JESUS WILL BE SAVED. Repent of your wicked schemes and 

ways and I will heal you of all your pain and release you from 

the layers of deception that you have been told. 

 

Yet in a little while I will plead  with you no more and your fate 

will be sealed forever. This is a letter from the Creator and you 

will do well to take heed says the Lord Most High! 

Merriman-Webster  

 

Definition of SUBTERFUGE 

 

1: deception by artifice or stratagem in order to conceal, escape, 

or evade  

 

2: a deceptive device or stratagem  

 

10th August 2011 

 

In the midst of great upheaval, in the midst of distress of 

nations, in the midst of nation rising against nation, MY 

SHEKINAH GLORY WILL BE SEEN UPON MY 

BELOVEDS. 

 

Do  I  not  promise  that  My  Glory  will  be seen in the midst of 
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great darkness? That time is now upon the doorstep. 

 

There is a time coming very soon the like of which has not been 

seen. This applies to both that which is good and also to that 

which is evil, for as great evil increases upon the earth so will 

My Glory be seen upon My people; I will not leave the earth in 

these times without a true representation of My Son. 

 

Yea even in the midst of great darkness I have a wilderness 

people prepared to show forth My Glory. As darkness and great 

distresses increase upon the face of the earth SO WILL MY 

GLORY.  

 

Many of mine own true Beloveds feel unworthy, broken and 

useless but oh AM I NOT THE RESURRECTION LIFE? Am I 

not all wisdom and truth? So therefore My Beloveds that in 

which you yet lack will come upon you; the strength, the 

wisdom, the knowledge of unsearchable things, all things that 

you have need of to complete your destiny WILL BE GIVEN 

TO YOU IN THE OUTPOURING OF MY GLORY!  

 

Isaiah 45:3 And I will give thee the treasures of darkness, and 

hidden riches of secret places, that thou mayest know that I, the 

LORD, which call thee by thy name, am the God of Israel. 

 

LIFT UP YOUR HEADS FOR THE KING OF GLORY 

COMETH! Oh wounded and as yet oppressed Beloveds of 

Mine, yes the wilderness journey, the purging, refining and 

breaking down of self-sufficiency and self-will has been very 

hard and for many it is hard to rise up now. I see your hearts and 

that they are almost failing in that, in the time OF YOUR 

DESTINY YOU CANNOT RISE UP. I am coming as a strong 

empowering wind. I am coming as resurrection life. I am 

coming as the restorer of the breach; I am coming AS YOUR 

VERY LIFE, YOUR VERY BREATH, YOUR VERY 

STRENGTH AND KNOWLEDGE BY THE POWER OF MY 

RIGHT HAND, BY THE POWER OF MY MIGHT.  

 

Colossians 3:4 When Christ, who is our life, shall appear, then 

shall ye also appear with him in glory. 

 

I have not led you thus far; I have not done a great work of 

refining in you to leave you out now! Oh dear Beloveds of 

Mine, LIFT UP YOUR HEADS FOR THE KING OF GLORY 

IS COMING FOR YOU AND TO INHABIT YOUR VERY 

BEING SO THAT EVERY CELL WILL VIBRATE WITH MY 

LIFE FORCE, EVERY FIBER OF YOUR BEING WILL 

RESONATE MY SON JESUS. DO I NOT SAY I AM THE 

AUTHOR AND FINISHER OF YOUR FAITH? WILL I NOW 

LEAVE A THING UNDONE OR WILL I BRING YOU INTO 

COMPLETION OF THE PERFECT IMAGE AND STATURE 

OF MY SON. INDEED FOR MY OWN NAME’S SAKE I 

WILL! 

 

Ephesians 4:13 Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of 

the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the 

measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ: 

 

TO THE VERY WEARY AND BROKEN, STRETCH OUT 

YOUR RIGHT HAND IN FAITH FOR I UPHOLD YOU BY 

MY RIGHTEOUS RIGHT HAND AND WILL NEVER, NO 

NOT EVER LEAVE YOU OR FORSAKE YOU! 

 

Isaiah 41:10 Fear thou not; for I am with thee: be not dismayed; 

for I am thy God: I will strengthen thee; yea, I will help thee; 

yea, I will uphold thee with the right hand of my righteousness. 

Were-for comfort one another with these words and strengthen 

one another in the most Holy love and I say yet again lift up 

your heads for the King Of Glory cometh AND HE IS 

COMING FOR YOU! 

 

15th January 2011 

 

What is this I hear, I hear the praises of My people coming out 

of the wilderness. I hear voices ringing out with thanksgiving 

for they know that they know that this is the year of 

breakthrough, the year of healing, the year of RESTORATION, 

Restoration of many things, My Beloved. Much has been burnt 

up in your lives as I have separated the wheat from the chaff and 

burnt the dross in your lives. You are now My shining ones. Oh 

how I have looked forward to this day My Beloveds when My 

Bride is almost perfected. 

 

Yes there is a little polishing left to do on My diamonds in deep, 

hidden areas of their soul but oh baby you have come a long 

way (I am smiling now, can’t believe the Lord said that). 

Waves will come but My Beloveds will stand steadfast knowing 

in whom they have believed. Oh I am so proud of you My 

Beloveds with a proud Father’s heart. You never turned out of 

the way in the refining fires, in the persecution, in the unjust 

judgments and even in pain and in lack you clung to My Son 

Jesus. 

 

You will continue to cling to Him even though the waves in the 

political arena will get rough. You will continue to cling to Him 

even though the waves in the natural roar. You have been 

prepared to stand in the things that are coming upon the earth 

even this year but YOU WILL NOT BE MOVED. This is the 

year and for the years coming, that I have been preparing you 

for.  

 

You will   see  the  manifestation   of  unprecedented  evil  and 

deception this year BUT YOU ARE A PEOPLE THAT KNOW 

YOUR GOD AND YOU WILL GO FORTH AND DO GREAT 

EXPLOITS IN THE MIDST OF IT. In all this darkness and 

deception people will run to My shining ones for the truth and 

you will  lead them  to Me!  You will be  a Harbor for  the storm 

tossed ones this very year. 

 

I Am well pleased with you My Beloveds, well pleased indeed. 

Yes there is still some tweaking to be done but oh how My heart 

delights in you for you have stood the tests.  I have had to refine 

your faith like gold and I have *burnished you in the fires of 

affliction yes, but oh what a glorious Bride I have standing 

before Me now! The hosts of heaven rejoice and soon the 

languishing earth will rejoice too. 

 

I have a refined people that will stand strong in the face of 

challenges and difficulties  and  their  peace  will  be  noted by 

many. They will come to you and ask you how it is that you 

stand so and you will tell them of My Son Jesus. You will bring 

many into the true Bride with you. You are My forerunners, My 

trail blazers and I Am well pleased with you. 
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Abba Father 

 

*  Merriman    Webster    on   line    Dictionary    Definition   of 

BURNISH: Transitive verb 

 

1a: to make shiny or lustrous especially by rubbing; b: polish  

  

2: to rub (a material) with a tool for compacting or smoothing or 

for turning an edge  

 

Prof. Steven (last name withheld) 

 
April 10, 2011 

 

May the God of Abraham bless you and yours. As I recently 

listened to one of your most recent radio interviews via the link 

your wife posted on your website, you were talking about the 

Hopi and what they believe will happen in the near future. You 

mentioned our country devolving into civil war, of a sort, and 

then our country being invaded by external forces - probably 

Chinese/Russian. 

 

When you said this, the hair on the back of my neck stood up 

and a cold chill passed up and down my spine. Now I am a 

professor of engineering and a retired U.S. Air Force regular 

officer - not some kook. But, I feel compelled to share with you 

a prophetic (I believe) dream I had fifty years ago when I was 

ten years old, growing up in my small town in southern Ohio 

along the river.  

 

As I listened to you speak, this dream flashed back into my 

mind exactly as I dreamed it fifty years ago! Considering that I 

have had thousands of dreams over my lifetime, don't you think 

it unusual that I remember ONE SINGLE DREAM from the age 

of ten in such detail? I do. That's why I feel it was prophetic. I 

know the Good Lord came to many of the old Hebrew prophets 

via dreams although I certainly don't classify myself with those 

blessed individuals. This is the only prophetic dream that I have 

ever had. 

 

Now, on to the details, and I will offer a bit of validation to you 

also. In my dream, I was standing out in the street in front of the 

house I was raised in. There was gunfire and explosions all 

around,  I could  smell the  odor of burning  homes and  actually 

feel the heat from the burning houses. I could see some of my 

adult neighbors fighting back against the Chinese soldiers with 

home-owned shotguns, pistols and rifles. Sadly, there were just 

too many Chinese soldiers and they were systematically killing 

my neighbors. I could hear the women screaming as their 

husbands were gunned down. A Chinese soldiers ran right 

beside me and I could see the Chinese insignia on his uniform. 

 

He was yelling something in Mandarin Chinese. 

  

NOW for the scary part, Stan. I still get cold chills over this. 

Because the Chinese soldier was right beside me, but apparently 

could not see me, I was looking right at his assault rifle. I 

remember that it looked strange and modernistic at the time - 

even unusual. Now as Vietnam vet and gun owner, I can tell you 

that I am very familiar with most all commie assault rifles and 

pistols and I even own a few. 

If you check on the internet, you can easily find a picture of the 

recent Chinese army QBZ-95 bullpup-type assault rifle.  

 

Stan, this is the exact rifle I saw in my dream vision when I was 

ten years old so many years ago - even though it was not 

invented yet and the concept of a bullpup-type rifle had not been 

developed! I can only conclude that this is a clever way that the 

Good Lord has used to PROVE the validation of my dream from 

so many years ago. He must have put it in my mind, so many 

years ago, so that I would now validate the timing of my 

prophetic dream.  

 

Based upon the above, I must conclude that the events you 

spoke about, concerning Hopi prophecy, will happen in the near 

future. The Chinese QBZ-95 is now standard issue for their full-

time units. That is the one I saw at the age of ten even though it 

looked strange and futuristic and would not be invented until 

years later. I am dead certain. 

 

Well, I felt that I would share this strange experience with you. 

The Lord truly does work in mysterious ways. Why He would  

have sent a dream vision to an ordinary ten-year old boy in the 

Midwest fifty years ago and then that boy would remember that 

particular dream for the rest of his life and have it flash back 

into his mind while listening to Stan Deyo speaking on an 

internet radio show is indeed interesting. 

 

Hard days are coming, brother. 

 

God Bless, 

Prof. Steven (last name withheld) 

 

Dann 
 

April 15, 2011 

Fellow Believers in Christ, 

This letter is to compliment Prof. Steven's prophetic dream from 

4/11/11. 

 

Sometime prior to 9/11/2001, I had a dream also. 

I am not one to be overly vocal about such things. But, a close 

friend Gary, who introduced me to this site and many more, 

instructed me to send this in. 

I know God sent him to me, so that my eyes could be opened. 

So I trusted him enough to do this. 

In my dream, I was out on a porch in broad daylight. It was hot 

and the sun was high. 

This was more like, to those who know what a "line shack" is, a 

more appropriate description than a house. 

There was a porch on the front with a roof and wooden steps. 

The whole thing was quite weathered. 

The landscape was flat, treeless, and arid. There was a short 

gully to one side. 

I got the impression I was staying there, or guarding it anyway. 

http://www.standeyo.com/NEWS/11_Prophecy/110410.PSI.Steve.html
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I did not know where it was at all, but it was in the USA. 

This is the fun part... 

On the horizon I saw a lot of dust rising.  

As I continued to watch, I began to make out the details of the 

people moving. 

They were each on some sort of device. The devices were like a 

scooter front, but they had no wheels. 

They were hovering, like the skateboard in "Back to the Future". 

 

The "vehicles" were black. The people were all dressed in black 

as well. 

If you think of Swat Team attire, you have it. 

They were all armed. They were in rows of a formation, like in a 

rectangle with what seemed like 30 or 50 people in each. 

Then several of them in a row, and rows upon rows as far as I 

could see. 

They did not break the formation for any reason. They just kept 

coming. 

 

It was an invasion. 

O.K., what was I doing in my dream? 

Not what one would think. 

As I watched this spectacle, I pulled out a pocket knife, picked 

up a stick, sat down on the step under the roof ...in the 

shade...and began to whittle. 

I was not afraid in the least. I felt at peace and almost amused. 

 

I also remember 4 or 5 of them coming out of formation, to 

check out where I was staying. 

They came through the gully on the side of the shack, RIGHT 

NEXT TO ME, with guns out and looking. 

They were within feet of me and did not see me AND I WAS 

RIGHT THERE ON THE STEP, whittling. 

This dream came to me before 9-11. It came before we starting 

seeing all this "men in black" stuff. 

I always felt as though I couldn't share this dream because 

people would think me crazy. 

But it was a VERY real dream. 

I swear I could almost smell the air. 

I am sorry that, not being a military person, I cannot describe in 

better detail their weapons, gear or the formation they were in. 

Peace of God be with you all 

Dann 

Bob Jones 

12-31-97 

Transcribed from a cassette recording by Judy Curmi. 

I [GOD] HAVE BEEN SHOWING MY PROPHETS THESE 

THINGS FOR YEARS. NOW WALK INTO IT. I AM 

BEGINNING TO PERFORM MY WORD. 

Bob saw two mighty angels. One was holding the "San Diego 

plate" and the other, the New Madrid Fault Line. When each 

cup is full the angel will turn loose and the quakes will happen. 

They will be SUDDEN. 

VISION OF CALIFORNIA EARTHQUAKE(S) 

Mammoth Lake [east of Modesto, CA] is "going to happen" 

with an enormous earthquake and/or volcanic eruption.] 

When Mammoth Lakes quakes/erupts Hoover Dam will burst. 

Water flumes, including those to Southern California, will break 

apart. 25,000,000 people in the Southwest will be affected and 

without water. LACK OF WATER WILL BE THE MAIN 

DANGER IN CALIFORNIA. 

Death Valley will become a great Inland Sea. 

In the California quake Bob saw the ground quake for FIVE 

minutes. The ground liquefied and complete houses and 

buildings sank into the ground just as if they were in quicksand. 

 

The San Fernando Valley – seat of pornography- won’t rise 

again. 

 

Los Angeles: GET OUT! Expect a devastating earthquake and 

terrorist attack(s) with nuclear suitcase bombs. Some of these 

bombs have already been smuggled into California. 126 nuclear 

suit case bombs are missing from the USSR. Many have been 

smuggled into the USA and Israel by terrorists. 

Due to the eruptions/earthquake a plate will separate. The Sea of 

Cortez (Gulf of California) to The Los Angeles River will 

separate from the continental USA. What is left of Baja 

California and Southern California east of the breaking/sliding 

continental plate will be an island or series of islands. 

The cup is nearly full for California. [12-31-97] Expect quakes, 

terrorist bombs and viruses. Get into your prayer closet! 

VISION OF A NEW MADRID EARTHQUAKE 

There will be an enormous earthquake somewhere along the 

New Madrid Fault line. A mighty angel has been holding this 

fault line together also. 

Six great cities will be destroyed. Among them are Chicago, 

Morgan City, St. Louis and Memphis. Memphis will become a 

lake. The Mississippi River will be 35 miles wide when it is all 

over. The shaking will be felt all the way to Charlotte, North 

Carolina. Water from the Great Lakes will flow south into the  

Mississippi River and then into the Gulf of Mexico. 
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OTHER GENERAL PROPHETIC WORDS 

 Our economy will be destroyed when a huge earthquake 

hits Tokyo and the Japanese pull their money out of the 

U.S. stock market. [Author’s note: Prophet Catherine 

Browne of Scotland had a vision some years ago of a 

horrific eruption of Mt. Fuji, which caused massive 

destruction in Tokyo and worldwide mourning.] 

 This nation will repent when our cities are leveled. 

 Some Midwest cities are going to experience 5 feet of rain 

in 2-3 days. 

 There will be a Third World War 

There will be signs in the sun and the earth will change. See 

Gen. 10:25. 

 These are very sober times, but be of good cheer. Get your 

eyes off the gifts and onto the giver of the gifts, the Creator.  

 Get to know the Lord as a wife knows her husband. If there 

is trouble in your marriage, fix it! Put on Christ! 

Judy Curmi 

May 7, 2011 

“Judy, things are not always going to remain the same as they 

are now. Things are going to change drastically in your life. 

Things are also going to change drastically in the world. 

Men in power- specifically in the financial domain - think they 

are going to be able to keep up their financial charade forever, 

but I say “NO”! The fleecing of the sheep, the stealing of 

everyone else's future (except for their own) does not please me. 

I did not create men to be vampires and blood suckers! 

This is what is going on today in the world of “high finance” 

such as Wall Street and international investment banking. My 

Plan did not encompass a few predators in various countries 

managing to amass all the wealth for themselves, while 

everyone else became enslaved in debt or too poverty stricken to 

provide shelter and food for their families. 

I  AM ABOUT  TO  TURN  THE TABLES  IN  A  VERY BIG  

WAY. The earth belongs to ME, not two-legged blood-suckers 

driving Aston Martins and Rolls Royces. I AM going to prevail 

for I AM the creator and sustainer of all things, not man. 

 

Man is an ephemeral being and his life depends on me. The 

greatest man living in the poshest mansion or most elegantly 

appointed chateau is still only one breath away from death and 

standing before me in judgment. 

I AM turning the tables. The earth is MINE. The old order of 

things is about to dissolve before your very eyes. Even before 

the end of this year - 2011 - things  will have  changed in a way 

that will startle you. 

I AM going to call MY people out of the wilderness. I AM 

going to call them out of their deserts and hiding places. I AM 

going to begin to establish MY kingdom and set my people in 

high places. The darkness cannot overcome the light. My people 

will be powerful “lighthouses” and beacons of light calling 

people to righteousness, right thinking and right living. 

In my kingdom my children esteem others more highly than 

themselves. They do not spend their time continually plotting 

and scheming how they can swindle others and strip them of the 

little they have left! A good name is to be cherished above all 

things, and this is a name of someone who walks in wisdom, 

righteousness and humility before their God. 

What earth worships means nothing to me. The gold and silver, 

the positions of power, wealth and fame - none of these have 

any lasting value if they are not used for my kingdom purposes. 

In the greater scheme of things they are as fleeting as the 

dandelions and the daffodils. 

I AM going to bring it all down. I alone am to be worshipped. I 

will bring the great and bloated plans of wicked men to nothing. 

It is not only on your doorstep, but my Plan is beginning to 

unfold even now. I will “interfere” with man and his plans 

whenever and however I want! All knees must and will bend to 

me in the end. 

I will open doors for my people. 

I will open windows of escape. 

I will give glimpses into the heavenly realms. 

My people are about to start walking in the POWER 

I created mankind to walk in! 

They will minister to the lost and the needy. They will bring 

comfort and hope to the hopeless. They will rebuild the waste 

places of broken human hearts. They will prove beyond the 

shadow of a doubt that there is a God in heaven, that he walks 

and talks with his people and that he cares! 

The dichotomy will be very clear. People can choose the hell on 

earth or they can choose a little bit of heaven and stand with 

ME. 

Since I hold all the winning cards it would see this should not be 

a hard choice to make, but even so, old habits die hard. The 

flesh is  very persuasive.  Flesh that has  been pandered to really 

knows how to scream! 

Everyone is going to have to make a decision. I want and intend 

to make that decision as clear and easy as possible. Fence sitting 

will not be allowed. Choosing unrighteousness, selfishness and 

wickedness will have its consequences. 

I will prevail in this matter. People will be STUNNED at what I 

will do, for I AM who I say I AM, not some made-up character 

in a book of “silly story tale fables” certain men sneeringly call 

the Bible. 

Be wise, not foolish. Choose the path of righteousness, not 

vanity and earthly foolishness. These will vanish into nothing 

when you have to stand before me and account for your life. Do 

not be left standing before me naked, but be clothed with 
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righteousness and good works. Above all, don't be so foolish 

that when my Son looks at you, he says “I never knew you.” 

[Matt. 7:16-27] 

Your Daddy 

Judy Curmi 

June 19, 2010 

 

I have been feeling a heaviness in my spirit regarding the city of 

Atlanta, Georgia for some time. However I did not know why or 

what this feeling was about. A few days ago, I decided I should 

inquire of the Lord and see if there was something He wanted to 

tell me? I received this message a few days later along with two 

additional messages on the same subject. 

Children, you have NOT been listening to me! I have sent you 

many prophets, even prophets from different nations to warn 

you of what is to come, but the majority of you have not 

listened. You have covered your ears and turned your heads the 

other way. You have mocked and scorned my prophets. You 

have said if the prophesy wasn't good (by your standard of 

good), then it couldn't have been from me. 

Wake up! You know many of My prophesies for the End Times 

because they are in both the Old and New Testaments. Is 

everything that is described there “good” by your standards of 

“good”? Are the seals, trumpets and bowls of the book of 

Revelation “good” - by your standard of good? 

ATLANTA WILL BURN. It is a given. As Jerusalem once 

burned, so will Atlanta [Georgia]. I am not telling you this to 

frighten you, but so that you might inquire of me what to do? 

I know the beginning from the end. I know the Plans I have for 

you and they are good - to bless you and transform you into the 

image of my Son. My blessings come with your obedience, not 

just tithing to me. If I have a blessing for you in place X, but 

you go to place Y instead, how do you expect to get the blessing 

I prepared for you? 

If you live in the greater Atlanta area, you need to start 

inquiring of me NOW as to my will for you. 

In fact, everyone should be inquiring of me until you can hear 

my voice clearly. Then you need to do what I say, if you wish to 

be protected in the days ahead. My Plans often do not make 

sense to man, but as I said before, I know the beginning from 

the end. I know every evil plot and scheme devised, whether on 

earth or in the second heaven [Satan's domain]. 

Please wake up before it is too late. Time is very short. Time 

is of the essence, but you still have time to obey me in an 

orderly manner IF YOU WILL INQUIRE OF ME NOW. 

ATLANTA IS NOT THE ONLY CITY THAT IS GOING TO 

BURN. THERE WILL BE OTHER CITIES, BOTH IN THE 

USA AND IN OTHER COUNTRIES AS WELL 

Stop playing! Stop “pussy-footing” around. I will answer if you 

inquire of me, but you need to start NOW. 

Your ABBA 

*2 Chron. 36:18-20 And all the vessels of the house of the Lord, 

great and small, and the treasures of the house of the Lord and 

the treasures of the king and of his princes, all these he brought 

to Babylon. And they burned the house of the Lord and broke 

down the walls of Jerusalem and burned all its palaces with fire 

and destroyed all the costly vessels thereof. 

And those who had escaped from the sword he carried away 

captive to Babylon, where they became servants to him and to 

his sons until the Lord delivered the kingdom to the Persians. 

On August 10, 70 AD, the Romans entered the city of Jerusalem 

and burned the Jew's Holy Temple with fire. On approximately 

September 2 of the same year they burned the lower city of 

Jerusalem to the ground. 

London will burn as well as Atlanta [Georgia]. It will not be 

rebuilt. In man's insanity and hatred for his fellow man, many 

places known to man are going to be annihilated. 

Inquire of me. Get under my wings. Make ME your dwelling 

place if you wish to be protected in the days ahead. [PS 91] Be 

wise, not foolish. Do not let your “stuff” deter you from obeying 

me, for time indeed is very short. Time is of the essence. 

Cairo, Egypt will also burn but it will not burn to the ground. 

Children, MANY places will burn in the days ahead. You 

MUST inquire of me. You cannot and will not be saved by your 

human reasoning. Who knows which cities will burn before it 

happens? Who knows what other mayhem is to come? I and I 

alone know the answer to these questions and can advise you 

properly, as well as offering you my protection! 

Other Cities Will Burn 

On June 20th I was given the names of some other cities which 

will burn in the days ahead. The list is not exhaustive, but only 

the few names the Lord chose to share with me. A list of the 

names I have received so far and their locations is at the 

conclusion of this message. 

Bangkok will burn. Amsterdam will burn. Paris will burn. These 

cities are just the beginning of the list. Damascus will also be 

leveled, as was prophesied by my servant Isaiah long ago. 

Isa. 17:1 Behold, Damascus will  cease from being a city,  and it 

will be a ruinous heap. 

As I send my fire I am also sending revelation, revelation of the 

plans of the enemy and revelation of who I am, for the world 

does not know me and has no desire to do so. I will take away 

man's “toys”. I will take away the baubles. I will remove the 

blinders  and   many  whose  hearts  are  hard  and  cold  will  be 

renewed and resurrected. 

The shaking will be very hard, but it is better to lose your 

“things and toys” than to lose your life for all of eternity. 

Houston will burn, as will Washington DC. Greenwich Village 

[New York City] will cease to exist. Great tribulation is coming, 

but it is not too hard for me to deal with. Nothing comes as a 

surprise to me. Follow and obey me. This is the best protection 

you can ever have. 
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This is the total list of names of cities I have received so far that 

the Lord has told me will burn: 

 Atlanta, Georgia 

 London, England 

 Cairo, Egypt 

 Amsterdam, Holland 

 Bangkok, Thailand 

 Paris, France 

 Damascus, Syria (leveled) 

 Houston, Texas 

 Washington DC 

 Greenwich Village, New York City 

 Brisbane, Australia 

 Johannesburg, South Africa 

http://standeyo.com/NEWS/10_Prophecy/100622.Atlanta.will.b

urn.html 

Jerry Golden 

It's the morning after Yom Kippur and it's 3:A.M. here in Israel, 

I couldn't sleep, the same vision kept occurring over and over, it 

was the presence of someone Holy had His hand on my shoulder 

and would not allow me to turn my head or speak.  

There was what looked like millions of people all shouting and 

screaming in the streets, at first it was the streets of Tel-Aviv, 

and then it was New York, it kept changing locations but the 

people all had the same blank and evil appearance not knowing 

what it was they wanted but seemed to be obsessed and unable 

to control themselves.  

I wanted to ask what is this and why are you showing me these 

things, I knew of them already I see the news and know the 

world is facing horrible times to come.  But was unable to speak 

or ask any questions.  

Then everything changed, and  I  was  looking  at  the  great 

suffering and I believed it was in Africa for most were black 

people and like the pictures often shown on TV they were 

covered with flies and many were dying before my very eyes, 

the smell was so horrible that I couldn't breathe, the sounds of 

torment and suffering was beyond words to describe. As I 

looked into the eyes of children there seemed to be emptiness 

and hopelessness. The mothers looked at me as if it was because 

of me and others like me that brought this terrible suffering on 

them. In their eyes I could see the sins of the whole world that 

had somehow fallen on them. There has a shame that swelled up 

inside me, I felt helpless to help these people. The One who 

stood beside me with His hand on my shoulder knew my every 

feeling and thought said there is much more for you to see. 

He begin to speak to me saying, once again there is greed, 

fornications and adultery in the Church and in My Jewish 

people and the time of repentance is here but not coming forth 

from the people, judgment will now fall on them around the 

world. Once again the people of the world see a horrible evil 

killing millions and they still are unwilling to show any mercy. I 

have great patience and forgiveness but even this has limits and 

it is now time for judgment, and a great suffering will fall on the 

earth.  

A time now forgotten by most when the evil spirit of the Nazis 

killed millions of my precious Jewish people has returned and 

has raised its ugly head to kill millions more. Fires like have 

never been seen will cover the world and millions will die, not 

by My hand but by the hand of the evil that has gripped the soul 

of mankind. For I have no part in evil, it only occurs when I am 

absent and I have been rejected by the Church and replaced with 

greed that feeds the bellies of many who call themselves 

Christians. 

There is salvation only in My Word and My Truth, this must be 

found and sought after by all, it is available for those who truly 

love Me more than life itself. As for my Jewish people I will not 

forsake them, and Israel will be saved, and those who know my 

Word know to stand with her. The world has failed to recognize 

the many blessing I have sent to them through my Jewish 

people, instead they hate them out of jealousy. They also hate 

the righteousness of my Word that I also sent to them and they 

have perverted it in their Churches and Synagogues.  

There was much more shown to me, but I know that what I am 

to share is only what you have now read. Possibly at a later date, 

I will be able to release the rest.  

I am now praying for a season, to gain the courage to send this 

out, for it is a very hard vision and one many will reject it. If 

you get this it means God has made it clear to me to send it out. 

I do so with fear and trembling.  

I just re-read this vision, and had the feeling I should make some 

changes, but once again I dare not, and I will send it out as is.  

Pray for the peace of Jerusalem, for our son Joel and all the IDF 

soldiers. Pray for this Ministry and your part in it.  

Joseph Olivarez 

July 30, 2012  

In the dream it was dusk and the full moon was out. It was a 

beautiful evening; visibility from the light of the moon was 

good. My wife and daughter were in the house. One of the 

neighbor kids came by and asked if she could swim in our above 

ground 24' diameter pool.  

I said sure, as we walked up the hill to the pool I had noticed 

that all the water had been released from the pool into the creek 

below. As I was wondering who or why all 13000 gallons of 

water were released from my pool the moon began to get 

extremely bright. It was as bright as the day. I became worried 

about my parents who live on the other side of the creek and 

tried to call them with my cell phone, there was no signal and 

the phone flashed on the dark screen "battery dead". I ran down 
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the hill to our house to let my wife and daughter know what was 

going on. As I was running down the hill I knew that the sun 

had a solar flare of some sort. I realized that the people on the 

other side of the planet where the sun was shining were getting 

burned. I began thinking where we were going to hide once the 

sun rose on our side of the planet. I felt in my heart that we had 

only hours left. As I got to the house my wife and daughter were 

already outside noticing how bright the moon was shining. All 

electricity was gone, the vehicles were dead we were not going 

anywhere. We were stuck where we were. 

I had felt a great sun burn on my face and arms and then I woke 

up in fear and panic. 

I woke my wife up at 12: 57 AM to tell her what I had dreamt. 

As I was telling her about my dream a small candle which was 

below a cross flickered and became so bright as to light up the 

cross totally and our bedroom. I felt as God was confirming 

what I had dreamt. 

I then went to the kitchen to have some water and continued to 

feel the burning sensation on my face and arms. As of today 7-

30 -12, I still feel the burning sensation on my arms and face. 

Isaiah 30:26 Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light 

of the sun, and the light of the sun shall be sevenfold, as the 

light of seven days, in the day that the LORD bindeth up the 

breach of his people, and healeth the stroke of their wound. 

John Paul Jackson  

Monday, May 30, 2011 

John Paul Jackson had a vision from the Lord of Prophetic 

events in the future of America that would happen in the next 10 

years from 2008 called The Perfect Storm. 

A storm is coming in waves over the next 10 years because the 

church is not the backbone of America anymore and the Lord is 

taking his hands off of the Nation. 

America will have earthquakes and large storms during a 

collapse of the economy. The dollar will fall and lose its value 

leaving many riots in cities across the nation. Many business 

and churches will disband for the economic depression that will 

require a new American currency to be established. 

Israel will be attacked and will have to defend itself from Iran 

and this will cause gas prices to rise in price. This will empower 

Russia to develop itself into a stronger nation in support of Iran. 

Islam will take a higher place in America and one US coastal 

city will be uninhabitable because of a nuclear dirty bomb. 

There will be a migration to rural lands out of the city. 

This is the time to prepare spirituality and physically with Food, 

water and Supply's before 2018. 

The next 10 years  

Geophysical 

1...There will be woes in 2012 

2...The jet streams will go wild and cause major weather shifts 

around the world  

3...There will be droughts in some areas and water will become 

more expensive than oil and some cities will evacuate thousands 

because there is not enough water to meet their needs and Jesus 

will make rain in one city and no rain on another city.  

4...Coastal cities will experience earthquakes and there will be a 

major earthquake in the mid-west first before this time. 

5...A volcano will become active and erupt in the U.S. again.  

6...The will be thunderstorms with softball size hail and 24in of 

rain in 24 hrs. 

7...There will be places with 3 feet of snow in 6 hrs. 

8...Tornadoes will hit with 350 mph winds in unusual places. 

9...A hurricane with 180 mph winds will have a diameter of 500 

miles and have storm surges 150 miles inland. 

10...A blight will hit a type of hybrid seed as a strike of God  

11...The storms will disrupt food harvest and there will be a 

national food shortage in food storage.  

12...There will be an epidemic that will kill many and it will 

start from another country and come to America.  

13...There will be signs in the sun moon and stars as the prophet 

Joel spoke of.  

14...The bubble around our solar system will weaken and come 

in to cause a new form of skin disease.  

 

15...The magnetic field will shift and will form cracks that allow 

solar winds to effect weather patterns. This will also cause 

communication problems with plans and cell phones and cable 

TV.  

War 

1...A dirty bomb will explode in a port city in the United States.  

2...Israel will have devastating attacks that will involve nuclear 

material being released. 

3...Israel will respond with missile strikes and will eventually 

bomb Iran and this will cause fuel prices to rise again.  

4...Russia will enhance this tension in the Middle East by 

creating an oil crisis.  

5...Russia will try to take control of Ukraine and continue to 

give Iran weapons to further ignite the oil crisis because with 

conflict in the middle east oil will escalate because Russia needs 

the oil to rebuild itself once again as a new mother Russia.  

6...When president Hosni Mubarak is no longer the leader of 

Egypt a new terrorist leadership will take his place and 

terrorisms will take a higher profile than before.  
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7...Pakistan will become more terrorist oriented and become 

more of a harbinger of terrorist.  

Economic  

1...There will be a bubble of hope in the economy but it will be 

short lived but in that span there will be enough time for godly 

people to make the necessary adjustments but it will not be a 

time to take on more debt.  

2...Commercial paper and credit card problems is a domino that 

will fall as jobless ness increases and buildings lay empty. 

3...Malls will lay more than half empty and stores remain closed 

and strip malls also with this no one is leasing the buildings that 

the owner needs to service the debt of the building so this will 

make commercial paper problems also with lending institutions.  

4...There will be waves of stagflation deflation and 

hyperinflation but God will guide those investors he can trust  

5...The dollar will lose value and become on par with the peso.  

6...A new North American currency is going to be established as 

the euro like an amero.  

7...There will be reports of many new finical corruptions 

uncovered in the years that lie ahead.  

8...People will start to grow their own food in some cities and in 

1 or 2 cities he saw men ripping up the streets to try to grow 

food.  

Political  

1...Pray for president Obama and his protection because there is 

a plan by Islam to try to take his life to start riots as 

destabilization to divert attention from their activities. 

2...We will see the worst riots in history in America it will be 

race riots but more economic in nature (all the African 

American people in the inner city).  

3...Economic difficulty will cause mobs to roam the streets with 

a robin hood mentality of taking from the rich to give to the 

poor.  

4...There will be many new corruption reports at very high 

levels.  

5...Terrorist activity will hit America again as a flaw in the 

border protection is discovered by our enemies.  

6...Rural land will become more valuable as people leave the 

cities to seek the security of a urban lifestyle.  

7...Social security and retirement accounts will become of little 

value.  

8...As the economic crisis continues America will bring home 

most of its troops to save finances.  

9...Because of the economic severity America will cut much of 

its foreign aid to developing countries and the results of this is a 

growth of international dictators and Islam will multiply.  

Religion  

1...Islam will force its way into school systems by demanding 

time to pray.  

2...Islam will work to take control of a large American city???  

It could be Detroit as they begin a multiplication project …???  

3...Islam will continue to make threats to influence 

congressional decisions. 

4...Islam will initiate a plan to have a president by 2024.  

5...medical advances and organ transplants will make it possible 

for homosexual men to be in vitro fertilized and give caesarian 

births. 

6...Many churches will file for bankruptcy as payments to large 

buildings can not be made.  

7...Large ministries will disband from financial difficulty.  

8...House churches will begin to grow as a need for intimacy 

increases.  

9...Hidden sexual perversion will be exposed and the numbers 

will be shocking. 

Jeremiah 18:11 Now therefore go to, speak to the men of Judah, 

and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, saying, Thus saith the 

LORD; Behold, I frame evil against you, and devise a device 

against you: return ye now everyone from his evil way, and 

make your ways and your doings good. 

1...Food will be multiplied after prayer on empty plates. 

2...Leaders arise in the midst of turmoil and people with ideas 

will meet people’s needs and people with innovations will 

facilitate systemization and supernatural wisdom of secrets to 

people of the lord. 

3...The Lord will pour out his spirit on all flesh so align yourself 

to receive it. 

Wednesday, June 1, 2011 

John Paul Jackson will be Alive in the Final Hour 

John Paul Jackson is a Prophet of God in the ministry of Dreams 

a visions of the future. He had visitation from Jesus and he told 

him "You will be alive in the Final Hour." 

This means that John Paul Jackson will be alive to see the time 

of the 7 year tribulation the final hour before the end of the 

world.  

This Statement by Jesus in his visitation carry's some 

implications  of  a  time  frame  to  the  final  hour  of  the 7 year 

tribulation within the lifespan of John Paul Jackson. 

John Paul Jackson was born in 1950 because he turned 30 

YEARS OLD in 1980 that would make him 61 in 2011. His age 

makes a time limit of 30 years before the last hour can possibly 

occur because he would be dead at the age of 90 proving Jesus 

statement false.   

http://americaslastdays.blogspot.com/2011/06/wstk-itv-sid-roth-interviews-john-paul.html
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Jesus statement to John Paul Jackson that he will be alive in the 

finale hour puts the time of the Tribulation 20-30 years from 

2011 around 2030-2040 

Saturday, August 6, 2011 

New John Paul Jackson 2011 Prophecy 

Prophecies to be fulfilled in the near future 

1. There will be an attempted assassination of a congressman  

2. President Mubarak will be removed from Egypt and shortly 

after pass away and become shifted into a more terroristic 

state. 

3. Greater storms in Poland and tornadoes in Poland 

4. Another big earthquake will hit Japan  

5. Mount Fuji will one day erupt again and a loss of life just as 

Pompeii 

6. A dormant volcano in Washington state will become active 

again  

7. There will be a large earthquake in British Columbia that 

will be in near proximity to the volcano in Washington state  

8. England will become more Christian and lose occultism. 

9. Scotland will become more prophetic in the church. 

10. It will rain in central Africa for 2 weeks without stopping 

and it will halt shipments and the rain will stop by a 

prophetic proclamation 

11. As David Wilkerson, another world evangelist will pass 

away   

Friday, March 2, 2012 

John Paul Jackson Prophecy for Japan: Mt. Fuji will erupt; 

3 warning signs will be given  

John Paul Jackson had a vision from the Lord and was given 

details of a Mount Fuji volcanic Eruption in the near Future. 

This could be deadly for anyone near the base of the volcano 

and it could affect millions of people miles away. 

He was told that there would be 3 separate plumes of smoke and 

steam eruptions at the base of the mountain as a warning sign to 

the Japanese people before the great eruption of Mt Fuji in the 

near future.  

Tokyo is AROUND 200 miles from MT Fuji and hopefully the 

eruption is diverted into the sea. 

Friday, March 30, 2012 

John Paul Jackson Update for 2012 

 John Paul Jackson is a well trusted Prophet of God that has 

predicted the future of America from 2007 to 2018 and beyond.  

In summary the United States is being prepared to enter a time 

of trouble starting with the finances of the nation. There will be 

an economic collapse of the value of the dollar and other world 

currency's caused by turmoil in the Middle East. Israel may be 

the scapegoat for economic devastation because of missile 

attacks to Iran. This will form an OPEC alliance against Israel. 

The fall of the dollar will cause riots in the cities of America 

that will be devastating to the nation. The United States will 

enforce martial law as an attempt to stop the violence. At this 

time there will be a major dirty bomb in a coastal city that will 

be uninhabitable for years. 

A domino effect of many events in this nation will start the time 

of Jacob’s trouble with wild weather and earthquakes hitting 

major cities in America. The time will come when the 

earthquakes affect the weather and the atmosphere of the world 

to allow cracks in the earth’s protection. The harmful radiation 

from the sun may destroy major satellites that will leave some 

cities with no internet, cellphones, bank transfers and TV for a 

period of time. Even the earth’s gravity will be affected. 

The United States army will be pulled back allowing other 

nations to have more control and power. This will give rise to 

Turkey and Russia and China eventually leading to the time of 

the Antichrist kingdom but we still have time before this. 

Eventually America will be invaded by other nations because 

the window of opportunity in the fall of America. 

From my calculations this time frame of the economic collapse 

is from 2007-2018 and 10 or 20 years beyond this we may 

actually be in the middle of the 7 year tribulation around 2030. 

So have real money, real needs, real Jesus. 

1…Watch the Middle East: President Mubarak will be removed 

from office and Egypt will become a more terrorist state. 

When this  happens all  the Arab nations that do  not promote to 

religious Islamic extremism will be deposed under a false 

movement and replaced by a harsher regime including Saudi 

Arabia. 

Libya, Syria, Lebanon is happening now 

The youth overthrow the leaders for democracy but have no 

infrastructure to sustain it and the void is filled with a new more 

extremist regime. 

2…Watch Europe trouble is coming to Europe 

The euro will begin to weaken and then it will crumble. Shortly 

after this the dollar will follow. 

It will keep getting darker until the church calls out to the 

lord.(the church doesn’t care) 

3…There will be an assassination attempt on a congressmen. 

(Later this was verified to be Gabby Gifford.) 

4…There will be a time when the sports stadiums will be full 

because no one can afford the price of anything. 

http://americaslastdays.blogspot.com/2011/08/2011-prophecy.html
http://americaslastdays.blogspot.com/2012/03/prophecy-for-japan-mt-fuji-will-erupt-3.html
http://americaslastdays.blogspot.com/2012/03/prophecy-for-japan-mt-fuji-will-erupt-3.html
http://americaslastdays.blogspot.com/2012/03/john-paul-jackson-prophecy-overview.html
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5…Israel will send missiles to Iran but before that day there will 

first be mystery explosions sent in various places in Iran. 

When the final missiles hit Iran there will be a huge growth of 

anti-Semitism and everyone will blame Israel for the price of 

gasoline. 

This attack will lead to OPEC nations to form an alliance and 

will not sell oil to nations that support Israel. 

And Israel will be a difficult thing and Jerusalem will be a cup 

of trembling. Soon 

6…Store up food  

We will see the dollar collapse and a new American currency 

and a new global currency and a one world currency and a one 

world order.  

We will see a totally new economic structure between Mexico 

Canada and the United States and the European community 

created with a stronger United Nations. 

7…Turkey will rise from ashes and be an incredible force in the 

Middle East with darkness at its core. It will not remain partial 

for long. 

8…Russia will be more nationalistic and create a crisis to 

capture the youth in the nation that it’s losing. 

9…Putin and Medvedev will fight for authority but Putin will 

win but behind the scenes there will be an even more ruthless 

man waiting for power when the time comes. Putin is setting the 

stage for his arrival (not the Anti-Christ he is coming from 

somewhere else)  

This is setting up the whole end time scenario. 

10…Russia will blackmail many small satellite nations that used 

to be in the soviet union to create a whole new alliance 

including Poland, Czechoslovakia, Slavic countries, Hungary, 

Romania, Ukraine, all of Kazakhstan (if you want Russia’s oil 

you will come back in or they will close the pipeline tomorrow) 

Russia is waiting for the price to reach a high level so they can 

close the pipeline and still function economically  

11…The earthquakes are going to be coming and they will 

change the tilt of the earth (like Chile, New Zealand, Japan,)  

This will cause the jet stream and climates to change 

dramatically and this will cause nations to lose crops.  

When the jet stream changes wildly, it will cause cracks in the 

protective layer of earth’s atmosphere and the sun will get 

stronger and get through the cracks and wipe out many 

satellites. 

When the satellites go out there will be no Cell phones, no 

ATMs, no bank transfers, no TV, no airplanes that can land, 

12…Things will start to happen in this nation. 

13…Anger and violence will be in the streets, rich 

neighborhoods are going to be invaded, with a robin hood 

mentality of what’s yours is mine will spread. 

And all that you will see in multi-million dollar mansions is 

Burt chars of the houses and only the chimney will be left 

standing. 

The violence will be so prevalent that the police will not be able 

to stop it. 

But the military will be able to stop it in only some urban areas 

(city areas) but not the rule areas (countryside) but even some 

urban areas (city areas) will not be able to stop because the 

violence will be so wide spread. 

14…The military will be coming home and because of the 

shrinking finances the military will also shrink 

This will allow cracks to form in the military this will allow 

your country to be invaded if the nation does not turn to the 

Lord. 

But the pride of your heart will say we don’t need the army. 

15…The will be tornadoes coming because of the climate 

changes that will need a higher category of tornado to an f6 or 

f7 and hurricanes 500 miles wide that will hit the US 

16…volcanoes will erupt again in the north western part of the 

United States and cities will be dramatically impacted and there 

will be things happening that are unheard of. 

17…The shape of the United States will change if we do not cry 

out to the lord. 

18…Drought will escalate in the lower half of the United States 

to raise the price of a loaf of bread to enormous prices.  

So much in price they will haft to have guards on truck to keep 

the food from being robbed 

19…Earthquakes will strike coastal areas and even the Midwest 

part of the United States.  

20…There will be places where hail falls and it will be a foot 

thick of hail and there will be soft ball size of hail and 24 inches 

of rain in 24 hours. 

21…There will be tornadoes so strong that it will make cars 

airborne missiles.  

22…There will be pandemics coming the first will be small and 

filled with fear but the second will be very serious. 

23…There will be changes in the gravity because of a shift in 

the magma of the earth, look for changes in the gravity fields. 

This will cause heating of the ocean floor and the oceans 

changing temperatures and that will kill a lot of fish and 

everything else in the ocean. 

24…China will escalate as the lead power in the world because 

of strategic plans and designs.  
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25…There is a commercial paper that is about to burst in the 

commercial real estate markets  

There is going to be a move for people to start growing their 

own foods (when does it Happen) 

When you buy food do not buy anything genetically modified 

because it won’t reproduce itself and there will be blight in 

Genetically Modified crops  

They think its blight proof but when the blight hits it will spread 

like wildfire IN wheat and corn but also in tomatoes 

26…Pray for president Obama’s protection; there is a plan to 

take his life. The worst thing that can happen is for him to be 

taken out by death. 

27…A dirty bomb will explode in a coastal city and it will be 

uninhabitable for over 30 years with a very high level of 

radiation.  

28…Take every opportunity to buy rural land because it will be 

very valuable as people flee the cities.  

29…The United States will cut most of its foreign aid to other 

nations and as a result international dictators will multiply. 

30…There will be a growing anarchy in the gay and lesbian 

community and there will be reports of mobs maiming and 

torturing heterosexual sexual men.  

Watch reports of men being able to carry a baby in their womb 

through organ transplant of a uterus to a man. 

31…Many Large Churches will end up filing for bankruptcy 

because they can’t make the building payments.  

The church has taken on the concept that numbers means 

anointing so they compromise offenses to keep the people for 

the moneys.  

32…The church must learn  how to  contend for  the faith again. 

We are weak and will fall away when crisis hits we have not 

been tested and we lost our resolve and we understand little of 

the advisories plans.  

The church has lost the ability to debate their faith without 

becoming angry and thus we have few strong voices in the 

political arenas. We have lost our witness that helps others to 

show others that God is still God and that he will do what he 

always have done. 

As a witness we are to prove that God still exists. We have to go 

back from a knowledge of God to a craving to Know God. 

The church must return to a love of His Word that it is infallible 

in its original form. 

This includes Knowledge and conviction that God is absolute 

and there is only one way to him and that is trough Jesus Christ  

We need a new revelation of Gods omnipotence and power or 

else we will lose heart in a battle 

33…We are at the time of Jacob’s trouble Jeremiah 30, Psalms 

24  

Christians will be seen and will be persecuted.  

God placed you here and you were born for such a time as this.  

You are in God’s end time army. 

Think in terms of real food, real need, real energy, and real 

money. 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 

John Paul Jackson Update 2013 

 Too Big to Fail – Fails – Nations Bank being pushed 

 Decay in America - Is the Infrastructure of America beyond 

repair? 

 The Rise and Fall of the political parties – New third party 

gains ground 

 The Washington Monument tilts more, Delays announced 

to other Monument repairs 

 The Great divide – The new Normal on the Mississippi 

River 

 Washington DC Riots continue 

 Chicago up in Arms – Death Toll Mounts 

 Where is The Navy – Why didn’t we See it Coming? 

 

 New United America being Pushed – Canada, Mexico, USA 

in Talks 

 GPS loses it GPS – How Long Until We Know Where We 

Are? 

 Three Planes down from Solar Tsunami – Search Continues 

 Volcano Erupts Near Tokyo, 7 Million Dead, Another 

Million Missing 

 City Tunnels Closed after bomb 

 New Year’s Terror – Out With the New, in With the Old 

 Record Set for Number of Cities with Riot Curfews 

 Martial Law to be extended for 30 More Days 

 Military Cuts Number of Soldiers 

 Nuclear Disaster Under the High Seas 

 Ocean Temperature Rise Spreading – Millions of fish dying 

 Blight in Grains Spreading 
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 Drought Continues to cause Prayer to Rise 

 NFL Postpones all Games Until Answer Found 

 Does God Play Softball? – Hail the size of softballs destroy 

thousands of homes and Autos 

 The North Pole is Now Found in North Russia 

 Cyber Attack Cripples Grid – Multiple Collapses with 

Restart Efforts 

 More Explosions in Tel Aviv – Radioactive traces found 

 Politics and Trust the new Oxymoron 

 What other Secret Weapons Does Israel Have? – Has Israel 

Played all its Cards? 

 Loss of Identity – The Cost to Belong to the New Euro 

Community 

 Radical Solutions Create Shockwave – Administration says, 

“We Ran Out of Answers” 

 Israel says if Missiles hit Jerusalem, Mecca will be hit 

within minutes 

 Record High Temps Accompany Record Drought Swept 

South 

 Demand for Classic Seeds Skyrocket 

 Derivative Panic Hits Global Markets 

 Food Prices Lead Nation’s Escalating Inflation Woes 

 Sysco Co and Kraft Considers Guards on Delivery Trucks 

as Food Nears 40% of the Family Budget 

 Big Regulations Hit Small Banks 

 Credit Markets Freeze Up 

 The New Face of Robin hood – Flash Mobs Loot Rich 

Neighborhoods 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 

John Paul Jackson Financial Crisis in America  

John Paul Jackson had a dream from the Lord of a future 

financial crisis in America which would be caused by new 

policy during President Barack Obama's term.  

In the dream he was taken into the body of a congressman and 

Barack Obama told this man that "Funds were about to dry up 

and be very hard to get. You need to do what you’re going to 

do very soon because the funds won’t be available shortly." In 

the next part of the dream he was taken inside of a bank and he 

meets a friend which he does not know and this man tells him. 

"I'm getting ready to go to work in my family because funds 

are drying up in the bank" 

He was then taken outside and he walks into the bank and he 

saw one teller out of 20 teller positions at the Bank. As he looks 

around he saw only one lone officer. He then approached him 

and asked him how things were doing? 

This man answered him and said "We’re not too busy and 

that's good and the bad news is we’re not too busy. Funds are 

drying up. You better do what you need to do while you 

can because the money won’t be available shortly." 

This interpretation was given that there will be a financial crisis 

in America and money will be tight and unavailable. New 

policies would be enacted during Barack Obama's term from 

2013-2017 

 

Christians are to  

 Pay off debt 

 Expand with no debt quickly 

 Turn away from additional debt 

Funds will not be there; in the future preserve your wealth in 

Gold and silver coins. 

Based on my calculation there are important dates to keep in 

mind and America will endure many things. It will be good to 

be ready for any situations you may find yourself in. 

 2014-2015 blood moons will cause a war to the Jewish 

people and will affect finances. 

 2017-2018 is a transition into a new healthcare system and 

John Paul's predictions begin 

 2025 is the estimated time of events that will lead to the 

tribulation. Daniel chapter 8, 2300 days. 

I would move to rural land outside of the cities because after the 

financial crisis Russia will invade and destroy America when 

she is at her weakest. 

William Branham 

In Jun 1933 William Branham experienced a series of 7 

prophetic visions of the events leading to the total destruction of 

America in the end times. 

VISION 1  
He saw in a vision that the dictator of Italy, Benito Mussolini, 

would invade Ethiopia and according to the voice speaking to 

him, Ethiopia “would fall at his (Mussolini’s) steps”. However, 

the voice continued and prophesied a dreaded end of the 

dictator, for he would have a horrible death and his own people 

would literally spit on him. 

 

VISION 2 
The next vision indicated America would be drawn into a world 

war against Germany which would be headed up by the 

Austrian, Adolph Hitler. The voice predicted that this terrible 

war would overthrow Hitler and he would come to a mysterious 

“end”. In this vision he was shown the Siegfried line whereat a 

http://americaslastdays.blogspot.com/2013/03/john-paul-jackson-financial-crisis-in.html
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great toll of American lives would be exacted, but Hitler would 

be defeated. 

 

VISION3                                                                                       

The third part of the vision showed that though there were three 

ISMS, Fascism, Nazism, Communism in the world: that the first 

two would come to nothing but that Communism would 

flourish. The voice admonished him to keep his eyes on 

“Russia” concerning future involvements, for Fascism and 

Nazism would end up in Communism. 

  

VISION 4 
The fourth vision that appeared to him was one in which there 

was predicted to be tremendous technological advances right 

after the war. This was symbolized by an egg shaped car with a 

plastic bubble roof, going down beautiful highways completely 

under perfect remote control. There was no steering wheel in the 

car and the occupants of the car appeared to be playing a game 

like checkers. 

 

VISION 5 
The fifth scene that appeared involved the womanhood of the 

world. In this scene there appeared the fast moral decay of 

women. Starting back when she received her so-called liberty to 

enter into worldly affairs by means of the vote, she soon began 

to wear clothes that were too revealing. She bobbed her hair and 

adopted the clothing of men. Finally the vision showed her all 

but stripped naked and she merely covered herself with a tiny 

apron about the size and shape of a fig leaf. With her 

womanhood so little valued a terrible decay of all flesh came 

upon the earth and  with it  perversion even  as set  forth by  the 

Word of God. 

  

VISION 6 

Then there arose in the United States a most beautiful woman 

clothed in splendor, and great power was given to her. She was 

lovely of feature but there was a hardness about her that defied 

description. Beautiful as she was, she was yet cruel, wicked and 

cunning. She dominated the land with her authority, she had 

complete power over the people. The vision indicated that either 

such a woman would literally arise or that this woman of the 

vision was merely a type of an organization which is scripturally 

characterized by a female. Though the voice did not speak out 

and reveal who she was, he felt in his heart that this woman 

represented the rising Roman Catholic Church, and he inserted 

in parenthesis beside at the end of this vision which he had 

written out, (perhaps the Catholic Church). 

  

VISION 7 
The voice bade him look once more. As he turned and beheld, a 

great explosion rent the entire land, and left the land of America 

a smoldering, chaotic ruin. As far as the eye could see there was 

naught but craters, smoking piles of debris, and no humanity in 

sight. The vision then faded away.  

 

Danny Korakas 
 

Yesterday, 12-13-2012, I received an unusual type of vision 

with my eyes open – I saw a dam in the distance that I knew was 

erected at the founding of America which has held back the 

historical and failed ideologies of authoritarianism, socialism, 

communism, along with religious based despotic leadership 

within social government. However, the aspects of government 

and political institutions are critical to the quality of life that we 

experience today. Many in “Christian” circles want to avoid the 

great responsibility of self-government and focus on “heavenly” 

utopias that may be well-intentioned, but serve little practical 

value to the lives of others, neighborhoods, and societies. As the 

old and true saying so rightly states: “Folks of little to no 

societal or earthly value" simply coasting through life with 

delusional mindsets. 

 

We can thump our spiritual chests and live in the clouds but our 

eternal justification is not only justified in Christ, but also by the 

lives we live in the natural realm. If you don’t believe that 

government and political institutions are of tremendous 

importance – try getting just a 10 mile stretch of pot-holes on a 

highway filled or repaired after a cold winter without them. 

Who do we blame for our flat tires, broken wheels, and cracked 

axles? Who do we blame when our heat, electric, and water are 

not running smoothly? Who do we blame when natural disasters 

hits? The evolution of institutions is what has provided us the 

quality of life we enjoy today. All of these benefits stem from 

the maturing of democratic government which stimulates 

growth and incentive. 

 

As I drew near, cracks began appearing in the once strong dam 

that reflected the words LIBERTY, STRENGTH, COURAGE, 

and HAPPINESS painted in bold letters across the top. A large 

crack or fissure started traversing the center of the word 

“LIBERTY” which symbolized the polarization of individual 

freedom on one side and those embracing the ease of state 

dependency on the other. A small crack in the word 

“COURAGE” blew through the letters C, O, and U, revealing 

the word “RAGE” which I sensed would be the national 

emotion and persona for many as the days ahead unfold. 

 

The inoculation of state dependency and unsustainable debt is 

methodically eroding the structure of the spiritual dam that I am 

seeing in this unique vision as I am not prone to these types of 

experiences and dreams. The spirit of antichrist and those under 

its influence have prepared and executed well over the last 

century right under the nose of a non-discerning church which 

has failed to embrace prophecy and supernatural discernment. 

The church has feared man and sold much of its soul and 

birthright for a bowl of stew consisting of comfort, ease, and 

seasoned with prideful denial. 

 

Wall Street and Special Interest groups have lured both 

Christian and the political right into its bosom because the left 

has simply opposed it. All along, we will soon realize that the 

“love of money”, greed, and a lack of wise regulation was all a 

part of the methodical plan. I then saw a giant sledge-hammer 

with the words “The Interest of the Special” spelled on the 

hammer-head and the words “In the Grip of Deception” written 

down the handle as it crashed into the side of Dam over the 

word “STRENGTH”. 

 

A sea of faces appeared on the horizon – a great population with 

a blank expression as if they had been dummied down through a 

politicized and substandard educational system. I saw comic 

bubbles appear above the heads of this great mass of people 

with the words “SOLD OUT TO MODERN CULTURE” Only 

a few bubbles which were widely and randomly dispersed 
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reflected the words “SOLD OUT TO CHRIST.” The words 

“SOLD OUT TO MODERN CULTURE” in the cartoon 

bubbles soon blurred or dissolved and new words came into 

view such as various television shows, sport teams, music, and 

daily dramas that affected or were the greatest priorities within 

their lives. I instantly understood that the educational system 

built upon elitist and liberal ideologies was the mother that 

birthed the rejection of Christ in multiple societal levels and 

polluted our culture. What was once unacceptable had now 

become acceptable and vice-verse. Simply put, America and the 

prophetic church would rather watch and solve a good drama on 

the boob tube than become a watchman of the events in 

Washington and the rest of world which generates the decisions 

that affect our lives. 

 

 Suddenly, two darkly opaque figures moved across the top of 

the dam and hung a banner which draped over the words 

LIBERTY, STRENGTH, COURAGE, and HAPPINESS, with 

the words “FOOLISH and BLIND.” My spirit reconciled the 

state of America and the church for both had splintered  and 

polarized before my eyes. I then felt and turned into a cold and 

driving wind from the north and saw a mighty oak crying out to 

be shaved by the two figures into individual toothpicks which 

snapped in half upon being released into the wind.  

 

The mighty tree was soon completely reduced to broken 

splinters (they looked like long toothpicks) in their individuality. 

The wind ceased blowing from the north and began blowing in a 

circular pattern like a whirlwind. The splinters were then lifted 

up into the air in a chaotic funnel of debris. As the wind 

instantly stopped, the splinters fell to the ground and spelled the 

words of myriad denominations, religious branches, and the 

figure of a dislocated or broken body. I understood that the 

church was content to rapture itself in ease, escapism, and 

comfort. I likewise understood that the church had neglected 

and even abused its mandate and made a mockery of its calling 

via con-men televangelist, false prophets, adulterers, deceivers, 

and money beggars.” 

 

I turned 180 degrees and saw the shape of a large mega church 

with a cross on its pinnacle.  The doors on the east side swung 

open as I saw television cameras running and preachers 

proclaiming words of a false gospel which tickled the ears. A 

warning from the Lord to turn back to him suddenly appeared 

on a giant video screen in the sanctuary, but the preachers kept 

proclaiming and were willing to sell their soul and their 

followers under the snare of the false gospel. I then saw on my 

left side, a great following coming to hear their message of 

success and earthly power, and as the great mass moved closer, I 

saw the words “DECEIVED” written across their foreheads. 

 

 I turned back around to look the dam which now began to bulge 

under the weight of what looked like enormous money bags like 

the type transported in armored trucks stacked several hundred 

feet high. I turned back around to look at the mega church but it 

had been replaced by landscape similar to Mt. Rushmore with 

the faces of 3 new presidents which I recognized and one that I 

did not. A body part of each face was missing or abnormal and 

soon realized that President Obama’s eyes were closed and only 

the lids were reflected in the giant stone carving. 

 

My heart began to beat faster and prophetic understanding swept 

over me. I knew that the president represented not only personal 

policies and belief, but also the beliefs of a population that was 

growing evermore dependent. I knew that the current U.S. 

government could not see the end results of their current and 

fatal policies and that the weight of debt and unrestrained 

spending was going too eventually break the dam of resistance 

to all that America was founded upon.  

 

'If my people, which are called by my name shall humble 

themselves, and pray, and seek my face and turn from their 

wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their 

sin, and will heal their land.' 2 Chronicles 7:14 

 

Basecamp2000 

 Wed Apr 06, 2005  

 "From now on out the next couple of years...  

Additional escalating international woes beginning this year 

2005 -- contributed to a combined convergence of weather and 

ecological problems, crop failures, droughts, plagues, economic 

collapse, more earthquakes and tsunamis, political unrest, wars 

and serious major powers in conflict mode.. 

This was my in very first post here [a defunct prophecies web 

site]. It was soon after the big Asian tsunami, which I 

recognized from a vision of 33 years ago that was repeated 2 

years later. 

I emailed a friend 0n 12/6/04 about a “tsunami” about 3 weeks 

before it happened. In a short dream I saw huge waves 

inundating coastlines where there were palm trees and hotels 

and boats to be seen. But the buildings and boats were different, 

as though I was looking at 2 locations. So, I was not surprised 

when the media dubbed hurricane Katrina “the American 

tsunami”, after I had that “4 shudderings” vision I had the week 

before it hit, that I posted here.  

I began seriously to research this precognitive phenomenon that 

has plagued me since the age of 4. Not only did I post on this 

forum, but on some of the more serious and critical European 

prophecy and future forums where I have been helped by some 

authors and researchers in this field. 

 

The tsunami that happened at the end of 2004 is what I believe I 

also saw in 2 visions in 1973 and 1975. In each case, it was at 

the start of a “dream” that seemed to last all night long.  

It seemed to be a dream of the future. How far into the future I 

could not tell, but there were some good indications in the 

dream as to what was happening in that timeframe around when 

“The Tsunami” heralded the catastrophic changes. Here are a 

few: 

1. Everybody seemed to have a special type of “TV” with a 

keyboard that they could find knowledge with or even 

communicate with each other over incredible distances. (Back 

then only big companies had mainframe computers, no PC’s 

existed yet.) 

2. Everybody had very small walkie-talkie kind of radios with 

TV’s in them that they walked and drove around with and used 
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like telephones. (Obviously these are cellphones, which would 

have been Star Trek style science fiction back then.) 

3. Everybody drove around in luxury 4WD cars that looked like 

bigger Ford Broncos than we had then, or shortened Chevy 

Suburbans, that looked like Cadillac’s interiors. (Suggestive of 

SUVs?)  

4. Suburbs, housing developments and shopping malls were 

everywhere, but the stores names were all the same in each one. 

(Urban sprawl, globalization?) 

So, I would say the Asian tsunami of 12/26/04 was “The 

Tsunami” at the beginning of this great troubling period that I 

saw is coming in 1973 and 1975 to the “future” history of this 

world.  

After seeing the above things, a long night of visions 33 years 

ago, then repeated 2 years later, where all the following started 

to escalate, each year many times worse than the year before, all 

converging at once:  

- I saw a lot of military action in desert-like and mountainous 

settings, as well as destroyed city settings.  

- Many riots and violent demonstrations in cities. The Eiffel 

Tower, domed structures, old and new buildings and cities of all 

kinds. Police and military shot into the crowds to disperse them. 

Microwave dishes were used too, instead of the water cannons 

like the 60’s. 

 - Many explosions with wrecked cars and buildings and dead 

lying around. 

 - Great earthquakes and tsunamis that destroyed homes, 

buildings, and vital infrastructure, killing great numbers of 

people, wreaking havoc on economies, causing them to collapse. 

No power, water or food. Some large areas of land sunk and 

filled with water, others rose, many huge cracks in the earth, 

impossible for vehicles to travel much distance.  

- Many homeless people living in makeshift shelters, long lines 

for food and water, lots of misery and hunger, prices that were 

simply out of reach for most of the people, many having to go 

without medical help. 

 - Medical insurance so high no one could afford it but the well-

to-do, many dying for the lack of timely and adequate medical 

attention. 

 - Huge torrential rains and flooding all over the world, 

destroyed homes and buildings and cars, many dead. 

 - Many destroyed buildings, property and dead, due to fast 

moving winds, both regionally and locally. 

- Record summers that were unbearably hot and long, record 

winters that had unprecedented lows. Many power outages due 

to overloaded and inadequate infrastructure. Many areas of the 

world permanently changed in climate affecting agriculture with 

very serious consequences. 

 - Long, disastrous droughts, serious water shortages, sick and 

dead people and animals. 

 - Crop failures and disastrous famine due to drought, insect 

plagues and disease; lack of machines and trucks to plant 

cultivate and transport, lack of people to harvest crops. 

 - Huge explosions and very bright flashes of light. 

 - Lots of uninhabitable areas and cities (meltdowns like 

Chernobyl? chemical or atomic warfare?) 

 - Many churches closing, people turning against religion and 

traditional values. Christmas, Easter and other religious holidays 

celebrated in other ways. Much religious persecution among 

religions and governments. “Special lifestyles” attempted to rule 

instead of the norm.  

- A requirement for everyone to have a “universal identifier” 

from the cradle to the grave so that it could be determined that 

you were not a criminal, or a threat to society, and could be 

identified quickly for government aid, fraud, disease control or 

even burial. 

 - People “closed off” from one another, hostile and hating each 

other. Workplaces, churches and even families full of lies and 

treachery. People gossiping to destroy each other. People going 

off the deep end and killing one another. 

 - Long lines for fuel, which was scarce, rationed and almost 

unaffordable, people losing their jobs because they couldn’t 

commute. People literally froze to death in their homes.  

Factories and businesses closed. 

- A great chain   of earthquakes  and volcano eruptions,  day 

turned into night around the world for weeks on end – 

agriculture was affected for years. 

 

 - Huge “meteor showers” which were like a red-hot hail and 

caught everything on fire wherever it fell, followed by a very 

dark period of about a week where it was unsafe to go outdoors 

(had these often since I was 4). 

- Huge mass graves where countless bodies had  to be dumped 

because of disaster or disease. Later marked with plaques with 

lists of names on them of those who could be identified.  

- Governments declaring martial law due to the havoc wreaked 

by disasters, war and political violence, many rounded up and 

herded into massive detention centers. 

 - Enormous amounts of people having to go to relocation 

centers and camps due to the enormous disasters all over. 

 - Many, many people jobless and in enormous debt, losing their 

homes and entire families becoming homeless, helpless. Many 

foreclosures and evictions, people becoming virtual slaves to the 

banks and organizations they owe money to. Not much choice in 

what employment they are forced to accept. Cannot afford 

health care. 

 - Economic collapse, -started like a roller coaster way up high, 

but then it started down, up a bit, then down, down, down, then 

up shortly, but always down again till the Dow hit bottom at 

about 7000.  
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- There was a great epidemic of some kind. Many areas of the 

country were quarantined. Hospitals were overfilled way 

beyond capacity, many had to be turned away and died like 

flies. Daily life and commerce were affected, food and supplies 

could not be moved. Many people died of starvation too. 

 - Those that lived far away from big cities and were self-

sufficient and independent made out the best… Those that 

depended on the “system” and the government that they bought 

into suffered and perished by the millions. 

 That is pretty much in a detailed nutshell what was in the vision 

you all have asked me about. 

 It was certainly the reason for me to adopt an independent self-

sufficient lifestyle off-grid and enjoy a debt-free, worry-free 

existence up here in the Maine woods.  

Some here say I have wrecked my life by doing all this 

preparation, but I’d rather be in this enjoyable alternative 

lifestyle homesteading and living in an underground solar house, 

than to be betting my life on corrupt corporations and 

government who have more than once shown that they couldn’t 

take care of us in an emergency situation, and the inevitable 

economic collapse that is soon to come upon us." 

1968 Prophecy by a 90 Year Old Norwegian 

Woman 
 

This prophecy was given by a 90 yr. old woman in Norway 42 

years ago about events leading up to the second coming of 

Christ. An Evangelist by the name of Emanuel Minos wrote this 

prophecy down in 1968 and thought it was so extreme that he 

put it away. He recently reviewed the prophecy and was amazed 

that it is not "extreme" anymore--but the norm in our society. 

Read the prophecy below. 

An old woman of 90 from Valdres in Norway had a vision from 

God in 1968. The evangelist Emanuel Minos had meetings 

(services) where she lived. He had the opportunity to meet her, 

and she told him what she had seen. He wrote it down, but 

thought it to be so unintelligible that he put it in a drawer. Now, 

almost 30 years later, he understands he has to share the vision 

with others. 

The woman from Valdres was a very alert, reliable, awake and 

credible Christian, with a good reputation among all who knew 

her. This is what she saw: 

"I saw the time just before the coming of Jesus and the outbreak 

of the Third World War. I saw the events with my natural eyes. I 

saw the world like a kind of a globe and saw Europe, land by 

land. I saw Scandinavia. I saw Norway. I saw certain things that 

would take place just before the return of Jesus, and just before 

the last calamity happens, a calamity the likes of which we have 

never before experienced. 

She mentioned four waves: 

1. "First before Jesus comes and before the Third World War 

breaks out there will be a ‘détente’ like we have never had 

before. There will be peace between the super powers in the east 

and the west, and there will be a long peace. (Remember, that 

this was in 1968 when the cold war was at its highest. E. Minos) 

In this period of peace there will be disarmament in many 

countries, also in Norway and we are not prepared when it (the 

war) comes. The Third World War will begin in a way no one 

would have anticipated - and from an unexpected place. 

2. "A lukewarmness without parallel will take hold of the 

Christians, a falling away from true, living Christianity. 

Christians will not be open for penetrating preaching. They will 

not, like in earlier times, want to hear of sin and grace, law and 

gospel, repentance and restoration. There will come a substitute 

instead: prosperity (happiness) Christianity. 

"The important thing will be to have success, to be something; 

to have material things, things that God never promised us in 

this way. Churches and prayer houses will be emptier and 

emptier. Instead of the preaching we have been used to for 

generations -like, to take your cross up and follow Jesus, - 

entertainment, art and culture will invade the churches where 

there should have been gatherings for repentance and revival. 

This will increase markedly just before the return of Jesus. 

3. "There will be a moral disintegration that old Norway has 

never experienced the likes of. People will live together like 

married without being married. (I do not believe the concept of 

‘co-habitor’? existed in 1968 - E. Minos.) Much uncleanness 

before marriage, and much infidelity in marriage will become 

the natural (the common), and it will be justified from every 

angle. It will even enter Christian circles and we pet it - even sin 

against nature. Just before Jesus return there will be TV- 

programs like we have never experienced. (TV had just arrived 

in Norway in 1968. E. Minos) 

"TV will be filled with such horrible violence that it teaches 

people to murder and destroy each other, and it will be unsafe in 

our streets. People will copy what they see. There will not be 

only one ‘station’ on TV; it will be filled with ‘stations.’ (She 

did not know the word ‘channel’ which we use today. Therefore  

she called them stations. E. Minos.) TV will be just like the 

radio where we have many ‘stations,’ and it will be filled with 

violence. People will use it for entertainment. We will see 

terrible scenes of murder and destruction one of the other, and 

this will spread in society. Sex scenes will also be shown on the 

screen, the most intimate things that takes place in a marriage." 

(I protested and said, we have a paragraph that forbids this kind 

of thing. E. Minos.) There the old woman said: "It will happen, 

and you will see it. All we have had before will be broken down, 

and the most indecent things will pass before our eyes." 

4. "People from poor countries will stream to Europe. (In 1968 

there was no such thing as immigration. E. Minos.) They will 

also come to Scandinavia - and Norway. There will be so many 

of them that people will begin to dislike them and become hard 

with them. They will be treated like the Jews before the Second 

World War. Then the full measure of our sins will have been 

reached   (I   protested at the issue of immigration.  I did not 

understand it at the time. E. Minos.) 

The tears streamed from the old woman’s eyes down her cheeks. 

"I will not see it, but you will. Then suddenly, Jesus will come 

and the Third World War breaks out. It will be a short war."  
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(She saw it in the vision.) 

"All that I have seen of war before is only child’s play compared 

to this one, and it will be ended with a nuclear atom bomb. The 

air will be so polluted that one cannot draw one’s breath. It will 

cover several continents, America, Japan, Australia and the 

wealthy nations. The water will be ruined (contaminated?). We 

can no longer till the soil. The result will be that only a remnant 

will remain. The remnant in the wealthy countries will try to 

flee to the poor countries, but they will be as hard on us as we 

were on them. 

"I am so glad that I will not see it, but when the time draws near, 

you must take courage and tell this. I have received it from God,  

and nothing of it goes against what the Bible tells. 

"The one who has his sin forgiven and has Jesus as Savior and 

Lord, is safe." 

WHEN THE OIL FLOWS 

An elder in the Pentecostal Church at Moss, Norway, Martin 

Andersen, heard the following prophecy in 1937, in Moss: 

‘When oil comes out of the North Sea and along the Norwegian 

coast, things will begin  to  happen,  and the  return of  Jesus is 

approaching.’ 

When these words had been proclaimed, people stood up in the 

congregation and asked the man to sit down and not speak such 

nonsense. In 1937 it was indeed nonsense to talk about oil being 

pumped along the Norwegian coast. Today all the world’s big 

oil companies are pumping oil along the coast of Norway. 

Norway is the world’s second greatest exporter of oil - after 

Saudi Arabia. 

The sum of it all is: Jesus is coming soon (suddenly). 

Rachelle 
 

May 30, 2013 

The dream started out with me standing in an office building off 

the I-60 in the East Valley in Mesa, AZ. It was a normal, sunny 

day and absolutely nothing out of the ordinary taking place. As I 

was looking out the window, I noticed something that looked 

like an airplane fall out of the sky and hit the ground. Upon 

further inspection, I realized it was not a plane but rather a 

missile! The missile was all white in color with red block letters 

on the side of it saying “U.S.A”. 

 

I was then outside of the office building on the freeway looking 

up, seeing more missiles falling from the sky around me, 

although none hit me directly. Many people were on the freeway 

as well, all walking east and no cars were present. I remember 

wondering to myself how anyone could think this was an act of 

terrorism originating from another country (apparently this is 

the official story that was/would be told), since the word 

“U.S.A” was actually written on the missiles themselves! I just 

got a sick feeling in my stomach as I realized that the day finally 

arrived that would change America forever. I knew the day was 

coming, but now it was finally here and I could not believe this 

was actually taking place. I knew from this point forward, 

America would never be the same. I remember that I kept 

wishing so bad that this was only a dream and that I’d wake up 

from this horror, but it wasn’t a dream, this was really 

happening. I also was so surprised at how this event came out of 

nowhere and with absolutely no warning. One minute 

everything was fine, the next minute missiles are falling from 

the sky. I was sick as I realized that this was the event that 

would take away our freedoms. I continued to walk east, as I 

knew my house was in that direction and hoping to get there 

soon and off the freeway.  

 

Intermixed with the “regular” people walking on the freeway 

that were unaware that this event was about to take place were 

individuals that that were in on the event, knew of its happening 

and were possibly part of the NWO.   At one point, I was sitting 

with a little boy, who had a Bible in his hand. He was showing 

one of the people (a woman) that was behind this evil event the 

Bible, and showing her that this had all been prophesied many 

years ago in the Bible. She laughed at him saying how naive he 

was for actually believing that the Bible was true. I realized how 

tricky and manipulative these people were to get the rest of us 

(Christians) to discount the Bible and the truth. At one point I 

was kneeling down on the freeway continuously pleading the 

Blood of Jesus over me for safety and protection. 

 

As I continued to walk east, a woman (one of the NWO people), 

pulled me aside and said she had to place a chip of some sort of 

device in my arm (between my elbow and shoulder). I wasn’t 

told its purpose but I suspected it was some type of tracking 

device. I told her I didn’t want it in my arm. She said, “But you 

don’t understand, it’s not optional, it’s mandatory!” I asked her 

if I could think about it, to give myself an “out” and more time 

to dodge having it inserted in my arm.  

 

At that point,  I woke up immediately.  I was so thankful  it was 

only a dream because in the dream it all appeared so real that I 

was even wishing in the dream that it was only a dream. From 

this dream, I took away the following. The events unfolding (at 

least some of them) are “inside” jobs, although it will be blamed 

on other countries. These events will take place with absolutely 

no advance warning at a time that all seems “well”. 

Manipulation and deception will be used so you better know 

what you believe as truth! 

 

http://standeyo.com/NEWS/13_Prophecy/130701.missiles.chipp

ed.html 

 

Sarah, 16 year old South African 
 

2013/09/02 

  

Shalom dear family in Messiah Yahushua, 

  

I neglected to mention in my previous e-mail that the young 

lady to whom I refer, Sarah, and whom Yahushua uses as one of 

His mouthpieces in these End Times, has been raised as a 

Hebrew from the time she was born. She has never attended any 

government schools nor has any knowledge of the secular, 

Babylonian subjects that are taught in our mainstream schools. 

She was born after the new government came into power in 

South Africa, and has no knowledge of historical nor political 

events in this country. She has been completely home-schooled 

by her mother, who has raised her in the instruction of YHWH 

http://standeyo.com/NEWS/13_Prophecy/130701.missiles.chipped.html
http://standeyo.com/NEWS/13_Prophecy/130701.missiles.chipped.html
http://standeyo.com/NEWS/13_USA_/130102.guns-ammo.strategy.html
http://standeyo.com/NEWS/13_USA_/130102.guns-ammo.strategy.html
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Elohim. I think that this is pivotal to our understanding and 

acceptance of prophetic Word received from her as Yahushua's 

vessel to be entirely reliable and true. 

  

Shalom aleichem! Shulamit (Ingrid) 

 

Prophetic Word received from Sarah - South African, 16 year 

old daughter of the Kingdom of Yahushua haMashiach 

  

The Perfect Storm 2 September 2013 

  

For I tell you, judgment is coming upon South Africa. I am 

grieved by the government's rebellion against Me. They have 

built altars of idol worship and they will be burned by My 

jealousy.  Jacob Zuma's judgment has already been decided. He 

has  discarded   My  calling   and  has   not  led  this   country  in 

righteousness like David. I have postponed this judgment upon 

South Africa until the death of Madiba, and although there are 

many things in his life that are not in order, I was able to use 

him and he showed the world an example of forgiveness, peace 

and unity. I have called the people of South Africa to humble 

themselves and pray..  

  

The death of Madiba will also be the beginning of a greater 

revival because of peoples' desperation. The first peoples' eyes 

will open, many will stand up in rebellion and hatred, anger and 

pride - and death will be a result of it because of the memory in 

the water, because of the recorded racism. But it will also be the 

beginning of a time of great repentance and restoration, and 

there will be a shift in the spirit. All the collected and received 

prayers   of the   ages over this country,   every prophecy and 

declaration by faith, every prayer, every time you stood in the 

gap, repented and pleaded for forgiveness on behalf of the 

nation is held in a bucket in heaven as seed, and, as you have 

sown you WILL reap.  

  

Those who are part of the people who have humbly interceded 

will receive a double portion for themselves and their families 

but overall, I will take those petitions and the seed that you have 

sown will produce a harvest. I want to encourage the 

intercessors of this country, tell them not to stop, now is the 

time to intercede like never before because there is a season 

coming that many are unaware of. 

  

28 August 2013  

  

"Hear My words, I want you to warn the people not to fear". 

  

I saw the earth from space, I also saw NASA. NASA was 

almost startled because they saw something coming in the 

earth's direction. I heard a voice that says: "Look around." I 

turned around and I saw a massive planet coming in the earth's 

direction. It was almost as if there were demons like Nephilim 

attached to it. I saw a really large shadow coming over the earth 

and it caused darkness upon the earth, and I heard the words: 

"The prophesied perfect storm, it is My judgment and 

destruction that will seize the earth, prepare for the days of 

trouble." I heard the blowing of a trumpet and I saw many, 

many angels in the sky. Then I saw Beloved Messiah, and the 

fear of YHVH came upon me because the righteous and just 

Judge is standing ready. I started to repent and heard peoples' 

prayers of repentance for the earth's rebellion, Yeshua heard and 

fire came out of His mouth upon people and they worshipped 

Him. At some point I saw Yeshua turning His face, and His ears 

did not listen anymore. People ran and they tried to hide because 

they fear Him, they fear His judgment. His bride was standing 

with a Sword...  

  

Then I saw Him stretching out His hand to His bride and He 

received her and she was gathered unto Him, I saw a date 

written in the air, it is almost as if the date is the trumpet, I saw 

the month was September and heard 3 years from now but the 

day was not clear to me because 2 days were written, but I didn't 

know which one it would be, only YHVH knows the exact day 

and the hour. I saw a book open, and all the prophecies written 

inside and I saw them opening up like scrolls and covering the 

earth. I saw poverty and hunger in many places. I saw storms 

coming upon specific places as in cycles. I saw rough seas, 

almost as if the sea carried the memory of the earth's rebellion 

and was angered against the earth. The sun was really, really hot 

and the heat became scorching, and it looked like the sun was 

spitting.  

  

I saw the spirit of Jezebel coming against the prophets, wanting 

to deceive them and get them out of their office through money, 

lust, distractions and pride. Here is a warning for those who 

stand in the service of the King: do not be misled, do not be 

deceived and do not allow pride to come into your heart. The 

enemy is angered against the prophets because people are 

awakening and the enemy's time is running out. Pray for those 

who stand in the prophetic office because they will receive 

tremendous rejection. The judges are standing up, they are given 

the authority to speak YHVH's word to the people as judgment 

warnings, the words may seem harsh and the enemy will want to 

bring fear but it is the words of the coming Messiah warning 

you to be alert and watchful, warning you to prepare yourself. 

Many will be deceived as prophesied.  

  

I saw a man, not clear at all, I couldn't see his face but I saw 

how he appears in the spirit, he is possessed by the devil, he is 

sitting in a chair, almost like a throne (position of authority) and 

he has his hand on the Bible and his feet in water - it is the anti- 

Messiah.  

  

"My warning to My people in this hour is do not fear, do not be 

anxious; do as I command you, for I will deliver My people like 

I delivered My people from Egypt, but My plagues will come 

upon the earth because of your pride. I want My people to keep  

on practicing their Swords, spend time in My Word, washing 

yourself in My Word, warring with My word, eating My Word 

so that you may know the truth." 

  

I saw many, many people being murdered for YHVH's name. I 

saw a scarcity of food. I saw a board in America and the 

numbers are going bizarre, money is going up and the bank 

system crashed. I saw a bank in America with the dollar on it, 

everything started to shake and people were trying to hold 

things together but it was not possible.  

  

The Spirit is pregnant, prophecy is about to be fulfilled, the time 

is at hand. You are in the days of Joel. 

  

"Listen to Me, My people, look what I have prepared for those 

who fear Me in diligent and radical obedience." I saw something 
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that almost looked like a blanket of Yeshua's blood. "Enter so 

that you can be under My protection because I have warned you 

many times, the door is closing, the time of grace is ending and 

there is not much time of repentance left. I have sent out My 

prophets and messengers before Me to call the people to 

repentance, give ear to My call NOW or you will be unprepared 

for the days to come, enter into My refining fire NOW and 

allow Me to burn you so that I may not find you lukewarm! 

Deep is calling out to deep, My Father has sent out the invitation 

to My wedding supper. My people do not know this, so many 

did not receive their invitation with gladness and joy to attend 

because their hearts are lukewarm. I am searching your heart, 

therefore if your heart is not sanctified your pride will deceive 

you.  

  

My judgment will come upon the people who have volunteered 

to be leaders like Moses that did not wait upon Me to prepare 

them, upon those who speak with a prideful heart, I tell you they 

lead My people astray and I will judge them. I will judge those 

who condone sin in My name, I am angered against the 

shepherds who lead My people astray and they think that they 

are righteous and they think they speak the truth. My Bride 

takes no part in this for she knows My heart, she is willing to be 

rejected by those that arrogantly judge that she is in a sect as if 

they know the truth. Repent, stand in the gap on behalf of them 

and pray that they may awaken and that the veil of pride will be 

lifted." 

  

I saw an ancient world map; the names of places are not as 

today, they are like they were in Bible times. There are scrolls at 

each continent, some of the scrolls were open and some of them 

were closed. On the right side I see YHVH's Kingdom clock 

that shows the times and the seasons. Behind this clock I see the 

world's clock, inside the world's clock I see people like in the 

days of Noah, drinking and marrying, mocking and rebelling. 

Then on the map Yeshua showed me a spiritual weather forecast 

that will manifest in the natural. The perfect storm was about to 

hit in a greater way, there was much activity in America, there 

were almost cycles of judgment. Another cycle was about the hit 

America! I saw a few tornadoes coming together, forming a 

large tornado in the spirit above America. I experience that it is 

YHVH's judgment upon their pride, it was the cycle of their 

pride that will hit them. For pride goes before destruction and a 

haughty spirit before a fall. 

 

Leon S. L.  
 

Thursday 26 May 2005 

 

This vision was one of the most detailed and complex visions I 

have had to date. 

 

I woke up in a dream. I found myself on board an extraterrestrial 

ship. There were about five extraterrestrials manning the ships, 

each with a different post. I was facing the front of the ship, near 

the right side, next to the front view screen, a window, and a 

television monitor. 

 

We were in the near future, watching recent solar activity on the 

surface of the sun. For the past year, the sun had been 

undergoing violent solar flare activity that had a profound effect 

on earth as well as other planets in the solar system. 

We then moved over to the earth. To the right of the earth, on 

the main view screen, there was a comet heading toward the 

earth. It was the same comet I seen in an earlier vision. The 

comet was closer to the earth compared to the first vision. The 

extraterrestrials were on full alert. We all watched with intensity 

as the comet impacted earth. 

The impact was worse than I ever imagined. I thought, "This is 

worse than the movie 'Deep Impact'." It looked like the comet 

hit Southern Africa, three-fourths on land, one-fourth in the sea. 

A huge tsunami headed toward South America and Antarctica. 

The tsunami was big, several miles high. Dirt from the land and 

the ocean floor was thrown into earth's atmosphere, causing the 

sun to turn black and the moon to turn blood red. 

[Sue, A lot of people have seen this comet coming. There seems 

to be some discrepancy as to where it hits. A lot of people see 

two separate comets hitting at the same time. Some even see 

three of them.] 

Back on board the ship, the television monitor turned on. Jesus 

Christ appeared, on the monitor; He looked like a handsome 28 

year old man wearing a futuristic commander's uniform. All of 

the extraterrestrials were listening to his commands with 

complete attention for he was in control of what was happening. 

There were countless extraterrestrial ships around earth and the 

other planets in the solar system. They too were receiving 

commands from Jesus. 

From the monitor, Jesus was explaining what I was seeing on 

the view screen. What I next saw on the view screen was what 

had been occurring on earth just before the impact. In addition 

to the solar activity, which was a sign of the coming impact, the 

earth had suffered from a series of major natural disasters. 

Earthquakes were clearly one form of those disasters. Just 

before the impact, there were possible futures that could have 

manifested, depending on the choices of the human population. 

 

Then the images on the view screen jumped back to the point 

we had left off (the sun turning black and the moon turning red 

from the impact.) Jesus continued to explain what I was seeing 

on the screen. The human population experienced a few days of 

darkness. Then, through Jesus, God intervened. I could see the 

entire planet on the screen. The hand of God (literally) grabbed 

the planet. 

I then saw people on the earth losing consciousness. Jesus 

explained that God was causing humanity to lose consciousness 

during the worst of the fallout. God was protecting 50% to 75% 

of the population of the planet. It was as if people were entering 

a cryogenic freeze. People remained unconscious for as little as 

three months to as long as three years. God kept them alive no 

matter what the conditions were on earth. 

On the earth, the planet was reaching freezing temperatures. The 

impact would have been a planet killer if God had not 

intervened. After the dust settled and the temperature of the 

planet reached a livable level, the humans, as well as selected 

plant and animal life, were revived. Humanity had no 

knowledge of their lost time. From that point on, humanity 
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experienced the daytime darkness dimmed by one-third and the 

nighttime darkness deepened by the same amount. 

After the revival, there were some more possible futures that 

humans could go through, but there was only about three years 

left before the next event. 

The sun was still going through violent solar flare activity. As I 

looked at the earth through the view screen, something was 

happening to the earth. Light was beginning to bend around the 

planet. As the anomaly got stronger, the planet disappeared as if 

it was cloaked. All I could see was a mild blur where the earth 

was supposed to be. Jesus said from the monitor, "The demons 

and evils in the universe can no longer see or find the earth". 

Over the blur, energy began to swirl around like water swirling 

doorway. The earth was beginning to move through that black 

down the drain. At the center, there was a black hole, a hole. 

The extraterrestrials on the ship moved into the next phase of 

their mission. They engaged the ship and moved from our 

current dimension and into the dimension where the earth was 

supposed to appear. 

On  the  other  side,  the  same  blur  appeared,  followed  by  the 

swirling and the black hole. The extraterrestrials were on high 

alert again. They said amongst themselves that they had to make 

sure that earth's atmosphere was intact. It was a tense moment as 

the hole began to open. The earth began to appear and there was 

a great sense of relief as we could all see the atmosphere of the 

planet was intact, but it was better than that. The atmosphere 

was crystal clear and the earth was cleaner than ever before. 

There was no residue of past human activity. Nuclear weapons, 

waste, pollution was all gone. The earth was alive and totally 

rejuvenated. It was like the Garden of Eden. 

I realized then that there were countless humans on neighboring 

ships and in places that may have been more comfortable for 

them. They had been taken up in the rapture and were waiting to 

repopulate the planet. 

I woke-up then. Thought about what I had just seen. Then went 

back to sleep. Throughout the rest of the evening, I heard one of 

the extraterrestrials talk to me about what I had seen. We went 

over it and over it all night. He wanted me to remember and 

know what I had seen. 

I remembered and now I have shared it with you. 

Leon S.  

David Jones 

Sid Roth IS737 Transcript 

SID: Hello Sid Roth here. Welcome to my world where it's 

naturally supernatural. My guest literally was an eyewitness of 

the final day on Earth, and two Jewish prophets also saw that 

day, one in the Old Testament and one in the New Testament. 

Isaiah said, "Scream in terror. For the day has Lord has arrived, 

the time for the Almighty to destroy. Every arm is paralyzed 

with fear. Every heart melts and people are terrified. Pangs of 

anguish grip them like those of a woman in labor. We look 

helplessly at one another, their faces flamed with fear. For see, 

the day of the Lord is coming. The terrible day of His fury and 

fierce anger. The land will be made desolate and all the sinners 

destroyed with it." Then in the New Testament, John saw this 

day and he said, "Then everyone, the kings of the earth, the 

rulers, the generals, the wealthy, the powerful, and every slave 

and free person all hid themselves in the caves and among the 

rocks of the mountains. And they cried to the mountains and the 

rocks, 'Fall on us. Hide us from the face of the one who sits on 

the throne and from the wrath of the lamb. For the great day of 

the wrath has come and who is able to survive?'" When I come 

back I'm going to take you to an eyewitness who had an open 

vision, and literally could feel, touch, see this day, and he says 

it's about upon us. Be right back. 

Is there a supernatural dimension, a world beyond the one we 

know? Is there life after death? Do angels exist? Can our dreams 

contain messages from Heaven? Can we tap into ancient secrets 

of the supernatural? Are healing miracles real? Sid Roth has 

spent over 35 years researching the strange world of the 

supernatural. Join Sid for this edition of It’s Supernatural. 

SID: My guest David Jones was an eyewitness of what is 

referred to as the Day of the Lord. You'll find out in a few 

minutes about that. David, as I've begun to understand your life, 

frankly, I don’t know how you survived. How did you get 

through all that? I mean, at age 11, your father gives you your 

first drink and then later on you become addicted to drugs and 

alcohol. And your father was a fighter. Tell me about the time 

he tried to teach you to fight. 

DAVID: Well he was a brawler, not just in the ring, but also in 

the streets, and so he thought he was doing a great thing by 

toughing me up. And so he would knock me down and tell me 

to get up and fight him back, but I would never fight him back. 

But when I went into night clubs I would mess with anyone, but 

not my dad. I loved my dad and I respected my dad, but I would 

never fight him. But he wanted me to be just like him. And I 

believe, Sid, he thought within himself, he thought he was doing 

the right thing. 

SID:  Now at age 13, a week before David's father died, you 

knew what was going to happen. Tell me. 

DAVID: Yes. The Lord allowed me to dream a dream. Many 

people don't put weight on dream, but I do. They've always been 

my warnings. I dreamed he was in a Chrysler convertible and he 

was just going so fast, and he hit this brick bump and he was 

killed. I remember running to the car and his head was down 

and blood was running out of his mouth. And I said, "Daddy, 

don't die, Daddy, don't die." And he looked at me and he said, 

"Daddy tried." And he dropped his head and died. And I said, 

"Daddy is dead." And I knew, I had a knowing, Sid, that it was 

over for my father. At the kitchen table I told my mother, I said, 

"Daddy's going to die." She said, "Don't say that." And I said, "I 

saw it in a dream. He got killed in a car accident." The next 

week it happened exactly as I had seen it. 
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SID: Now David was not a believer in the Messiah. David did 

not know the Bible. But one night when you were 17, you had a 

vision, and it's so interesting to me. This was not just one vision. 

He then had a second one of the same thing after he became a 

believer in the Messiah. It's as if God knew David's purpose 

before David knew God. Tell me what happened. 

DAVID: Well my sister asked me to babysit her children while 

she wanted to go skating. And I did, and I put the kids to bed. 

And I had a portable radio, and I was trying to turn it on to get a 

station. All of a sudden, I heard a woman scream, and it was not 

like it was behind the house or in front of the house. It was just 

like in the air. So as I went to go towards the window I stopped 

and I said, no, no, wait, wait, wait, if I go towards that window 

I'm going to see something that I don't want to see. But Sid, I 

was compelled to go. And so I pulled back the curtains on the 

second story and I looked down, and I didn't see anything, and I 

was like, there's nothing wrong. And then when my eyes caught 

the stars in the heavens all of a sudden it was just like a movie 

screen and blood on the moon appeared. And it's like someone 

took an ice pick and poked the moon. Then blood began to ooze 

out of the moon. And then all the stars in the heaven began to 

fall all at once. And the sky itself began to roll up as a scroll. 

And it was happening simultaneously. The moon turned to 

blood. The stars fell from the heaven. The sky rolled up as a 

scroll and all of a sudden I see the woman with long black hair. 

She was beholding what was happening coming upon the earth. 

And she began to take her fingernails and dig on her face, and 

scream and holler. Then I saw hundreds of people running, 

thousands of people running and the horror on their faces, and 

God allowed me to sense what they were feeling, total 

helplessness total terror. And all of a sudden the vision 

disappeared and I fell to the ground, and I was trembling and 

shaking. I was like, oh my God, what did I see? Sid, I didn't 

know anything about visions at the time. And I was like, what 

should I do. And I said, look at the Bible, get the Bible. And I 

said, "Please Lord, don't let me see nothing else, please, please 

don't." I thought something was going to come again. I said, 

"Please." And I got the Bible and I just opened it up, and I went 

to Revelation, the 6thChapter, beginning at the 12th Verse, and 

it began to tell about the Day of the Lord and the moon turning 

to blood. And I said, "Oh God," and I began to look at that, and 

I said, "Lord Jesus, look what's happening. I've seen this with 

my eyes." All of a sudden, I call my Uncle Ed, he was a 

preacher, and I said, I told him what happened and he said, 

"Son, God just showed you a vision." I said, "You mean to tell 

me I'm not going crazy?" He said, "No, you're not going crazy." 

He said, "God gave you an open vision. When are you going to 

say yes to Jesus? When are you going to serve the Lord?" He's 

called to be a preacher of the Gospel. And I said, "I don't know 

if I can. I don't know if I can do it." And from that day I knew 

within myself there's something I must do for God. 

SID: Hold that thought. I'm going to tell you something. When 

you hear the second vision that David was part of, it's what's 

called an open vision, your life will never be the same. We're 

going to be right back. 

[music] [commercial] [music] 

We now return to It’s Supernatural. 

SID: Well I'll tell you. If I had had the vision that David Jones 

had, I wouldn't need some uncle to tell me to serve God. I would 

be running to serve God. But David, he becomes a Marine. He's 

interested in his life. He was continually, continuously going 

down, down, down. And one day he's at work. Someone invites 

him to go to church with him and he had an accident that almost 

cost him his life. What happened to you? 

DAVID: The boss brought me a big old check. And I said, "Me 

and my brother were going out and partying tonight." And I 

thought about it. And then I said [to myself], "No, I'm not 

going." I made my mind up not to go. I fell on the conveyor and 

I tried to lift myself up, Sid, but I had no strength. Then God 

Himself allowed me to hear my heartbeat. I said, "Oh no." I 

started fading out and I wanted to lift myself up, but I had no 

strength. I said, "Oh no, please." I began to pray, "Give me 

another chance, Lord, please, please Lord. I'll go with this man. 

Give me another chance." And I came back and all the people 

were around me and said, "Are you all right?" 

Don’t do me like this. I'll go with this man to church. The next 

thing I know, I'm going home, I'm getting ready. Here comes 

my friends, coming to party. They were like, hey man. I said, I 

went out on the porch. I said, "Hold it. I'm not going with you 

guys today." I said, "I'm going to the House of God. You all 

know I almost died today." And they were like, what? They 

said, "It's Friday. It's our party night." I said, "God can keep my 

heart beating and I'm going to the House of God." And I went. 

And I sat in the back of the church and the preacher was 

preaching. And as he began to preach, all the conviction started 

hitting me. And I said, I got to save myself. And so I got up and 

as I started walking towards him all of a sudden, Sid, the devil 

said, "Get out of this church. Run out of here. Get out of here!" 

And my legs began to get weak. And I was like, no, no, I know 

what's right. I've been brought up in church as a little boy. I 

remember. I remember. And when I got to him he said, "Son, do 

you want to be saved?" I said, "Sir, yes sir, I want to be saved." 

And I went to grab his hand and all of a sudden the power of 

God hit me and I flew straight back. But when I hit the floor, 

there were no ushers there to let me down easy. But it was like 

falling on a bed of cotton. Then all of a sudden the girls were 

looking at me. Back then, I thought I was a cool daddy. And I 

said, let me get off the floor with these beautiful girls looking at 

me. Then the supernatural began, and it began in my belly. Then 

it got in my chest. Then it got in my throat. Then my tongue 

began to cling to the roof of my mouth. Then I began to hear 

myself speak a heavenly language. That's the spirit of God. 

Pretty soon I didn't care about those girls. All of a sudden, I 

started experiencing such joy, such peace I had never 

experienced before. I was addicted to crack cocaine, acid, 

mescaline, THC, alcohol. But God delivered me. Now I have a 

joy and a peace I've never experienced before. And I got off the 

floor and I was just speaking in my heavenly ways. And then the 

ushers were trying to grab me. The pastor said, "Let him go. 

God has him now." 

SID: Okay. Now what happened to your alcohol addiction? 

What happened to your drug addiction? 

DAVID: Totally gone. Instantly healed by the mighty God of 

Israel. 
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SID: I'll  tell you,  when  God  can take someone  like  him  and 

flatten him on the floor, have him speak in a supernatural 

language and get delivered, and have him, now it's been like 25 

years you've been in ministry. 

DAVID: Twenty-five. 

SID: But I'm going to take you to February 2012. What 

happened to you? 

DAVID: Well I got up to go use the restroom. And as I was 

coming back and I was getting back in bed, it's like someone 

grabbed me by the arm and shook me. Next thing I know, I'm 

catapulted into an open vision and I'm hovering about 200 feet 

over the earth. And I can see all the beautiful skies and the sun, 

and all the happiness, people going to and fro, mothers with 

their children going into the grocery stores, people pumping gas, 

businessmen with their ties and briefcase going into the 

buildings. And all of a sudden, a thick darkness and clouds 

started appearing upon the earth. And then all of a sudden there 

was a sound from Heaven, a sound that I have never heard 

before in all my born days. It was like seven claps of thunder 

uttered into one. The sound was so deafening, not only did it 

pierce the ears of all mankind, but it began to pierce them that 

when they heard it their bodies began to shake and quake. This 

sound was so deafening, people began to scream. Then all of a 

sudden like someone took a razor blade and split the heavens, 

here come the Son of God with all his bands of angels and all of 

his glory. Oh Sid, and the colors were glorious, splendid, 

magnificent, glorious, the blues, the golds, the greens. I had 

never seen such colors like this. And he was coming speedily on 

the earth. Then people began to urinate on themselves and 

scream. And then one man said, "No, no, no, wait, wait, wait. I 

thought I had time. I thought I had time." But too late. All time 

had ran out for all mankind. Another man, he was like an Indian 

guy, real short, he began to say, "No, no, no, this is a dream, this 

is a dream. I'm going to wake up." But Sid, he couldn't wake up 

because he was already woke. Then I heard a voice from 

Heaven say, "This is the day of the Lord! It has come!" And I 

came out of the vision, trembling on the floor, and I'm shaking 

and quaking within myself. And I began to pray for me. I didn't 

pray for my mother, my wife, my children. I began to intercede 

for me because God allowed me to see such terror. Terror. We 

know God is love and He's mercy, and He's long suffering, and 

He's gentle, and He's kind. But Sid, there's another part of God 

that mankind has not been introduced to, and that's the terror of 

the Lord. Such terror, such horror. And I began to repent over 

my own life. Lord, save me. God, forgive me. Because He 

allowed me to sense what everyone was feeling. And I began to 

repent. Because I said, "God, I want to be pleasing to you, Lord. 

If I have hurt you or come against you in any shape or form, 

please forgive me, Lord. Lord, please allow me to be counted 

worthy to go back with you. I have seen the Day of the Lord." 

Then the Lord spoke to me saying, "I charge you now to warn 

all mankind," and said it like this, "I'm coming, I'm coming, I'm 

coming, I'm coming. Whether they would believe you or not, 

give them warning from you. Whether they receive you or not, 

give them warning from you. For the day of the Lord is at 

hand." 

SID:  You heard that.  Now what are  you going  to  do about it? 

I'm going to tell you something. If you are lukewarm, you are 

backslidden and you are not prepared for the Day of the Lord, 

you are either going forward red hot for the Messiah or 

deceived. No in-between. Believe that Jesus died for your sins. 

Repent. Tell him you're sorry and believe that he has washed 

your sins away as if they never existed. And then say, "Jesus," 

with your own words, "I make you my Lord. Come and live 

inside of me. I make you Lord of my life." Do that now. God 

has given you a very strong charge to tell people. But 

simultaneously God is telling many people even that are not 

believers in the Messiah the same thing. For instance, orthodox 

Jews in Israel are being told that we are in footsteps of the 

coming of the Messiah. In other words, they know something is 

up in the air. About the same time that David had that dream, I 

had a dream. And in my dream, you know, I wasn't even, David, 

I wasn't even thinking about this. It didn't cross my radar. If 

someone had said to me, the Lord is coming back so on, I would 

have said, yes, I believe that. 

But you know, I'm 73. In my heart of hearts, I'm not sure I really 

believe that. You're supposed to say he's coming back soon. 

You're supposed to live like he's coming back soon. But there 

just seems to be so much that has to be done. But it's not up to 

my peanut brain. It's up to God. And this is what God showed 

me in the dream. He said to me three times, "I'm coming back 

soon. I'm coming back soon. I'm coming back soon" David, 

between you and me, what did you believe in your heart about 

the Lord's return? I mean, between the two of us. 

DAVID: Well I didn't think it was close. I mean, according to 

all the scriptures and the Revelation teachers and the scholars, I 

knew it was going to come and I wasn't sure. But now I'm 

absolutely sure that He's coming at an hour and at a time when 

man least expects it. 

SID: What should someone do that's just heard this message and 

believes it's from God? 

DAVID:  Set their house in order.  Whatever they need to do for 

God they must do quickly. If they need to ask for forgiveness, 

they better do it quickly. If they need to go to their mother, 

father, sister, brother, ask for forgiveness, they need to go get 

things straight before it's everlasting too late, because the terror 

of the Lord is like something I never seen in my entire life. 

SID: Okay. Let me take you. I know you're living a holy life. I 

know that you love God. Right after that open vision, what did 

you do? 

DAVID: I began to repent and cry out to God. 

SID: But you repented. I know you. You repented way before a 

vision like that. 

DAVID: Not like this one. Not like this one. Because he made it 

so real to me. It was so real and it was so overpowering and 

overtaking that men and women could not even think straight 

when it happened. And He came so suddenly just like He said 

He would. 
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SID: Why is there so much urgency in giving this message? I 

mean, I've never seen someone with such a compulsion like it, 

an urgency in your voice. Why? 

DAVID: Because there's an unction within, inside of me that I 

don't have much time. You don't much time. We don't have 

much time. And I must preach it and I must proclaim it just as 

Noah did for 120 years it was going to rain. But they turned a 

deaf ear to Noah. They didn't believe that man of God. But the 

Bible said, God said unto Noah, "Come you and your family 

into the ark. For He opened up the windows of Heaven. And the 

windows of Heaven poured out a water upon the land. And 

everything that breathed through nostrils died just like God said 

it would. 

DAVID: Sid, I was invited to come preach a week revival. I 

ended up preaching 21 days. While I was preaching the first 

night, people began to wail.  Football players began to wail, 

running to the altar screaming, children, teenagers wailing and 

repenting, and a lot of them were Christians. The pastor himself, 

mighty man of God, and his wife just ran towards him and said, 

"Have mercy on our souls, O God. Spare us. Forgive us, O 

God," and fell to his face. I had never seen such conviction 

before in my entire life. 

SID:  You were telling me about an evangelist that was one at 

one of your meetings. What happened? 

DAVID: Well after meeting, you know, first of all, when I did 

the altar call everybody came: the pastor, the church, the wife, 

everybody. The guest ministers, everybody came. And this 

evangelist left the meeting, and you know, this is exactly what 

he said, "David scared the hell out of me with that message." He 

had stopped preaching. He wasn't preaching. Next thing you 

know he started preaching, doing revivals. Eight months later, 

he died. 

SID: Did you just hear what he said? Did you just hear what he 

said? You see, the Bible says, you do not know when your end 

will come. Eight months later, he died and all, there's someone 

looking at me right now, and you think that you're all alone. No. 

The reason that you're watching this show is for this moment. 

You think God isn't interested in you? He has you watching us 

right now for this moment. It's your life. It's your eternity. It's 

your purpose. I have to tell you this. If there was no fear of not 

knowing God, no fear of going to Hell, I would serve God 

because He's pure love. I would serve God because compared to 

knowing God, that's everything. And compared to everything 

that's nothing. I want you to choose this day who you are going 

to serve. But as for me and my house, we're going to serve the 

Living God. 

[music] [commercial] [music] 

SID: Next week on It's Supernatural. Is it possible to recapture 

what the first men and women had, but lost? My guest wants to 

answer because he says there's so much more. 

 

 

Augusto Perez  
 

10/10/2012 

"I was in a very large well lit room with wall to wall bookcases 

full of books and important looking documents. There was a 

small group of men in the room who were explaining to me the 

plans, processes and history of the elite. They began to 

methodically explain to me how they were behind most of the 

important events that have historically transpired on the face of 

the earth. I was shown several maps and information recorded 

on strange looking documents. As I was listening to them share 

many of these things, I was astounded at the brilliance and 

wisdom of their plans and methods which they have used over 

the centuries to bring about their evil goals.  

I was shown with great detail how they have cunningly devised 

and manipulated world events, as well as events here in 

America, to achieve their ultimate goal of total world power and 

control. As I was watching all the things that were being shown 

to me and intently listening to what I was being told, one of the 

men approached me and said to me in a loud voice: 'There is 

going to be a revolution in America; it will usher in a NWO'. 
As soon as I heard this, I was awakened. I was quite startled by 

what I had just heard. Many pieces of the puzzle began to come 

together and somehow things started to make sense to me. 

Interpretation: There seems to be an urgency in heaven about 

this. The elite are going to try to start a revolution in America, 

and provoke the American people to buy into it.  

The Communists and Islamic Jihadists, already placed deep in 

strategic places in the government throughout the nation, will 

try to ignite a revolution by baiting the American people to buy 

into it. The American people must not take the bait, but rather 

expose it for what it really is and expose them for what they are 

doing. The Truth will always prevail over a lie; Light will 

always overcome darkness.  

If the American people were to take the bait and join in the 

revolution, they will play right into their hands as this is 

precisely what the elite wants, in order to declare Martial Law 

and usher in their NWO agenda. The people must exercise self-

control and resist the temptation to fight this battle in the flesh. 

Rather, they must seek the Lord with all their hearts in true 

repentance and prayer. This is a spiritual battle that cannot be 

won in the flesh, but only in the spirit. Yahushua is the only one 

who can and will deliver His people. He is the King of Heaven 

who has never lost a war. He is the only way to salvation. Turn 

to Him in repentance now, and ask Him to save you and wash 

you from all sins.  

Daniel 2:21-23 “And he changes the times and the seasons: he 

removes kings, and sets up kings: he gives wisdom unto the 

wise, and knowledge to them that know understanding: He 

reveals the deep and secret things: he knows what is in the 

darkness, and the light dwells with him. I thank you, and praise 

you, O God of my fathers, who has given me wisdom and might,  
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and has made known unto me now what we desired of you: for 

you have now made known unto us the king's matter.” 

Ephesians 5:12-16 “For it is a shame even to speak of those 

things which are done of them in secret. But all things that are 

reproved are made manifest by the light: for whatsoever does 

make manifest is light. Therefore he says, Awake you that sleep, 

and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give you light. See 

then that you walk carefully, not as fools, but as wise; 

redeeming the time, because the days are evil.” 

AngelWings7 

June 29, 2013 

This  morning  (06-29-13)  the Lord  gave me  a  dream/vision 

which was so powerful and indicative of "Sudden Destruction" 

on America that I wanted to share it with you. 

In my dream/ vision I could see many missiles flying in the sky 

and also in the ocean depths.  There were people scrambling, 

screaming, running for their lives, hiding in the mountains 

trying to get cover. 

There was chaos all around, destruction -- everything destroyed 

by these missiles. I saw the missiles flying in the sky and in the 

ocean. 

I saw them pass right by me, but NOT ONE hit me.  I was being 

protected by the Lord. 

The oceans were roaring and violent like a tsunami and the 

waves were swallowing people up that were on the shore. The 

violent waves were swallowing everything in its sight. There 

was no way of escaping this devastating event. 

There were also fires breaking out due to the missiles and the 

fiery explosions. Furthermore, buildings, homes, everything in 

sight was crumbling to the ground. While all this was happening 

I was able to witness the catastrophic events. 

Then suddenly I felt this wind.  My body began to lift off from 

the ground. I was beginning to head to the sky at a rapid rate of 

speed.  

 

As this was happening, the people on the ground were in awe 

and in shock when the Bride of Christ was ascending into the 

clouds. 

The Lord gave me the understanding that soon things will never 

be the same again. Sudden destruction and the wrath/judgment 

of God is coming upon America due to her sinful ways,  

disobedience and not following the laws of God. 

Time is running out. The Lord is at the door to take the Bride of 

Christ home very soon. Keep looking up! 

 

 

Elliott L. Vere 

 (1970′s). 

This is the vision/revelation. I was in the midst of a great 

meeting hall (a church), and the walls and ceilings were covered 

with jewels and ornaments, and the windows were made of 

colored glass. The hall was full of people, some rich, some poor, 

some sick and crippled, mute and blind; but all had chains on 

and were hand-cuffed, and no one was free. 

In front of the meeting hall was a large platform, with a pulpit 

on one side and a large cage on the other, with a huge green 

serpent in it; and hanging over where the speaker would stand, 

was a great sword suspended by two strings horizontally; and on 

the platform were several ministers, 8 or 10, clothed in clerical 

robes, sitting one behind the other, one seated just a little above 

the other. 

 The assembly looked upon these men and they looked upon the 

church. There was silence for a while, until a thundering voice 

sounded from the pulpit, as if it came directly from God, saying, 

“Who will declare the whole counsel of God?” And the first 

clergyman arose with a Bible in his hand, and when he did, the 

old green serpent uncoiled and stretched out hissing against the 

man with sparkling eyes and protruding fangs; and the man of 

God, falsely so-called, sank back into his seat and placed his 

Bible under the chair. And when the serpent stretched up his 

head and touched the sword, he said to that man, “Anyone who 

obeys the voice of God, I will kill with this sword.” And for a 

little while, there was silence again. 

And then the Voice sounded from the pulpit again, “Who will 

declare the whole counsel of God?” And then the second man in 

clerical robes arose as if he would step forward, and again the 

serpent uncoiled against him, and he tumbled back with fear and 

sat down and placed his Bible under his chair (hiding the Word). 

The serpent again touched the sword, and with the same remark 

said, I will kill you, if you obey the voice of God. 

And for the third time the Voice from the pulpit thundered, and 

a third man arose and sat down like the two before him. And 

again and again the Voice sounded until each of the clergyman 

had had an opportunity to resist the serpent, but fear overcame 

them all, like the first three had been overcome. And the serpent 

smiled with his evil smile. And then the Voice sounded again 

from the pulpit saying, “Oh if there were a man, Oh if there 

were a man; Oh if there were a man who would declare the 

whole counsel of God, that these chained men might be set free! 

is there not one man?” 

Then a man of little stature (meaning he was nothing in the sight 

of the world), ascended the platform and stood under the sword, 

and he lifted up his eyes toward heaven and said, “Into Thy 

hands, O God, I commit my spirit.” Then he opened the Bible 

and read. He didn’t add anything to It, and he didn’t take 

anything from It; he read the Word, and spoke as a man having 

authority. And when he had finished, the old serpent stretched  
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up to the edge of the sword and cut off one of the strings 

holding the sword in place, and the sword swung down and 

missed him and passed over his head; because he was a man of 

“little stature”; and the weight of the sword made the other 

string to break, and the sword swung back and pierced the hearts 

of those clergymen who were lined up and nailed them to the 

wall. And a great scream of despair sounded from the pulpit; but 

an even greater cry of joy sounded from the assembly, for every 

man’s chains were loosed and they were set free! 

When this vision had vanished, I saw another vision of the 

Savior in a cloud, just above my head. He spoke saying, “Hear 

my son the meaning of these things. The meeting hall which you 

saw is the secularized church, having a form of godliness, but 

denying the power thereof. They are all covered with the jewels 

of the joys of this world, and there is no end to their silver and 

gold. The people which you saw, are those for whom I died, but 

My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge; they have eyes, 

but they do not see; they have ears,  but they cannot hear. They 

are truly in bondage and must be set free!” 

“The platform in which you saw, on which the clergymen were 

sitting; the platform is the preconceived ideas, having their 

origins from the pit of hell. The pulpit is the throne of God; and 

the serpent, old Lucifer himself. The sword which you saw, is 

the Word of God; and the strings on which it was hanging, mean 

the power of the Word to give life or the power of the Word to 

take life. Life was given to the man of little stature and life 

taken from the clergymen that did not preach My Word! The 

clergymen that you saw, are men (& women) from every church 

who pretend to know Me, but they teach My people things 

which are not written in the Book of life; and their pride and 

their presumption, and their worldly spirit force them to obey 

Satan, who is a liar and the father of lies; and each of the 

clergymen try and exceed the other in elegance, in extensive 

writings, argumentation and the like; but they only consider the” 

letter” of the Word, and leave out the “spirit” of the Word. And 

the day will come and now is at hand, when they shall all perish, 

just like these. 

 After having considered this horrible scene, the Lord spoke 

again with these words, “Do you remember My words in the 

prophecy of Jeremiah chapter 23, as well as My words in the 

prophecy of Ezekiel chapter 34? Jesus said, Read it.” 

And I opened my Bible and read, “Woe unto the shepherds that 

destroy and scatter the sheep of My pasture, saith the LORD. 

(Jer.23:1)” “In the prophets I have seen a horrible thing, they 

commit adultery and they walk in falsehood: (a perversion of 

the Word of God), and strengthen the hands of evil doers. 

(Jer.23:14).” 

Jesus said, “At the end of days you shall understand this. Woe to 

the shepherds that feed themselves, should not the shepherds 

feed the flock! (Ezek.34:2). The weak you have not 

strengthened, nor have you healed the sick, you’ve not bound up 

that which was broken, and neither have you sought that which 

was lost; but with harshness and with rigor have you ruled over 

them.” (Ezek.34:4). “I will destroy the fat and the strong 

shepherds; and I will feed them with judgment.” (Ezek34:16). 

Then He said to me, “That these false shepherds shall in no wise 

escape when the sword falls upon them. But My sheep must be 

warned, they must be set free!” 

And again He said, “Do you remember My words in the 

prophecy of Jeremiah in the latter part of chapter 25? Read it!” 

And I read these words, “And the slain if the LORD shall be in 

that day from one end of the earth, even to the other end of the 

earth: (Jer.25:33). Howl ye shepherds, for the day of your 

slaughter is come!” (Jer.25:34). 

Then He said to me, “These days shall come quickly, the 

shepherds shall howl, yea, there shall be weeping and gnashing 

of teeth; but when the sword has fallen it will be to late forever. 

The man whom you saw who was of little stature, is every man 

and woman who will humble himself or herself, and be obedient 

even to the death of the cross, putting his or hers trust in God, 

and going forward declaring the whole counsel of God! Oh, if I 

could find such a man, can you tell Me where there is one? With 

such a man I could shake heaven and earth, saith the LORD. 

End. 

Rosie Lovejoy 

August 4, 2013 

I had just begun a fast where the LORD asked me to spend time 

with HIM, rather than zoning out watching evening TV after I 

had completed the milking.  I was instructed to forgo the TV, 

and instead get into HIS WORD. And so I began with the 

question, 

“LORD, what would you have me read? What do you want me 

to know?” 

And so I opened my Bible to Amos Chapter 5. I began reading 

and chills went throughout my body.  I was reading about today. 

All I had to do was substitute current names for ancient names, 

and the message was prescient and alarming. 

When I had read all I could stomach, I knew that the LORD 

wanted to talk with me.  And so I began with a very simple 

prayer, “LORD, I feel you want to speak with me.  What are 

you wishing to say to me?”  

The answer was immediate:  “First, my Daughter, bind any 

demonic voices or spirits that may  want to  interfere with  our 

time together.” 

I did so. 

“Now, my Daughter, a great adventure for you is about to begin. 

(When I heard the words “great adventure” I began to freak out. 

HE has taken me on other “great adventures” where I have been 

stretched, disciplined, scrubbed and turned inside out. I did not 

want another “great adventure!”) 

“I hear your groans. I feel your fear at My words.  DO NOT BE 

AFRAID! Am I not your Creator who loves you with an 
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unfathomable love? Am I not the One who warned you to 

“move away from the coast to higher ground?”  Am I not the 

One who healed you and gave you back your life? 

“I had you read AMOS because there are great and powerful 

changes on the horizon. Just as I warned Israel and Judah 

countless times of impending judgment, so too, I have warned 

your nation. The corruption and injustice are more than you can 

fathom. 

“Just as  I destroyed  Jerusalem,  so  too  will I  destroy the  seat 

of the Serpent, Washington DC. The ones in power laugh at the 

warnings. They participate in demonic rituals to keep them safe. 

They have built underground bunkers and underground railways 

that crisscross your nation. They have stored the best of food for 

themselves. They have deprived the nation’s people of the 

ability to protect themselves during the coming war.  

“They believe they will triumph. And they will for a time. Then 

I will stand up and roar. They will scatter like fleas, but I will 

catch them.  Each and every one of them will be caught. 

“You doubt that Colville is A Place of Refuge [Location of 

Chuck Youngbrandt]. You see so much thievery and un-holiness 

here. Yet I assure you that MY HAND is on this place, and MY 

ANGELS are assigned the task of keeping it, and you, safe. 

“I have told you before and am telling you again: 

·        War is coming to your land.  It will be fought on your soil. 

·        Famine is coming to your nation.  It is caused by your 

nation’s refusal to repent. 

·        The bankers of your nation have looted your wealth and 

sinned against the poor. They shall not go unpunished. 

·        The skies shall burn and your nation shall burn.  Yet My 

Places of Refuge, My Green Pastures, shall not be touched. 

“Through it all I shall have a remnant who “shines like the sun.” 

She shall administer justice to the poor, feed the hungry, bind up 

the wounds of the sick and injured.  Miracles shall follow her 

wherever she goes.  She shall  be armed with  my  love,  not 

worldly weapons, and she shall prevail. 

“I have use of you My Daughter, just as I have use of all those 

who seek MY  WILL and who  seek to walk in OBEDIENCE to 

My voice.” 

“Now stand back and watch what I am able to do in your life 

and all the lives of those who walk humbly before their GOD. 

“It is well for you My Daughter. It is well. You have nothing to 

fear. 

 

Ranae Lee  
 

September 18, 2008 

Over the last several days, I've been feeling so much concern as 

things are really cranking up. Yesterday morning I was shown a 

lot, and then again this morning. I feel a great urgency to share 

these things and get the word out quickly because I feel time is 

very short for final preparations. Once again I stress, these 

things can change due to agency... but I do feel much is 

inevitable. I'm still not sure of the order, but I do think it can be 

surmised somewhat by conditions and other clues. I will relate 

this exactly as it was shown to me... thanks. This was from Sept. 

17th, Thursday morning. 

The first thing I was shown is that the economy is hanging by a 

thread. Russia and China are deeply involved in the U.S. 

economy. We are currently in a catch-22 with China and Russia. 

Once our economic stability is gone there is nothing left to hold 

them back from declaring full blown war. Part of the catch-22 is 

that rumors of war (as prophesied) are affecting world markets... 

so either way we will have an economic crash and a war. Right 

now they are holding off because of their interests in the U.S. 

Also, over and over in the last few days I've seen flashes of the 

"Sound of Music"... We are in the same situation living our 

normal lives as the evils around us are getting greater and 

greater even life threatening. We have no idea just how great the 

threat is right now. 

Many times one of the first things I see is the earth covered in a 

very brownish black haze. This is the evil surrounding the earth 

and it is so great right now. 

ECONOMIC COLLAPSE 

Next it was as if I was at the NYSE I saw two men in a tug of 

war over money. Then others joined in from all sides and they 

all started pulling. The money was stretching more and more 

and getting thinner and thinner. Finally one man broke away 

with a small piece in his hands. Then the government poured 

more into the center of the fray. It only made the money weaker 

and more brittle and thinned it out. Then the stretched out 

money tore right down the middle, and finally exploded. 

Everyone landed on their backs and their hands were empty, 

they stood up, brushed themselves off and looked around, all the 

money gone. 

 Then again I saw the house of cards, it had fallen and the cards 

were laying everywhere in disarray on the NYSE floor. Next I 

witnessed suicides all over. There was mass chaos and the 

public demanding a solution. Our nation was broke and the 

situation cascaded all over the world from here. The 

repercussions were worldwide.  

Next I saw the military trying to bring order. I saw the 

President’s face, He had his hands behind his back. Silently 

waving at someone to keep hidden, it was the Illuminati they 

were trying to implement their plans as soon as possible but he 

was clumsy about it and the people were not conditioned yet. 

The people were still too angry to go along with their plans and 

the Illuminati-move was too soon, so it didn't work yet.  
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CATACLYSMS 
 

Then I saw a map of the U.S. In Texas those affected by 

hurricane [Ike] had empty hands and there was no money to 

help them. Montana was really angry about things and trying to 

break away from the U.S. This brought even more control by the 

government. 

Then I saw California and a large earthquake to the north and a 

row of smaller ones along a fault line to the south. Along the 

Cascades there was a major drop in the earth along a fault, the 

west part dropped.  

Then I could see the continents shifting slightly. The Midwest 

was buckling and so was the strike-slip fault line off the Pacific 

coast. The coast was buckling under the pressure. Then again I 

saw Krakatau explode and the great tsunami hit the western 

coastline all the way from Washington state to Baja... it was so 

bad. So many people hit. Hopes destroyed and people dead. 

California was covered in water. I do think this dissipates later, 

but the damage was irreversible. People were leaving the 

coastline in droves, coming inland, moving to safer places. (I do 

not know where this event fits into things.) 

Next I saw [LDS] General Conference. The brethren were really 

concerned. Trying to calm fears and stress Faith in the Lord! 

The first earthquake was not long after Conference. It was early 

in the morning just before it gets light. It was a 6.2 or 6.3. 

Afterwards people thought everything was going to be fine, like 

that was the one we've waited for. News reports made everyone 

have a false sense of security. Then everything was calm and 

people went back in to complacency. This earthquake was a 

warning to "Get out!" it was a merciful warning for those who 

have eyes to see and ears to hear, those who are awake. 

It seemed as if about a week passed and then the bigger 

earthquake hit... 8.6. I've spoken of this extensively and will 

more on another post. But I did see the capital collapse on the 

south end. Buildings were swaying everywhere. People 

screaming and running. Liquefaction of the ground all over the 

Salt Lake valley. Hospitals collapse as well as a lot of other 

buildings. The spaghetti bowl (I-80 and I-15 Interchange) 

smashes down. The large crack that runs from the northeast hills 

of Salt lake runs down to Taylorsville, these cracks start at this 

point but get much bigger in the next earthquake I saw that this 

first "event" included several weeks of earthquakes and 

aftershocks. 

The underground fountains also began to open up at this point. 

This will affect as far away as the Cascades (volcanoes) and 

make them heat up... the death toll will be staggering. I did see 

angels guarding some homes and the temples. 

Most of the money was gone and only the military could help. I 

saw rioting, looting and people living in tents. 

PREPAREDNESS 
 

I was told people need to turn to God in fasting and prayer. 

Ramp up their food storage now. It will be the new currency; 

have, alternate shelter, heat, medical supplies and meds, fuel, 

water, a way to wash and haul it... another source of electricity 

like generators, solar or crank radios. I was told to can all the 

food we can right now. Priesthood should bless the homes. Get 

out of debt NOW!!!!! Have extra food for barter. Put homes in 

order... people will be sharing homes. Plan on martial law. Get 

birth certificates and immunizations in order and handy. Gather 

family close right now. Keep communications channels open 

with them especially after conference. Stock up fridges and 

freezers. This stuff will keep... it will be cold outside or it can be 

cooked to feed a lot of people if it thaws out. Have games and 

entertainment for the little ones. This will be very scary for 

them. It's a good idea to have a large dog and animals if you 

can; but if you are in central Utah, you may not be able to take 

them with you due to mandatory evacuations. Get used to the 

old way of living... Self-sustaining. Plan on no utilities for 

weeks, even months. Pay your cell phone in advance if your 

provider allows it. Weapons and ammo ready. There will be few 

jobs and a little rebuilding, but not much. 

ANOTHER WAR 

Next I saw in-fighting among the Illuminati the president of the 

World Bank was smiling and making a lot of Money. Others 

were very angry. This was a power play. I saw three power 

struggles between Bush, Obama, and McCain. The Illuminati 

were smiling. Pres. Bush made a speech and said with all that 

has happened 2-3 disasters so close together, our nation was in 

big trouble and other countries were taking advantage of our 

trials. Then he declared War and said there was no other way. 

Oil was a major factor in all of this. Then I saw the draft again. 

[LDS] Missionaries were coming home and their suits turned 

into uniforms. Woman were also in the army. It looked to me 

that this might be in early spring... around March? it was dreary 

and raining. Then I was shown a really cold hard winter... this 

was not the year long winter but it was bad. 

MAN-MADE PLAGUE 

Next I saw the airport. It was damaged a lot from the 

earthquakes but it was still functioning. I saw the clear vials of a 

clear liquid dropped there and the beginning of a plague. People 

were lining up for flu shots. (Don't do it! You'll be more 

susceptible.) Nothing the government did worked, except 

quarantine. I saw to plan for 3 months. Have food warmth, 

generators, surgical gloves and masks, antiviral meds. This 

seemed like early spring and was worldwide. There were mass 

quarantines; and road blockades. Very little travel, massive 

deaths, this effected every household. I was told to have faith. 

The Lord knows best! After about 3 months (around June?), 

people started emerging with a resistance to the virus. There 

were only a few scattered cases at that time. Foods were scarce. 

People's hands were empty. No spring planting because of the 

quarantine. Although some people did sneak out to plant. 

Then I saw a lot of flooding in the Midwest and rain in southern 

California. Also, the Northeast then a heat wave in Florida. 

There was some kind of problem in the Ohio area-Canada 

border. I do not know what this was. I did see sporadic power 

outages across the nation and then possible attacks on the U.S. I 

saw Russian subs and full-out war. In the Middle East it really 

got bad, there were jets in the sky here in the U.S... Then I saw a 

nuke. "All of this was happening so much sooner than I 

expected." 

Next, Russia  and China  were on our soil,  and our  military was 
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really weak. Then I saw the 2nd earthquake. It closed a lot of 

roads, blocked areas, actually protecting some places. It was 

huge 9.3… Then I saw the internment camps…with gas 

chambers and ovens…processing the people. The Illuminati- 

was smiling…and then they put the A.C. (Anti-Christ) into 

power, this was a political move to dominate the world. This 

began the implementation of the mark of the beast. They did use 

project blue beam… new technology was revealed... and used to 

deceive the masses and make them think Christ had returned. I 

was told Remember Matt. 24: people will say "he is here or he is 

there... believe it not." 

Next I saw the church going through a hard time. First financial, 

then the earthquakes, then martial law and domination from 

dictatorial powers in our nation. Then we fled (Into the desert... 

i.e. scriptures, don't know if this means literal.) I think this is 

what has been termed the call out. I did not see an official call 

out from leadership at this point. (In the past I have.) I just saw 

people going into the mountains. If a call out happens at all, I 

think it will be spring. Many were in great fear. 

Communications were sporadic, but the church had a system in 

place. At this point I heard the music "High on a mountain top" 

and the words of the scriptures came in to my mind. "People 

will look to Zion and say Zion is terrible. But they will find 

safety there! The world will both fear us and respect us. I saw 

the priesthood increasing at this time and a lot of miracles. 

Next I saw major volcanoes. Muddy rain from these and the 

skies were dark. The Lord’s people were working together. 

Then I saw a nuke hit California perhaps the same one 

mentioned earlier. California was gone and just islands were 

left. Then I looked to the east. The east coast was gone as well... 

just islands. The Midwest was underwater. 

I saw an asteroid hit out in the ocean past where California had 

been. I saw 2012 in the sky. The Lord's people were on foot, 

still in the mountains, moving from place to place. The sky was 

dark and then I saw fire hail falling from the sky, burning almost 

everything. At this point I was shown the sea and almost all of 

the sea life died. There were very few people left. 

Then I saw the White House empty as were the halls of 

Congress. People were on their own just surviving. I was told, 

know and watch for the signs of the Lord's coming! Moon 

turning to blood, stars falling from the sky (I thought then of the 

fire hail) and a Temple in Jerusalem. I was told, "do not be 

deceived by accepting a false Christ (project blue beam) and 

never ever take the mark of the beast (Verichip). I was shown 

how this will cause sores all over people. I saw gangs and 

prostitution. The people were really wicked and murderous, just 

to survive. Stay with the Lord’s people. Don't cling to earthly 

securities, they will kill you. Deceptions will abound. The Lord 

alone will save his people! 

This is as much as I can share right now and has taken me 

several hours to write. As you can tell, not everything is in 

chronological order. I shared it how I received it. But, I left out 

a lot of details because I have already shared a lot of it in 

previous posts. It can be revisited there. I will share the rest of 

what was given on Sept. 18th as soon as I can.... thanks 

Herendair 

Re: More.......Sept 18, Friday. 

This A.M. I was again shown a lot of events. I wish I knew the 

time frame, but I did ask concerning the earthquake and I feel it 

will happen sometime after conference and before 

Thanksgiving. We've given ourselves 1 mo. from now to be 

completely ready. I hope that is enough time. 

I again saw the blackish brown haze covering the earth. Then I 

was in New York City. I saw a man get out of a taxi holding a 

briefcase. He looked up at a large very stark grey building. I 

knew it was somehow connected to the World Bank. Then I saw 

a meeting inside this building. Several individuals were sitting 

at a large table and there was a lot of yelling. There was a man 

standing with his back to the others, looking out a window and 

talking on a cell phone. He was negotiating with the World 

Bank in England. They were shifting funds to stop the 

worldwide meltdown of banks. He was speaking of two banks 

that they were very concerned about. One was here in the U.S. 

and very large, the other was in the U.K. and connected to the 

royalty. Both banks were ready to fall and one had to be 

sacrificed to save the other. It was like a power tug of war. If the 

royal bank were to fail it would affect the political stability in 

Europe. All of the European banks were scrambling. Even the 

royal family was concerned. 

Next I saw that it was decided to sacrifice the U.S. bank. I saw it 

looked like a large building crumbling. (It reminded me of 911.) 

Next I saw the White House. The President was in the oval 

office and got the news, then he called for a meeting of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff and a special session of congress. He had no 

more moves to make and was following orders.  

Next I saw a Penthouse apartment, right at the very top. In the 

background I could see the yellowish orange sunset on the 

horizon. (It was like the sun was\pard [unintelligible] line 

setting on this lifestyle) Back at the meeting at the White House 

everyone looked down. There was nothing they could do. They 

had worked all day to save the economy and it was gone. 

 Next I saw the NYSE just before the closing bell. There were 

some people who had connections and rumors of the bank 

closure was affecting everything. I saw the market drop 1200 

points just before things closed.  

Next I saw the President's face. He picked up the phone, then he 

was on a news broadcast and declared a nationwide /global 

emergency. Fortunes were lost, and lives lost. Again I saw 

suicides. The president said "we will restructure." I knew this 

meant they wanted to put the Amero into effect. 

 I saw our President meeting with leaders of other nations. 

Especially Canada and Mexico. Mexico was big problem. It had 

ties to Venezuela and Chavez was putting pressure on them. 

Over in Cuba I saw a military buildup. Russia was also 

increasing its forces up by Alaska just across the bay from the 

U.S. Putin was laughing at us but he was very angry. Venezuela 

was ready to declare war.  

Then I saw a New World Order meeting and the U.N. They 

were putting pressure on Mexico to get the American union put 

into effect. 

Then I saw how resources had become the new money 

worldwide. Everyone was scrambling to stake their claims on 
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oil reserves. I think this is just one of the reasons Russia was 

gearing up near Alaska. Everyone was positioning themselves.  

Next, I saw that the NWO [New World Order] was not getting 

what they wanted, Mexico was not cooperating, negotiations 

weren't working and the NWO began to threaten Mexico. This 

caused the situation to explode. Chavez made a move of some 

kind from Venezuela; it was an attack. I saw that China was 

being unusually quiet. They were gearing up during all of the 

worldwide chaos.  Things in Iran also heated up. The oil and 

food meant power and they were flexing their muscles. 

Next, I saw a cascade of foreclosures and joblessness. There 

were very few jobs and too much debt. People were on the 

streets and tent cities were springing up everywhere. I saw men 

in suits wandering homeless. There were skeleton crews on a lot 

of jobs. All companies were scaling back. Even at utility 

companies. 

Then I saw power outages all across the U.S. Times were rough.  

Next, I saw the Federal Reserve and Allan Greenspan. (I do not 

know just who he is or what he does) but he was very 

connected. I saw that the old structure of the Federal Reserve 

was vacant and small. They were setting up and moving 

everything to a really great big structure. They were putting all 

of the money into this larger reserve. This was planned to put 

the right people in place and they were getting rid of those they 

didn't want. They were making fortunes as they did it. Now they 

had even more money than before and the world reserve was set 

up to fund the NWO and the anti-Christ. 

In all of this I saw again the roundup of people and the 

concentration camps. The NWO didn't care about China, Russia 

and Venezuela. They were moving forward with their plans no 

matter what, like a giant machine. Next I saw our military with 

stockpiles of food and weapons. In the streets the military began 

rounding people up especially the homeless and tent cities. This 

was the first phase of really rounding people up. The people 

were hungry and it was getting cold. Some were hopeful this 

would help them, others were scared. It looked so much like 

Nazi Germany. Now people began doubling up in homes so they 

wouldn't be rounded up. 

Then I saw a flu start, this was not "the flu" but it was bad. The 

authorities called it an epidemic and people started lining up for 

the flu shots... (Don’t)! There were a lot of old people and 

LOTS of snow. The snow was oh so bad! 

There were fewer jobs and Christmas time was not happy. 

People were just staying home and the holidays were sparse. 

Sales were down and in the stores canned goods were a big deal. 

I saw people getting food instead of presents. (Get stocked up 

now. I saw a great demand and short supply of canned goods.) 

Fresh fruit and vegetables were still available but they were in 

short supply. There wasn't much on the store shelves. I saw the 

cause of this was partially a lot of rain in the fall in California. 

Again I was shown the tsunami and earthquakes in California 

and lots of devastation. A lot of lives lost and sadness. (I do not 

know when this will happen or where it fits in the order of 

things.) 

Next, I saw Oct. Conference. The time of warning was past. 

There was some talk of these problems and obeying the prophet. 

They spoke of how the Lord's church would go on and the 

church was well prepared. 

 I saw that in the background a restructure of some sort was 

happening. I didn't see any details. But it was like things were 

pulling in. They seemed to be setting things up for more isolated 

leadership. I had read a talk of Pres. Packer’s and he spoke of 

changes in the fall, I wondered if this was what he was referring 

to? 

 I saw more leaders staying in their own countries and less 

travel. Some sort of decision was made at this time that was 

really big and I think it had to do with the missionaries. I was 

reminded that they have already moved some for political 

reasons and this would increase. I saw the elders coming home 

because of the tensions worldwide. This started gradually at first 

then it increased. 

Next, I saw the canneries, they were busy with the harvest. 

Getting a lot done but people were buying it as fast as they 

could and the shelves were empty. The council on being 

prepared had not been heeded by the majority, now they were in 

a panic. Some still saw no reason to do anything. I saw a lot of 

people going to their bishops for help and there just wasn't 

enough. 

Next, I saw the Church’s grain silo. I watched the grain slowly 

go down till only one kernel was left. They had sold a lot of it, 

but still had some. They couldn't be expected to feed the entire 

church and the demand was great. Again I saw conference, there 

was a lot of security. People were encouraged to watch from 

home. There were a lot of concerns among the people. Then 

once conference was over there was an uneasiness in the air. It 

was quiet then I saw a big bump under the earth. 

Then the first small earthquake started, it was a small shaking at 

first, 6.2 I think. This was a warning for people to leave at that 

point. Some did. Then it was shy of about a week that passed. I 

watched underground as this earlier earthquake caused a fault to 

begin moving and slipping. Then the west side of the fault 

bumped and dropped. It was mass panic as the bigger 

earthquake began. (I've shared a lot of this before, so some may 

be familiar.) It was like I was standing in a mall. The lights 

overhead were swaying. People were hiding under the counters 

and the walls began to crumble. 

Then I saw a large metal ceiling beam fall. This earthquake was 

lasting too long. I kept on thinking 3 minutes. But I asked and 

was told more like 1. It seemed like forever. It was at least an 

8.6. Buildings were crumbling everywhere. There were great big 

cracks in the ground, small and large. I saw the Great Salt Lake 

sloshing from side to side. 

In the 2nd earthquake, it is like a wall of geysers. It all began in 

the early morning, it was nippy outside and people had on 

jackets. There were so many dead and injured. Then it was like I 

was up in the sky looking down at the damage. All of the 

foothills had liquefied some of the valley was like Jell-O. A lot 

of the hospitals were half collapsed. Almost all of the roads 

were jagged and broken up. There were fires from broken gas 

mains and water spewing and leaking everywhere. Most of the 
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homes were either flattened or were damaged. In the older parts 

of town things were really bad all of the old buildings had 

crumbled and were just rubble. I again saw the glass building up 

near main shatter and come down. I saw the church office 

swaying and that afterwards it had to be evacuated due to some 

damage, it was unsafe. The capitol collapsed on the south end. I 

watched the spaghetti bowl just fall to pieces and up towards 

Parleys Canyon the overpasses on the freeway had crumbled. A 

great Crack divided all of Salt Lake in half it ran from the 

Northeast Mountains all the way down into Taylorsville with a 

lot of smaller cracks coming from that. North in Bountiful the 

large homes on the hill were really damaged bad. At the airport I 

saw the parking garage pancake down on top of itself. The 

airport was also damaged in places but it still was working 

.Next I saw people wandering the streets in a daze. There were a 

lot of gangs and looting. People were hiding and in shock. There 

were sirens and helicopters everywhere. News people were 

everywhere. The nation was watching closely. This thing was so 

big it affected Utah, Nevada, Idaho, Arizona, California, and 

Wyoming. I did not see much in Colorado. It seemed like the 

southeast part of Utah was less affected 

Next I saw how this event opened up the Cascade Range 

fissures. Things shifted enough to cause the volcanoes to heat 

up. Rainier, St. Helens, Hood and Mammoth Lake etc.... this did 

affect Oregon and Washington, but I did not see if it affected 

Montana. It seemed to be O.K. There were so many people 

dead. 

Now the military came in. I saw a truck with a canvas top full of 

soldiers. It was on one of the streets in SL (Salt Lake). They 

jumped out with guns in hand. They were making everyone 

leave in mandatory evacuations. They began putting people in 

relocation centers (the camps). It was planned. (Get out on your 

own before that happens. When you see the smaller earthquake 

it is a warning. Never ever, ever go to those relocation centers, 

they become concentration camps later on!) 

Next I saw long lines of cars on Redwood Road. There was less 

damage there and it was one of the routes out of town. Eagle 

mountain and Saratoga Springs were somewhat damaged but 

Lehi was the first place people started going to. They were 

inundated with people getting out of the SL valley. I saw that 

over on west Mountain in Utah County steam vents had opened 

up on the northwest side of the mountain. It is volcanic. In Utah 

Co. all of the foothills had liquefied as well, and there was 

almost as much damage as in SL. There was a big crack near the 

river in American Fork. This ran all the way up into Pleasant 

Grove. At the point of the mountain the homes on the north side 

were all destroyed. They were built on sand and just came 

sliding down like match sticks. The tower at Thanksgiving Point 

also fell. All of the roads were really broken up. 

Next I saw Rice stadium. Whole sections of bleachers had fallen 

due to the ground falling away beneath. Then I saw Royal 

stadium it was half gone.  

 

Next I Saw BYU football stadium it had some damage but 

seemed to be intact. The other buildings on campus were not so 

lucky. All of the older ones came down. I saw an older dorm 

was also half gone. But there weren't many students there. I had 

the feeling they were gone for the weekend or it was a holiday. 

Maybe they were all in class? The old Provo Tabernacle was 

damaged and crumbled on the north wall. I saw the glass in the 

NeWays building really crash down, killing people. The roads in 

Provo were so jagged and broken up. Again fires and a lot of 

water spraying from broken pipes. Rock canyon had a lot of 

damage as well. I did see that Deer Creek and Jordon Elle were 

damaged but I don't think they go completely until the 2nd 

earthquake? Just not sure? 

I saw ambulances trying to get around in Provo and it was really 

hard. The streets were so broken up. The hospital garage had 

collapsed and they were treating people out in the open parking 

lots and on the grass. I saw that there were a lot of helicopters 

and some of the hospital was damaged. 

Then I saw the old Ironton Hill between Provo and Springville. 

Most of it was gone, due to liquefaction of the ground beneath. 

The old Clyde building in Springville had crumbled and any 

buildings with a lot of glass just kind of exploded. 

The freeway to the west was flooded near Provo and there were 

a lot of power lines down on it. It was really dangerous. Past the 

north Springville exit to the south, there were cars lined up 

everywhere on the freeway trying to get out and go south. There 

was a major fault line to the east of Springville and the High 

School was mostly gone because it was built on it. Only the 

west portion of the building was standing. 

All of the houses on the hills were in bad shape. There was a lot 

of water in the streets and big cracks. I saw that near the old 

creek that goes through town there was a lot of damage. Homes 

had fallen in and lots of large cracks were near those areas. The 

creek was dry though, and that was good. The old buildings on 

main were in piles. Only one or two walls were intact. Some 

streets in Springville were usable to the south. 

 Next I saw Spanish Fork. I watched as a gas station exploded 

there on one of the main roads. I saw that south of Spanish Fork 

the damage got less as you went south. But it was still at least a 

7 pointer there. There was still a lot of damage and people 

killed. I did see that the priesthood had protected some of the 

buildings that had been blessed and dedicated. 

Communications were down, cell phone lines were clogged. It 

was expressed to me that those in the quake should call a family 

member in another state to tell of their condition and then that 

family member could notify others of how things are. This 

would free up the lines. 

 I saw that Logan was affected in about the same way as Utah 

County. About a 7.-- there. It was a 6 pointer in areas south. I 

saw people evacuated to Price, Sanpete (county) and Delta 

areas. I did not see them going north, it seemed like the damage 

was greater there. 

Next I saw them calling for people to open their homes and 

work together. 

Other nations began offering help. The world was watching. 

There were a lot of government, military vehicles around and 

they brought supplies. 

There were so many dead.  I saw  cars lined  up on freeways and 
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people dying in them. If you get caught in this traffic turn off 

your car. Save your gas and save the battery. Have a crank radio 

with to listen to or have one person call tell me or another info 

line with their cell. Then report to the others in line... so it 

doesn't clog the cell lines. 

 Everyone was trying to help the evacuations. Anyone with 

medical training was put to work. This earthquake began 

opening up the underground waters, but more came later in the 

2nd earthquake. There is a major underground river under the 

mountains and the damage of this quake affected it. I was told 

that reports would say this was the costliest earthquake in lives 

and property in U.S. history, even worse than the San Francisco 

quake. Most everything was damaged. So much death and 

suffering. 

I saw a little rebuilding, but with the economic situation there 

was not a lot of insurance to cover things. I was told to 

remember... food and supplies will be the new money. 

Get out medical supplies now and have them in a place that they 

can be easily reached. Secure shelves and heavy objects. If they 

live in central Utah they might want to put their food storage 

above ground if possible or it will be under their house. Do what 

you can. 

 I saw that 4-wheelers were really valuable and could get around 

on the broken roads. I was told to have two spares in your 

vehicle and keep Fix-A-Flat with you. 

 People will need a lot of leather gloves to pull people out and 

have tarps to cover damaged parts of homes to keep the rain off 

etc. Have evacuation kits ready and lots of blankets and coats, it  

will be cold! 

Portable heaters will work for some, but be careful of open 

flames there will be a lot of broken gas lines gas and propane 

follow the ground and it can explode from the vapors even if 

you don't think it is close by.. 

Get bottled water now and keep with you in cars etc... Have the 

car packed with first aid kits and ready to go at a moment's 

notice. 

Learn how to shut off gas lines. Make large bandages now, the 

kind made of old sheets for slings etc. If you have old crutches 

get them out and have them ready.  

You will need to have gas tanks filled and extra for generators. 

Have a meeting place planned for family beforehand and do 

earthquake drills with the little ones. Get out of the areas as soon 

as you can and on your own. There will be mandatory 

evacuations... and the military will make you leave. 

Don't ever go to those relocation centers. The ones that I saw 

were Camp Williams (Military Reservation), Hill, Micron, any 

large buildings. This was a national emergency and martial law 

will be in effect. The military will be the main help that comes. 

Sell anything you have that is useless, and use it to prepare now. 

Buy food. Prepare a safe place now. If you have a trailer or 

camper you may want to get it somewhere now, but the 

mountains  will be  cold and  the snow  will be bad later on. The 

damage did seem to be less in other states. 

Most of all, remember to turn to the Lord. HE IS IN CHARGE! 

I know that all of what I have shared is hard. I have spent the 

last two days and nights really struggling with this. I feel it all as 

I see these things. I just want people to be prepared. There is so 

little time left. Please pray about these things. Then prepare. I do 

know that the Lord will bless those who have been obedient. 

WE need to trust HIM and Know that whatever happens we are 

in His hands! May the Lord bless you... Herendair 

Stanley Frodsham 

1965 

"With great judgments will I plead with the population of this 

country. Great darkness is coming upon the countries that have 

heard My gospel but no longer walk in it. My wrath shall come 

upon them. The darkness shall be so great and the anguish so 

sore that men shall cry out for death and shall not find it. There 

shall be a lingering death, famine and great catastrophes. 

My  wrath shall be  manifested against  all  ungodliness.  It shall 

come with great intensity. You have known my love but have 

not experienced My wrath or My severity. My judgments are 

literal and not a thing to be passed over lightly. Realise the 

severity of My judgments and My intense anger against the sin 

in My Household. My judgments shall begin in My House, for I 

will cleanse My House that it be not a partaker of My wrath 

against the iniquities of the cities. Before I visit the nations in 

judgement I will begin at My House. When I do cause My wrath 

to come upon the cities of the world My people shall be 

separate. I desire a people without spot or wrinkle and such will 

be preserved by Me in the time of My wrath, which will be 

coming upon all iniquity and unrighteousness. 

I am going to prepare you for the coming days by a hard path 

that will cause many to cry out continually unto Me. For when 

the going is easy men do not seek Me, but rejoice in a temporary 

blessing. And when that blessing is removed they so often turn 

this way and that way but do not come to Me. I am showing you 

these things in order that you may seek Me continually and with 

great diligence. As you seek Me I will open up truths to you that 

you have not seen before, and these very truths will be such that 

will enable you to stand in these last days. As you are 

persecuted, reviled and rejected by your brethren then you will 

turn unto Me with all your heart and seek Me for that spiritual 

life that you need. So that when the tribulation comes you will 

have that which will enable you to stand. For many will be 

tossed to and fro, men's hearts shall fail them because of trouble 

on every hand. These days shall be very terrible the likes of 

which have never been seen before. 

Coming Glory - and - Deceiving Spirits 

When I visit My people in mighty revival power, it is to prepare 

them for the darkness ahead. With the Glory shall come great 

darkness, for the Glory is to prepare My people for the darkness. 

I will enable My people to go through the darkness because of 

the visitation of My Spirit. Take heed to yourselves lest you be 

puffed up and think that you have arrived. Many shall be puffed 
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up as in the olden days, for then, many received My message 

but they did not continue in it. Did I anoint Jehu? Yet the things 

that I desired were not accomplished in his life. Listen to the 

messengers, but do not hold men's persons in admiration or 

adulation. For many whom I shall anoint mightily with signs 

and miracles shall become lifted up and shall fall by the 

wayside. I do not this willingly for I have made provision that 

they might stand. I call many into this ministry and equip them, 

but remember that many shall fall. They shall be like bright 

lights and the people shall delight in them. But they shall be 

taken over by deceiving spirits and shall lead many of My 

people astray. Hearken diligently concerning these things, for in 

the last days shall come seducing spirits. They shall turn many 

of My anointed ones away, many shall fall through diverse lusts 

and because of 'sin abounding'. 

But if you will seek Me diligently I will put My Spirit within 

you so that when one shall turn to the right hand or to the left 

hand you shall not turn with them, but instead you will keep 

your eyes fixed wholly on your Lord. The coming days are 

going to be most dangerous, difficult and dark for there shall be 

a mighty outpouring of My Spirit in judgment upon many cities 

and many shall be destroyed. My people must be diligently 

warned concerning the days ahead. Many shall turn after 

seducing spirits and already many are seducing My people. It is 

those who 'Do Righteousness' that are righteous. Many cover 

their sins by great theological words. But I warn you of 

seducing spirits who instruct my people in an evil way. Many of 

these I will anoint that they in turn may purify and sift My 

people, for I will have a holy people. When I come I shall not 

find faith upon the earth but in a few, for when the time of 

testing comes many will depart from their Lord. 

Many shall come with seducing spirits and hold out lustful 

enticements. You will find that after I have visited My people 

again the way will become more and more narrow, and fewer 

shall walk therein. Be not deceived, the ways of righteousness 

are My ways. For though Satan come as an angel of light 

hearken not to him; for those who perform miracles and speak 

not righteousness are not of Me. I warn you with great intensity 

that I am going to judge My House and have a church without 

spot or wrinkle when I come. I desire to open your eyes and 

give you spiritual understanding, that you may not be deceived 

but may walk with uprightness of heart before Me, loving 

righteousness and hating every evil way. Look unto Me and I 

will make you to perceive with the eyes of the Spirit the things 

that lurk in darkness, that are not visible to the human eye. Let 

Me lead you in this way, that you may perceive the powers of 

darkness and battle against them. It is not a battle against flesh 

and blood, for if you battle in that way you accomplish nothing. 

But if you let Me take over and battle against the powers of 

darkness then they are defeated, and then liberation is brought to 

My people. 

The Ways of Deceivers 

I warn you to search the Scriptures diligently concerning these 

last days. For the things that are written shall indeed be made 

manifest. There shall come deceivers among My people in 

increasing numbers, who shall speak forth the truth and shall 

gain the favour of the people. For the people shall examine the 

Scriptures and say, 'What these men say is true'. Then when they 

have gained the hearts of the people, then and then only shall 

they bring out their wrong doctrines. Therefore I say that you 

should not give your hearts to men, nor hold people's persons in 

admiration or adulation. For by these very persons Satan shall 

gain entry into My people. Watch for seducers! Do you think a 

seducer will brandish a heresy and flaunt it before the people? 

He will speak words of righteousness and truth and will appear 

as a minister of light, declaring the Word. The people's hearts 

shall be won. Then when the hearts are won, they will bring out 

their doctrines and the people shall be deceived. The people 

shall say 'Did he not speak thus and thus'? 'And did we not 

examine it from the Word'? 'Therefore he is a minister of 

righteousness. This that he has now spoken we do not see in the 

Word but it must be right, for the other things he spoke were 

true'. 

Be not deceived. For the deceiver will first work to gain the 

hearts of many, and then shall bring forth his insidious 

doctrines. You can not discern those who are of Me and those 

who are not of Me when they start to preach. But seek Me 

constantly, and when these doctrines are brought out you shall 

have a witness in your heart that these are not of Me. Fear not, 

for I have warned you. It is possible that the very elect may be 

deceived. But it is not possible if you walk in holiness and 

uprightness before the Lord, for then your eyes shall be open 

and the Lord will protect you. If you will constantly look unto 

the Lord you will know when the doctrine changes, and will not 

be brought into it. If your heart is right I will keep you, if you 

will look constantly to Me, I will uphold you. 

The minister of righteousness shall be on this wise --- his life 

shall agree with the word, and his lips shall give forth that which 

is wholly true, there will be no mixture. When the mixture 

appears then you will know he is not a minister of 

righteousness. The deceivers speak first the truth and then error, 

to cover their own sins which they love. Therefore I exhort and 

command you to study the Scriptures relative to seducing 

spirits, for this is one of the great dangers of these last days. 

I desire you to be firmly established in My word and not in the 

personalities of men, that you will not be moved as so many 

shall be moved. I would keep you in the paths of righteousness. 

Take heed to yourselves and follow not the seducing spirits that 

are already manifesting themselves. Diligently inquire of Me 

when you hear something that you have not seen in the word, 

and do not hold people's persons in admiration, for it is by this 

very method that Satan will hold many of My people. 

The Way of Triumph 

I have come that you might have life and have it more 

abundantly, that you may triumph where I triumphed. On the 

cross I triumphed over all the powers of Satan and I have called 

you to walk in the same path. It is when your life is on the cross 

that you shall know the victory that I have experienced. As you 

are on the cross, seated in Me, then you shall know the power of 

the resurrection. When I come in My Glory the principalities 

and powers in the heavenly places shall be utterly broken. Fear 

not, for I have given you the power whereby you may tread 

down the powers of darkness, and come forth victorious through 
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every trial. As you are on the cross then you are victorious. It 

was on the cross that I triumphed over all the powers of the 

enemy. My life shall flow through as you enter into these 

precious truths. Look unto Me and appropriate My life. As your 

eyes and desires are toward Me and you know what it is to be 

crucified with Me, then you shall live and your anointing shall 

increase. It was not in My life as I walked upon the earth but 

rather it was in My life as I hung upon the cross that I openly 

spoiled principalities and powers. 

I am showing you truth that shall cause you to overcome, to 

have power over the wicked one, this is the truth that will 

liberate you and those around you. You shall know also the 

fellowship of My sufferings. There is no other way whereby you 

may partake of this heavenly glory and to reign with Me. My 

word says that If we suffer with Him we shall reign with Him. I 

desire to make these truths real within you. As you keep them 

before you, you will in turn liberate many who are in bondage. 

You will have revelation of those who are in darkness and will 

have the keys to liberate the captives. Many seek to liberate but 

do not have the keys. Upon the cross continually you will know 

the power of My resurrection. 

If you will indeed judge yourself you shall not be judged. As 

you seek My face and desire to be cleansed by Me in all truth 

and sincerity of heart, I will judge you in the secret place, and 

the things that are in the secret place of your heart shall not be 

made manifest to others. I will do it in the secret place and no 

man will know it. The shame that will be seen on many faces 

shall not be seen on your face. Therefore in mercy and love I am 

instructing you in order that you may partake of My Glory. As 

you are willing to walk with Me and rejoice in your sufferings, 

you shall in turn partake of My Glory. Look unto Me for you 

have need of power to overcome the wicked one and the 

bondages in other's lives. 

I said that if a man will judge himself he shall not be judged. It 

is not My good pleasure that the shame of My people be seen by 

all. How can I judge the world if I judge not first My own 

house? Hearken unto these things that I am telling you, for if 

you will not hearken unto Me thy shame shall be evident to all. 

God's Part and Our Part 

I would have you consider My life on earth --- the anointing 

upon Me was great and yet the temptations were great on every 

side; they came in one form and then in another, offering Me 

first the glory of the kingdoms of the earth and then in the form 

of reviling and persecution. There will be great glory given to 

My people but also the temptations will be intensified on every 

side. Think not that with the glory there shall be no temptations 

or persecutions. The glory to My church shall be great and so 

also the temptations from the enemy to turn My people from My 

paths. I warn you again that when the glory shall be manifested 

the temptations shall be great until very few that started shall 

finish the course. First of all they shall be offered great worldly 

possessions and then will come great revilings and unbelief. 

Consider your Lord, that as He walked so it shall be for you. 

There shall be need of great intensity of purpose. At times it will 

seem that everyone is rising up against you, trying to turn you 

from the course that I have set for you. It is written of Me that I 

set my face as flint to go in the direction that My Father had 

prescribed for Me. If you will finish the course the Lord has laid 

down for you, you too will have to set your face as a flint. With 

great determination you must walk in the course laid down for 

you. Many of your loved ones and those who follow with you 

will seek to persuade you and try to turn you from the course. 

With many words that seem right in the natural they will speak 

to you. Did not Christ rebuke Peter who would turn Him from 

the course God had prescribed? 

Understand these two things and meditate upon them solemnly -

-- the persecution and the darkness shall be as great as the glory 

in order to try to turn the elect and the anointed ones from the 

path the Lord has laid down for them. Many shall start but few 

shall be able to finish because of the greatness of grace that shall 

be needed to be able to endure unto the end. The temptation and 

the persecution of your Lord was continuous. He was tempted 

by Satan in many forms throughout His entire life and even to 

the cross where the ungodly cried out 'if thou be the Christ come 

down from the cross'. Think not that there will be a time of no 

persecution, for it shall be from the time of your anointing until 

the end. Difficulties and great persecution will go on to the end. 

The Lord must prepare you to be an overcomer in all things, that 

you may be able to finish the course. The persecution shall 

increase even as the anointing shall increase. 

In paths of judgment and righteousness shall the Lord God lead 

His people and bring them into that place which He has chosen 

for them. The Lord has chosen a place for His people, a place of 

righteousness and holiness where He shall encamp around them. 

All who will be led of the Lord will be brought into this holy 

place. For the Lord delights to dwell in His people and to 

manifest Himself through His people. The holiness of the Lord 

will be manifested through His people. Let the Lord lead you 

and He will lead you in the difficult places. He led His people of 

old through a place where no man dwelt, where no man passed 

through, in a place of great danger and in the shadow of death. 

The Lord will indeed lead His people again through such places, 

and at the same time will bring them out into a place of great 

glory. Understand that the way toward the glory is fraught with 

great danger and many shall fall to the right or the left, many 

shall camp on lesser ground. But the Lord has a place of 

holiness and no unclean thing shall dwell among His people. 

Put your trust in Him and He will bring you into a place of 

holiness. He desires to bring His people into a great glory --- the 

likes of which has never been seen, for this is what the Lord will 

do for those who put their trust in Him. It is a place of darkness 

and great danger and it will separate His people into the place 

where He would have them walk. He will protect them from the 

voices that would turn them from His path. He will bring them 

through the dark places and treacherous paths and lead them out 

into the light of His glory. He will rejoice greatly over His 

beloved and cause them to be filled with joy unspeakable. He 

seeks to lead His people into a new place of grace and glory 

where He will indeed encamp among them. Put your trust in 

Him and He will surely bring you into this new place. 

Fear not the days to come, but fear this only --- that you shall 

walk in a manner pleasing to the Lord. In this time I am 
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ordering and setting up My church and it shall indeed be pure, 

without spot or wrinkle. I will do a work in My beloved that has 

not been seen since the foundation of the world. I have shown 

you these things that you may seek the Lord diligently with all 

your heart, and that you may be a preserver of His people. 

Run not to this one or that one for the Lord has so ordained that 

salvation is in Him and in Him alone. You shall not turn to this 

shepherd or to that one, for there shall be a great scattering upon 

the earth. Therefore look unto Him for He will indeed make 

these things clear to you. You shall not look here or there, for 

His Wells shall increase your strength and your faith as He 

prepares you for the times that are coming. 

The truths that I have revealed to you must become a part of you 

--- not just an experience, but a part of your very nature. Is it not 

written that I demand truth in the inward parts? It is the truth of 

the Lord expressed in your very being that shall hold you. Many 

shall experience the truth but the truth must become a part of 

you, your very life. As men and women look upon you they will 

hear not only the voice but see the expression of the truth. Many 

shall be overcome because they are not constant in My ways and 

because they have not permitted the truths to become a part of 

them. I am showing you these things that you may be prepared, 

and having done all, to stand." 

I don't know about the churches you have been in. 1 Cor 14:37 

37 If any man think himself to be a prophet, or spiritual, let him 

acknowledge that the things that I write unto you are the 

commandments of the Lord. Either we do not have many 

spiritual leaders as I have hardly seen this in decades or any 

leader striving to mature the saints so God may move in the 

manner He commands in the New Testament or they won't 

allow it as the prophets where to speak two or three at most. 

Many Pastors will neither offer nor allow it. Might be what 

prompted this prophecy. The Prophet that sank in the Mud". . . 

So, you want to be a prophet. I think there is a good reason why 

the genuine prophet is seldom heard among assemblies who say 

they are following the leadership of the Spirit. The true job of 

the office of a Prophet is highly controversial; although the 

recorded acts of what most of them did in the OT is not difficult 

to understand. Jezebel killed a lot of those men; just as many 

others in leadership did. It was to prevent them from speaking 

what, thus sayeth the Lord of Hosts; to those that would hear, 

and to those that would not hear. You get this feeling today that 

most people who should know better, don't like to focus on a lot 

of what those men and women of God in the old day said. Read 

the Books of the Prophets. It does appear that much of what they 

spake, was to warn God's people about what God was about to 

do to them, if they did not turn from their wicked ways. Oh, 

they certainly prophesied blessings and great things upon God's 

people, but that was predicated upon whether they did the right 

things and chose to follow His instruction. The main problem 

seemed to be, that most times, they didn't. Then, they were 

warned. I have to stop here and say, that it is a tragic loss that 

the true prophets and prophetesses, have not been allowed to 

warn the church of today. I want to tell you, that they tried. 

Except for a few chosen ones, approved only by higher circles, 

the prophets were driven from our churches; pushed out into the 

streets to fend for themselves. I will have to make a statement 

that many will reject and it's this. You will never have the end-

time revival so many have talked about, without the prophets. It 

is not the first time people in charge have thought they 

destroyed this office. But, if one cares to read in depth, 

somewhere, somehow, God always had some in reserve What I 

was going to simply say is "People do not truly want to hear 

from the Prophets of the Lord, who both carry and speak with 

the Mantles of Old and New Testament Prophets and 

Apostles...those called to anchor and purify the Bride who see 

by the Spirit things far off in the future and warn, who see that 

which hinders Heaven from moving through the congregations, 

that which grieves the Holy Spirit and defiles the Altars, calling 

people to get rid of their idols...if God be God serve Him, but if 

Baal, serve him...very narrow and uncompromising declarations 

that often put the Prophet in an unpopular position among the 

System...so they speak from the dessert, the wilderness...The 

Jeremiahs & John The Baptist, yet they suffer unnecessary 

challenges because they are not supported as they should be, for 

the sake of the Kingdom. Because they are also a target of the 

Jezebel spirit (a very high ranking principality forever radically 

dedicated to killing the Prophet), caves seem to be their 

unwanted homes....By Robert Blackburn 

Patricia Green 

PATRICIA GREEN: This is a prophetic word that I received 

back in 2008 during the democratic race between when Barack 

Obama and Hillary Clinton because it ties in with what I will 

move into. 

Now, when I received this word from the Lord, Hillary Clinton 

was slightly ahead in the democratic race, and the Lord said this 

to me: "Barack Obama will within the democratic nomination," 

and he was going to be the next president of the United States of 

America." 

Quickly, I said, "Lord do you expect me to vote for a man who 

supports abortion and homosexuality?" 

The Lord replied to me and said, "Child, I did not tell you to 

vote for him. I'm telling you he will be the next president of the 

United States." He said, "Barack Obama is a fork-tongued devil. 

Your country has been pushing for abortions and 

homosexuality. So, I'm giving you a president who will promote 

abortions and homosexuality. But rest assured. My hand of 

judgment will come against your nation while he is president." 

Now, I don't know what hand of judgment -- 

BY JOHN BAPTIST: 

Q. Wait, wait. I have got to get you to say that again. 

A. Okay. 

Q. Now, this is vital. This is vital. What you have said 

prophetically -- I have to put you on my -- what I would call the 

top shelf prophet list right now. Hold on just a second. The Lord 

told you that these judgments will come down while -- I want to 
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make sure I didn't hear it right. Keep me honest -- while Obama 

is in the office of the presidency. Is that correct? 

A. That is correct. 

Q. Praise Jesus. Hallelujah. Well, you go on the A-list with 

Glenda Jackson, with Pastor T.D. Hale, with Sarah Menet, with 

C. Alan Martin from 1971 who shows Obama is the last 

president of the United States. Praise Jesus. So, right there, as 

far as I'm concerned and I study prophecies, dreams and visions 

and have for years, obsessively, and your testimony right there 

just validated the veracity of what the Lord showed you in my 

heart because you know what? I already knew that was the truth, 

but when you spoke it, you confirmed it. Praise Jesus. 

A. Amen, Amen. I received that in 2008 before Barack Obama 

actually won the democratic nomination. 

Okay. Now, I want to jump forward to April of 2013, and this is 

regarding a couple of dreams that I had. So, on April 17th, 2013, 

this is the dream that I had. And in this dream, my husband and 

I were traveling in a vehicle in North Carolina, and we were 

driving up a mountain road, and we saw this policeman with a 

blue light flashing as a warning signal, and he had stopped the 

traffic which prevented us from proceeding up the mountain. 

So, in the dream, I got out of the vehicle, and I walked up the 

steep mountain road, and the officer motioned for me to stop. 

Then, all of a sudden, behind the officer, I saw this large wave 

getting ready to crest over the top of this mountain, and it was 

heading towards me. So, in the dream, I placed my back to the 

wave, and I was able -- the wave kind of washed me down back 

to the bottom of the mountain. 

Now, at that moment in the dream, I knew that the Atlantic 

Ocean had washed in as far as this mountain in North Carolina. 

That was my first dream on April 17th. Then, ten days later, on 

April 27, 2013, I had a second dream and, in this dream, I was at 

a beach on the east coast, and there were many people at the 

beach enjoying the sand and the sun and the ocean, and there 

were these college-aged boys who had carried a couch and an 

area rug to the shoreline as a joke, and I warned them that the 

tide would come in and wash their couch away, but they just 

ignored me, and they began to laugh. 

Then, all of a sudden, as they were mocking me and laughing at 

me, I saw this massive wave that was taller than the hotels, taller 

than the buildings, and it was just positioned to crash onto the 

beach. In all my life, I've never seen a wave this high -- in 

pictures or even when I have been to the beach. It was literally 

towering over the top of the building. That was the second 

dream. 

Then, three days later on April 30th, the Lord gave me -- it was 

a vision. Let me explain -- when I say a vision, it's not an 

opened-eyed vision. It's a closed-eye vision were the Lord will 

actually form pictures, or sometimes, it will look like a video 

clip that I see with my eyes closed. Then, He begins to explain 

to me. If I don't understand what I'm seeing, he begins to explain 

to me then what he has just shown me. 

So, in this vision, I was walking side by side with Jesus, and He 

began to speak these words to me. He said, "Patricia, I want to 

show you some things." 

Then, Jesus parted the clouds so that I could see the earth below 

because we were like above in the heavens and I could see 

myself on the earth, and there was this mighty wave getting 

ready to crash on the shoreline. But, before the waves hit in this 

vision, I was lifted up. (HOPE NOTE - "lifted up"...I believe 

this refers to the Bride's transformation, everything that takes 

place in this vision MAY be occurring during the Harvest of the 

church, the lukewarm, and the lost) When I was lifted up, I 

could see that the wave was like hundreds of feet tall. It wasn't 

just a little wave. It was hundreds of feet tall. Jesus spoke these 

words to me. He said, "This wave will hit the east coast." He 

said, "Warn the people to get out. This mighty wave will 

devastate coastal cities and wash inland for many miles. Florida 

will be decimated. Washington D.C. will be under water. New 

York Harbor will flood the city. In North Carolina, the water 

will come as far as the mountains. The water will not go beyond 

the Appalachian mountains." He said, "There are those that will 

not believe what you are reporting. They will perish in the 

wave." He said, "Millions of people will lose their lives." He 

said, "Nothing of this magnitude happens on the earth unless I 

speak it through my prophets. I have shown many of my 

prophets this tsunami, and they are also reporting it will 

happen." 

We know in Amos 3:7, it says, "Surely the Lord God does 

nothing unless he reveals his secrets to his servants/ the 

prophets." The Holy Spirit said, "The United States of America 

is about to swing into a new season. At first, it will be a 

prosperous time, but it will be short-lived. Next, it will be a 

season of devastation from all directions. The first devastation 

will hit and, when she is reeling from that one, the next one will 

be right on its heels. When it looks like it cannot get any worse, 

indeed it will. This series of devastating events will cripple your 

nation and bring her to her knees. She will realize that she is no 

longer the powerful nation she once was. 

He said, "Look to the skies, and you will see the first 

devastation. (HOPE NOTE - could this be Nibiru? (colors in the 

sky) ) Look to the seas, and you will see the next devastation. 

Look to the earth, and you will see the third devastation. I, the 

Lord of the Heavens, the earth and beneath the earth have 

spoken." 

And also, the Lord is talking about the national distress for 

America. He also said this, "I want to show you things that will 

happen in the United States of America during these years of 

tribulation.' He called them years of tribulation. It will be a time 

of great national distress. He said "all these things will occur in 

the final years before I return". (HOPE NOTE - I believe He is 

referring to His 2nd Coming) 

This is what the Holy Spirit showed me, that the dams would be 

breaking and flooding the people below. He specifically told me 

that Hoover Dam will be one that breaks (many confirmations 

of this). He said power supplies will be cut off to major cities, 

and it will plunge people into darkness. Then, interesting I saw a 

huge -- while he was giving this message to me, I saw a vision 
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of a huge ash cloud, and I saw these little bits of debris that were 

falling to the earth. Now, when I saw that ash cloud, in my 

mind, I thought it had to be either one of two scenarios. Either it 

was volcanic ash, or it was debris from nuclear bomb. I wasn't 

sure which. 

Q. Well, let me ask you this: The nuclear thing, so, was that just 

something that kind of hit you randomly, or have you heard 

anything regarding that because we have -- 

A. Let me continue on with what the Lord said because it will 

tie in. 

He said that the -- buildings would be collapsing and falling into 

water, the causeways that connected islands to mainland would 

collapse, leaving people stranded on islands. I saw the deep 

fissures in the earth surface as a result of great earthquakes. 

Many people were dying because medicines were scarce during 

this time. Then, I saw people being killed with guns, and martial 

law was going to replace the civil law of the land, and the 

imposition of martial law would, of course, mean the suspension 

of all civil life, and it would be replaced by military authority. 

There would be curfews, road blocks, and checkpoints in order 

to maintain control. And we know that President Obama has 

already signed in December 2013 -- he's brought the 

government’s power to enact martial law even in peaceful time. 

He said, "The United States of America will fall because of her 

wickedness." He said, "I raise nations up, and I take nations 

down according to my will. I bless nations that follow my 

command, and I curse nations that disobey my command. All 

that will happen to your nation will be a result of your nation's 

sin. As a nation, you have clamored for rights. People say that 

rights are freedom, when, in fact, it is bondage. Homosexuality 

is not a civil right. It is bondage to sexual impurity and destroys 

the covenant of marriage that I established." He said, "Abortion 

is bondage because of the emotional destruction that comes 

from taking the life of an innocent child." He said, "Sin is 

bondage, and all sin is abhorrent to me," the Lord said. 

Then, He continued on to say that the United States of America 

is a whelp" He said, "I gave her birth to be an ally of Israel. The 

United States will decrease, and Israel will increase in the end. 

At the end of the age, there will be no greater nation than Israel. 

I will cause events to happen that will diminish the power and 

influence of the United States of America." He said, "People 

will say, 'This condition happened,' but indeed it will happen 

because I have spoken." He said, "Nations that have great power 

in the past ages no longer exist because I declared their demise." 

He said, "My child, you will declare these things and will 

people will scoff at you and say you have not heard from me. 

But truly I say to you, these things will happen before I return." 

He said, "Do not fear to speak my truth. I am all powerful. I can 

wipe out a nation with my breath. With my voice, I can flatten 

mountains, move islands, create earthquakes, floods and 

famine." He said, "Man is frail compared to my great power and 

my outstretched hand." 

But this is the beauty of it. As children of the Most High, he 

said, "I will protect, provide and possess my chosen and Holy 

people. I want you to know that no matter what I show you 

about these end times," he said, "you are in the palm of my 

hand. DO NOT FEAR or WORRY. Just know that I AM with 

you, and I will bless you and your family." 

So, you know, even when we get such -- all these reports that 

seem to be so devastating and so horrific, we can look to the 

Lord and know that He is our mighty strong tower, that we can 

run to Him, and He will protect us in this great time of 

affliction. 

During this horrible time, the Lord said, "Many will get saved. 

He said, "The fear that the end is near will cause people" -- 

listen to this -- "will cause people to seek out Christians for 

truth. He said, "Just know that all must perceive as the Holy 

scriptures have stated. This is where he said, the sword will be 

the nuclear war. So, he's talking about a nuclear war. The 

famine will result from the drought when I withhold the rain. 

The pestilence will be a new strain of disease that is not known, 

and there will not be a cure. It will quickly kill people like the 

black plague. He said the war will last five years, and the famine 

will follow quickly. He said, "My children will need wisdom to 

survive this tribulation. Food will be scarce, but my children 

will be prepared for the famine." He said, "I'm instructing my 

children to begin to fill up their storehouses before the famine 

strikes just as I instructed Joseph while he was in Egypt." 

He said it would be wise to begin storing provisions. 

What was next was: He said that the landscape of America is 

about to change. "There will be many signs I perform as a 

warning to your nation." 

Now, this is interesting. He said the waterways will become 

poisonous." I only record what he tells me. I don't know how 

that is going to happen. The hills will begin to tremble. The stars 

will lose their brilliance. Your sun will begin to emit flashes of 

radiation." He said, "Weather patterns will change. My hand is 

on the weather. These things will not happen by chance because 

I will cause them to happen with my outstretched -- "most 

meteorologists have an explanation for the weather phenomena, 

but during this time, it will defy all human reasoning." He said, 

"Until people come to realization that I AM Yahweh, and I AM 

in control, they will be confused about when events will occur 

on this earth. He said -- he also talked about in the central plains 

will see a great hurricane that will dump great amounts of rain. 

He also said, "The Appalachians will be the furthest point east 

before the Mississippi River expands its boundaries." And he 

said, "The ocean will come as far as the Rockies in some areas." 

So, that's out on the west coast. He said, "The Grand Canyon 

will begin to fill with water. He said the Great Lakes will 

combine to form one large body. He said the geological plates 

will shift. 

This is another message I just received in July of 2014. He said, 

"War is coming to America. There is wickedness in high places, 

those in the spiritual realm and natural realm. They are plotting 

behind the scenes to take America down. Important information 

was given to the Russian government regarding the United 

States, and the Russians will use this information to attack the 

infrastructure your nation. He said, "Many will hear of this plan 
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but ignore it thinking it cannot happen to their beloved nation. 

There is wickedness in high places, in governments, banking 

and independent companies who line their pockets with gold at 

the expense of your people." 

He said, "Truth has been suppressed. Your country has become 

a nation of lies. Darkness is about to overcome your nation. A 

deep darkness will cover the people because they love the lies 

and not the truth." He said, "But all is not lost. Do not despair, 

my children, for out of the darkness comes My glorious light." 

Also, the Lord -- just right along the lines of what you were just 

saying, the Lord said. "Tell the people that hell is expanding. 

This saddens My heart. I never created hell for mankind. Those 

in rebellion and disobedience to their creator will be eternally 

damned. The landscape of America is about to change. I will 

establish cities of refuge for the ones who know me intimately." 

He started talking about getting intimate with Him. Start 

spending one and one time with Jesus and your Heavenly 

Father. He said, "These cities will be a place of safety under My 

wing of protection." He said, "Call to me, and I will show and 

you guide you to a city of refuge in these perilous times." He 

said, Stay close to me, and I will instruct you." He said, "Do not 

fear, my little children. I AM with you, and I will never leave 

you, nor forsake you." So, like you said, it's not a time to be 

fearful. It's a time to draw even closer and closer to our creator 

and to our Savior. 

Sadhu Sundar Selvaraj  

Prophet Sadhu Sundar Selvaraj, founder of Jesus Ministries, 

recently shared some important revelations concerning Israel in 

the year 2017. He has a long history of delivering accurate 

prophetic words, including the election of Donald Trump in the 

2016 U.S. Presidential election. 

On April 30 2014, the angel Michael brought Sundar a message 

about the future of Israel. He was shown numbers representing 

significant years in the history of modern Israel, including 1948, 

which was the year the nation was re-born, and 1967, the year 

they fought and won the six-day war, which was the first time 

they had regained control of Jerusalem in nearly 2,000 years. 

Written below those two numbers, Sundar saw the year 2017 

written there. Then the angel Michael said, “Another major war 

is planned. A major change and shift in government and land is 

coming.” 

On March 11 2015, while Sundar was waiting on God, he had a 

heavenly experience. He saw himself in heaven standing before 

the Lord Jesus Christ. He saw two saints standing together with 

the Lord Jesus. One was Moses and the other was Jeremiah. 

After speaking to him about some matters, the Lord Jesus turned 

to the prophet Jeremiah and said, “Teach him about the seventy 

years.” 

Then   the   prophet   Jeremiah   approached   Sundar   and  said, 

“Seventy years in the history of Israel is very, very significant. 

There is going to come a turning point in the history of Israel in 

the year 2017. That will be the 70th year in the history of Israel 

since its formation.” 

Sundar was dumbfounded by what he heard. He calculated the 

numbers and concluded the 70th year since the formation of 

Israel would be 2018, not 2017. So he asked Jeremiah about 

this. Jeremiah replied, “No, you are wrong. The count should be 

from the time when the covenant was first signed.” 

So Sundar did some research and discovered on November 29 

1947, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a 

resolution recommending the adoption and implementation of 

what they called the Partition Plan for Palestine. At that time, 

British rule over the land of Zion was ending, so this resolution 

recommended a new plan, which called for the creation of 

independent Arab and Jewish States within Jerusalem and the 

land of Zion. (Source: Wikipedia) 

70 years later, the two-state plan has still not been implemented, 

although it has been discussed often. However, on December 23 

2016 when the United Nations Security Council passed a 

resolution demanding Israel stop all settlement activity in east 

Jerusalem and other land the UN claims are Palestinian 

territories. The resolution was a significant first step toward 

dividing the land, including making east Jerusalem the capital 

for the new state of Palestine. (Source: Wikipedia) 

On November 30 2011, Sundar was fasting and praying for 

three days on Mount Sinai. On the second day, as he was 

meditating on the word of God, he saw an open vision. A 

mighty angel with a drawn sword appeared before him and said, 

“Israel will be betrayed by her closest friend. The nation that 

will betray Israel, the same fate will happen to her.” 

Just as Sundar was wondering which nation was Israel’s closest 

friend, a map of the United States appeared before the angel. 

Then the angel pulled back his sword and stuck it into the center 

of the United States and said, “The nation that will be 

responsible for dividing the land of Israel will likewise be 

separated into two.” 

On December 25 2016, Christmas day, the Lord showed Sundar 

three things that would happen in 2017. 

First, he was shown a new disease that will eat the skin will 

break out in western countries as a form of punishment for 

touching the apple of God’s eye. 

Second, he was shown the  sky  darkened  and  many  brightly 

burning meteors began falling from the sky like a meteor 

shower. Trees will burn in large numbers. 

Third, mountains will spew lava high into the sky and in large 

quantity and volcanoes will burn. When the lava falls, it will fall 

on the water reservoirs and drinking systems, causing the water 

to become undrinkable. 

The Bible tells us a great  shaking in the  heavens is one of the 

signs that will be fulfilled before the Lord returns, as shown in 

the following scriptures: 

http://jesusministries.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Partition_Plan_for_Palestine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Security_Council_Resolution_2334
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“But immediately after the tribulation of those days the sun will 

be darkened, and the moon will not give its light, and the stars 

will fall from the sky, and the powers of the heavens will be 

shaken. (Matthew 24:29) 

12 I looked when He broke the sixth seal, and there was a great 

earthquake; and the sun became black as sackcloth made of hair, 

and the whole moon became like blood; 

13 and the stars of the sky fell to the earth, as a fig tree casts its 

unripe figs when shaken by a great wind. (Revelation 6:12-13) 

Timothy Snodgrass 
 

 APRIL 15, 2014 

 

Thirty-two years ago – on the evening of September 28, 1982 – 

I was taken in the Spirit and shown God’s timetable for the 

period between now and 2033 (which is 2,000 years after the 

Lord’s death). In this particular heavenly experience, I was 

about to ask the Lord what the significance of 2033 was, when 

suddenly I heard a loving Voice say, ‘The Days will be 

shortened, for the Sake of the Elect’. 

 

 I have meditated on this experience for many years, and today it 

just dawned on me that the 33rd anniversary of this experience 

will take place on September 28, 2015 – which also happens to 

be the day of the last Blood Moon in a rare series of four total 

lunar eclipses.  

 

Many of you have been following the extraordinary signs in the 

heavens which are about to occur between now and Passover of 

2015. Of extreme interest are the four “blood moons’ (total 

lunar eclipses). When four total lunar eclipses occur 

consecutively, it is called a ‘tetrad’ – an extremely rare celestial 

event. Not only is the earth about to witness a tetrad, but the 

timing of each blood moon will coincide with a Feast day (April 

15, 2014:  Passover,  Oct.  8, 2014:  Tabernacles,  April 4, 2015: 

 

Passover, Sept. 28, 2015: Tabernacles). 

 

On March 3, I was awakened by an angel of the Lord and taken 

to a high mountain in California overlooking the Pacific – when 

suddenly the earth began to violently shake. Without warning, it 

felt as if I was on a rollercoaster ride, and my stomach dropped 

as a great shift in elevation took place, unlike anything the earth 

had ever experienced. When I asked the angel of the Lord if this 

disaster could be averted, he pointed his finger towards Japan 

and spoke with reassuring faith and confidence: ‘All Things are 

Possible with God! 

 

 On March 5, I departed San Francisco for Japan, and during my 

5-day journey the Lord began to release a prophetic download 

of what needs to be done over the next 18 month to offset the 

coming event in California. The key to releasing stability to 

America is Japan. If we assist in bringing revival and a move of 

God’s Spirit to the East, God’s glory and mercy will soon flow 

like a river to the West. But our time is very short to accomplish 

this, and we must follow God’s instructions exactly.   

On the last day of my trip to Japan, while waiting for my plane 

in the Narita Airport I received the news that a 6.9 quake had 

just shaken Northern California minutes before I was to board 

my plane.  I actually had a great peace in my spirit – whereas I 

knew that it was a “sign” type of quake, and that there would be 

little or no casualties (confirmed later after arriving in 

California). The timing of this 6.9 quake – which occurred only 

hours prior to flags being lowered across the nation of Japan in 

remembrance of the March 11, 2011 quake – was a sign not 

only confirming the prophetic warning, but also a sign 

confirming the strategies received from heaven to avert the 

disaster if the Church will respond in obedience and faith. The 

first mission preceding the first Blood Moon was a success – but 

three other missions must follow between now and September, 

2015 – each of which will become increasingly more difficult to 

carry out – yet I remember the voice of the angel who spoke on 

the mountain top, ‘With God, all things are possible!’ 

 

 Three years ago on March 11, 2011 – I experienced in Japan to 

a small degree what America will experience on a larger scale, 

if we do not carefully listen to the Voice of the Holy Spirit. 

What is coming can be averted, but only through the glory realm 

– not through the fleshly realm of presumption and 

miscalculation. It will take more than listening to the word of 

the Lord – it will take obedience and sacrificial action! Three 

years ago, a major global cataclysm was averted in Japan. Few 

people realize that the 9.0 quake could have been much worst. 

On March 11, 2011, when I arrived in Tokyo at 2:03 PM, the 

earthquake took place 33 minutes later at 2:46 PM, at a depth of 

33 feet, triggering tsunami as high as 133 feet. More than 

20,000 people died all around me – but my eyes were firmly 

focused on Mount Fuji at that time, for the word of the Lord 

was: if Mount Fuji erupted, it would be a sign that the elevation 

shift had begun – first in Japan, then in California. On March 

11, although thousands perished, millions were rescued through 

the glory of the Lord.  

 

 We completed the first (of four) prophetic acts in Japan on 

March 10 of this year, which ended with a 6.9 earthquake that 

released pressure from the Californian coast. People in the 

region were violently awakened from their sleep, cars were 

video-taped jumping up and down off the road like rabbits – but 

not one soul perished in the quake. The Lord spoke to us that the 

three remaining prophetic acts – which much be completed by 

the final Blood Moon next year – will grow 10-times more 

difficult with each phase (logistically, financially, and ever 

increasing spiritual opposition). The team will grow 

exponentially during each phase, with each mission taking place 

within a 40-day window PRIOR to each Blood Moon – ending 

with a city-wide prophetic concert, which will bring in prophetic 

worship and the word of the Lord into Japan on a large regional 

scale. If you consider the 10-times financial escalation – with 

the first mission costing $1,400, the second $14,000, the third 

$140,000, and the final grand event costing $1,400,000 – in the 

natural realm, realistically this is quite impossible for a small 

ministry like ours. But that’s why I love God so much – 

everything about Him is impossible! What he says always 

comes to pass, IF we choose to ACT and BELIEVE whatever 

He says! 

 

The first time I spoke this warning was on Valentine’s Day in 

Santa Maria (Feb. 14, 2014), at our California Prayer Summit 

(held at the Healing Rooms). It was on that day that Prophet 

Bob Jones died. God always confirms major prophetic words 

with major signs. A decade ago, Bob Jones prophesied that 
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much of California would be buried under the sea following a 

great earthquake in Japan, in which Mount Fuji erupted and the 

stock market collapsed. Praise God, On March 11, 2011 Mount 

Fuji did not erupt, and the stock market did not collapse! Yet, 

the greatest challenge lies yet ahead.  

 

I personally never met Bob Jones during his lifetime, and my 

intension is not to endorse Bob Jones, but to simply state the 

facts. The Lord spoke to Bob that he would live to see the 

BEGINNING of a billion-soul Harvest. It is interesting that in 

June of 1990, a record $1,400,000 offering was taken during one 

of Bob’s conferences for world missions. The entire offering 

was sowed into Russia for bibles. Eighteen months later, the 

Soviet Union collapsed. I had forgotten that I had been in this 

particular meeting, until Pastor Patrick O’Marra from New York 

reminded me several days ago. I had just flown in from Europe, 

where the Berlin Wall had just fallen on November 9, 1989. I 

find these prophetic signs in numbers very interesting! Twenty-

four years had passed since Bob Jones’s conference, and I had 

forgotten about his record $1.4-million offering until Patrick 

reminded me in New York. It was not political intervention that 

brought down the Soviet Union – it was the sacrificial 

obedience, generosity, and anointed actions of a few – many 

who gave their lives for the Gospel on the front line in the days 

preceding the fall of the Berlin Wall. When Bob Jones died on 

Valentine’s Day this year, the prophetic message was clear: 

2014 will be either the beginning of revival, or the beginning of 

great sorrows and birth pangs – depending upon the obedience 

or disobedience of a few – the Remnant.  

 

We are about to go through some very challenging times, and I 

personally do not think we have until 2033 before the Lord 

returns – whereas ‘the days have been shortened’. The Eleventh 

Hour Prayer Network was founded foremost for the purpose of 

pleasing God, and secondly to stand in the gap for the souls of 

men. Whatever God tells me to do, I do. I have no motivation 

except to obey God. I do not work for money – I work for souls. 

I have no belongings, except for two pieces of luggage. I own 

no home, no car, nothing at all – I do not even know where I am 

going to be from one day to the next. Do not ask me what my 

plans are for 2014 and 2015 – I receive my instructions from 

God on a daily basis. If God gives me a home someday and a 

place to place my luggage, it would of course be very nice, but I 

am willing to suffer and die for the Kingdom if my Commander 

has need of me somewhere, because He is also my Lover and 

best friend! 

 

For many of you on our postal mailing list, this will be the last 

newsletter you receive, because we are now starting over from 

scratch. If you want to remain on our mailing list, just write and 

let us know (there are many advantages to being on our regular 

postal mailing list, whereas we are going to begin sharing 

photos and other prophetic insight that is not available online 

because of security issues.)  

The coastlands and low-elevation areas are entering into a time-

period of high risk, unless we intervene for our brothers and 

sisters in Japan. The sands of time have almost run out, and only 

through strict obedience to the Holy Spirit can we turn back the 

tide of approaching events. Unless we move in compassion for 

coastal inhabitants around the world who are now in harm’s 

way, many who are wealthy now will soon become poor if they 

are not careful to be good stewards of the resources God has 

given them. If your response to this letter is fear – remember, 

perfect love cast away all fear! Focus on the harvest – be 

obedient to God, and you will greatly prosper in the future! The 

stock market needs not crash in 2014, 2015, 2016, or even 2017  

 

– but beyond 2017, the Lord has not yet revealed to me what 

lies beyond that point economically – remember, All Things are 

Possible with God! 

 

Blessings, Timothy Snodgrass        

 

Pattie Trovato 
 

May of 2004 

 

In my dream there had been a nuclear explosion in the 

Baltimore-Washington corridor. I had quickly grabbed clothes, a 

tent, money and a little food, and stuffed them in our car. We 

had used the back roads to get out of Maryland. My daughter 

was in a car behind me with the rest of our kids. My husband 

was going to meet us at the campground. I was driving down a 

familiar highway in Pennsylvania. We were going to a camp site 

near Penn State College. The highway was jam-packed in both 

directions; traffic had come to a total stop due to some small 

accidents. I got out of our car and climbed up past the boulders 

into the trees to sit in the cool shade. It was nice spring weather. 

The highway was filled with people in panic trying to get to the 

mountains, while other people in a panic were leaving the 

mountains to travel down south-east. Everyone was in a panic! 

Four black helicopters came from over the mountain range. 

They started buzzing up and down the road. Two left to go 

south. One kept circling the area I was in, while the fourth got 

out a bull-horn. They announced to all of us that martial law had 

taken effect and that we were traveling illegally. Everyone was 

required to return to their homes or face arrest and confiscation 

of their vehicles. We thought how can we go back home? The 

lanes of traffic on the highway are not moving? A man in a 

south-bound pick-up truck started screaming at the black 

helicopter. He incited others to throw rocks at it, and even 

wanted people to turn over vehicles and block the highway to 

stop people from going home. A military person dressed in 

black with dark grey appeared at the helicopters' door and shot 

the man and two others to death. Other people in the area were 

forced to lay the bodies alongside the highway, and move their 

vehicles onto the shoulder of the highway. This paralyzed the 

people. 

No one really understood how different things were going to be. 

The circling helicopter swooped down, and a young military 

man jumped down to the road, on the north-bound side. He was 

quite friendly, and gave new orders saying tourists should 

proceed to their destination. We were told we could only visit 

ten days or less then we were required to return to our primary 

residence. He told us we would want to go home anyway, 

because as we would not be able to buy food anywhere except 

pre-packaged food still available in gas stations. All grocery 

markets were closed. The only people that were to report to 

work were emergency workers. The gas stations were allowed 

to remain open to allow people to get home, and then no one 

was to leave. 

 

Then the scene changed and I was home again, which is a 

twenty minute drive from Baltimore. My family and I were 
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watching a TV news conference on how people were coping 

with grocery stores being closed for the last three weeks. A 

military woman, dressed in the same outfit as the men in the 

helicopters, came to our front door. She made sure we were 

home, then put something sticky on our door on which to later 

affix government papers. They didn't want these papers put in a 

mailbox. She handed us a large envelope of papers. The 

contents included a mandatory appointment at the school where 

we are registered to vote. If you missed the appointment, you 

delayed getting food for your family. Most people had eaten all 

extra food. All people were required to share what they had. 

Food was the primary problem everyone had on their minds. 

The government did not want anyone to have any food left in 

their house. Any person not sharing food they had stored up 

would have it all taken away and go to jail. When I arrived at 

our place of voting, only a few people were allowed in at a time. 

Tables were set up as when we vote. We had to go to an 

alphabetized table and state our name. We had to provide proof 

of who we were and how many people lived in our home. They 

confirmed this information with a computer. Anyone not 

registered would have to go to a sports stadium to do their 

paperwork in order to get food. No more Wal-Mart food. 

 

Each family was issued something that looked like WIC checks. 

Each family was assigned one grocery store in which they could 

shop. The Checks had food items listed, and how many we 

could buy. For example: 2 - 16 oz. cans of vegetables, 1 lb. 

Meat, 6 fruit items (fresh), etc. We could only buy at our 

assigned store. Everyone could only shop if you were the 

registered shopper and only one person per family could be 

registered to shop. Each person had one certain day in which to 

shop. I was at my assigned store. There were only a few people 

allowed in at a time. Once the approved people were in the 

doors were locked until the maximum time was over and the 

next group was allowed in. I only had 15 minutes to shop for the 

listed items on my check order, and only 5 minutes for a clerk to 

process everything. Each hour only 3 groups of people were 

allowed to enter. To ensure appropriate behavior, there were 

military dressed guards with machine guns at various places in 

the store. Some people were assigned to shop in the middle of 

the night. We could choose whatever brand of canned goods, or 

meats, but the amount was very limited. My grocery cart was 

only one-third full, and it had to last us all week until the next 

weekly appointment, when we were given another WIC type 

check with a limited amount of food listed to be purchased. 

Each person’s check was commensurate with number of people 

living at their legal residence. One could buy all the paper goods 

and cleaners they liked. 

 

As I was paying for the allowed food, another customer became 

very irate with the little amount of food he was being allowed to 

get. He started yelling at one of the soldiers. The soldier slowly 

pointed his gun at him, pushed back his helmet and stared at him 

a long time. This soldier speaking in a Spanish accent said, 

“Don't be so upset. This will not do you any good.” He pointed 

at a military vehicle out in the parking lot. “Look. Your Russian 

overtakers have had to live like this all of their lives. Now, it is 

your turn.” The dream ended. 

 

Toward the end of the dream I knew the nuclear attack, was not 

a single attack, but actually many “small” attacks, and was 

accomplished thru a Russian and Spanish speaking country 

alliance. I woke with a very clear knowing of how easily people 

will co-operate with a new government in order to get a little 

food. I saw how voting registration will be used to organize 

food distribution. 

 

I saw the entire dream again, shockingly crystal clear, just as 

was given the first time. 

 

Terry Bennett 
 

Dec 10-14 2001 

 

For five days beginning December 10, 2001 Gabriel came and 

showed much of the future to Terry. He laid out the future in 

three sets of seven year time frames and has visited him several 

times since then. 

 

He says Gabriel visited with him for several hours each day and 

told him what would occur during a 21-year period starting in 

2008 through 2028. He divided the period into three seven-year 

periods. He then spoke about each seven-year period revealing 

what would be the predominant issue of each period. As Gabriel 

spoke about these things Terry was shown visions allowing him 

to see the events happening. 

 

Each period will have a predominant issue beginning with 

economic trouble, then governmental changes, and finally the 

rise of a one-world religion. In all of the 21 years (from 2008-

2028) there will be some elements from all three of these areas. 

Period One – Economic Trouble: The predominant issue of the 

first period, from 2008-2015 would be economic problems. 

Gabriel told Terry, “2008 will be the beginning of economic 

sorrows in our nation and in the world. During this time the 

great economic wealth of the United States will be neutralized 

and the military power of the United States will be greatly 

diminished.” The economic problems will be the primary cause 

for the military power being weakened. 

 

Gabriel told him, “The status of the United States as a world 

power would end during this time.” 

 

Terry explained there was at least some good that would come 

from this, “In one sense of it this is the protection of the Lord 

because if it were not for this downfall the spirit of antichrist 

that is coming out of Europe would make a grab for this nation.” 

There will be a change in the U.S. currency. A different 

currency is going to come, at least one. That will entail us no 

longer being the reserve currency of the world. I believe we are 

on the verge of seeing those things take place in our nation and 

the banking system failing again. So there are very serious 

things coming economically. 

 

Period Two 2015-2021 – Governmental Changes: The economic 

problems of the first seven-year period would be the primary 

cause for the next major issue occurring during the second 

period from 2015-2021. 2014-2015 would be a transitional year 

leading to the next seven-year period, which would be a time of 

dramatic changes in governments around the world, great 

political turmoil, and wars. 

 

Terry explained, “What the United States is going to go through 

is civil conflict, civil war, and then invasion. This will greatly 

http://www.prophecyclub.com/latest-prophecies/prophecies-from-terry-bennett1
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diminish the desire of the spirit of antichrist to take hold of this 

nation. So there was a side of it, particularly if we pray, that all 

of this would result in a blessing from the Lord to keep us from 

the domain of the spirit of antichrist. I saw in the governmental 

arena we will go through a dramatic change in our government 

and there would be a time of anarchy and chaos. For a while we 

will have a fractional government, which means basically our 

government will come down to the state level because of the 

military stepping in and having to seize control of our federal 

government. We would call it a coup, but in all honesty it will 

be to help our nation. That is why the military will step in. I 

believe we are now on the verge of these things happening. 

Lawlessness and chaos was shown to me, and civil unrest.” 

 

The angel Gabriel told Terry, “When the checks from our 

government stop coming to the people the chaos will ensue.” 

 

Terry explained, “Then we are going to see a major change with 

our government. The great economic turmoil in the 2014-2015 

year of transition will bring on these changes in government. 

Then there will arise a new government in Europe, which 

Gabriel warned me, “Keep your eyes on four nations. They are 

signposts to what is coming. Keep your eyes on Greece, Italy, 

Spain and France. Greece is going to want another Alexander 

the Great. Italy is going to want another emperor. Spain is going 

to want a king and queen. France is going to want another 

Napoleon. Satan is going to offer all three to them in one 

person. They will say yes. Through chaos they will gain 

control.” 

 

Terry explained, “I believe some of that chaos will be created, 

purposeful, while other chaotic events will come because once 

they get chaos going they will be unable to control it. The 

economic chaos will lead to dramatic governmental change in 

Europe, and in our nation. It will begin in the economic arena 

and then go forth into the governmental arena. Major 

governmental changes are going to happen in various parts of 

the world, particularly in Europe. 

 

Period Three – 2022-2028 – The Rise of a One-World Religion 

The governmental troubles will be in preparation for, 

particularly in Europe, the arising of the spirit of antichrist. 

What is coming is called the new world order, but behind that is 

the spirit of antichrist and the false prophet spirit a one-world 

religion. 

 

Terry explained, “I was told it would be a combination of three 

world religions, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam all brought 

together into a one-world religion. Those three would be 

combined as a compromise, a mixture. Each of those three 

religions believes in one god whereas other religions have many 

gods. The one-world religion will be presented as a solution that 

will bring peace, when in reality it will be a compromise and a 

mixture offered by Satan to turn the world away from the 

absoluteness that there is no other name under heaven whereby 

men can be saved but the name of Jesus Christ. Anybody who 

refuses to accept the new one-world religion will be labeled as a 

radical terrorist and a threat to world peace. As it goes forward it 

will move to murder. It will be declared by a religious leader in 

Europe that this person whom they will receive as their 

governmental leader is god, when in reality it is the antichrist” 

 

When this religious leader declared this man to be god, Terry 

saw hundreds of thousands of Catholics rose up and said no. 

They resisted what they knew was an attack against the Lord 

Jesus himself. As a result many Catholics were murdered. He 

also saw many Protestants resisting and they were also put to 

death in great numbers. He saw millions of these resisters put to 

death, martyred for their refusal to accept the divinity of the 

antichrist. 

 

Terry explained, “There will also be resistor nations and tribes 

of people, even in the European area, who will be unwilling to 

go down that path, but it was at great cost of life that they will 

resist, and some of them will resist. Satan is going to push for 

worldwide acceptance of the antichrist, but he will never be 

fully accepted. There will be sheep nations that absolutely resist 

and there will be people groups who absolutely resist.” 

 

Gabriel told Terry, “The people of Ireland and Scotland will 

never bow to the antichrist.” 

 

Gabriel told Terry, “You will see 666. You will see the number 

of man demonically controlled in economics, government, and 

religion. When it goes to religion that is when the mass 

martyrdom begins.” 

 

Terry told me (Stan Johnson) in a personal phone conversation 

that the fall of America would be in the year 2021. (But, we plan 

to delay it by getting the masses of America to repent.) 

 

Stan Johnson     

5‐13‐2012  

My friend and I were looking at an abandoned drilling site.  The 

site had old rusty remnants of an old drilling operation  

sitting near a small river.  Many years ago the dirt all around it 

had been soaked in crude oil which made me think at one time 

oil was found here.  All of a sudden, I got a revelation. 

I have given over 5,000 personal prophecies and when a person 

is under the anointing giving personal prophecies they  

say things as if they know them, but in the natural it is 

impossible for them to know such details without having met 

the person and known many intricate details of their lives, yet 

under the anointing there is a “knowing.”  You “know that you 

know” that what you are saying to this stranger is true, but you 

know in the natural that you can’t know, but you would stake 

your life on “knowing” that what you are saying is correct.  As 

in 1CO 14:25  And thus are the secrets of his heart made 

manifest; and so falling down on his face he will worship God, 

and report that God is in you of a truth.  

In an instant I had a revelation.  Without turning to say anything 

to my friend behind me I ran and jumped up on a large  

round block of concrete about 2’ high and about 4’ across that 

had been part of the drilling ruins and pointed toward the 

crude soaked land between the drilling ruins and the river and 

yelled at the land and to my friend behind me, “There is about to 

be oil come out of there!”  

I was so confident!  There was no doubt!  It was like when 

Ezekiel was told to prophesy to the valley of dry bones and  

http://www.prophecyclub.com/latest-prophecies/earthquake-brings-oil-stan-johnson
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upon his words the bones began to come together, flesh came 

upon the bones and life came into “the whole house of Israel!” 

I was prophesying to those dry wells!  I was speaking what was 

not into existence!  Wow!  That is the way I would explain it.  I 

was prophesying oil to come! 

 Less than two seconds later I felt a rumble below.  It was a deep 

rumble and shaking down really, really deep in the  

ground, then from six to eight spouts of crude oil squirted oil 

briefly about 18’ to 25’ into the air!  It reminded me of the 

water fountains I have seen at parks or court houses. I saw one 

with a flat concrete floor with about fifty water outlets all flush 

with the concrete.  The water would shoot up from various holes 

and the children would run and play.  Some would try to 

guess which hole would squirt water next.  About every fifteen 

minutes all the spouts would turn off for a moment, then on 

again at the same time. The water would squirt into the air to its 

maximum height just for a second then fall back to the concrete. 

These six or eight wells all briefly squirted black crude oil into 

the air simultaneously for a brief moment then fell back  

silent, but the oil from the nearest one took a right angle and 

splashed all over the front of my white T‐shirt.  It was totally 

black just covering all over the front of my shirt.  It was like it 

was tied to my shirt with a rubber band!  Zap! And I was hit 

with it!  No other splashes like it, only this one splashed directly 

on the front of my shirt!  

I was surprised and overjoyed because I knew that this meant 

this oil was for me and my friend!  I was not disappointed  

because my shirt was soiled but overjoyed knowing it was a gift 

to me and my friend.  I looked back and saw in the spirit 

what appeared to be a gusher of oil coming from the area of the 

one that splashed on me.  It looked like a telephone pole.  Crude 

oil about as wide as a telephone pole and so high I could not see 

the top in my peripheral vision.  A gusher of oil coming from 

what was an area of several abandoned wells which now 

supernaturally re‐supplied by the hand of God via an 

earthquake!  

 

I turned to my friend behind me who was faceless and said, 

“Quick!  We have to get this land leased before anyone else  

finds out that oil has flowed into this formation!  Instantly, the 

papers to get signed appeared in my hands and I was off to 

get them signed and the dream ended. 

 In most incidents Jesus avoided directly saying He was the son 

of God.  In this way only those to whom the Holy Spirit  

gave revelation would “know” that Jesus was the Messiah to 

come. 

 This dream carries really good news but I am going to leave the 

interpretation to the Holy Spirit.  Pray and ask the Holy  

Spirit to give you the interpretation.  

Terry D. Hale 
 

12/29/11  

 

I dreamed that I saw myself walking through the woods and I 

came upon people camping and in my dream I knew they were 

hiding. They looked like they had been there for months the way 

the camp was set up, living in tents. They were dirty as if they 

had not had much water to wash but yet I saw gallons of water 

jugs sitting around. They had a small fire cooking something but 

yet the fire was so small as not to bring attention to themselves 

in the woods.  

 

I stood there and watched them as they were huddled together 

and I could hear two of the elderly adults praying. I could see 

children and they were very poor looking; their clothes looked 

as if they had not been washed in weeks. 

 

Off in a distance I saw government officials driving up close to 

that area but far enough away as not to alarm them or let them 

know they were coming. As they approached the camp site, I 

hear the adults start to scream and cry, the children started to cry 

wildly as if they knew they were to be killed and started to run 

but the adults just fell to the ground and did not put up much of 

a fight, as if they gave in. I saw the men in the uniforms 

approaching and surrounded that camp site. I would say there 

were about 6 adults, two of them were elderly, like someone’s 

parents, and 5 children.  

 

The next thing I saw was them putting handcuffs on them but 

not on the children. They led them away to the cars then the 

dream changed. While they were putting handcuffs on them I 

heard one of the men say, "We are from the United States 

government, and you are under arrest." 

I saw all of a sudden, I was standing in front of a building as 

they were taking them in and fingerprinting them, processing 

them to be put somewhere, but in my dream I knew where that 

"somewhere" was. 

 

The outside looked like something you would see in the days of 

Hitler, no doubt they had been taken to an area where they were 

away from civilization, they were old buildings but had a 

modern look on the inside. I felt as if I had entered into a death 

camp. No kidding when I say this, it was if I had been 

transported in the depression times. Everything looked to me 

standing outside surveying the area, as if the economy had hit an 

all-time low. Even on the inside of the area where I was, it was a 

poor place. I was weeping saying, "Lord, please I beg you help 

this family" but yet somehow in the dream I knew they would 

not make it out and then that was the end of the dream. 

 

 I know where America is heading too and I knew by this dream 

it was heading to the Tribulation!  

 

Benjamin Faircloth 

2015 Word 

 

I want to emphasize that I did not feel the word given to me 

implied that this year would start the Biblical timing of the 

Tribulation period…though it could…my impression was that 

we as a people would come under intense pressure (pressure is 

the Biblical definition of Tribulation) this year and the 

Tribulation we would encounter would be a precursor to the 

prophetic and scriptural timetable of that terrible season. We are 

undeniably at the door!  For those nations who have been living 

with terror and war, tribulation for them has already begun. 

 This was the response I received after receiving the word and 

questioning  the   severity  of   it… “Father  this  is  not  a  good 
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Word…He said, these are not good days” 

“I will shut the gates and doors of grace to those who refuse to 

repent and be washed in my Son’s Blood. I have redeemed man 

but man must receive what I’ve freely given 

The stout heart and the stiff necked has prevented My grace –

therefore I will judge those who walk contrary to My will…I 

have said and I will be justified for My actions-for My plans 

I will deal will the sin of man- I will stand up against his 

continual rejection of My love-  I have been slow to anger but it 

is kindled ever the more 

There will be those who will cry out and turn to Me but they 

will be few- for there is no number greater to Me than all! I 

desire all I’ve made room for all to dwell with Me- yet the hand 

that extends grace has been slapped away I will pardon-I will 

forgive but man must find Me now!” 

I felt a strong sensing that the “winking” of God was coming to 

an end and that Strong, Bold, in your face type of 

Evangelism (not religious beat down but a passionate pursuit 

for the souls of men) is going to arise this year and the years to 

come…There is a window of opportunity that is closing…we 

must warn the lost their time is short. 

Here a few scriptures that support the urgency for salvation 

NOW…Acts 17:30,Genesis 6:3,Isaiah 55:6 , Matthew 25, 2 

Corinthians 6:2, 1 Peter 1:24, James 4:13-14 

The Church 

“I will shake the church- I will violently turn her towards Me-

for the time of My visitation is at hand….what I see I do not like 

and that which troubles Me I will fix and renew 

For My Bride will be humbled by the events of the coming 

days-she will see her errors-she will awaken to her wicked ways 

and I will revive her For the fires of My refining will kindle the 

coals of her heart and once again her tongue will speak with the 

fires of Pentecost My shaking will be a breaking of the fallow 

grounds that have held back My final harvest and her finest 

hour-I will shake and the ground will break and out of it will 

come the fruit I’ve longed for…souls! I have waited patiently-I 

have faithfully watered the seeds of My gospel 

It’s My time now! I will roar from the east and it shall be heard 

in the west- I will shake the south and it will be felt in the north- 

all will know that I am God and I live forevermore! I believe 

there is coming a great shaking – awaking and harvest coming 

to America this year!” 

America 

“Concerning America- your cup is full- My judgment has risen 

over you and has overshadowed you as a storm cloud- I will rain 

on you the showers of your enemies and they will overtake you- 

I will be justified. 

You have been rich- but now you are poor-you have been 

blessed but now you are cursed- you have been healthy but now 

your sickness shall rot the bone and your strength shall fail- you 

will ask how and why have our enemies prevailed and I will tell 

you to look again at the vows you made to me and my people 

Israel-you have forsaken them both. 

Now your shield is gone-your sword that has been drawn is 

brittle and it shall break as you thrust it towards your enemies- I 

will not go out with you to battle- I will not be with you in your 

hour of need. 

The nations will wag their heads at you-their tongues will hiss 

with reproach and dismay as they witness your fall 

I am coming to judge America-the land that once knew but now 

has forgotten –the way, the truth, and the life. 

Behold I come with chariots of fire- vengeance is mine I will 

repay-there will be  no turning back to yesteryear-faded glory 

for faded truth” 

Geopolitical 

 

(The year 2015 is not a bookend for these events…some of 

these events will appear in seed form, some will sprout into 

reality…some will be shadows that will be fully revealed in the 

coming years…a look back to previous Geopolitical words that 

we have received has shown this trend to be accurate) 

Egypt will fall again-this time the leadership will be iron clad- 

the Muslim brotherhood will regain power. Israel will deal with 

Iran (In progress) 

The US will be defeated in Syria – (this started in 2013 when 

Russia made our military stand down after our Navy was built 

up off the coast of Syria and France was hours away from 

launching an air attack…however there will be more 

disappointments for the US forces (really her polices) and her 

proxies 

Russia will invade and defend Syria… (We know Russia is 

sending arms, weapons, intelligence, and personnel but she will 

increase her support in a larger role to prop up and protect the 

Assad regime…it will seem like an invasion. Just yesterday 

before writing these comments a young boy in Syria was video 

tapped by ISIS shooting 2 Russian “spies” in the head in cold 

blood…I wonder what the Kremlin’s reaction will be.) 

Assad will be removed by a coup 

There will be a turning point in the Middle East against Israel-

her enemies will mount up and rise up against her 

(In progress…too much to write about here…keep your eyes on 

Israel) 

Pope Francis will die and his successor will make way for the 

rising and appearance of the anti-Christ and his unholy spirit 

that shall increase and manifest throughout the earth 

In my 20 years of ministry I have only had a handful of 

prophetic words about specific world leaders….I do have a few 

that are privately held that I am not able to release yet…but 

when I received this word about the Pope I was a bit surprised 

and prayed earnestly for the accuracy of it before feeling 

permission in releasing it…for the record I wish no man death 

no matter the odds we would have in theology…I was intrigued 

though after researching this topic and found many prophecies 
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of both the Catholic church and others who foresaw the death of 

this Pope…and the possibility that the “Prophecy of the Popes” 

may be off on their numbering (and the fact if they are 

authentic )…meaning Pope John Paul the first who only served 

33 days may allow Pope Francis to be the 111th and not the 

112th and final Pope…for a much deeper look into this subject I 

encourage you to read Tom Horn’s book Petrus Romanus: The 

Final Pope is Here or visit his website. Also Google this subject 

and you will find several other avenues that explore this subject. 

I do not know if this is a literal death or him resigning as 

Pope… I do know out of his own mouth he said he had 2-3 

years left before he goes to the Father’s house (self 

prophecy???) and recently there was a headline that showed him 

with his head bowed standing before a crowd and underneath it 

the words in bold, “EXHAUSTED”...in conclusion, recently one 

of the prophetic words for 2015 given to Jim Bakker was to 

“watch the Pope”…we are surely in prophetic times! 

Global war- global conflict –nation against nation- hatred will 

remove peace from the earth and the love of money will pay the 

bills of these conflict. 

(In progress) 

The real survival games 

Nameless diseases… faceless famines (no one knows them no 

one cares for them) Droughts in fertile places increase madness 

in western life as entertainment no longer satisfies – man will 

look to  death as  sport and  mayhem as  entertainment…nothing 

will satisfy! 

(This is already in progress with the increase of police shootings 

and attacks… riots will turn to sport-fires & looting will not 

satisfy- death & mayhem will abound…a spirit of madness has 

invaded America!) 

These things that are coming are beyond belief – you will hear 

these words spoken from the white house to the neighbor’s 

house…”I can’t believe this is happening” 

(Final word…We must be rooted in the Word of God & know 

who He is, and who we are in Him and know what time it is!) 

Psalm 32:6 
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